A KOREAN-ENGLISH DICTIONARY

INTRODUCTION

1. BACKGROUND. This dictionary was begun in 1953 as a research project of Yale University with the assistance of grants from the Program in Oriental Languages of the American Council of Learned Societies. Final preparation of this first edition was made possible by a subsidy from the U.S. Office of Education. We are grateful to Yale University Press and to Minjoongsugwan Publishing Company (Minseung seokwan) for their cooperation in the difficult job of putting the work into print and for their understanding when the untimely death of Professor Yang Ha Lee delayed work on revising the proof. We are grateful to the Pacific and Asian Linguistics Institute of the University of Hawaii for assistance in the final proof revision.

2. SOURCES. When we began our compilation, we had access to only the first volume of the six-volume Khun sacen (Seoul 1947–57) of the Korean Language Society (Hankul hakk-hoe); fortunately the remaining volumes were printed in time for us to make good use of them. We were aided by the earlier dictionaries of Lee Yuncay (Cosen-mal sacen, Seoul 1939), and J. S. Gale (Korean-English Dictionary, Seoul 1931). Two large dictionaries of great value appeared after we had completed our work: Kuiko tay-sacen (Seoul 1961) by Lee Hiseung (Huyang) and Cosen-mal sacen (Phyengyang 1960–2) by the North Korean Academy of Sciences. We have been able to incorporate much additional information from those two sources, by revising and supplementing our material while it was in proof. In addition to the dictionaries mentioned, we have been helped by many other reference works, as well as by informants who have checked reformation and supplementing our material was it in proof. In addition to the dictionaries mentioned, we have been helped by many other reference works, as well as by informants who have checked information and supplied us with examples.

3. COVERAGE. The emphasis in our dictionary is on the core of the language, and we have tried to give a full and accurate portrayal of the basic native Korean vocabulary. We have limited entries of Chinese loanwords to those more commonly useful, and we have not attempted to find exhaustive examples for each one; we have paid only cursory attention to recent European loanwords. A certain amount of encyclopedic information has been included for both general and linguistic interest, but we have not attempted systematic coverage of any technical field; we have checked our data against the best available secondary sources, but undoubtedly there are many errors. Dates for Korean kings — birth, beginning and end of reign, and death (when different from end of reign) — were kindly supplied by Professor Edward W. Wagner of Harvard University according to his system, which sometimes differs by a year from the usual Korean reckoning. We have tried to give a somewhat more extensive coverage of features of phonetic symbolism than that found in other dictionaries; entries are cross-referenced as “heavy” and “light” isotopes when vowel quality is exploited, as “intensive” and “para-intensive” when consonant strengthening is involved.

4. GRAMMAR AND SPELLING. The grammatical analysis which underlies the dictionary is that of Martin’s forthcoming Korean Reference Grammar, to which the reader is referred. We have strictly followed the spirit of the Hankul spelling conventions of the “Unified system” (Thongil-an) of the Korean Language Society (the 1948 version revised from the original system of 1933), even when South Koreans currently diverge in usage, as they do when they omit the reinforcing affixes in Chinese loanwords; but we have provided cross-references from other spellings likely to be met. Our Romanization incorporates morphophonemic features from both the Thongil-an system and the system standardized in 1954 by the North Korean Academy of Sciences, which differs notably in the treatment of word-initial i- and r- and in writing all non-automatic reinforcement with an apostrophe that is equivalent to our Romanized -q. Since we use a more generous system of word division in Romanization, the Romanized form often shows additional information about the structure of compound words. In our examples we have used liberal punctuation: a raised dot to set off particles and some postmodifiers [see below], a hyphen to show compounds of various sorts, and space followed by a hyphen to show initial abbreviation (indicated in Romanization by an initial apostrophe).

5. STANDARDIZATION. Although we have tried to adhere to the spirit of the spelling conventions of the Unified system, we differ from the grammatical analysis underlying that system — and the usual spellings in both South and North Korea — on a number of points:

(1) We treat the copula (ita) as a separately spaced word, even when abbreviated (‘ita).
(2) We set off particles [and those one-syllable postmodifiers seldom followed by a particle or the copula] by a raised dot.
(3) We treat ey se as a string of two particles rather than a single particle.
(4) Many elements treated as unanalyzed endings by Korean grammarians are here identified as ending + particle (e.g. -se, -to, -sa, -un, -um) or as modifier + postmodifier (e.g. -te, -on, -un, etc.).
(5) We follow Seoul speech in standardizing nitsa, phitsa, and khita in place of nitsa, phyetsa, and khita; we equate -ten with -tun and deny the validity of the distinction between the two endings.
(6) We treat the infinitive allomorph -a as standard only if the preceding vowel is o; if the preceding vowel is a, we write -e.
(7) We treat the shortening of -eye (infinitive of bases that end in ey) as -ey rather than -aey, and so write tay yo rather than tayey yo.
(8) For the infinitive of two-syllable (and longer) bases ending in -i-, we recognize both the abbreviated form (-iy) and the full form (-i-); for one-syllable bases we generally prefer the full form.

6. ALPHABETIZATION. In alphabetizing the Hankul entries, we have followed the general conventions found in Khun sacen in not distinguishing double consonants from single consonants in initial position except for words that are otherwise homophones, so that 달박 will be found between 달박 and 달박; but we have kept the expected alphabetical slot for each of the final double-consonant spellings, so that 달박 is between 달박 and 달박(-ie) rather than between 달박-nap and 달박-nie.

7. ETYMOLOGIES. We have indicated all known etymologies and suggested many new ones (often as queries). The word “compound” is used loosely throughout the dictionary to suggest that the reader may find further etymological help under the component parts. Many longer compounds are given simply as “examples” under main entries. Most of the Chinese binoms have not been marked as “compounds” since the components are often bound. But we have included all common bound nouns of Chinese [and pseudo-Chinese] origin in an initial entry under each homophone group, so that the inquisitive reader can look further into the etymology of most of the Chinese loanwords without leaving this dictionary. A Korean “tag-translation” reading is given for each of the bound nouns, together with the most common
8. PRONUNCIATION NOTES. When necessary, special notes have been added to call attention to pronunciations not predictable from the morphophonemic spelling. Vowel length, a remnant of an earlier system of pitch accent, is indicated (lexico-)phonemically rather than morphophonemically, for reasons to be explained elsewhere; the extreme difficulty of obtaining satisfactory data on vowel length has led to a number of inconsistencies which we hope to remedy in future editions. In our examples vowel length is generally not noted, unless the example is a simple lexical compound.

9. CITATION FORMS. Korean sentences come in three basic types: processive (those ending in a [processive] verb), descriptive (those ending in an ADJECTIVE [= "descriptive verb"], and nominal (those ending in the COPULA). We follow the usual Korean lexicographical convention in citing each processive verb both in the entry and in brief examples in the plain indicative assertive form (hata, mekta, sätta, etc.) even though that form is normally replaced in speech by the processive assertive (kanta, mekounta, sätta, etc.). But in citing examples translated as full sentences in English we use the processive form whenever appropriate. Corresponding to verbs and adjectives are [processive] VERBAL NOUNS and ADJECTIVAL NOUNS [= "descriptive verbal nouns"]; they make sentences with the aid of the base ha- which forms the auxiliary [processive] verb hanta "does" and the auxiliary adjective hata "is". Some of the adjectival nouns that we have entered also as nouns are seldom (perhaps never) used except in adjectival noun constructions; others occur more freely as subject, object, etc. We have departed from other bilingual dictionaries in giving most of the English translations in the third-person singular ("does/is") rather than the so-called "infinite" (= to + unmarked form); this makes the translations more readily available for direct use in sentences, and corresponds more closely to the Korean forms translated.

10. FUTURE WORK. We recognize that this work has many shortcomings and we trust that it will be possible to improve it in future editions. Some minor variations of spelling and punctuation will be found both in the Korean and in the English, despite attempts to achieve consistency. We look forward to suggestions and corrections from those who may use the dictionary; we hope that it contains something of value for each user and we apologize for errors and infelicities which may cause inconvenience to our readers.
From the morphophonemic form of a word as given by the Romanization (and by the Hankul spelling) it is possible to arrive at the actual pronunciation through a series of rules. The first set of rules (§§1—12) below converts the morphophonemic form to a phonemic representation of the word; the second set (§§13—24) converts the phonemic representation into a broad phonetic description, i.e., into rough directions to the articulatory organs. The arrow symbol here is to be read "convert (the form on the left to the form on the right)". We have omitted a number of rules that account for common variants, such as general dropping of h between voiced sounds, dropping of w after non-initial consonants, vowel raising, etc.

FROM MORPHOPHONEMIC FORM TO PHONEMIC REPRESENTATION

§1. SUPERSCRIP TES. Ignore superscript letters: in is pronounced the same as n, ny and ly are pronounced the same as y, i is pronounced the same as i. (The superscripts are to remind you of the North Korean spelling, which is usually — though not always — etymological.)

§2. REINFORCEMENT. Treat [vowel +] q as [vowel +] nn before l or y: alay i —> /alaynni/. Treat [consonant +] q as n before i or y: teq i —> /tenni/; kasq yang —> /kannyang/; mulq yak —> /mullyak/.

§3. SYLLABLE EXCESS. Unless it ends in a vowel, a spoken syllable must end in one of the seven consonants p t k m n ng l. This means that morphemes which end in other consonants (or in consonant clusters) must be reduced to one of these seven, except when there is attached the copula (ita) or some particle or ending that begins with a vowel (such as i, ey, uy or -umyen, -un, -ulye).

REDUCTION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>REDUCTION</th>
<th>EXAMPLE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ph</td>
<td>lph —&gt; ip</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ps</td>
<td>kaps —&gt; kap</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bp</td>
<td>pap —&gt; pap</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lp</td>
<td>ulph —&gt; up</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kk</td>
<td>pakc —&gt; pak</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kh</td>
<td>puekh —&gt; puek</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lk</td>
<td>moks —&gt; mok</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ls</td>
<td>talk —&gt; tak</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lth</td>
<td>kols —&gt; kol</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lh*</td>
<td>hatlh —&gt; hal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lm*</td>
<td>ah —&gt; al</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nc*</td>
<td>skilm —&gt; säm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nh*</td>
<td>anc —&gt; an</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>n</td>
<td>anh —&gt; an</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

§4. NASAL LATERALIZATION. Change n to l when contiguous to l: Sinla —> /silla/; il-nyen —> /illyen/. Some speakers change all or many cases of -nn- to /ll/. Note: Some speakers reduce inflectional bases ending in ik, ip, ilp, and lm- to the lateral: ilk —> /ilt/; pilp —> /pilt/; ulph —> /ult/; sall —> /sill/. And morpheme-final h (after vowel, n or l) is usually suppressed before a vowel: noh.o —> /noa/, anh.e —> /ane/, ahle —> /ale/.

§5. LATERAL NASALIZATION. When preceded by a consonant (other than l), §4 i is changed to n: sip-lyuk —> /simlyuk/. Some speakers change all or many cases of -nn- to /ll/ as well.

§6. NASAL ASSIMILATION. Before nasals (m n ng) the oral stops (p t k) are assimilated in nasality (—> m n ng): ip man —> /imman/, mok man —> /mongman/, os man —> /omman/.

§7. APEX INSTABILITY. Before labial (p pp ph m) or velar (k kk kh) consonants, t and n assimilate in position of articulation (t —> p or k, n —> m or ng): os puthe —> /imman/; mok man —> /mongman/, os man —> /omman/.

§8. ASSIMILATION. Before k(s) the apical stop t becomes s: before o(c) and eh it becomes c: mös santa —> /mossanta/; mös saanta —> /mossanta/; mös santa —> /mossanta/; mös sesta —> /mossanta/; mös canta —> /mossanta/; mös ccanta —> /mossanta/; mös canta —> /mossanta/; töto —> /tussa/.

*But if followed by an ending that begins with a single t, c, or k, the h metathesizes (rather than reduces): nohoko —> /nohok/, anhtu —> /anthu/, alhe —> /aihe/. And morpheme-final h (after vowel, n or l) is usually suppressed before a vowel: noha —> /no/, anhe —> /ane/, ahle —> /ale/.
§9. CLUSTER REINFORCEMENT. The single voiceless consonants p t c k s are reinforced (to pp tt cc kk ss) after a voiceless stop (mostly p or k, since except before itself t has been eliminated by §7 and §8):

sip-pun → sipp-pun → (§10) /sippun/
lyuk-pun → (§1) yuku-pun → /yukpun/
sip-to → /siptto/
lyuk-to → (§1) yuku-to → /yukto/
ici → /ipeci/
mecka → /mekca/
ipko → /ipkko/
mekki → mekoki → (§10) /mekki/
ipo → /ipso/
mekeko → /mekkeko/

On to → (§3) ot to → ot to → (§10) /otto/  

§10. CLUSTER REDUCTION. Two like consonants are permitted only if not followed by h; three like consonants are not permitted.

REDUCTION  

pph → /ph/  
sip-phil → /siphil/
tth → /th/  
mösg thanta → (§3) möt thanta → /mökhtanta/
łikkh → /łikh/  
mösg khinta → (§5) möt khinta → (§7) mök khinta → /mökhtinta/
och → /och/  
mösg chanta → (§3) möt chanta → (§8) möc chanta → /mökchanta/
ppp → /ip/  
pp pun → /ippun/
ppp → /ipip/
ppp → /ipppun/  

tt → /tt/  
mösg tanta → (§3) möt tanta → /möttanta/
łkkk → /łkkk/  
mösg khaki → (§5) mök khaki → /mökhtinda/
ccc → /cc/  
mösg canta → (§3) möt canta → (§8) möc canta → /mökccanta/
ssh ← /ss/  
mösg ssanta → (§8) möc ssanta → /mökssanta/  

§11. PALATAL ASSIMILATION. Replace th by 'ch' before morpheme-initial i or y: kol.i → /köci/, path ita → /pachita/. (But titye = /titye/.) Replace t by 'c' before morpheme-initial hi or hy: pahitita → /pachita/, pathye → /pachye/. Many speakers suppress y after s, o, and ch: usye → /usye/, kace → /kace/, pachye → /pachye/.  

§12. ORTHOGRAPHIC VOWELS. The orthographic vowel uy is pronounce /u/ when initial, /i/ elsewhere:  

uyca → /ucia/, huyta → /hita/, munuy → /muni/. But the particle uy is irregularly pronounced ey: nam uy cip → /nemyçip/. The vowel oy is usually treated as /wey/ in Seoul, but some speakers treat both oy and wi as monophthongs (front rounded vowels [ø] and [ų]). The vowel yey retains its initial y only after juncture (i.e., phrase-initial): kuyèysita → /këysita/, phuyèy → /phëy/, hyëyseng → /hëyseng/, silyèy → /silley/, mun-yey → /muney/.  

FROM PHONEMIC REPRESENTATION TO PHONETIC ARTICULATION  

§13. AIR STOPPAGE. The stops p t c k require total air stoppage at the appropriate points (§18). The lateral or flap l requires partial stoppage and the spirants s and h require sufficient obstruction to produce fricition. All non-nasal sounds require the nasal passage to be stopped.  

§14. BASIC VOICING. Vowels (including y- or w-, m, n, ng, and l require voicing, but note the following exceptions:  

(1) Most speakers unvoice high vowels in an environment with h or s (or consonant + h or s) on one flank and p t c k s h on the other flank: plichicsa, khulitsa, sWipsuta, chWiptta, alkkwussa, kúpssa, sWlla, sWlitta. But if there is only one vowel in the phrase it is usually voiced: sip, buk, swut; ha, heth.  

(2) Some speakers unvoice the other vowels in the same environments: hAlkssayng, sAykssas, thOlka, thEpshEpshAta.  

§15. VOICING ASSIMILATION. The simple stops p t c k are often lightly voiced between segments that are voiced as a result of §14.  

§16. RELEASE. Initial simple p t c k are released with local aspiration; simple s is released with either local or pharyngal aspiration everywhere. Final p t k are unreleased.  

§17. TENSION. All consonants are lax except when doubled. The double consonants (pp tt kk ss) are tense and pharyngalized; they are released with no aspiration.  

§18. POSITION. The consonants are pronounced in the following positions:  

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>bilabial</th>
<th>dental</th>
<th>velar</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>p m</td>
<td>t n l</td>
<td>k ng*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*But velar closure is imperfect or absent in rapid pronouncements of /ng/, leaving a nasal pharyngeal segment in the front oral vowel l.  

§19. PALATALIZATION. Before l or y most speakers palatalize s; some also palatalize ss. Although some speakers palatalize c only before l and y, many palatalize before all front vowels (l, ey, ay, oy, wi, wey, way), and most Seoul speakers palatalize c before all vowels. The lateral /l/ is generally palatalized before a consonant.  

§20. NASALITY. The nasal passage is opened for m, n, ng.  

§21. LATERALITY AND FLAP. The phoneme /l/ is pronounced as a lateral except: when it is single between vowels (ot, et, et, ot); between vowel and h even when the h is pronounced (pahlayng, silhem, chil ho), or initial (lato, leysutholang); in those environments l is a flap similar to the Japanese r.  

§22. VOWEL QUALITIES.  

(1) Front tongue position is required for i wi ey wey ey yay yay oy.  

(2) High tongue position is required for i wi u wu; but the position is somewhat lower when the vowel is checked by a consonant at the end of the syllable. Mid tongue position is required for ey wey oy o, but many speakers have difficulty keeping front mid vowels distinct from low vowels, especially in non-initial syllables. Other vowels (ay way yah wa ya) are low. High and mid vowels are generally higher when long and/or syllable final.  

(2) Strong lip rounding is required throughout a syllable containing wu or o (and for some speakers wi and oy); for all speakers, a lip-rounded (=labial) glide is required at the beginning of wi, wey, way, we, wa.  

FROM PHONEMIC REPRESENTATION TO PHONETIC ARTICULATION  

§13. AIR STOPPAGE. The stops p t c k require total air stoppage at the appropriate points (§18). The lateral or flap l requires partial stoppage and the spirants s and h require sufficient obstruction to produce fricition. All non-nasal sounds require the nasal passage to be stopped.  

§14. BASIC VOICING. Vowels (including y- or w-, m, n, ng, and l require voicing, but note the following exceptions:  

(1) Most speakers unvoice high vowels in an environment with h or s (or consonant + h or s) on one flank and p t c k s h on the other flank: plichicsa, khulitsa, sWipsuta, chWiptta, alkkwussa, kúpssa, sWlla, sWlitta. But if there is only one vowel in the phrase it is usually voiced: sip, buk, swut; ha, heth.  

(2) Some speakers unvoice the other vowels in the same environments: hAlkssayng, sAykssas, thOlka, thEpshEpshAta.  

§15. VOICING ASSIMILATION. The simple stops p t c k are often lightly voiced between segments that are voiced as a result of §14.  

§16. RELEASE. Initial simple p t c k are released with local aspiration; simple s is released with either local or pharyngal aspiration everywhere. Final p t k are unreleased.  

§17. TENSION. All consonants are lax except when doubled. The double consonants (pp tt kk ss) are tense and pharyngalized; they are released with no aspiration.  

§18. POSITION. The consonants are pronounced in the following positions:  

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>bilabial</th>
<th>dental</th>
<th>velar</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>p m</td>
<td>t n l</td>
<td>k ng*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*But velar closure is imperfect or absent in rapid pronouncements of /ng/, leaving a nasal pharyngeal segment in the front oral vowel l.  

§19. PALATALIZATION. Before l or y most speakers palatalize s; some also palatalize ss. Although some speakers palatalize c only before l and y, many palatalize before all front vowels (l, ey, ay, oy, wi, wey, way), and most Seoul speakers palatalize c before all vowels. The lateral /l/ is generally palatalized before a consonant.  

§20. NASALITY. The nasal passage is opened for m, n, ng.  

§21. LATERALITY AND FLAP. The phoneme /l/ is pronounced as a lateral except: when it is single between vowels (ot, et, et, ot); between vowel and h even when the h is pronounced (pahlayng, silhem, chil ho), or initial (lato, leysutholang); in those environments l is a flap similar to the Japanese r.  

§22. VOWEL QUALITIES.  

(1) Front tongue position is required for i wi ey wey ey yay yay oy.  

(2) High tongue position is required for i wi u wu; but the position is somewhat lower when the vowel is checked by a consonant at the end of the syllable. Mid tongue position is required for ey wey oy o, but many speakers have difficulty keeping front mid vowels distinct from low vowels, especially in non-initial syllables. Other vowels (ay way yah wa ya) are low. High and mid vowels are generally higher when long and/or syllable final.  

(2) Strong lip rounding is required throughout a syllable containing wu or o (and for some speakers wi and oy); for all speakers, a lip-rounded (=labial) glide is required at the beginning of wi, wey, way, we, wa.
4. A front (= palatal) glide is required at the beginning of ye yey ye ya yu yo.

§23. Vowel Quantity. Two like vowels are pronounced the same as a long vowel: aa = a. (But many speakers suppress the length of non-double long vowels.) A one-syllable phrase that ends in a vowel is automatically lengthened, so that as cited words both to and tō sound the same.

§24. Junctures. Junctures (= pseudo-pauses) are inserted to mark off major parts of a sentence; they are seldom inserted between parts of compound words or phrases, and almost never occur before a particle or the copula. In neither Hanul spelling nor the Romanization is space intended to represent juncture; only the grammar can tell you when to insert or suppress a juncture.

TABLE OF ROMANIZATION SYSTEMS

The following table shows how several systems differ in representing the Hanul symbols. Minor details in each system, such as the abbreviation of wu to u after labials in the Yale system, are not mentioned. "McCune-R." refers to the McCune-Reischauer system; "Lukoff" refers to the phonemic orthography used in Fred Lukoff’s Spoken Korean; "1959—SK" refers to the system of the ROK Ministry of Education; "CK" refers to that of the North Korean Academy of Sciences (Cosen kwahak-wen), as reported in the 1957 Peking volume Fnyin wenci xiefa guic& pp. 210—5.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hanul</th>
<th>Yale</th>
<th>McCune-R.</th>
<th>Lukoff</th>
<th>1959—SK</th>
<th>CK</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>አ</td>
<td>Ƿ</td>
<td>Ƿ̄</td>
<td>Ƿ</td>
<td>Ƿ</td>
<td>Ƿ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ላ</td>
<td>pp</td>
<td>pp</td>
<td>pp</td>
<td>pp</td>
<td>pp</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ሌ</td>
<td>t</td>
<td>t̄, d</td>
<td>t̄</td>
<td>t̄</td>
<td>t</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ል</td>
<td>th</td>
<td>th̄</td>
<td>th̄</td>
<td>th̄</td>
<td>th</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ሎ</td>
<td>tt</td>
<td>tt</td>
<td>tt</td>
<td>tt</td>
<td>tt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ሏ</td>
<td>s</td>
<td>s</td>
<td>s</td>
<td>s</td>
<td>s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ሐ</td>
<td>ss</td>
<td>ss</td>
<td>ss</td>
<td>ss</td>
<td>ss</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ሑ</td>
<td>c</td>
<td>ch, j</td>
<td>j</td>
<td>j</td>
<td>j</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ሒ</td>
<td>ch</td>
<td>ch̄</td>
<td>ch̄</td>
<td>ch̄</td>
<td>ch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ሓ</td>
<td>oo</td>
<td>tch</td>
<td>jj</td>
<td>jj</td>
<td>tss</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ሔ</td>
<td>k</td>
<td>k̄, g</td>
<td>k̄</td>
<td>k̄</td>
<td>k</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ሕ</td>
<td>kh</td>
<td>k̄h</td>
<td>k̄h</td>
<td>k̄h</td>
<td>k̄h</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ሖ</td>
<td>kk</td>
<td>kk</td>
<td>kk</td>
<td>kk</td>
<td>kk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ሗ</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>መ</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>n</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ሙ</td>
<td>-ng</td>
<td>-ng</td>
<td>-ng</td>
<td>-ng</td>
<td>-ng</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ሚ</td>
<td>l</td>
<td>l, r</td>
<td>l, r</td>
<td>l, r</td>
<td>l</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ሜ</td>
<td>h</td>
<td>h</td>
<td>h</td>
<td>h</td>
<td>h</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ም</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>i</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ሞ</td>
<td>wi</td>
<td>wi</td>
<td>wi</td>
<td>wi</td>
<td>wi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ሞ</td>
<td>ey</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>e</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ሞ</td>
<td>ye</td>
<td>ye</td>
<td>ye</td>
<td>ye</td>
<td>ye</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ሞ</td>
<td>wey</td>
<td>we</td>
<td>we</td>
<td>we</td>
<td>we</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ሞ</td>
<td>oy</td>
<td>oe</td>
<td>òe</td>
<td>oe</td>
<td>òe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ሞ</td>
<td>ay</td>
<td>ae</td>
<td>æe</td>
<td>ae</td>
<td>æe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ሞ</td>
<td>yay</td>
<td>yae</td>
<td>yã</td>
<td>yae</td>
<td>yai</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ሞ</td>
<td>way</td>
<td>wae</td>
<td>wã</td>
<td>wae</td>
<td>wai</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ሞ</td>
<td>u</td>
<td>û</td>
<td>ûu</td>
<td>ûu</td>
<td>ûu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ሞ</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>õ</td>
<td>õe</td>
<td>õe</td>
<td>õe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ሞ</td>
<td>ye</td>
<td>yõ</td>
<td>yõe</td>
<td>yõe</td>
<td>yõe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ሞ</td>
<td>we</td>
<td>wö</td>
<td>wø</td>
<td>wöe</td>
<td>wöe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ሞ</td>
<td>a</td>
<td>a</td>
<td>a</td>
<td>a</td>
<td>a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ሞ</td>
<td>ya</td>
<td>ya</td>
<td>ya</td>
<td>ya</td>
<td>ya</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ሞ</td>
<td>wa</td>
<td>wa</td>
<td>wa</td>
<td>wa</td>
<td>wa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ሞ</td>
<td>wu</td>
<td>u</td>
<td>u</td>
<td>u</td>
<td>u</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ሞ</td>
<td>yu</td>
<td>yu</td>
<td>yu</td>
<td>yu</td>
<td>yu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ሞ</td>
<td>o</td>
<td>o</td>
<td>o</td>
<td>o</td>
<td>o</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ሞ</td>
<td>yo</td>
<td>yo</td>
<td>yo</td>
<td>yo</td>
<td>yo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ሞ</td>
<td>uy</td>
<td>ūi</td>
<td>(ūi)</td>
<td>eūi</td>
<td>ūi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abbreviation</td>
<td>Meaning</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>---------</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>abbr.</td>
<td>abbreviation (= descriptive verb)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>adj.</td>
<td>adjective (+ descriptive verbal noun)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>adj-n.</td>
<td>adjectival noun (+ hanta) (= descriptive verbal noun)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>adv.</td>
<td>adverb</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>advrs.</td>
<td>adverbial (= statement, command)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ant.</td>
<td>antonym</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>apperc.</td>
<td>apperceptive (= kwan, -kwumen etc.)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>assert.</td>
<td>assertive (= statement, command)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>attent.</td>
<td>attentive (= question, proposition)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>auth., author.</td>
<td>authoritative style (= to, -ta etc.)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>aux.</td>
<td>auxiliary</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bnd</td>
<td>bound</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cf.</td>
<td>Compare</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>colloq.</td>
<td>colloquial</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cond.</td>
<td>conditional (= unyen/-myen)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>contam.</td>
<td>contaminated (with)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cop.</td>
<td>copula (ita/-ta etc.)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>count.</td>
<td>counter (= numeral, classificer)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cpd</td>
<td>compound</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>der.</td>
<td>derived</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>der. adv.</td>
<td>derived adverb (= -ti, -wu, -o)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>der. n.</td>
<td>derived noun (= -ta etc.)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>der. subst.</td>
<td>derived substantive (= -em, -am etc.)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dial.</td>
<td>dialect (= non-Seoul form)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dimin.</td>
<td>diminutive</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>esp.</td>
<td>especially</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ext.</td>
<td>extended</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fam.</td>
<td>familiar style (= -ney, -na, -saw, -key)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fig.</td>
<td>figurative</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fut.</td>
<td>future (= -keys)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ger.</td>
<td>gerund (= -ko)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>imper.</td>
<td>imperative (= subj. atten.)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>indic.</td>
<td>indicative</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>indic. assert.</td>
<td>indicative assertive (= statement) (= -ta etc.)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>indic. attend.</td>
<td>indicative attentive (= question) (= -ni etc.)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>inf.</td>
<td>infinitive (= -a etc.)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>insep.</td>
<td>inseparable [even -ta can not be inserted]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>intent.</td>
<td>intensive (= -ul/-tye)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>interj.</td>
<td>interjection</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>intim.</td>
<td>intimate</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>irreg.</td>
<td>irregular</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>joc.</td>
<td>jocular</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>llt.</td>
<td>literary</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mng</td>
<td>meaning</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mngs</td>
<td>meanings</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mod.</td>
<td>modifier (= adnominal) (= -un, -n etc.)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>n.</td>
<td>noun</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>neg.</td>
<td>negative</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nom.</td>
<td>nominative (= nominalization) (= -ki)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>num.</td>
<td>numeral</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pole</td>
<td>particle</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>post-mod.</td>
<td>post-modifier</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>post-n.</td>
<td>post-noun</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>postnom.</td>
<td>postnominal</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>post-subst.</td>
<td>post-substantive</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pre-n.</td>
<td>pre-noun</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pre-pole</td>
<td>pre-particle</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>proc.</td>
<td>processive</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>proc. assert.</td>
<td>processive assertive (= -nunta/-nta)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>proc. mod.</td>
<td>processive modifier (= -nu)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>prosp.</td>
<td>prospective</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>prosp. assert.</td>
<td>prospective assertive (= -lita)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>prosp. attend.</td>
<td>prospective attention (= -likka)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>prosp. mod.</td>
<td>prospective modifier (= -ul/-i)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>purp.</td>
<td>purpose (= -ul/-le)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>quest.</td>
<td>question</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>quot.</td>
<td>quotative (= quotational)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>qvi.</td>
<td>quasi-processive verb, intransitive (pol, egsa)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>redupl.</td>
<td>reduplicated ; reduplicated</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>retr.</td>
<td>retrospective</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>retr. mod.</td>
<td>retrospective modifier (= -tun)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sep.</td>
<td>separable [at least -ta can be inserted]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>subj.</td>
<td>subjunctive</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>subj. assert.</td>
<td>subjunctive assertive (= proposition) (= ca etc.)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>subj. attend.</td>
<td>subjunctive attention (= command) (= la etc.)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>subst.</td>
<td>substantive (= -um/-m)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>syn.</td>
<td>synonym</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tent.</td>
<td>tentative</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tent. advrs.</td>
<td>tentative adverbial (= -kama)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tent. cond.</td>
<td>tentative conditional (= -keta)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>transfer.</td>
<td>transferential (= -ta [-ka])</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>v.</td>
<td>(processive) verb</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>var.</td>
<td>variant (= of)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vi.</td>
<td>verb, causative</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vi. verb, transitive</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vn.</td>
<td>(processive) verbal noun (= -hanta)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vni.</td>
<td>verbal noun, intransitive (= -hanta)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vnt.</td>
<td>verbal noun, transitive (= -hanta)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vp.</td>
<td>verb, passive</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vpt.</td>
<td>verb, passive-transitive</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vt.</td>
<td>verb, transitive</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vulg.</td>
<td>vulgar</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L-extending vowel base</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L-doubling vowel base</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L-doubling</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H-dropping (= ambivalent) base</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>consonant base ending in basic w that alternates with t</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>consonant base ending in basic w that alternates with p</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X (occurs alone)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XX (occurs reduplicated)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Abbreviations for Language and Base Forms:**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Language</th>
<th>Base Form</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ch.</td>
<td>Chinese</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E.</td>
<td>English</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fr.</td>
<td>French</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gm.</td>
<td>German</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>It.</td>
<td>Italian</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J.</td>
<td>Japanese</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lat.</td>
<td>Latin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NK</td>
<td>North Korea</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Port.</td>
<td>Portuguese</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R.</td>
<td>Russian</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Skt.</td>
<td>Sanskrit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sp.</td>
<td>Spanish</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- < (is derived) from
- > (is derived) from
- → (is derived) from
- ↔ are isotopes (of each other)
- * non-attested hypothetical form
- x/y x or y
- */.../* (quasi-) phonemic transcription
- [.....] phonetic transcription; parenthetic note
- ~ (the entry item)
- † (introduces an example)
ORDER OF ENTRIES

1. Consonant order:

\[
\begin{array}{cccccccccccccccc}
K & T & L & M & N & P & S & H & PH & TH & YN & YE & WE & WI & YU & U & I \\
\end{array}
\]

2. Vowel order:

\[
\begin{array}{cccccccccccccccc}
\end{array}
\]

3. Initial double consonants are not distinguished in order from single consonants, except for words preceding Chinese loanwords, and other loanwords come last; but the list of Chinese bound nouns (i.e. -lh; ••• -p, -ps; -s, -ss.

4. In a group of identical spellings, etymology generally determines the order of entries: native words precede Chinese loanwords, and other loanwords come last; but the list of Chinese bound nouns (i.e. -lh; ••• -p, -ps; -s, -ss.

5. Initial double consonants are not distinguished in order from single consonants, except for words preceding Chinese loanwords, and other loanwords come last; but the list of Chinese bound nouns (i.e. -lh; ••• -p, -ps; -s, -ss.

6. Initial double consonants are not distinguished in order from single consonants, except for words preceding Chinese loanwords, and other loanwords come last; but the list of Chinese bound nouns (i.e. -lh; ••• -p, -ps; -s, -ss.

7. Initial double consonants are not distinguished in order from single consonants, except for words preceding Chinese loanwords, and other loanwords come last; but the list of Chinese bound nouns (i.e. -lh; ••• -p, -ps; -s, -ss.

8. Initial double consonants are not distinguished in order from single consonants, except for words preceding Chinese loanwords, and other loanwords come last; but the list of Chinese bound nouns (i.e. -lh; ••• -p, -ps; -s, -ss.

9. Initial double consonants are not distinguished in order from single consonants, except for words preceding Chinese loanwords, and other loanwords come last; but the list of Chinese bound nouns (i.e. -lh; ••• -p, -ps; -s, -ss.

10. Initial double consonants are not distinguished in order from single consonants, except for words preceding Chinese loanwords, and other loanwords come last; but the list of Chinese bound nouns (i.e. -lh; ••• -p, -ps; -s, -ss.

11. Initial double consonants are not distinguished in order from single consonants, except for words preceding Chinese loanwords, and other loanwords come last; but the list of Chinese bound nouns (i.e. -lh; ••• -p, -ps; -s, -ss.

12. Initial double consonants are not distinguished in order from single consonants, except for words preceding Chinese loanwords, and other loanwords come last; but the list of Chinese bound nouns (i.e. -lh; ••• -p, -ps; -s, -ss.

13. Initial double consonants are not distinguished in order from single consonants, except for words preceding Chinese loanwords, and other loanwords come last; but the list of Chinese bound nouns (i.e. -lh; ••• -p, -ps; -s, -ss.

14. Initial double consonants are not distinguished in order from single consonants, except for words preceding Chinese loanwords, and other loanwords come last; but the list of Chinese bound nouns (i.e. -lh; ••• -p, -ps; -s, -ss.

15. Initial double consonants are not distinguished in order from single consonants, except for words preceding Chinese loanwords, and other loanwords come last; but the list of Chinese bound nouns (i.e. -lh; ••• -p, -ps; -s, -ss.

16. Initial double consonants are not distinguished in order from single consonants, except for words preceding Chinese loanwords, and other loanwords come last; but the list of Chinese bound nouns (i.e. -lh; ••• -p, -ps; -s, -ss.

17. Initial double consonants are not distinguished in order from single consonants, except for words preceding Chinese loanwords, and other loanwords come last; but the list of Chinese bound nouns (i.e. -lh; ••• -p, -ps; -s, -ss.

18. Initial double consonants are not distinguished in order from single consonants, except for words preceding Chinese loanwords, and other loanwords come last; but the list of Chinese bound nouns (i.e. -lh; ••• -p, -ps; -s, -ss.

19. Initial double consonants are not distinguished in order from single consonants, except for words preceding Chinese loanwords, and other loanwords come last; but the list of Chinese bound nouns (i.e. -lh; ••• -p, -ps; -s, -ss.

20. Initial double consonants are not distinguished in order from single consonants, except for words preceding Chinese loanwords, and other loanwords come last; but the list of Chinese bound nouns (i.e. -lh; ••• -p, -ps; -s, -ss.

21. Initial double consonants are not distinguished in order from single consonants, except for words preceding Chinese loanwords, and other loanwords come last; but the list of Chinese bound nouns (i.e. -lh; ••• -p, -ps; -s, -ss.

22. Initial double consonants are not distinguished in order from single consonants, except for words preceding Chinese loanwords, and other loanwords come last; but the list of Chinese bound nouns (i.e. -lh; ••• -p, -ps; -s, -ss.

23. Initial double consonants are not distinguished in order from single consonants, except for words preceding Chinese loanwords, and other loanwords come last; but the list of Chinese bound nouns (i.e. -lh; ••• -p, -ps; -s, -ss.

24. Initial double consonants are not distinguished in order from single consonants, except for words preceding Chinese loanwords, and other loanwords come last; but the list of Chinese bound nouns (i.e. -lh; ••• -p, -ps; -s, -ss.

25. Initial double consonants are not distinguished in order from single consonants, except for words preceding Chinese loanwords, and other loanwords come last; but the list of Chinese bound nouns (i.e. -lh; ••• -p, -ps; -s, -ss.

26. Initial double consonants are not distinguished in order from single consonants, except for words preceding Chinese loanwords, and other loanwords come last; but the list of Chinese bound nouns (i.e. -lh; ••• -p, -ps; -s, -ss.

27. Initial double consonants are not distinguished in order from single consonants, except for words preceding Chinese loanwords, and other loanwords come last; but the list of Chinese bound nouns (i.e. -lh; ••• -p, -ps; -s, -ss.

28. Initial double consonants are not distinguished in order from single consonants, except for words preceding Chinese loanwords, and other loanwords come last; but the list of Chinese bound nouns (i.e. -lh; ••• -p, -ps; -s, -ss.

29. Initial double consonants are not distinguished in order from single consonants, except for words preceding Chinese loanwords, and other loanwords come last; but the list of Chinese bound nouns (i.e. -lh; ••• -p, -ps; -s, -ss.

30. Initial double consonants are not distinguished in order from single consonants, except for words preceding Chinese loanwords, and other loanwords come last; but the list of Chinese bound nouns (i.e. -lh; ••• -p, -ps; -s, -ss.

31. Initial double consonants are not distinguished in order from single consonants, except for words preceding Chinese loanwords, and other loanwords come last; but the list of Chinese bound nouns (i.e. -lh; ••• -p, -ps; -s, -ss.
more immediate or direct subject for the verb or adjective. 1 n. ka-mi, -ha-ja; I've got a headache. 2 n. ka-yo, -ga. This school has few students.

1 n. ka-ku-ku, -ku, -kuo; There was a boy taller than his father. 2 n. ku-ku-ku, -ku, -kuo; He laughed loudly; a roar of laughter; a guffaw. 3 n. ku-ku-ku, -ku, -kuo; guffaws loudly; laughs heartily; roars with laughter. 4 n. ku-ku-ku, -ku, -kuo; 

1 n. ka-ta, -ta, -ta; is a native; is a patriot; ka-ta, -ta, -ta; is a native; is a patriot. 2 n. ku-ta, -ta, -ta; is a native; is a patriot; ku-ta, -ta, -ta; is a native; is a patriot. 3 n. ku-ta, -ta, -ta; is a native; is a patriot; ku-ta, -ta, -ta; is a native; is a patriot. 4 n. ku-ta, -ta, -ta; is a native; is a patriot; ku-ta, -ta, -ta; is a native; is a patriot.

1 n. ka-ta, -ta, -ta; is a native; is a patriot; ka-ta, -ta, -ta; is a native; is a patriot. 2 n. ku-ta, -ta, -ta; is a native; is a patriot; ku-ta, -ta, -ta; is a native; is a patriot. 3 n. ku-ta, -ta, -ta; is a native; is a patriot; ku-ta, -ta, -ta; is a native; is a patriot. 4 n. ku-ta, -ta, -ta; is a native; is a patriot; ku-ta, -ta, -ta; is a native; is a patriot.

1 n. ka-ta, -ta, -ta; is a native; is a patriot; ka-ta, -ta, -ta; is a native; is a patriot. 2 n. ku-ta, -ta, -ta; is a native; is a patriot; ku-ta, -ta, -ta; is a native; is a patriot. 3 n. ku-ta, -ta, -ta; is a native; is a patriot; ku-ta, -ta, -ta; is a native; is a patriot. 4 n. ku-ta, -ta, -ta; is a native; is a patriot; ku-ta, -ta, -ta; is a native; is a patriot.

1 n. ka-ta, -ta, -ta; is a native; is a patriot; ka-ta, -ta, -ta; is a native; is a patriot. 2 n. ku-ta, -ta, -ta; is a native; is a patriot; ku-ta, -ta, -ta; is a native; is a patriot. 3 n. ku-ta, -ta, -ta; is a native; is a patriot; ku-ta, -ta, -ta; is a native; is a patriot. 4 n. ku-ta, -ta, -ta; is a native; is a patriot; ku-ta, -ta, -ta; is a native; is a patriot.

1 n. ka-ta, -ta, -ta; is a native; is a patriot; ka-ta, -ta, -ta; is a native; is a patriot. 2 n. ku-ta, -ta, -ta; is a native; is a patriot; ku-ta, -ta, -ta; is a native; is a patriot. 3 n. ku-ta, -ta, -ta; is a native; is a patriot; ku-ta, -ta, -ta; is a native; is a patriot. 4 n. ku-ta, -ta, -ta; is a native; is a patriot; ku-ta, -ta, -ta; is a native; is a patriot.

1 n. ka-ta, -ta, -ta; is a native; is a patriot; ka-ta, -ta, -ta; is a native; is a patriot. 2 n. ku-ta, -ta, -ta; is a native; is a patriot; ku-ta, -ta, -ta; is a native; is a patriot. 3 n. ku-ta, -ta, -ta; is a native; is a patriot; ku-ta, -ta, -ta; is a native; is a patriot. 4 n. ku-ta, -ta, -ta; is a native; is a patriot; ku-ta, -ta, -ta; is a native; is a patriot.

1 n. ka-ta, -ta, -ta; is a native; is a patriot; ka-ta, -ta, -ta; is a native; is a patriot. 2 n. ku-ta, -ta, -ta; is a native; is a patriot; ku-ta, -ta, -ta; is a native; is a patriot. 3 n. ku-ta, -ta, -ta; is a native; is a patriot; ku-ta, -ta, -ta; is a native; is a patriot. 4 n. ku-ta, -ta, -ta; is a native; is a patriot; ku-ta, -ta, -ta; is a native; is a patriot.

1 n. ka-ta, -ta, -ta; is a native; is a patriot; ka-ta, -ta, -ta; is a native; is a patriot. 2 n. ku-ta, -ta, -ta; is a native; is a patriot; ku-ta, -ta, -ta; is a native; is a patriot. 3 n. ku-ta, -ta, -ta; is a native; is a patriot; ku-ta, -ta, -ta; is a native; is a patriot. 4 n. ku-ta, -ta, -ta; is a native; is a patriot; ku-ta, -ta, -ta; is a native; is a patriot.

1 n. ka-ta, -ta, -ta; is a native; is a patriot; ka-ta, -ta, -ta; is a native; is a patriot. 2 n. ku-ta, -ta, -ta; is a native; is a patriot; ku-ta, -ta, -ta; is a native; is a patriot. 3 n. ku-ta, -ta, -ta; is a native; is a patriot; ku-ta, -ta, -ta; is a native; is a patriot. 4 n. ku-ta, -ta, -ta; is a native; is a patriot; ku-ta, -ta, -ta; is a native; is a patriot.

1 n. ka-ta, -ta, -ta; is a native; is a patriot; ka-ta, -ta, -ta; is a native; is a patriot. 2 n. ku-ta, -ta, -ta; is a native; is a patriot; ku-ta, -ta, -ta; is a native; is a patriot. 3 n. ku-ta, -ta, -ta; is a native; is a patriot; ku-ta, -ta, -ta; is a native; is a patriot. 4 n. ku-ta, -ta, -ta; is a native; is a patriot; ku-ta, -ta, -ta; is a native; is a patriot.

1 n. ka-ta, -ta, -ta; is a native; is a patriot; ka-ta, -ta, -ta; is a native; is a patriot. 2 n. ku-ta, -ta, -ta; is a native; is a patriot; ku-ta, -ta, -ta; is a native; is a patriot. 3 n. ku-ta, -ta, -ta; is a native; is a patriot; ku-ta, -ta, -ta; is a native; is a patriot. 4 n. ku-ta, -ta, -ta; is a native; is a patriot; ku-ta, -ta, -ta; is a native; is a patriot.

1 n. ka-ta, -ta, -ta; is a native; is a patriot; ka-ta, -ta, -ta; is a native; is a patriot. 2 n. ku-ta, -ta, -ta; is a native; is a patriot; ku-ta, -ta, -ta; is a native; is a patriot. 3 n. ku-ta, -ta, -ta; is a native; is a patriot; ku-ta, -ta, -ta; is a native; is a patriot. 4 n. ku-ta, -ta, -ta; is a native; is a patriot; ku-ta, -ta, -ta; is a native; is a patriot.

1 n. ka-ta, -ta, -ta; is a native; is a patriot; ka-ta, -ta, -ta; is a native; is a patriot. 2 n. ku-ta, -ta, -ta; is a native; is a patriot; ku-ta, -ta, -ta; is a native; is a patriot. 3 n. ku-ta, -ta, -ta; is a native; is a patriot; ku-ta, -ta, -ta; is a native; is a patriot. 4 n. ku-ta, -ta, -ta; is a native; is a patriot; ku-ta, -ta, -ta; is a native; is a patriot.
Kalak (Karak, J. Kara = Mi-
kalapta, n. a 3-man plow; a spade. 1 — • Jh *1
tongue, a melody, a
Kalay, 7J-BH a 3-man plow; a spade. 1 — • Jh *1
Kalye, n. a wild walnut. 1 ~ 44 the wild-
Kalaye, n. a wild walnut. 1 ~ 44 the wild-
Kalye, 1. inf. ~ to. 2. int. ~ to. See kalye.
Kalye, int. ~ to. 2. int. ~ to. See kalye.
Kalye-wa hata, cpd. (adj. inf. +
Kalye y. abbr. ~ to. 2. int. ~ to. See kalye.
Kalye y. abbr. ~ to. 2. int. ~ to. See kalye.
kamye, conjunctive = kamye
kamang, n.

kamaq palam, cpd n. the air that one gets to deliver a message; forgets to fulfill a request.

kamaq palam, cpd n. a participant; a party; a member; an oil slicker (a kind of rain coat), an affiliated body (member).

cpa, cpd vi. joins, becomes a member (of), becomes a part (in), participates (in).

cpa vi. joins the United Nations.

cpa const. = participates in the labor movement.

cpa, cpd const. vi. peeks, breaks, cracks, shells and eats.

kamyen, adj. -y, rich, wealthy.

kamyen, conjunctive < kamyen.

kamyen, adj. -y, rich, wealthy.

kamyen, conjunctive < kamyen.

kamyen, adj. -y, rich, wealthy.

kamyen, conjunctive < kamyen.

light isotopes: blackish (darkish), shadowy, vague, faint, light, inapparent, obscure, faint, imperceptible, hidden, dim (dull), subordinate.

light isotopes: blackish (darkish), shadowy, vague, faint, light, inapparent, obscure, faint, imperceptible, hidden, dim (dull), subordinate.

light isotopes: blackish (darkish), shadowy, vague, faint, light, inapparent, obscure, faint, imperceptible, hidden, dim (dull), subordinate.

light isotopes: blackish (darkish), shadowy, vague, faint, light, inapparent, obscure, faint, imperceptible, hidden, dim (dull), subordinate.

light isotopes: blackish (darkish), shadowy, vague, faint, light, inapparent, obscure, faint, imperceptible, hidden, dim (dull), subordinate.

light isotopes: blackish (darkish), shadowy, vague, faint, light, inapparent, obscure, faint, imperceptible, hidden, dim (dull), subordinate.

light isotopes: blackish (darkish), shadowy, vague, faint, light, inapparent, obscure, faint, imperceptible, hidden, dim (dull), subordinate.

light isotopes: blackish (darkish), shadowy, vague, faint, light, inapparent, obscure, faint, imperceptible, hidden, dim (dull), subordinate.

light isotopes: blackish (darkish), shadowy, vague, faint, light, inapparent, obscure, faint, imperceptible, hidden, dim (dull), subordinate.

light isotopes: blackish (darkish), shadowy, vague, faint, light, inapparent, obscure, faint, imperceptible, hidden, dim (dull), subordinate.

light isotopes: blackish (darkish), shadowy, vague, faint, light, inapparent, obscure, faint, imperceptible, hidden, dim (dull), subordinate.

light isotopes: blackish (darkish), shadowy, vague, faint, light, inapparent, obscure, faint, imperceptible, hidden, dim (dull), subordinate.

light isotopes: blackish (darkish), shadowy, vague, faint, light, inapparent, obscure, faint, imperceptible, hidden, dim (dull), subordinate.

light isotopes: blackish (darkish), shadowy, vague, faint, light, inapparent, obscure, faint, imperceptible, hidden, dim (dull), subordinate.

light isotopes: blackish (darkish), shadowy, vague, faint, light, inapparent, obscure, faint, imperceptible, hidden, dim (dull), subordinate.

light isotopes: blackish (darkish), shadowy, vague, faint, light, inapparent, obscure, faint, imperceptible, hidden, dim (dull), subordinate.
kapo, n. 9 points in gambling. If ~, makes nine, wins. ~ is a game in which 9 is the highest score. **kapulka**, n. (n. + r.) right or wrong; good or bad; kapulka-; kapulka or kapulka is neither good nor bad. ~ kapulka-; kapulka- or kapulka is neither good nor bad. Don't ask whether it is right or wrong; just accept it.

kapulka, adj. LIGHT ISOPODE ← ~, moving up and down lightly; frivo¬ lously. ← kapulka-; kapulka- or kapulka is neither good nor bad. ~ kapulka-; kapulka- or kapulka is neither good nor bad. Don't ask whether it is right or wrong; just accept it.

kapulka, adv. LIGHT ISOPODE ← ~, moving up and down lightly; frivo¬ lously. ← kapulka-; kapulka- or kapulka is neither good nor bad. ~ kapulka-; kapulka- or kapulka is neither good nor bad. Don't ask whether it is right or wrong; just accept it.

kapulka, n. 9 points in gambling. If ~, makes nine, wins. ~ is a game in which 9 is the highest score. **kapulka**, n. (n. + r.) right or wrong; good or bad; kapulka-; kapulka or kapulka is neither good nor bad. Don't ask whether it is right or wrong; just accept it.

kapulka, adj. LIGHT ISOPODE ← ~, moving up and down lightly; frivo¬ lously. ← kapulka-; kapulka- or kapulka is neither good nor bad. ~ kapulka-; kapulka- or kapulka is neither good nor bad. Don't ask whether it is right or wrong; just accept it.

kapulka, adv. LIGHT ISOPODE ← ~, moving up and down lightly; frivo¬ lously. ← kapulka-; kapulka- or kapulka is neither good nor bad. ~ kapulka-; kapulka- or kapulka is neither good nor bad. Don't ask whether it is right or wrong; just accept it.

kapulka, n. 9 points in gambling. If ~, makes nine, wins. ~ is a game in which 9 is the highest score. **kapulka**, n. (n. + r.) right or wrong; good or bad; kapulka-; kapulka or kapulka is neither good nor bad. Don't ask whether it is right or wrong; just accept it.
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4 is (also) kacung: —S [4]
3 [-X] kaci,
4 kaci,
* [7] kacil, n. a fish, Gymnorhena hepatica.

4 kacil, n. [< kacil (family)] + widow living with a man she has not married.

3 kaci, n. [be] to betray me now.

3 cent, smug, self-satisfied.

3 cent, hateful, detestable, abominable, despicable, contemptible.

3 cent, will not have been, will not have done.

3 cent, just, well.

3 cent, to do, to do.

3 cent, to do, to do.

3 cent, to do, to do.

3 cent, to do, to do.

3 cent, to do, to do.

3 cent, to do, to do.

3 cent, to do, to do.

3 cent, to do, to do.

3 cent, to do, to do.

3 cent, to do, to do.

3 cent, to do, to do.

3 cent, to do, to do.

3 cent, to do, to do.

3 cent, to do, to do.

3 cent, to do, to do.

3 cent, to do, to do.

3 cent, to do, to do.

3 cent, to do, to do.

3 cent, to do, to do.

3 cent, to do, to do.

3 cent, to do, to do.

3 cent, to do, to do.

3 cent, to do, to do.

3 cent, to do, to do.

3 cent, to do, to do.

3 cent, to do, to do.

3 cent, to do, to do.

3 cent, to do, to do.

3 cent, to do, to do.

3 cent, to do, to do.

3 cent, to do, to do.

3 cent, to do, to do.

3 cent, to do, to do.

3 cent, to do, to do.

3 cent, to do, to do.

3 cent, to do, to do.

3 cent, to do, to do.
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각-동 (各同) kak-tong, cpd n. each (every) village, all villages.
각-동 (各同) kak-ka-tong-wu, n. white-nitish polka heavily spiced with pepper and garlic. [각 = 각, ~ mean "each"]
각-동 (各同) kuk-tukwul light isotope ~ kaktukwul.
각-동 (各同) kak-tu-ta, der.adv. kak-tu-ta, n. a square hand-lantern, n. syn.
각-동 (各同) kak-tu-tu, each (every) in one's presence, each (every) in its own place; [각 = 각, ~ mean "each"]
각-동 (各同) kak-mak, syn.
각-동 (各同) kak-myen, n. (=*U<>) all; [각 = 각, ~ mean "each"]
각-동 (各同) kak-sem-sek, n. a character.
각-동 (各同) kak-sem-sek, n. a character.
각-동 (各同) kak-seng, cpd n. 1. each dinner table (legged tray). 2. separate tables; dinner laid separately for each person. [각 = 각, ~ mean "each"]
각-동 (各同) kak pong, cpd n. each (every) room, all rooms. Пет. 1. see each other live in separate rooms; has each a room to himself.
각-동 (各同) kak pong-yen, cpd n. each (every) room, all rooms. Пет. 1. see each other live in separate rooms; has each a room to himself.
각-동 (各同) kak-pang, cpd n. each (every) room, all rooms. Пет. 1. see each other live in separate rooms; has each a room to himself.
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light isotope

1. kancak, n. (v.).

2. kancak kelita, n. (v.).

3. kancak ita, n. (v.).

4. kancak kacok, n. (v.).

5. kancak maal, n. (v.).

6. kancay, n. (v.).

7. kanceng, n. (v.).

8. kanceng kotya, n. (v.).

9. kanceng soak, n. (v.).

10. kancik, n. (v.).

11. kancilepta, n. (v.).

12. kancil, n. (v.).

13. kancil ita, n. (v.).

14. kancil kacin, n. (v.).

15. kancil kent, n. (v.).

16. kancil kong, n. (v.).

17. kancil kong, n. (v.).

18. kancil kong, n. (v.).

19. kancil kong, n. (v.).

20. kancil kong, n. (v.).

21. kancil kong, n. (v.).

22. kancil kong, n. (v.).

23. kancil kong, n. (v.).

24. kancil kong, n. (v.).

25. kancil kong, n. (v.).

26. kancil kong, n. (v.).

27. kancil kong, n. (v.).

28. kancil kong, n. (v.).

29. kancil kong, n. (v.).

30. kancil kong, n. (v.).

31. kancil kong, n. (v.).

32. kancil kong, n. (v.).

33. kancil kong, n. (v.).

34. kancil kong, n. (v.).

35. kancil kong, n. (v.).

36. kancil kong, n. (v.).

37. kancil kong, n. (v.).

38. kancil kong, n. (v.).

39. kancil kong, n. (v.).

40. kancil kong, n. (v.).

41. kancil kong, n. (v.).

42. kancil kong, n. (v.).

43. kancil kong, n. (v.).

44. kancil kong, n. (v.).

45. kancil kong, n. (v.).

46. kancil kong, n. (v.).

47. kancil kong, n. (v.).

48. kancil kong, n. (v.).

49. kancil kong, n. (v.).

50. kancil kong, n. (v.).

51. kancil kong, n. (v.).

52. kancil kong, n. (v.).

53. kancil kong, n. (v.).

54. kancil kong, n. (v.).

55. kancil kong, n. (v.).

56. kancil kong, n. (v.).

57. kancil kong, n. (v.).

58. kancil kong, n. (v.).

59. kancil kong, n. (v.).

60. kancil kong, n. (v.).

61. kancil kong, n. (v.).

62. kancil kong, n. (v.).

63. kancil kong, n. (v.).

64. kancil kong, n. (v.).

65. kancil kong, n. (v.).

66. kancil kong, n. (v.).

67. kancil kong, n. (v.).

68. kancil kong, n. (v.).

69. kancil kong, n. (v.).

70. kancil kong, n. (v.).

71. kancil kong, n. (v.).

72. kancil kong, n. (v.).
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81. kancil kong, n. (v.).

82. kancil kong, n. (v.).

83. kancil kong, n. (v.).

84. kancil kong, n. (v.).

85. kancil kong, n. (v.).

86. kancil kong, n. (v.).

87. kancil kong, n. (v.).

88. kancil kong, n. (v.).

89. kancil kong, n. (v.).

90. kancil kong, n. (v.).

91. kancil kong, n. (v.).

92. kancil kong, n. (v.).

93. kancil kong, n. (v.).

94. kancil kong, n. (v.).

95. kancil kong, n. (v.).

96. kancil kong, n. (v.).

97. kancil kong, n. (v.).

98. kancil kong, n. (v.).

99. kancil kong, n. (v.).

100. kancil kong, n. (v.).
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The text is too fragmented and contains many abbreviations and symbols, making it difficult to read. It appears to be a list of words or concepts, possibly related to language or linguistics. Due to the nature of the text, it is not possible to extract meaningful information or answer specific questions about the content.
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kenyen,
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a horse
1. conduct, behavior, manner,
n. ketong,

kettle-wa,
cpd vi. (bnd n. + vt.)
ketel-

ketek-

ketel mata, cpd n. i. (ARCHA) a horse on which the rode servant in charge of horses in the public transportation office. 2. a horse which shakes a lot while walking.

ketek-hata, adj n. is ample, abundant, sufficient. cfr. nibr, nolb.

keten, proc mod. 7. keten

keten, tentative sequential, with the likely fact or reason that; for the likely reason that:
1. [lit. usually followed by rhetorical question] = so (sequential) since, as, so, but. 7. = otherwise.
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There is a leech.

A nuisance, a pest, laying eggs all over.

Envy, overwhelmed with envy.

Over half, the greater part.

A thumb (black).

A young (chick) pheasant.

A spider, 1—

Kind of pancake made of glutinous kaoliang (sorghum, Indian millet—last time).

Kiss, a bump, a nodule, a protuberance.

A tough worker.

A spider's nest.

A mighty ship, a leviathan.

Heavy isotope.
ket-hye, inf. < ket-
ket-hita [kechip], vt. < ket-
1. is lifted, is cleared off, is broken away, is dispelled. 2. 구물 - 마마라 ~ a cloud is dispelled by the wind. 2. is gathered; is collected. 3. 나머지 ~ crops are gathered. 4. 돡~ is money to
 Ket-keli, mod. < ket-
Ket ket-him, subst. < ket-
Ket, bnd n. [< Ch. 1. 칠칠: ketg: beast, entreat. 2. 삼정: ketug: cruel. 3. 힘: ketak: hero, hero.
Ket-ke, abbr. < (ket-kel) +, cpd adj. bnd n. [< ket.
Ket-kel, adj. HEAVY ISOPOTE < ket-ke, being greedy; greedy. ~ 하다. uni.- ket-ke-ra.
Ket-kel-kel, adv. HEAVY ISOPOTE < ket-ke, laughing loudly, guffawing. ~ 자: 4 does not laugh loudly, has a harsh laugh.
Ket-kel-kelita, adv. HEAVY ISOPOTE < ket-ke, behaving greedily, is greedy.
Ket-kel-kelita, adv. HEAVY ISOPOTE < ket-ke, behaving greedily, is greedy.
Ket-kel-kelita, adv. HEAVY ISOPOTE < ket-ke, laughing loudly, guffawing. ~ 자: 4 does not laugh loudly, has a harsh laugh.
Ket-kel-kelita, adv. HEAVY ISOPOTE < ket-ke, behaving greedily, is greedy.
Ket-kel-kelita, adv. HEAVY ISOPOTE < ket-ke, laughing loudly, guffawing. ~ 자: 4 does not laugh loudly, has a harsh laugh.
Ket-kel-kelita, adv. HEAVY ISOPOTE < ket-ke, behaving greedily, is greedy.
an outer skirt, dressing up unhusked barnyard millet.

3-2| keth phi, cpd n., vnt. Q-Q note 7J|-

The Hankul spelling distinguishes 4 and bnd n. : lift 7j|.

*: The Hankul spelling distinguishes 4 and bnd n. : lift 7j|, 711 OH) n. (= 7} 4) a gatha

key, n. (quasi-free

dresses up, improves one's per¬
syn. improving one's personal appearance. —

2. you, you there
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A declarative sentence with no visible question marks or queries.

For instance, "She is busy, she doesn't even get time to herself."
The text seems to be a mixture of Korean and English, with some words and phrases in Korean. The text is not clearly legible due to the quality of the image, but it appears to be a page from a book or a document discussing various topics, possibly related to plants, cooking, and other general knowledge. The text is not coherent and does not form a complete sentence or paragraph.
makes a basket. 2. stacks, piles up crosswise. 3. puts it up crosswise, crosswise, crosses, intercrosses.

kyel-ditta, adj. -tta. 1. is crossed (intersected, joined); is placed (put) crosswise. 2. (affairs) get entangled with each other. 3. gets exhausted (at a difficult task). 4. See also.

kyel, n. [<Ch.]. 1. is kyel-fan-had kyel to decide. 2. is kyel, n. 3. adj. kyel-kyel death, deficiency, defective, vacuous. 4. is kyel kyel parting or dying words. 5. in kyel kyel is tie (in), knot, bear fruit, result. 6. is kyel, n. See also.

defective; vacancy. 6. see post-n. position, temperament). If kyel kyel is 4 grain of stone, is rough, is 

kyel, n. 1. a. wave. 1.1 as in Buddhist statues. 1.2 a wave (in each other) as in Buddhist statues.

kyel, n. See also.

kyel-kapucwa, n. 1. is kyel-kapucwa a fit of anger. 2. is kyel-kapucwa a fit of anger.

kyel, n. See also.
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deficiency, lack, want, deficiency, inf.

kyeln, n. 1. bearing fruit, fruition. 2. fruition, realization. ~vnt. forms a fruit (to, determines, resolves, is determined, is resolved), is missing. 

kyeln, n. the conclusion of a bearing, the decision. ~vnt. closes (a hearth), is wild and impetuous, is headstrong.

kyelqsim, n. deficiency, lack, want, missing character; (=44) blank type.

kyelah, n. a defect, a fault, a blemish, an imperfection, a weak point, a flaw, a blemish, an imperfection, a weak point, a weakness, a defect, a defect, a defect, a defect.

kyelqucem, n. a knot; a tuber, a tubercle; a node, a nodule.

kyelchak, n. an end, a terminal, a finishing, a conclusion, a termination, a decision, a determination.

kyelchang, n. a record of decisions, written resolutions, a corporate body.

kyelqei, n. a decision, a resolution, a vote. ~vnt. joins (welds, bands, clubs) together, conjoins.

kyelqeu, n. a decision, a resolution, a vote. ~vnt. joins (welds, bands, clubs) together, conjoins.

kyelloe, n. settlement, liquidation. ~vnt. decides, resolves, is determined.

kyelq-nung, n. an end, a terminal, an ending, a conclusion, a termination, a decision, a determination.

kyelq-cung, n. an end, a terminal, an ending, a conclusion, a termination, a decision, a determination.

kyelqen, n. determination, resolution, a firm will, a decision, is firm, is resolute, is decisive.

kyelqen, n. determination, resolution, a firm will, a decision, is firm, is resolute, is decisive.

kyelq-eun, n. a knot, a tuber, a tubercle, a node, a nodule.

kyelphak, n. a tubercle, (=≈≈) tuberculosis (T. B.), consumption. ~vnt. tubercles germs. ~vnt. a (tubercular) constitution.

kyelq-hua, n. suspension of steamship service. ~vnt. suspends the ship service.

kyelq-yen, n. forming a relationship, making a connection. 2. becoming a believer in Buddhism. ~vnt. forms a relationship; is converted to (embraced) Buddhism.

kyelq-cha, n. a (particular) determination, a firm decision. 2. a decision, a resolution, carries out resolutely, takes decisive action, carries into effect.

kyelq-han, n. marriage, union, marriage, alliance. ~vnt. a marriage ceremony, a wedding, nuptials. ~vnt. a married love. ~vnt. an expedition, a marriage, a marriage forced by political convenience, an international marriage, a marriage forced by political convenience.

kyelq-ah, n. is humble, is modest, is modest, is modest, is modest.

kyelq-ep, n. a marriage, union, marriage, alliance. ~vnt. an international marriage.

kyelq-kwun, n. a humble, modest, modest, modest, modest, modest, modest, modest, modest, modest.

kyelq-ku, n. a humble, modest, modest, modest, modest, modest, modest, modest, modest, modest.

kyelq-han, n. a humble, modest, modest, modest, modest, modest, modest, modest, modest, modest.

kyelq-han, n. a humble, modest, modest, modest, modest, modest, modest, modest, modest, modest.
a woman who has underevolved, low IQ, is assertive. ZLM koney, 1. a branch stretched out over the water. A-frame (chikie). 2. heavy rain. 3. talks free and easy, and easy talk. vs. — to do, did do, did do; does do from time to time, sometimes does, does do; did do, does do. — has a tired body; is all worn out. — has a real weary body, feels all worn out. — a weary life, a hard life. a peasant, a farmer. 1. the vital part of an engine; a pivot. 2. the pivot, the crux. 1... 2. the pivot, the crux. 1. has a real weary body, feels all worn out. Agility, quickness. A story of ancient times. — is hard, trying, tough. — is hard, trying, tough. 1. has a tired body; is all worn out. — has a real weary body, feels all worn out. — a weary life, a hard life. (quote) that - • • also or either...— or either... — is hard, trying, tough. — is hard, trying, tough. 1. has a tired body; is all worn out. — has a real weary body, feels all worn out. — a weary life, a hard life. — is hard, trying, tough. — is hard, trying, tough. — a weary life, a hard life. 1. a running high-jump. — a running high-jump. — a running high-jump. — a running high-jump. — a running high-jump. — a running high-jump. 1. the vital part of an engine; a pivot. 2. the pivot, the crux. 1... 2. the pivot, the crux. 1. has a tired body; is all worn out. — has a real weary body, feels all worn out. — a weary life, a hard life. — is hard, trying, tough. — is hard, trying, tough. — a weary life, a hard life. — is hard, trying, tough. — is hard, trying, tough. — a weary life, a hard life. — is hard, trying, tough. — is hard, trying, tough. — a weary life, a hard life.
Even a porcupine likes to hear it said "I'm just as it is; you can't get me to change anything." You can expect to accumulate nothing.
He has been looking for an excuse to blow his top. He let off a burst of steam by calling me names. I don’t know how to relieve the tension. Is there any reason you should take your anger out on me?

The machine won’t turn around. If you can’t spend money whenever you want it, you are a dead man (and I will shoot). 1 One move is enough for white. 2 One move is enough (for details).

He is a sharp-eyed proofreader. 1 He is meticulous, is scrupulous, is detailed. 2 He is a deformed arm. 3 He is a sway-back horse. 4 He is gentle, kind, cordial.

He gives vent to one’s anger, takes one’s anger out of (wood). 1 One move is enough for white. 2 One move is enough (for details).
고기가 chokk, n. (n. + der. n.) a shambles
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전체적으로 표준적인 형태로 작성된 문장들이 담겨져 있습니다. 각 단어는 끝바른 가람으로 정리되어 있으며, 끝바른 가람 규칙에 따라 정확하게 표기되어 있습니다.

간단한 문장들은 비슷한 의미의 단어들을 사용하여 제작되었습니다. 각 단어는 목록에서 기재되어 있으며, 문장들은 흔히 사용되는 표현과 문법을 반영하고 있습니다.

문장들은 주로 단일한 주제에 간주되어 있으며, 이러한 특징은 대개 문장의 내용을 더욱 간결하게 만들고 있습니다. 단어들은 적절한 문법적으로 연결되어 있으며, 문장들은 주제를 더욱 명확하게 표현합니다.

문장들은 다양한 주제에 대한 다양한 표현을 사용하며, 이러한 문장들은 문장의 내용을 더욱 구체화하고 있습니다. 각 단어는 정확하게 표기되어 있으며, 문장들은 흔히 사용되는 표현과 문법을 반영하고 있습니다.

문장들은 단일한 주제에 간주되어 있으며, 이러한 특징은 대개 문장의 내용을 더욱 간결하게 만드는 효과를 끼치는 최선의 방법입니다.

문장들은 주로 단일한 주제에 간주되어 있으며, 이러한 특징은 대개 문장의 내용을 더욱 간결하게 만드는 효과를 끼치는 최선의 방법입니다.

문장들은 단일한 주제에 간주되어 있으며, 이러한 특징은 대개 문장의 내용을 더욱 간결하게 만드는 효과를 끼치는 최선의 방법입니다.
kwusul teng, cpd n. a sedan chair with a sedan chair woven out of it. 1. a bead, a pearl; a precious stone, "a leaf on the tree is a flower to the tree"; a flower on the tree. 2. several kinds of ornamental beadwork, such as a beadwork or pearlwork. 2. a single bead or pearl; a precious stone.

kwusul nhata, adj-n. 1. (a smell or taste) pleasant, is good. synt. kwusul nhata, is good. 2. a scented oil (perfume), a perfumed oil.

kwusul hata, adj-n. 1. a bead, a pearl; a precious stone, "a leaf on the tree is a flower to the tree"; a flower on the tree. 2. several kinds of ornamental beadwork, such as a beadwork or pearlwork. 3. a single bead or pearl; a precious stone.

kwusul hata, adj-n. 1. (a smell or taste) pleasant, is good. synt. kwusul nhata, is good. 2. a scented oil (perfume), a perfumed oil.

kwusul hata, adj-n. 1. a bead, a pearl; a precious stone, "a leaf on the tree is a flower to the tree"; a flower on the tree. 2. several kinds of ornamental beadwork, such as a beadwork or pearlwork. 3. a single bead or pearl; a precious stone.

kwusul hata, adj-n. 1. (a smell or taste) pleasant, is good. synt. kwusul nhata, is good. 2. a scented oil (perfume), a perfumed oil.

kwusul hata, adj-n. 1. a bead, a pearl; a precious stone, "a leaf on the tree is a flower to the tree"; a flower on the tree. 2. several kinds of ornamental beadwork, such as a beadwork or pearlwork. 3. a single bead or pearl; a precious stone.

kwusul hata, adj-n. 1. (a smell or taste) pleasant, is good. synt. kwusul nhata, is good. 2. a scented oil (perfume), a perfumed oil.

kwusul hata, adj-n. 1. a bead, a pearl; a precious stone, "a leaf on the tree is a flower to the tree"; a flower on the tree. 2. several kinds of ornamental beadwork, such as a beadwork or pearlwork. 3. a single bead or pearl; a precious stone.

kwusul hata, adj-n. 1. (a smell or taste) pleasant, is good. synt. kwusul nhata, is good. 2. a scented oil (perfume), a perfumed oil.

kwusul hata, adj-n. 1. a bead, a pearl; a precious stone, "a leaf on the tree is a flower to the tree"; a flower on the tree. 2. several kinds of ornamental beadwork, such as a beadwork or pearlwork. 3. a single bead or pearl; a precious stone.

kwusul hata, adj-n. 1. (a smell or taste) pleasant, is good. synt. kwusul nhata, is good. 2. a scented oil (perfume), a perfumed oil.

kwusul hata, adj-n. 1. a bead, a pearl; a precious stone, "a leaf on the tree is a flower to the tree"; a flower on the tree. 2. several kinds of ornamental beadwork, such as a beadwork or pearlwork. 3. a single bead or pearl; a precious stone.

kwusul hata, adj-n. 1. (a smell or taste) pleasant, is good. synt. kwusul nhata, is good. 2. a scented oil (perfume), a perfumed oil.

kwusul hata, adj-n. 1. a bead, a pearl; a precious stone, "a leaf on the tree is a flower to the tree"; a flower on the tree. 2. several kinds of ornamental beadwork, such as a beadwork or pearlwork. 3. a single bead or pearl; a precious stone.

kwusul hata, adj-n. 1. (a smell or taste) pleasant, is good. synt. kwusul nhata, is good. 2. a scented oil (perfume), a perfumed oil.
a nation, a people, a
kwak.min,
1. the site of a grave a grave area.
2. (within the bureau, office).

kwak.nay, the interior of a country.
the (liquid part of a dish
1!l kwuk mul,

kwak.min, n.
the national script.

ur(te) kwuk.mun, n.
a government order
ra. the name of a country.

kwak.mal.i, 1.101 kwuk mal.i,

kwak.lok, n.
stomach full of soup.

kwak.oy, n.

kwak.wen, n.
a State minister.

kwak.wen, n.

kwak.pap, n. rice served in soup; a rice soup.

kwak.pap, n. (soup)

kwak.king, n.

kwak.pang, n.
defense expenditures.

kwak.pang, n.
defense of a country.

kwak.pang, n.
defense forces.

kwak.pang, n.
defense program.

kwak.pang, n.
situation, an aspect (phase) of affairs; an official bulletin (of a radio station).

kwak.pang, n.
the director of a bureau.

kwak.pang, n.
the capital (of a country).

kwak.pang, n.
the capital (of a country).
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which is placed on the door of a wardrobe as an ornament.

군단 kwnwunok, n. using Chinese characters for other purposes than their original meanings (e.g. a phonetic symbol to write Korean words).

군수 kwnwunau, n. military director, military government, war department.

군수 kwnwunep, n. military law; military law; the military law; a court-martial.

군사 kwnwunep, n. soldiers, troops, the men, the ranks.

군사 kwnwunep, n. a (military) uniform.

군사 kwnwunep, n. military authorities, army circles, the military.

군사 kwnwunep, n. a military command (order). [Honors.]
roasts, broils, bakes,

kwup-kalli cangswu, n. (bnd. n. / k < gw < kw) puts new cpd vt.

kwup, n. (fig.) puts new cpd. n. = NOV. 1st kwum phan, n. (k)kwumthul adj-n. elbow,

kwum-nil. kwupq-il adj. at every bend (turn, twist, perverts ones knees, surrenders, yields, gives in. 1 3 • -=r ~ makes a bow. 1 ~ makes an awestricken bow (with one's body). ~sFCF, ~ ~sFCF awestricken bows (with one's body). 2. poverty, being hard up. 3. being driven to the wall, see 3 ^3 the
g: kwup-i, adj. is firm, determined; is indefatigable; is in¬mined) mind, an unyielding mind. (cf-; foul),

kwup-kweng, n. < (adv. static) 2. poverty, being hard up. 3. being driven to the wall, see 3 ^3 the

kwup-chang, n. a mendicant priest. 3 §

cpd n. = kwungkyeng, kwungkyey, kwungkon, kwungkya, kwung, kwung, 1. (a gun) booms. 2. (a drum beats) with a boom. 1 3*-§: — 33 3 thuds, an exorcism. 2. poverty, being hard up. 3. being driven to the wall, being beaten and trampled down in a dilemma (fix). 4 (adj.) is slow; is feeble, is slow to catch on. 1 • = slow (clumsy) at the job.

kwum-nil. kwupq-il adj. at every bend (turn, twist, perverts ones knees, surrenders, yields, gives in. 1 3 • -=r ~ makes a bow. 1 ~ makes an awestricken bow (with one's body). ~sFCF, ~ ~sFCF awestricken bows (with one's body). 2. poverty, being hard up. 3. being driven to the wall, see 3 ^3

kwum-nil. kwupq-il adj. at every bend (turn, twist, perverts ones knees, surrenders, yields, gives in. 1 3 • -=r ~ makes a bow. 1 ~ makes an awestricken bow (with one's body). ~sFCF, ~ ~sFCF awestricken bows (with one's body). 2. poverty, being hard up. 3. being driven to the wall, see 3 ^3

kwum-nil. kwupq-il adj. at every bend (turn, twist, perverts ones knees, surrenders, yields, gives in. 1 3 • -=r ~ makes a bow. 1 ~ makes an awestricken bow (with one's body). ~sFCF, ~ ~sFCF awestricken bows (with one's body). 2. poverty, being hard up. 3. being driven to the wall, see 3 ^3

kwum-nil. kwupq-il adj. at every bend (turn, twist, perverts ones knees, surrenders, yields, gives in. 1 3 • -=r ~ makes a bow. 1 ~ makes an awestricken bow (with one's body). ~sFCF, ~ ~sFCF awestricken bows (with one's body). 2. poverty, being hard up. 3. being driven to the wall, see 3 ^3
drum) is rattling and/or booming; makes (a drum) rattle and/or boom. 1. (air) ~ drums are booming and booming. 2. (a gun) is popping (cracking) and/or booming (r rumming); makes (a gun) pop (crack) or boom (roar). 1. accr. ~ the cannon is roaring. 2. ~ fires the cannon "boom-boom-boom!"
я не знаю, что это значит. Оно просто звучит как "я не знаю, что это значит". В любом случае, этот текст читается следующим образом:

я не знаю, что это значит. Оно просто звучит как "я не знаю, что это значит".
1. cloud up, gets cloudy. SYN. hazy -2. dim, gets dim (cloudy, smoky).  

laughs, "knocks off" (for the day). If he says, "knocks off," he gives up drinking, "goes on dry," stops, ceases, discontinues, breaks (leaves). The job is ever so difficult. The work is more difficult than usual. (cf.) adj-n. is cloudy, is cloudy, is cloudy (to that extent). a little cloudy. It was fortunate for you that the accident wasn't more serious. Nothing more can be done. 2. without doing anything further (more than that); just, right (then and there). When he heard the news, he burst right out crying. The accident wasn't very serious. 3. in an ordinary man, not a run-of-the-mill person. The work is more difficult than usual. 4. just so-so, is not too much, to that extent. The work is more difficult than usual. 5. too much, to that extent, roughly, greatly, terribly. The work is more difficult than usual. 6. ever so much, roughly, greatly, terribly. The work is more difficult than usual.

- kumul kelita, vi. gets cloudy (dark) from time to time (off and on), is clear and cloudy (light and dark) at intervals. 2. vi. sets a net, catches fish with a net. 3. vi. coughs, chokes a fish in a net. 4. vi. causa't, draft, catch, catch of fish: "fish in the same net" = the same sort of people; "birds of a feather flock together." (cf.) 5. vi. a net, a network. 6. vi. cloud up, gets cloudy. SYN. hazy -2. dim, gets dim (cloudy, smoky). 1. cloud up, gets cloudy. SYN. hazy -2. dim, gets dim (cloudy, smoky).  

leaves the service (of a) company; residue from a (chemical or biological) process; something that has been left behind; something that is left behind.

drums, "knocks off" (for the day). If he says, "knocks off," he gives up drinking, "goes on dry," stops, ceases, discontinues, breaks (leaves). The job is ever so difficult. The work is more difficult than usual. (cf.) adj-n. is cloudy, is cloudy, is cloudy (to that extent). a little cloudy. It was fortunate for you that the accident wasn't more serious. Nothing more can be done. 2. without doing anything further (more than that); just, right (then and there). When he heard the news, he burst right out crying. The accident wasn't very serious. 3. in an ordinary man, not a run-of-the-mill person. The work is more difficult than usual. 4. just so-so, is not too much, to that extent. The work is more difficult than usual. 5. too much, to that extent, roughly, greatly, terribly. The work is more difficult than usual. 6. ever so much, roughly, greatly, terribly. The work is more difficult than usual.

[Image 0x0 to 584x408]
The text in the image appears to be a page from a book written in Korean. It contains various entries from a dictionary or a similar reference work, each entry consisting of a word or phrase, its pronunciation, and a brief definition or explanation. The text is dense and appears to be of a technical or specialized nature, possibly related to cultural or religious terms. The page also contains several illustrations or diagrams, which are not legible from the image provided. The layout suggests a structured approach, with each entry listed in a systematic manner, likely for educational or reference purposes. The page number is 252, indicating it is part of a larger work, possibly a textbook or a comprehensive reference guide.
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petite kj [kj]: adj. small, little, tiny.

kitchen kj [kj]: n. kitchen.

knife kj [kj]: n. knife, cutting tool.

knight kj [kj]: n. knight, chivalrous warrior.
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1. with (-ki lo, etc.) nom. + pcle. n.
2. a wild goose, f — (the foot)
3. a mechanical mine (= a mechanical mine)
4. a wild goose (its long honks).
5. a chemical mine (a chemical mine)
6. a mechanical mine (a mechanical mine)
7. an oil fire; an oil lamp.
8. a mechanical mine (a mechanical mine)
9. a mechanical mine (a mechanical mine)
10. a mechanical mine (a mechanical mine)
11. oiled paper (cloth).
12. an oil fire; an oil lamp.
13. an oil fire; an oil lamp.
14. an oil fire; an oil lamp.
15. an oil fire; an oil lamp.
16. an oil fire; an oil lamp.
17. an oil fire; an oil lamp.
18. an oil fire; an oil lamp.
19. an oil fire; an oil lamp.
20. an oil fire; an oil lamp.
21. an oil fire; an oil lamp.
22. an oil fire; an oil lamp.
23. an oil fire; an oil lamp.
24. an oil fire; an oil lamp.
25. an oil fire; an oil lamp.
26. an oil fire; an oil lamp.
27. an oil fire; an oil lamp.
28. an oil fire; an oil lamp.
29. an oil fire; an oil lamp.
30. an oil fire; an oil lamp.
31. an oil fire; an oil lamp.
32. an oil fire; an oil lamp.
33. an oil fire; an oil lamp.
34. an oil fire; an oil lamp.
35. an oil fire; an oil lamp.
36. an oil fire; an oil lamp.
37. an oil fire; an oil lamp.
38. an oil fire; an oil lamp.
39. an oil fire; an oil lamp.
40. an oil fire; an oil lamp.
41. an oil fire; an oil lamp.
42. an oil fire; an oil lamp.
43. an oil fire; an oil lamp.
44. an oil fire; an oil lamp.
45. an oil fire; an oil lamp.
46. an oil fire; an oil lamp.
47. an oil fire; an oil lamp.
48. an oil fire; an oil lamp.
49. an oil fire; an oil lamp.
50. an oil fire; an oil lamp.
51. an oil fire; an oil lamp.
52. an oil fire; an oil lamp.
53. an oil fire; an oil lamp.
54. an oil fire; an oil lamp.
55. an oil fire; an oil lamp.
56. an oil fire; an oil lamp.
57. an oil fire; an oil lamp.
58. an oil fire; an oil lamp.
59. an oil fire; an oil lamp.
60. an oil fire; an oil lamp.
61. an oil fire; an oil lamp.
62. an oil fire; an oil lamp.
63. an oil fire; an oil lamp.
64. an oil fire; an oil lamp.
65. an oil fire; an oil lamp.
66. an oil fire; an oil lamp.
67. an oil fire; an oil lamp.
68. an oil fire; an oil lamp.
69. an oil fire; an oil lamp.
70. an oil fire; an oil lamp.
71. an oil fire; an oil lamp.
72. an oil fire; an oil lamp.
73. an oil fire; an oil lamp.
74. an oil fire; an oil lamp.
75. an oil fire; an oil lamp.
76. an oil fire; an oil lamp.
77. an oil fire; an oil lamp.
78. an oil fire; an oil lamp.
79. an oil fire; an oil lamp.
80. an oil fire; an oil lamp.
81. an oil fire; an oil lamp.
82. an oil fire; an oil lamp.
83. an oil fire; an oil lamp.
84. an oil fire; an oil lamp.
85. an oil fire; an oil lamp.
86. an oil fire; an oil lamp.
87. an oil fire; an oil lamp.
88. an oil fire; an oil lamp.
89. an oil fire; an oil lamp.
90. an oil fire; an oil lamp.
91. an oil fire; an oil lamp.
92. an oil fire; an oil lamp.
93. an oil fire; an oil lamp.
94. an oil fire; an oil lamp.
95. an oil fire; an oil lamp.
96. an oil fire; an oil lamp.
97. an oil fire; an oil lamp.
98. an oil fire; an oil lamp.
99. an oil fire; an oil lamp.
100. an oil fire; an oil lamp.
101. an oil fire; an oil lamp.
102. an oil fire; an oil lamp.
kiel-kiwuttwung, kiel-kiwuttwung, n. (noun + particle) + particle. * 71 ° 1 7° That is again a difficult question. ❄️

kiye, adj. [indefinite] kiyek, a strange relationship, a stranger, a strange fate, a strange twist of fate, a curious coincidence. ❄️

kiyem, n. chance, opportunity, occasion. ❄️

kiye, n. estrangement, a strange relationship, a strange twist of fate, a curious coincidence. ❄️

kiyem, n. estrangement, a strange relationship, a strange twist of fate, a curious coincidence. ❄️

kiyong, n. the art (skill) of a tile-layer. ❄️

kiye, n. estrangement, a strange relationship, a strange twist of fate, a curious coincidence. ❄️

kiyong, n. a tile-layer. ❄️

kiyeong, n. the past, bygones, the past. ❄️

kiyeong, n. the past, bygones, the past. ❄️
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slantwise,
tilting and tilting, cocking (one’s
head) from one side to the other. If
cf walks
swaying one’s body from side to side.
vni., vnt. = 7]
i\ e] cf.
7K*l#-!l-f(-CF (k)kiwutum hata, adj-n. heavy
isotope <—> 7A-T"lr~- is somewhat slanted, is
sloping, is leaning (to one side), is sort of oblique;
is slightly askew, is a bit out of line, is at a slight
angle, is tipped, f
• 0] ~ the picture can stand
a little straightening, f 7l -f vr-ll 7l ^ a slanting
pillar, f 3}
•—a table is tilted on
one side. If ■%! # (yf-^- ^) •_£..£ ~ has a tilt to the
left (right). TAftfe] .7} ^ - of] 7f^l---g->7fl ^cf
a ladder leans against the wall, sm 7] -&—■£]-cf1.
7K7|®s-5| (k)kiwutum hi, der. adv. heavy
isotope <—> 7|A=-t-#-. in a somewhat slanted way,
slightly askew, at a bit of an angle, (so that, it is)
a bit out of line, at a tilt, on a slant. SYN. 7f -£■-0].
71# kiwun, n. 1. pep, energy, life, liveliness,
vitality, vigor, strength, spirit, “gumption”, “go”,
“get-up-and-go”, “what-it-takes”. 1 ~.o] ojc).,
~,01
*4 is energetic, peppy, vigorous, highspirited, strong. If — o]
is lacking in pep
(“gumption, go, get-up-and-go, what-it-takes”), is
listless ; is in low (poor) spirits, is spiritless, is out
of spirits, is depressed (low, “blue”), is dragging
(in spirit). If ~*o]
is weak (physically),
listless, pep-less; “drags around”, f ~ ^fcf is
full of life (vitality, pep, energy), is full of
“get-up-and-go”, is high-spirited, strong, energetic,
vigorous. If ~ • 0 j #4 is strong, is hale and hearty,
“has what-it-takes”. f ~*o| uf-cf- feels strong,
feels wonderful, becomes high-spirited (lively),
livens up. If—# m cf puts forth (rallies) one’s
strength, pulls oneself together, braces oneself up,
“bucks up”, “gets up (puts on) steam”, “gets
one’s blood up”, “gets on the ball”, gets “hot”,
“gets with it”, f —£] #-'fffcf recovers one’s
spirits, revives, “comes (snaps) back to life”,
livens up, recovers, regains one’s health. 1
of
H
becomes weak, loses one’s pep (energy,
vitality). If ~-o] -3fcf is depressed (low, “blue”),
feels “down” (on the world), f 0]
7]
. 0]
*4 U U1 A How are you feeling these days ?
2. vapor, fume, gas, breath ; an air (of), a look
(of), an indication, a symptom, a mark, a sign
(of) ; a taste ; a touch, a dash, a shade ; a trace, a
hint, f #-tt ~ poisonous fumes (gas), a deadly
(killing)breath. 1 7-\ 7] —• o] 5) cf shows symptoms
(signs) of beriberi. If
— 0] o|cf has a salty
taste. 1 7V7] ~.o| o]cf has (caught) a touch of
cold, has a slight cold,
ojcf- (a
room) shows signs of warmth (from the fire).
3. [philosophy] anima, the universal spirit thought to
underly living things and to be manifest in negative
or dark” (urn) and positive or “bright” (yang)
aspects; (cf. “elan vital”), cf. 7], 7] -g-. [? abbr
7|# kiwun, mod. < 7] -§-cf; <
[_< 7| «-j |

.

Communism. If ^ ^ • ^ff — is prone to debauchery.
7K7|#CH-£EB|c:(- (k)kiwul.e ttulita, cpd vt.
heavy isotope
tips it (to one Side),
tips over (on one side), tilts, slants, leans, inclines.
13
* "a ~ tips a bottle, If # • -# ~ leans one’s head.
IT -§-*#r — leans one’s body. 1 tiff
~ careens a
boat, tips a boat over (on its side), syn. 7j/^]01 cf-.
7K*I#(H-X|CF (k)kiwul.e cita, cpd vi.
(adj.
inf. + aux. vi.) heavy isotope <—» 7^>#*f-.
1. it tips, tips over, tilts, slants, slopes, leans,
inclines. If tl
~ leans to one side, is out of
plumb, is off center. If
-^(uf-lf
slopes
to the left (right). 2. slants, declines, sinks, goes
down. If
• 7} a]
. oil ~ the sun is sinking in the
west (behind the mountains). 3. declines, falls,
sinks, wanes. 1
one’s luck is on the wane
(decline, ebb), one has had one’s day. If 7>a]-.o|
— one’s family fortune dwindles, one’s family is in
declining circumstances. 4. inclines (toward), is
disposed (to, toward), tends (to), has a tendency
(to), leans (toward), becomes prone (to). 1 nf-£-. 0]
~ has a mind that is inclined (to); is inclined (to).
1 tt ^ 7A • °fl ~ leans toward an opinion, is inclined
to think - ■ •. 1
^ —E- • °f| — leans towards fatalism.
1 -o-41-^r-I •
~ has Communist tendencies.
7K7|#0|[lKk)kiwul.ita, vc. «v}^v\) heavy
isotope
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71#

7|#(^j8) kiwun, n. a trend, a tendency.
7|#(itti) kiwun,
n. atmosphere (in art or
literature), elegance, tone.
7|#(iH31!) kiwun, n. luck, fortune; opportunity.
77| # kkiwun, mod. 01-w.
7|#7|-3i!(—) “kiwun”-ki mith, cpd n.
(“spirit-ki roof” =) Radical 84 (%) in Chinese
characters, the Air (Spirit, Breath) Radical.
71 # kiwul, n. the inner chaff of grain ; bran.
7|# kiwul, prosp. mod. < 7] -§;cf ; < ^Jcf.
77|# kkiwul, prosp. mod. < v] -£-cf.
7f^|#C(- (k)kiwulta, adf. -l-. heavy isotope <—»
f- 1- is slanted, is aslant, is slanting, is
sloping, is leaning, is oblique, is tipped, is tilted, is
at an angle, is askew, is out of line, f ^ • 0] -sf
^ • JL.S. ~ a house is leaning (settling) to one side.
11^3 * (u}=.
~ has a tilt to the left
(right). 2. is sinking, is declining, is going down,
is near the horizon. 1
• 7f- ~ the sun is going
down, the day is declining (waning). 3. is declin¬
ing, is on the wane (ebb, decline). 1 7]
a
declining fortune. 1 ■£■ • o] ~ one’s luck is on the
wane. 17f4>.o] ~ one’s family fortune is declining,
one’s family is in declining circumstances. 4 is in¬
clined to (toward), is disposed to (toward), is lean¬
ing toward, is prone to. If
0] ~ has a mind
that leans (toward), is inclined (toward); is at¬
tached (to). 1
^of
_ is leaningf toward

1.

-

2. bends, puts (one’s mind to) ; directs (one’s atten¬
tion to), concentrates (one’s mind, energy, powers,
attention on), devotes (oneself to). | cf-g-

d\
gives ear to (lends an ear to, listens
to) what people tell one. If
• 4: 71 'ir°i ^-t-^f-vf- keeps one’s mind on one’s studies, devotes
oneself to one’s studies, studies with one’s whole
heart. 1 (^^-tHl)
~ loves (a person)
with complete devotion (with one’s whole heart).
If ^ ^
— concentrates oneself (on), concentrates
one’s energy (on). 1
• off *]f
• -§: — pours all
one’s money (one’s fortune) into a business.
3. tips (the bottle) ; downs (a glass of liquor); drinks
(liquor), f
^3: ~ takes (has) a drink.
71# kiwulm, subst. < 7]
71# kiwum, subst. < t}.
771# kkiwum, subst. < v\ 4-4.

7)^I#^B|CF (k)kiwus

kelita

HEAVY ISOTOPE

41- cpd. vt. cranes and cranes
(one’s neck) to see ; peeks and peeks into ; snoops
around, f -r- • 7\ Si M~ peeks into a room to
see who is there (if someone is there). 1 o| ^
— peeks (snoops) around this room and that.
2. cpd vi. snoops around, goes around snooping,
f 7]-Tr-7-f e]a]-bJ- a snooper; a peeping Tom;
a voyeur.
7K*|#-7K*I# (k)kiwus-(k)kiwus,
adv.
heavy
isotope <—> 7^>-^r-. peeping, snooping.
~3t-C|-

(k)kiwus’i, der. adv. heavy isotope
. 1. - 7] 4-f—v]. 2. peeking, snoop¬
ing. 1 ~ Ir'H -14
peeks into.
7K7|#-3(-C(-1 (k)kiwus hata1,
adj-n. (heavy
7K*l#-0|

isotope <—» 7V^~) = 7Yvl-f

7K^l#-^cp (k)kiwus hata2, vnt. (heavy isotope
<—> 7^t^—. ) tips it (tilts, slants, inclines) a bit,
puts a bit askew, places a little out of line (off
center), fixes at a slight angle, cf. 7) -§^ -je.s-1 v}7y7>\^-t\L\3 (k)kiwus hata heavy isotope <—>
7^M^.1- vnt. cranes (one’s neck) to see; peeks
into; snoops around. 1
• 7} $IM- yd• # ~ peeks
into a room to see who is there (if someone is there).
1 °] -*1
~ peeks (snoops) around this house
and that (here and there). 2. vni. snoops.
71 £| kiwe, inf. < ^477| 4l kkiwe, inf. < v] -f vf-.
71 SI (IStc) kiwen, n. 1. the year a country was
founded. 2. the beginning of a reign or of an era.
If
National Foundation Day ; Empire Day.
7|SKl!fl§0 kiwen, n. supplication, a prayer, a
petition.
vnt. prays, supplicates, petitions.
7|SK©M[Hi]) kiwen, n. origin, source, beginning,
rise, genesis.
vni. has its origin or genesis
(in), originates (in), takes its rise (from), springs
(from).
Tbefore the month is out.
7|S($3,£D kiwel, n. one month. 1
s] (H)
7|#(B©) ki-yu, n. the 46th binary term of the
sexagenary cycle.
7|#(f2#) kilyul, n. order, discipline.
7| # kium, n. weeds, a weed. If — n)f cf weeds,

77W

picks weeds out of. abbr.
2. cf.
vf.
7|#-7|(ISb1^I) kium-ki, n. an oscillograph; a
kymograph.
7|#-PljC|- kium mayta, cpd vt. (n. +vt.) weeds,
picks weeds out of. 1 >jJ;(*#r) — weeds a field.
7|#-#Xf [-^(IB#]^?) kium munqca, cpd n.
phonetic letters.
7|2.| (|$|[iif) kiuy, n. opportuneness, timeliness.
7|0|Ch kiita, vt. keeps, conceals, hides (a matter
from a person); keeps (a matter) secret (from),
makes a secret of (a matter) ; covers, cloaks, veils.
13
EJ • ■§: ~ conceals one’s age, makes a secret of
one’s age. If a]-a[ •-§: — covers up (cloaks, dis¬
guises) a fact. 1 7] o] 7] fd jl without concealing
(concealment), frankly, candidly. 1
*•£
7]
• °]
You shouldn’t conceal (keep) any¬
thing from me. [? < vc. < 7] v}]
^jOlCl-1 kklita1, vc.—(see 7\d\z, note).
77|0|t:p kklita2, vp. < v\°]
(see t]^2- note).
is put (held) between, is inserted, is put (slipped)
into; is stuck. If ^a] • 7]- aj ^sf -^1 — a letter is
put between the leaves of a book. 1 °|-£] • 7\ Af-#if.off
a key is inserted into a lock. If JL7f
71 '7} °1 A}oj.of] ~ a sliver of meat is
stuck in one’s teeth, see also *1-^-7] 0] o}.
77] 0| Cl-3 kklita3, vt. [<?] hates (people).
710
—) kii hata, adj-n. is strange,
odd, queer, singular, extraordinary, curious.
7|?J(^A) kiin, n. an eccentric person, a strange
one, an odd fish (duck), an oddity.
7|?JG^A) kiin, n. 1 (=^1°J) an abandoned
person; a social outcast, a (socially) rejected person.
2. a disabled person.
7I2KS0) kiin, n. (fundamental) cause, (basic)
origin.
(•£(■, vni. is caused (by), has its origin
(in), originates (in), is (fundamentally) to be
attributed (to), is basically caused (by). CF. 7] dL,
77|£J kkiin, mod. < 7| 0] v\.
[_71
}.
7|^ kiil, prosp. mod. < 7f 0] Ef.
7|fi|(M0) kill, n. a death anniversary, the deathday (of a person).
71 iy ($33 0 ) kiil, n. a fixed date, an appointed day;
a terminal date, a term, a time limit.
77|gJ kkiil, prosp. mod. < v\ 0] vf-.
7| £j kiim, subst. < 7] 0] 4.
77|£j kkiim, subst. < 7] 0] cj-.
7|£Kf2A) kiip, n. recording, entering, entry,
filling in.
vnt. records, enters, puts (notes)
7|Xh kica, sub j. assert. < 7]
Ldown, fills in.
7|XKIB^) kica, n. 1 a reporter, a journalist, a
newspaperman, a newsman, a pressman, a writer.
2. a recorder, a secretary, a stenographer ; a drafter
(of a document).
7|XK^?~) Kica, n. Kica (Kija), according to
legend a member of the Shang royal family who fled
to Korea in 1122 B. C., bringing culture with him.
77] XJ- kklca, subj. assert. < t| vf.

.

.
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기자=kloha, n. (railroad train). 1. ~ 약... by train, by rail (railroad). 2. 가장 시 (train (railway)) 고기 = one train (railway)..... 3. a railroad track. 4. ~ 응... a (railway) fare table. 5. ~ 시간... a railroad timetable. 6. ~ 오는... an up train. 7. ~ 내려... a down train. 8. ~ 약... a night train. 9. ~ 가는... a train for Pusan. 10. 염두일문 ~ the twenty-three train. 1. ~ 만 나온다... (catches) a train at a station. 2. ~ 만 나온다... a train, hands get aboard. 3. ~ 시간... major train, gets aboard, a train, gets aboard. 4. ~ 시간... gets aboard, gets aboard, gets aboard. 5. ~ 시간... gets aboard, gets aboard, gets aboard. 6. ~ 시간... gets aboard, gets aboard, gets aboard. 7. ~ 시간... gets aboard, gets aboard, gets aboard. 8. ~ 시간... gets aboard, gets aboard, gets aboard. 9. ~ 시간... gets aboard, gets aboard, gets aboard. 10. ~ 시간... gets aboard, gets aboard, gets aboard.

기자=kloha, n. (railroad train). 1. ~ 약... by train, by rail (railroad). 2. 가장 시 (train (railway)) 고기 = one train (railway)..... 3. a railroad track. 4. ~ 응... a (railway) fare table. 5. ~ 시간... a railroad timetable. 6. ~ 오는... an up train. 7. ~ 내려... a down train. 8. ~ 약... a night train. 9. ~ 가는... a train for Pusan. 10. 염두일문 ~ the twenty-three train. 1. ~ 만 나온다... (catches) a train at a station. 2. ~ 만 나온다... a train, hands get aboard. 3. ~ 시간... major train, gets aboard, a train, gets aboard. 4. ~ 시간... gets aboard, gets aboard, gets aboard. 5. ~ 시간... gets aboard, gets aboard, gets aboard. 6. ~ 시간... gets aboard, gets aboard, gets aboard. 7. ~ 시간... gets aboard, gets aboard, gets aboard. 8. ~ 시간... gets aboard, gets aboard, gets aboard. 9. ~ 시간... gets aboard, gets aboard, gets aboard. 10. ~ 시간... gets aboard, gets aboard, gets aboard.
light isotope

adj-n.
mod.

naluta, 1. a tree, a plant, a shrub.

nalusu, 2. a wooden wall, a board fence.

nalwus, 3. a tree, a plant.

nalwu, 4. a tree, a plant, a shrub.

nalwuq pay, 1. a ferry, a boat

nalwuq ka, 2. a tree, a plant.

nalwu the, 3. a tree, a plant.

nalwu thek, 4. a tree, a plant, a shrub.

namu, 1. a tree, a plant.

name, 2. a woman, a man.

namulata, 3. a tree, a plant.

namulata, 4. a tree, a plant, a shrub.

namulata, 5. a tree, a plant, a shrub.

namulata, 6. a tree, a plant.

namula, 7. a tree, a plant, a shrub.

namulata, 8. a tree, a plant.

namulata, 9. a tree, a plant.

namulata, 10. a tree, a plant, a shrub.

namulata, 11. a tree, a plant.

namulata, 12. a tree, a plant.

namulata, 13. a tree, a plant.

namulata, 14. a tree, a plant, a shrub.

namulata, 15. a tree, a plant, a shrub.

namulata, 16. a tree, a plant.

namulata, 17. a tree, a plant.

namulata, 18. a tree, a plant.

namulata, 19. a tree, a plant.

namulata, 20. a tree, a plant, a shrub.

namulata, 21. a tree, a plant.

namulata, 22. a tree, a plant.

namulata, 23. a tree, a plant.

namulata, 24. a tree, a plant.

namulata, 25. a tree, a plant.

namulata, 26. a tree, a plant.

namulata, 27. a tree, a plant.

namulata, 28. a tree, a plant.

namulata, 29. a tree, a plant.

namulata, 30. a tree, a plant.

namulata, 31. a tree, a plant.

namulata, 32. a tree, a plant.

namulata, 33. a tree, a plant.

namulata, 34. a tree, a plant.

namulata, 35. a tree, a plant.

namulata, 36. a tree, a plant.

namulata, 37. a tree, a plant.

namulata, 38. a tree, a plant.

namulata, 39. a tree, a plant.

namulata, 40. a tree, a plant.

namulata, 41. a tree, a plant.

namulata, 42. a tree, a plant.

namulata, 43. a tree, a plant.

namulata, 44. a tree, a plant.

namulata, 45. a tree, a plant.

namulata, 46. a tree, a plant.

namulata, 47. a tree, a plant.

namulata, 48. a tree, a plant.

namulata, 49. a tree, a plant.

namulata, 50. a tree, a plant.

namulata, 51. a tree, a plant.

namulata, 52. a tree, a plant.

namulata, 53. a tree, a plant.

namulata, 54. a tree, a plant.

namulata, 55. a tree, a plant.

namulata, 56. a tree, a plant.

namulata, 57. a tree, a plant.

namulata, 58. a tree, a plant.

namulata, 59. a tree, a plant.

namulata, 60. a tree, a plant.

namulata, 61. a tree, a plant.

namulata, 62. a tree, a plant.

namulata, 63. a tree, a plant.

namulata, 64. a tree, a plant.

namulata, 65. a tree, a plant.

namulata, 66. a tree, a plant.

namulata, 67. a tree, a plant.

namulata, 68. a tree, a plant.

namulata, 69. a tree, a plant.

namulata, 70. a tree, a plant.

namulata, 71. a tree, a plant.

namulata, 72. a tree, a plant.

namulata, 73. a tree, a plant.

namulata, 74. a tree, a plant.

namulata, 75. a tree, a plant.

namulata, 76. a tree, a plant.

namulata, 77. a tree, a plant.

namulata, 78. a tree, a plant.

namulata, 79. a tree, a plant.

namulata, 80. a tree, a plant.

namulata, 81. a tree, a plant.

namulata, 82. a tree, a plant.

namulata, 83. a tree, a plant.

namulata, 84. a tree, a plant.

namulata, 85. a tree, a plant.

namulata, 86. a tree, a plant.

namulata, 87. a tree, a plant.

namulata, 88. a tree, a plant.

namulata, 89. a tree, a plant.

namulata, 90. a tree, a plant.

namulata, 91. a tree, a plant.

namulata, 92. a tree, a plant.

namulata, 93. a tree, a plant.

namulata, 94. a tree, a plant.

namulata, 95. a tree, a plant.

namulata, 96. a tree, a plant.

namulata, 97. a tree, a plant.

namulata, 98. a tree, a plant.

namulata, 99. a tree, a plant.

namulata, 100. a tree, a plant.

namulata, 101. a tree, a plant.

namulata, 102. a tree, a plant.

namulata, 103. a tree, a plant.

namulata, 104. a tree, a plant.

namulata, 105. a tree, a plant.

namulata, 106. a tree, a plant.

namulata, 107. a tree, a plant.

namulata, 108. a tree, a plant.

namulata, 109. a tree, a plant.

namulata, 110. a tree, a plant.

namulata, 111. a tree, a plant.

namulata, 112. a tree, a plant.

namulata, 113. a tree, a plant.

namulata, 114. a tree, a plant.

namulata, 115. a tree, a plant.

namulata, 116. a tree, a plant.

namulata, 117. a tree, a plant.

namulata, 118. a tree, a plant.

namulata, 119. a tree, a plant.

namulata, 120. a tree, a plant.
You have no business interfering. It turns up, is found, is revealed (gets a thing back). It remains secret, is covered up. If I just can't seem to find a job. I am not interested.

The book I lost turned up. I did not find what I was looking for. Look as I will, I just can't seem to find a job. I am not interested.

You have no business interfering. It turns up, is found, is revealed (gets a thing back). It remains secret, is covered up. If I just can't seem to find a job. I am not interested.

It remains secret, is covered up. If I just can't seem to find a job. I am not interested.

The book I lost turned up. I did not find what I was looking for. Look as I will, I just can't seem to find a job. I am not interested.

It turns up, is found, is revealed (gets a thing back). It remains secret, is covered up. If I just can't seem to find a job. I am not interested.

You have no business interfering. It turns up, is found, is revealed (gets a thing back). It remains secret, is covered up. If I just can't seem to find a job. I am not interested.

The book I lost turned up. I did not find what I was looking for. Look as I will, I just can't seem to find a job. I am not interested.

If you have no business interfering. It turns up, is found, is revealed (gets a thing back). It remains secret, is covered up. If I just can't seem to find a job. I am not interested.

The book I lost turned up. I did not find what I was looking for. Look as I will, I just can't seem to find a job. I am not interested.

You have no business interfering. It turns up, is found, is revealed (gets a thing back). It remains secret, is covered up. If I just can't seem to find a job. I am not interested.

The book I lost turned up. I did not find what I was looking for. Look as I will, I just can't seem to find a job. I am not interested.

You have no business interfering. It turns up, is found, is revealed (gets a thing back). It remains secret, is covered up. If I just can't seem to find a job. I am not interested.

The book I lost turned up. I did not find what I was looking for. Look as I will, I just can't seem to find a job. I am not interested.

You have no business interfering. It turns up, is found, is revealed (gets a thing back). It remains secret, is covered up. If I just can't seem to find a job. I am not interested.

The book I lost turned up. I did not find what I was looking for. Look as I will, I just can't seem to find a job. I am not interested.

You have no business interfering. It turns up, is found, is revealed (gets a thing back). It remains secret, is covered up. If I just can't seem to find a job. I am not interested.

The book I lost turned up. I did not find what I was looking for. Look as I will, I just can't seem to find a job. I am not interested.

You have no business interfering. It turns up, is found, is revealed (gets a thing back). It remains secret, is covered up. If I just can't seem to find a job. I am not interested.

The book I lost turned up. I did not find what I was looking for. Look as I will, I just can't seem to find a job. I am not interested.

You have no business interfering. It turns up, is found, is revealed (gets a thing back). It remains secret, is covered up. If I just can't seem to find a job. I am not interested.

The book I lost turned up. I did not find what I was looking for. Look as I will, I just can't seem to find a job. I am not interested.
A place for angling.

A weeding hoe.

A plumb, a weight.

A basket, a creel.

A fly.

A quill.

He uses his leg to hook and pull his opponent's leg.

If a fish bites, the fish is hooked (caught on the hook).

A fly, a trick in which a wrestler captures something as a bait.

A fisherman uses his leg to hook and pull his opponent's leg.

A fly, something as a bait.

If a fish bites, the fish is hooked (caught on the hook).

A column. 1 — the advertisement column. 1 — the sports section (page).
nal sil, adj-n. (n. + bnd n.) loose, laggard, procrastinates. ~111: ~ this gets dated. 4 -- loses a fortune in gambling. 5. does hastily and carelessly a slipshod job. f — 4-4 sloppy handwriting, slurred letters. 8. 4-4 laborer.

tal sil sengswu, cpd n. (for) the past several days. Anm. nal sil, syn. nal sengswu. 2. ( 4-4) a low tide; an ebb tide; an ebb tide. 3. (= 4-4) a low spring; a low flow; a flooding water. 2. (= 4-4) a low tide; an ebb tide; an ebb tide. 3. (= 4-4) a low spring; a low flow; a flooding water. 2. (= 4-4) a low tide; an ebb tide; an ebb tide. 3. (= 4-4) a low spring; a low flow; a flooding water. 2. (= 4-4) a low tide; an ebb tide; an ebb tide. 3. (= 4-4) a low spring; a low flow; a flooding water. 2. (= 4-4) a low tide; an ebb tide; an ebb tide. 3. (= 4-4) a low spring; a low flow; a flooding water. 2. (= 4-4) a low tide; an ebb tide; an ebb tide. 3. (= 4-4) a low spring; a low flow; a flooding water. 2. (= 4-4) a low tide; an ebb tide; an ebb tide. 3. (= 4-4) a low spring; a low flow; a flooding water.

nal sil path, cpd n. (vi. prosp. mod. + n.) raw (unroasted) chestnuts, raw (unroasted) chestnuts. 1. 4-4-4, 4-4 flies here. 4-4-4 away.

nal sil puth.i, cpd n. (vi. prosp. mod. + n.) raw (unroasted) chestnuts, raw (unroasted) chestnuts. 1. 4-4-4, 4-4 flies here. 4-4-4 away.

nal sil pullantang, cpd n. (pre-n. 4-4) a low tide; an ebb tide; an ebb tide. 3. (= 4-4) a low spring; a low flow; a flooding water. 2. (= 4-4) a low tide; an ebb tide; an ebb tide. 3. (= 4-4) a low spring; a low flow; a flooding water. 2. (= 4-4) a low tide; an ebb tide; an ebb tide. 3. (= 4-4) a low spring; a low flow; a flooding water. 2. (= 4-4) a low tide; an ebb tide; an ebb tide. 3. (= 4-4) a low spring; a low flow; a flooding water. 2. (= 4-4) a low tide; an ebb tide; an ebb tide. 3. (= 4-4) a low spring; a low flow; a flooding water. 2. (= 4-4) a low tide; an ebb tide; an ebb tide. 3. (= 4-4) a low spring; a low flow; a flooding water.

nal sil ssayl, abbr. nal ssayta, nal ssay, adj-n. (n. + bnd n.) a husband, a man. 2. 4-4-4 flies here. 4-4-4 away.
n. southern barbarians.

- 1. (in the context of) southern part (district, section, portion).

- n. name of a district (of Seoul), f ~ a massacre, slaughter.

- n. a massacre, slaughter.

- n. a massacre, slaughter.

- n. a massacre, slaughter.

- n. a massacre, slaughter.

- n. a massacre, slaughter.

- n. a massacre, slaughter.

- n. a massacre, slaughter.

- n. a massacre, slaughter.

- n. a massacre, slaughter.

- n. a massacre, slaughter.

- n. a massacre, slaughter.

- n. a massacre, slaughter.

- n. a massacre, slaughter.

- n. a massacre, slaughter.

- n. a massacre, slaughter.

- n. a massacre, slaughter.

- n. a massacre, slaughter.

- n. a massacre, slaughter.

- n. a massacre, slaughter.

- n. a massacre, slaughter.

- n. a massacre, slaughter.

- n. a massacre, slaughter.

- n. a massacre, slaughter.

- n. a massacre, slaughter.

- n. a massacre, slaughter.

- n. a massacre, slaughter.

- n. a massacre, slaughter.

- n. a massacre, slaughter.

- n. a massacre, slaughter.

- n. a massacre, slaughter.

- n. a massacre, slaughter.

- n. a massacre, slaughter.

- n. a massacre, slaughter.

- n. a massacre, slaughter.

- n. a massacre, slaughter.

- n. a massacre, slaughter.

- n. a massacre, slaughter.

- n. a massacre, slaughter.

- n. a massacre, slaughter.

- n. a massacre, slaughter.

- n. a massacre, slaughter.

- n. a massacre, slaughter.

- n. a massacre, slaughter.

- n. a massacre, slaughter.

- n. a massacre, slaughter.

- n. a massacre, slaughter.

- n. a massacre, slaughter.

- n. a massacre, slaughter.

- n. a massacre, slaughter.

- n. a massacre, slaughter.

- n. a massacre, slaughter.

- n. a massacre, slaughter.

- n. a massacre, slaughter.

- n. a massacre, slaughter.

- n. a massacre, slaughter.

- n. a massacre, slaughter.

- n. a massacre, slaughter.

- n. a massacre, slaughter.

- n. a massacre, slaughter.

- n. a massacre, slaughter.

- n. a massacre, slaughter.

- n. a massacre, slaughter.

- n. a massacre, slaughter.

- n. a massacre, slaughter.

- n. a massacre, slaughter.

- n. a massacre, slaughter.

- n. a massacre, slaughter.

- n. a massacre, slaughter.

- n. a massacre, slaughter.

- n. a massacre, slaughter.

- n. a massacre, slaughter.

- n. a massacre, slaughter.

- n. a massacre, slaughter.

- n. a massacre, slaughter.

- n. a massacre, slaughter.

- n. a massacre, slaughter.

- n. a massacre, slaughter.

- n. a massacre, slaughter.

- n. a massacre, slaughter.

- n. a massacre, slaughter.

- n. a massacre, slaughter.

- n. a massacre, slaughter.

- n. a massacre, slaughter.

- n. a massacre, slaughter.

- n. a massacre, slaughter.

- n. a massacre, slaughter.

- n. a massacre, slaughter.

- n. a massacre, slaughter.

- n. a massacre, slaughter.

- n. a massacre, slaughter.

- n. a massacre, slaughter.

- n. a massacre, slaughter.

- n. a massacre, slaughter.

- n. a massacre, slaughter.

- n. a massacre, slaughter.

- n. a massacre, slaughter.

- n. a massacre, slaughter.

- n. a massacre, slaughter.

- n. a massacre, slaughter.

- n. a massacre, slaughter.

- n. a massacre, slaughter.

- n. a massacre, slaughter.

- n. a massacre, slaughter.

- n. a massacre, slaughter.

- n. a massacre, slaughter.

- n. a massacre, slaughter.

- n. a massacre, slaughter.

- n. a massacre, slaughter.

- n. a massacre, slaughter.

- n. a massacre, slaughter.

- n. a massacre, slaughter.

- n. a massacre, slaughter.

- n. a massacre, slaughter.

- n. a massacre, slaughter.

- n. a massacre, slaughter.

- n. a massacre, slaughter.

- n. a massacre, slaughter.

- n. a massacre, slaughter.

- n. a massacre, slaughter.

- n. a massacre, slaughter.

- n. a massacre, slaughter.

- n. a massacre, slaughter.

- n. a massacre, slaughter.

- n. a massacre, slaughter.

- n. a massacre, slaughter.

- n. a massacre, slaughter.

- n. a massacre, slaughter.

- n. a massacre, slaughter.

- n. a massacre, slaughter.

- n. a massacre, slaughter.

- n. a massacre, slaughter.

- n. a massacre, slaughter.

- n. a massacre, slaughter.

- n. a massacre, slaughter.

- n. a massacre, slaughter.

- n. a massacre, slaughter.

- n. a massacre, slaughter.

- n. a massacre, slaughter.

- n. a massacre, slaughter.

- n. a massacre, slaughter.

- n. a massacre, slaughter.

- n. a massacre, slaughter.

- n. a massacre, slaughter.

- n. a massacre, slaughter.

- n. a massacre, slaughter.

- n. a massacre, slaughter.

- n. a massacre, slaughter.

- n. a massacre, slaughter.

- n. a massacre, slaughter.

- n. a massacre, slaughter.

- n. a massacre, slaughter.

- n. a massacre, slaughter.

- n. a massacre, slaughter.

- n. a massacre, slaughter.

- n. a massacre, slaughter.

- n. a massacre, slaughter.

- n. a massacre, slaughter.

- n. a massacre, slaughter.

- n. a massacre, slaughter.

- n. a massacre, slaughter.

- n. a massacre, slaughter.

- n. a massacre, slaughter.

- n. a massacre, slaughter.

- n. a massacre, slaughter.

- n. a massacre, slaughter.

- n. a massacre, slaughter.

- n. a massacre, slaughter.

- n. a massacre, slaughter.

- n. a massacre, slaughter.

- n. a massacre, slaughter.

- n. a massacre, slaughter.

- n. a massacre, slaughter.

- n. a massacre, slaughter.

- n. a massacre, slaughter.

- n. a massacre, slaughter.

- n. a massacre, slaughter.

- n. a massacre, slaughter.

- n. a massacre, slaughter.

- n. a massacre, slaughter.

- n. a massacre, slaughter.

- n. a massacre, slaughter.

- n. a massacre, slaughter.

- n. a massacre, slaughter.

- n. a massacre, slaughter.

- n. a massacre, slaughter.

- n. a massacre, slaughter.

- n. a massacre, slaughter.

- n. a massacre, slaughter.

- n. a massacre, slaugh
"respecting man and despising woman" predomines among women, treatment of women as inferior to men.


↑ a painting of Chinese painting. 2. The Southern sect of Chinese Buddhist. 3. "South Academy" (name of one of the Four Academies—"North Academy" in old Seoul).

Phothay (포태) Mountain, 7th tallest in Korea (2435 m.), in S. Hamkyeng.

nampho: a dynasty; ~ 볼 유동학 (excavated rock).

намфоппул pul, cpd n. lamplight; a lamp.

1 ~ 볼 (24) lights (extinguishes) a lamp.

намфоп пул: a lamp. 2. lamp with a southern exposure, a house facing the south. 3 ~ 볼 a site facing south, a place open to the south. 4. in the south sea" is the straits of Korea. Namphyey in S. Kyanggi. 5. in the south sea. 6. and looking towards south, facing the south.

남이사 경복, cpd n. a flat nose, a snub nose; a flat-nosed person.

남이사 경복, cpd n. a flat nose, a snub nose; a flat-nosed person.

남이사 경복, cpd n. a flat nose.

남이사 경복, cpd n. a flat nose.

남이사 경복, cpd n. a flat nose.

남이사 경복, cpd n. a flat nose.

남이사 경복, cpd n. a flat nose.

남이사 경복, cpd n. a flat nose.

남이사 경복, cpd n. a flat nose.

남이사 경복, cpd n. a flat nose.

남이사 경복, cpd n. a flat nose.

남이사 경복, cpd n. a flat nose.

남이사 경복, cpd n. a flat nose.

남이사 경복, cpd n. a flat nose.

남이사 경복, cpd n. a flat nose.

남이사 경복, cpd n. a flat nose.

남이사 경복, cpd n. a flat nose.

남이사 경복, cpd n. a flat nose.

남이사 경복, cpd n. a flat nose.

남이사 경복, cpd n. a flat nose.

남이사 경복, cpd n. a flat nose.

남이사 경복, cpd n. a flat nose.

남이사 경복, cpd n. a flat nose.
rh, g) reading aloud, recitation, cpd n. (n. + cpd. vi. - est.) n. (also adj.) adj. + vt. estimates. — elo¬
climbs up (scales) a cliff.

climbs up (scales) a cliff.

climbs up (scales) a cliff.

climbs up (scales) a cliff.
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climbs up (scales) a cliff.

climbs up (scales) a cliff.

climbs up (scales) a cliff.

climbs up (scales) a cliff.
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climbs up (scales) a cliff.

climbs up (scales) a cliff.

climbs up (scales) a cliff.

climbs up (scales) a cliff.

climbs up (scales) a cliff.

climbs up (scales) a cliff.

climbs up (scales) a cliff.

climbs up (scales) a cliff.

climbs up (scales) a cliff.

climbs up (scales) a cliff.

climbs up (scales) a cliff.

climbs up (scales) a cliff.

climbs up (scales) a cliff.

climbs up (scales) a cliff.

climbs up (scales) a cliff.

climbs up (scales) a cliff.

climbs up (scales) a cliff.

climbs up (scales) a cliff.
overthrows the Cabinet. 值切切 does not allow the Cabinet to make a decision. 值切切 makes a decision (in a rush) without deliberation.

overthrows the Cabinet. 值切切 does not allow the Cabinet to make a decision. 值切切 makes a decision (in a rush) without deliberation.

The Cabinet is not allowed to make a decision. 值切切 makes a decision (in a rush) without deliberation.
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!
— 1- clears (vacates) a room. 2. puts a
room in, builds a room. 15. puts forwards, selects, ap¬
points, offers.!
~ selects a candidate.
1 Ml
~ offers
(puts forward)
a
representative. 16. (4’-i: ~) gets (a marker)
around and off the yuch board. 17. transplants.
1 .S-*-!: ~ sets out (transplants) rice plants.
18. applies (fertilizer, ashes). 1 ^
7]-§- *4;
~ manures a field. 19. (-r-’it ~, ^7] .-§; ~)
provides, appends (notes).
L(]CP nayta3, aux. v. (.follows inf.') does all the way
(to the very end, thoroughly, through and through),
t i-S-Mr ^e| ~ endures all hardships (to
the last, persistently). 1 -£-7|-*a| *Ft1 ~ fights it
out alone to the bitter end. 1 4 * "a A
^
(• a] ) i]\ ~ finishes a job on time. [cf. regular cpds
such as ®j—c]- “digs up”.]
lR -dh M^F nay ’ta pota, (vc. inf. + cop. transf.)
+vt. 1. looks out (of, over, on), sees from within.
1 4" • -i: ~ looks out of a window, ! 7] e| • -g; ~ looks
out on the street. 1
i=F • -t ~ looks out over the sea.
If 3F*Ml
Ml -c-fjcf • 7f- f-cf- The window
commands a fine view. 2. looks forward to, looks
ahead at, foresees. 1
.-J ~ looks ahead into the
future ; foresees the future. 1 70>£|] 4
~ antici¬
pates future events; has an insight into the future.
1 ^1^1 4^1*-ft:
~ is familiar with the
world situation.
Lf| -C|- MO | CF nay ’ta poita, (vc. inf. + cop. transf.')
+ vp. 1. is (can be) seen from within, is seen
out of, shows through. 1
^F^F^F Ml -d\5- °]
The sea can be seen through the window.
7fe].7> Ml -i4 i<>14 The street is
seen from the window. 2. is seen (is visible, can be
seen) from without. 1 4
Tj-^f-.o] ;*>• JLJL
Ml ~d\ 5.44 People in the room can be seen
through the window. 3. is foreseen, is anticipated, is
foretold. 1 70>efl >7\ ~ the future is plain to see.
! 7j-;*F -5:a];*of 44: 4*4 ~ difficulties are an¬
ticipated. INI 70>efl.7fm -cf- 5.44 It is
easy to see what will become of you.
Lfjd|X| naytaci, n. a hole through a column (pillar).
lREF nayta ’n, abbr. < m| 4(* jl) tli-H-^Cf- nay-tat.ta, cpdvi. -t/l-. (yc. + vi.) runs
away suddenly, runs off (out), darts off (out).
lRU nayta ’1, abbr. < Mj 4(*:n) 4) Vnay-tal, cpd n. next month, the com¬
ing month, the month ahead, syn. Ml -4LH-^EICI- nay-tallita, cpd vi. - Mi-44LHil' nayta’m, abbr. < Ml 4 (• jl) If-.
MicK^M) ^naytam, n. an interview, (a visit for)
_a talk. —f|CF, vnt. interviews; visits (for a talk).
LjjC|j_nayta ’y,_abbr. < Mf 4(* Jl) ^.
LH-CHCI nay-tayta, cpd vt. (? + postnom. v.)
1. shoves it forward or out (to touch). 2. forces it
upon one. 3. lets (one’s words) out unchecked.
4 treats coldly, gives the cold shoulder to.
nay-tencita, cpd vt. (vc.+vt.) 1. throws

_.

away (out, down). 1 s• -=[- — throws away water.
! AF 4 * -ft — throws a person down. 2. throws up
(over), gives up. 1 4 •-§: ~ gives up one’s work;
throws over a job.
Lij-ljE|- nay-ttelta, cpd vt. -l-. (vc.+vt.) 1. shakes
(knocks) it off.
2. scatters (disperses) it.
3. “shakes” (= gets rid of) a person.
Lflcfl naytey, familiar retr. assert. < M| 4LRfE(5fcPJ) inayto, n. arrival, coming. ~3FC|, vni.
arrives (at), comes (to).
lR-.EE nay to, inf. +pcle.
f~appears.
LR—sjCF nay-tot.ta, rises to the surface, comes out,
lR—§FE|CF nay-tollita, cpd vc. hands (passes)
around indiscriminately.
["= Ml -'4 A14Mj-^AsxICF nay-tongta(y)ngichita,
cpd vt.
lR_j^C(- nay-twuta, cpd vt. puts outside,
["(on).
lR-^H2|CF nay-twutulita, cpd vt. pounds hard
lR-t—nay-twuluta, cpd vt. -ll-. 1. waves
(about), brandishes, flourishes, swings, wields. 1
•-§: ~ waves one’s hand. ! 7} 44 ’"S' — flourishes
one’s cane, t 4*-§r — brandishes a dagger.
2. pushes (shaves, kicks) around, leads a person by
the nose, has a person under one’s thumb. 1^^•-§; tjj-rg. Ml *5. ~ does with a person as one
pleases, leads a person by the nose.
CF nay-twullita, cpd vp. <Mf
h.^. 1. is
waved, brandished, flourished, wielded, swung.
2. is pushed around, is led by the nose, is at the mercy
of a person. 1 7]-^-.
~ is at a person’s beck and
_call, is under a person’s thumb. 3. gets dizzy.
lR-M^F nay-ttwulh.ta, cpd vt. (vc. + vt.) bores
through, cuts through, shoots through. 1 ^7}-off
-T1"^ ’-ir ~ bores a hole through a board, t Tf-.o]]
~ cuts a tunnel through a mountain, tun¬
nels through a mountain. 1 -§— ^-of 7f-^---|: ~ a
bullet shoots through one’s chest.
Tshot) through.
LR-HafCF nay-ttwulh.lita, cpd vp. is bored (cut,
lR-“|CF nay-ttwita, cpd vi. leaps out/ahead.
lR-H5|CF nay-tulita, cpd vi. presents to a superior.
lR~—2|C| nay-ttulita, cpd vt. (vc. + aux. vt.)
throws away, casts away, flings, hurls, tosses.
1 t71 •-§: -§r
~ throws wastepaper out of
the window. 1 t] 7]. ofl t\]
m^
tosses
a copper to a beggar. I
n]- . o]] ~ flings a
dish on the floor.
lRs nay tun, retr. mod. < Mf
lR-M^F nay-tulta, cpd vt. -l-. 1. lifts outside).
2. cites (facts, examples).
lR-£|®CF nay-ttuywuta, cpd vc. 1. floats it
out/off. 2. sends a person out/off (on a mission).
lR C| nayti, retr. indie, attent. < Ifl +[.
CR-Cf C|CF,
nay-tit(i)ta, cpd vt. (4~)
steps forward; enters upon (a career); takes a step
forward (toward a solution).
lRSF nay la, 1. quot./lit. imper. < M|
2. = m] e].
Mj-EF nay la, inf. +pcle.
LH^F(F*9lfO naylak, n. informal (private) consent.
~3FEF, vni., vnt. gives informal (private) consent.

LRSF_
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lRSF nayla ’n, abbr. < ^ £>(• +0 tl.
LH uKF*3fiL) naylan, n. a civil war, an insurrection,
a rebellion, internal disturbances (tumult), a domes¬
tic conflict. 1
3f [sa ] high treason, rebellion,
an offense against the safety of a State. 1 ~ • -S:
04A7l
raises a rebellion. 1 ~*-§: ^ ^
suppresses (puts down) a rebellion. 1 Mf ^1* °f
°i _
A civil war breaks out.
lR U nayla ’1, abbr. < MjjK* 3-) th
lRIF nayla’m, abbr. < tfl ^K*3i) tFCRaH nayla ’y, abbr^C vR ^K*^.) '®fl-

LfjHF naylya, l.= ‘i-Ot nayl ya. 2. = Ml e].
LHlf(^^) Naylyang, n. Nara, a place in Japan.
K

N. prefecture.

lR Ef naylye, inf. •< Mf ef c}. downward, see fol¬
lowing ENTRIES. ANT. -gr^F. -|:ei • SEE ALS0 ^

(“)•

LHSj-xlCF

LRB| -L\ M^F naylye ’ta pota, cpd vt. (vt. inf.+
cop.transferentive + vt.) 1. looks down, overlooks.
ant. 7] -cF Ji^F,
-4
H
*7j 7] el
~ looks down the street from the window,
f
^ e] -cj 5.JI
-f-Ml a village over¬
looking the sea. 2. looks down upon, despises, holds
(a person) in contempt. If
• -§: — looks down
upon a person, cf. ^-i^FPdown from above.
LRBj-^LF naylye twuta, cpdvt. puts (brings)
i_HE^-£E2| Cf naylye ttulita, cpd vt. (vc. inf.+aux.
vt.) 1. drops it, lets it fall, throws it down. 1
• -=r ~ drops a cup. 1^*4: °Fefl
~ throws
a book downstairs. 2. reduces to lower degree, de¬
motes, degrades, lowers. If 7j ^F • tP °F— 7| e-] - a.
~ demotes a person to a lower rank. 3. aborts; mis¬
carries. If o] sj —°F1 •-=!; ~ miscarries a baby ; has an
abortion.
[down.
lR B4-D| C|Cf naylye titita, cpd vt. (^--|- ~) steps
lRBI-MCIF naylye pota, cpd vt. = Ml
--F icFlRE^-HI^IcF naylye pichita, cpd vi. shines
(reflects) down.
lRS|-^DF naylye ssot.ta, cpd vt. pours (it) down.
LREj-^CF naylye suta, cpd vi. steps (stands)

LRB1-7FCF naylye kata, cpdvi. 1. goes down, gets
down, steps down, descends, f °d ^ * "I: ~
down
a hill, f 7l. Ml • a] ~ descends from a mountain.
! °1
• 7f — goes downstairs. IT * -8: EF
—
sails down. 1 ^ ef -% • of ~ trousers come down,
t -ir-of ~ water flows down, f A] ^ ~ goes down to
the country. 1 Mf e] -7}^
a down train, an out¬
down.
bound train. 2. (a price) gets lower, falls, drops,
LREJ-gFCF naylye anc.ta, cpd vi. 1. comes down to
goes down, sags. 1 -1:7} • 7} ~ prices go down. 1 0:f Mf
a lower seat, takes a lower seat. If ^f• Ml • 7] ~
~ falls (sags) to a new low.
comes down off the table (and sits on the floor or a
3. (temperature) subsides, abates, lets up, falls, drops,
chair). 1 ^
• Ml • tJ o\%
'*.3. ~ takes a seat
goes down. 1
• °1 ~ one’s fever lets up (subsides).
in the lower part of a Korean room (= nearer the
!
- 7} — The temperature drops (goes down).
hearth)
moving
from
the
upper
part (= farther from
4. comes down in rank, sinks, drops, is demoted
the hearth). 2. comes (falls) down, collapses, sinks,
(to), is degraded (from), is broken (to). !
caves in.! 7]
• °]
the roof falls down (collapses).
7f-£f -5, ~ is demoted to a lower rank. 1 AA
‘ 7\
! *$-o] ~ ground sinks. ! 7F^-^f ~ one’s heart
— comes down on the list.
jumps (a beat) = is greatly surprised, is startled.
lRB|-^7I^F naylye kalkita, cpd vt. flogs down.
LR2i-^7|[lF naylye kkalkita, cpd vt. voids LHEj-MCf naylye ota, cpd vi. 1. comes down (from
above). ! M--t-,c>11 *t1 ~ comes down from a tree.
(urine or feces) down. 1 6f -f- • Mf • 7] 5. If • -k ~
! ail * 7F ~ a boat sails down from upstream.! ^ eJ
urinates down from upstairs.
. o]
• Ml • t) ~ an order comes from above. 2. gets
LREj-^Cf naylye kus.ta, cpdvt.-(s>. draws (a
off, gets down from, alights from. ! # *F • Ml • 7j ~
line) down, draws a vertical line, makes a downgets off a streetcar. ! ^-t| - Ml -t] — alights
stroke, strokes downward; strikes out. IT
■ -fr —
from (gets off) a plane.
fa downward blow.
draws a line down, draws a vertical line. 1 Mf - a"
Sf a down-stroke. If
strikes out (ex¬ lH 21-3E7 |CF naylye cokita, cpdvt. splits it with
naylye ccoch.ta, cpd vt. chases down;
punges) a few lines, syn. Mf sf --ant. 7] —a’-F- lR
drives (hounds) from the capital.
LREj-^Cf naylye noh.ta, cpd vt. puts down, takes
down, brings down, reaches down, lowers; lets (a lRE1~5|CF naylye ccoyta, cpd vni. (the sun) shines
(upon); beats down (upon).
person) off (a vehicle), t Tif
^ -7j- 4] -Ml
puts
lRE^-X|DF naylye cita, cpd vi. 1. falls (down),
a book down on the table, f 3!} •
7] ej . ojf • 7] •
drops; droops.! k
• Ml • t! ^ -°1 ~ a pen falls off
takes down a book from the bookshelf. 1 'fM
~
the table. ! 7] # • oj 4 * Ml ~ a purse drops on the
takes a pot off the fire. T «lf *-&■ ~ lowers a boat.
road. 1 oj Tfl • 7\ ~ one’s shoulder droops. 2. (a price)
^ 7F e]-.
^F • Ml • 7] — sets a person down from the
becomes lower, falls, drops, goes down. ! -^r 7F • 7> ^—
train, helps a person down out of the train. If ^Ftt
prices become lower. 3. (temperature) falls, drops,
t] -s$. Mf vfl e] -^-°F ^7] 5. Please let me off at
goes down. ! ^r5.-7F ~ the temperature falls
the next station. If 1*7 7F •
tF-7Fiil
moves a
(drops).! 4,01 ~ one’s fever subsides, syn. 4°F"
decimal point one position back (moves an abacus
+\d\.
fdownward blow.
counter one column right) ; carries a number over to
LREf-5jCf naylye ccikta, cpd vt. cuts with a
another column (in arithmetic).
lRBI-xICF
naylye
chita,
cpd
vt.
1.
(= 4<H-*1>CF)
LREi-T^^F naylye nwuluta, cpd vt. -ll-. presses
strikes from above, gives a blow from above, gives
down (on), oppresses.


a heat, at a dash, straight. ～ same time, all at once, at one stroke.

 bj: L 2, 1. brings oneself to, puts one's mind to; tries to. 2. makes (keeps) room for. 3. has a room for. 4. leaves a room for someone to sit. 5. leaves leaves room to build a house.

 내: (noun) nayth, n. endurance against bullets, bulletproof. ～, n.: make (keeps) endurance against bullets, bulletproof.

 내(원) naytham, n. private inquiry, a secret investigation. ～, make (keeps) private inquiries.

 내(내) naythong, n. a secret communication (understanding); confusion. 1. ~ a betrayer. 2. ~, make (keeps) secret (understanding) communication (understanding) with (an outsider), is in collusion with (an outsider).

 내-장자리 ngyangkaychitha, ctd. throws (it) out (forcefully), tosses it away. 1. ~ down hard. 2. ~, make (keeps) private inquiries.

 내: (noun) nayhyung, n. willing; willingly; sets farther ahead. 1. ~, make (keeps) farther; makes (keeps) farther.

 내(남) naykhye, n. ready for, one's wife. 1. ~, make (keeps) ready for (your wife), is in a mood for (your wife), has a mind to (your wife). 2. ~, make (keeps) ready for (your wife), is in a mood for (your wife), has a mind to (your wife).

 내(나) nayng, n. sharing one's wife's bed. 1. ~, make (keeps) share one's wife's bed.

 내(나) nayng, n. burning. 1. ~, make (keeps) scented with fireproof material, is fireproof.

 내: (noun) nayngkat, n. cooling, refrigeration. 1. ~, make (keeps) a cooling device (appliance), is a cooling device (appliance) of, a refrigerator; a freezer; a cooler; a refrigerator; an air-conditioner, is cooled by.

 내(나) nayngkat, n. sensation of coolness.

 내(나) nayngkat-tyeng, n. ~ half-burnt charcoal" to "coolness (coldness), indifference, is indifferent, is standoffish.

 내(나) nayngkat, n. burning. 1. ~, make (keeps) smoldering, burning. 2. ~, make (keeps) hot, fiery, burning.

 내: (noun) nayngkwa, n. ~ half-burnt charcoal" to "coolness (coldness), indifference, is indifferent, is standoffish.

 내: (noun) nayngkat, n. cooling, refrigeration. 1. ~, make (keeps) a cooling device (appliance), is a cooling device (appliance) of, a refrigerator; a freezer; a cooler; a radiator; an air-conditioner, is cooled by.

 내: (noun) nayngkat, n. sensation of coolness.

 내(나) nayngkat-tyeng, n. ~ half-burnt charcoal" to "coolness (coldness), indifference, is indifferent, is standoffish.

 내: (noun) nayngkat, n. cooling, refrigeration. 1. ~, make (keeps) a cooling device (appliance), is a cooling device (appliance) of, a refrigerator; a freezer; a cooler; a radiator; an air-conditioner, is cooled by.

 내: (noun) nayngkat, n. sensation of coolness.
is over', all is done. 1 ~ having all four of one's markers on the same position.

1. nakk-sa mith, cpd n. ("four-s" red) Rad (a board, a plank. 2. (the Fire
radical) on the bottom of a Chinese character; the Top Four, the Top Net, the
Side Eye (cf. Rad 190 f). 3. cpd n. 4. The two

1. nemp, n. impudence, brashness, shamelessness, brazen-facedness, coyness, coarseness (sensu-
se). 2. ~ a bird that acts brashly (brazenly, with cheek); gets fresh. 3. ~ a

1. nemp, n. impudence, brashness, shamelessness, brazen-facedness, coyness, coarseness (sensu-
se). 2. ~ a bird that acts brashly (brazenly, with cheek); gets fresh. 3. ~ a

1. nemp, n. impudence, brashness, shamelessness, brazen-facedness, coyness, coarseness (sensu-
se). 2. ~ a bird that acts brashly (brazenly, with cheek); gets fresh. 3. ~ a

1. nemp, n. impudence, brashness, shamelessness, brazen-facedness, coyness, coarseness (sensu-
se). 2. ~ a bird that acts brashly (brazenly, with cheek); gets fresh. 3. ~ a
The text appears to be in a mix of Korean and English, with some words and phrases in each language. It includes terms related to everyday life, such as personal care, household items, and social interactions. Without additional context, it's challenging to provide a comprehensive natural text representation.
1. pass (over) 11. keep going, 17. pass (over) 23. pass (over) 29. pass (over) 35. pass (over) 41. pass (over) 47. pass (over) 53. pass (over)

2. passes (over) 8. passes (over) 14. passes (over) 20. passes (over) 26. passes (over) 32. passes (over) 38. passes (over) 44. passes (over)

3. 

4. over, is passed on. 10. over, is passed on. 16. over, is passed on. 22. over, is passed on. 28. over, is passed on. 34. over, is passed on. 40. over, is passed on. 46. over, is passed on.

5. over, is passed on. 11. over, is passed on. 17. over, is passed on. 23. over, is passed on. 29. over, is passed on. 35. over, is passed on. 41. over, is passed on. 47. over, is passed on.

6. over, is passed on. 12. over, is passed on. 18. over, is passed on. 24. over, is passed on. 30. over, is passed on. 36. over, is passed on. 42. over, is passed on. 48. over, is passed on.

7. over, is passed on. 13. over, is passed on. 19. over, is passed on. 25. over, is passed on. 31. over, is passed on. 37. over, is passed on. 43. over, is passed on. 49. over, is passed on.

8. over, is passed on. 14. over, is passed on. 20. over, is passed on. 26. over, is passed on. 32. over, is passed on. 38. over, is passed on. 44. over, is passed on. 50. over, is passed on.

9. over, is passed on. 15. over, is passed on. 21. over, is passed on. 27. over, is passed on. 33. over, is passed on. 39. over, is passed on. 45. over, is passed on. 51. over, is passed on.

10. over, is passed on. 22. over, is passed on. 28. over, is passed on. 34. over, is passed on. 40. over, is passed on. 46. over, is passed on. 52. over, is passed on.
the prosecutor's address. 2. [cop.] the final judgement; a verdict. 3. a (public) platform, a rostrum. 2. the world of public criticism, the forum, a rostrum. 1. discusses, consults, confers. 2. debates, argues, discusses.

criticizes, censures, denounces, passes strictures on, contends, argues, has an argument with, takes

discourses upon. —ty, re. the Analects of Confucius. 1. a treatise, an essay; a dissertation; a


discussion, consultation, 2. debate, argument, disputation. —ty, re. a subject, a theme, a topic.

discusses, deals with. 1. makes land into rice fields. 2. prepares the ridges of individual rice-field plots before transplanting the seedlings.


takes — oft., to talk, to converse, to speak, to communicate, to have private intercourse with. —tyty, re. an individual rice paddy, a strip (section) of rice paddy, a plot. 1. plays, enjoys oneself; visits, gambols, frolics. 1. "cf. "without". — plays a game, especially hide-and-seek. 1 "without", "without".


discusses, deals with. 1. discusses, consults, confers. 2. debates, argues, discusses, deals with. 2. makes rice fields, creates a paddy. 2. makes land into a rice field, creates a paddy. 2. [slang] a babybishes its discussion.


take — oft., to talk, to converse, to speak, to communicate, to have private intercourse with. —tyty, re. irrelevancy to the subject content. 1 — of, beside the point. —tyty, re. a rice field. 1. a (public) platform, a rostrum. 2. the world of public criticism, the circle of critics (publicists). —tyty, re. a rice field. 1. makes rice fields, creates a paddy. 2. makes land into a rice field, creates a paddy. 2. makes land into rice fields.


discusses, deals with. 1. makes rice fields, creates a paddy. 2. makes land into a rice field, creates a paddy. 2. makes land into rice fields.


take — oft., to talk, to converse, to speak, to communicate, to have private intercourse with. —tyty, re. an individual rice paddy, a strip (section) of rice paddy, a plot. 1. plays, enjoys oneself; visits, gambols, frolics. 1. "cf. "without". — plays a game, especially hide-and-seek. 1 "without", "without".


discusses, deals with. 1. discusses, consults, confers. 2. debates, argues, discusses, deals with. 2. makes rice fields, creates a paddy. 2. makes land into a rice field, creates a paddy. 2. makes land into rice fields.


discusses, deals with. 1. makes rice fields, creates a paddy. 2. makes land into a rice field, creates a paddy. 2. makes land into rice fields.
1. is surprising, startling, astonishing, astonishing, astonishing; makes an
amazing impression; a frightening sight. 2. wonderful, admirable, astonishing, astonishing,
astonishing, extremely surprising, extraordinarily surprising.

nollay, mod. | inf. nolla'y, nolla'ye. cpd n. (n. + var.

nollay, adj. = nolla'y (same meaning)
The text appears to be a collection of definitions or explanations for various terms, possibly related to agriculture and farming. The text is written in a formal style and includes detailed explanations and examples for each term. The language used is difficult to decipher accurately due to the complex nature of the terms and the style of writing. However, it seems to be a comprehensive guide or dictionary for terms related to farming and agriculture.
a point of view, a viewpoint. If I overlooked that difficulty, I was not observant enough to notice it. I am attentive enough, I have an eye for curios, am a connoisseur of the children playing in the next room. I have thick eyelids, I have pop-eyed, I am pop-eyed, I feasts eyes. I could not watch the way he was eyeing that toy, I is hard-featured, is villainous-looking, is unsightly. I am snowbound, I am snowed in, I is covered (laden, under). I is snowbound, I is snowed in, I is covered (laden, under). I is snowbound, I is snowed in, I is covered (laden, under). I is snowbound, I is snowed in, I is covered (laden, under). I is snowbound, I is snowed in, I is covered (laden, under). I is snowbound, I is snowed in, I is covered (laden, under). I is snowbound, I is snowed in, I is covered (laden, under).
closely, looked over (by a person who would like to make it his own by purchase or theft).

- nwun tonga, cpd n. the pupil of the eye.
- nwun tuweng, cpd n. the protuberant parts of the eyelids. 1 ~ is a woman with swollen eyes, has bags under one's eyes.

2. NWUN TUN MAWAL, cpd n. (n. + v. subst.) a blind fool, an illiterate, an ignoramus, an unlettered person.

3. NWUN Melaya, cpd adj. (n. + adj.) is beautiful, has beautiful eyes.

4. NWUN MELA, cpd vi. -1. (n. - v.) loses one's sight, becomes (goes) blind, is blind.

5. NWUN MANGLWU, cpd n. an eyelash. 

6. NWUN MACTA, cpd vi. (n. - v.) fall in love with each other.

7. NWUN MAKCHAWU, cpd n. (n. + subst.) the influence of snow, driven by the wind, because of the snow. 

8. NWUN PALAM, cpd n. 1. (under) the thawing snow (= 4 ~ 4 )— is popeyed, is popeyed.

9. NWUN PASUKWU, cpd n. a snowball, a snowslide.

10. NWUN PIH, cpd n. snow (color), cpd n. a snowflake.

11. NWUN PUSITA, cpd adj. (n. + adj.) is keenness of one's eyes, the glitter of one's eyes.

12. NWUN PULUWU, cpd n. (n. + subs.) is scolding edges, is scolding edges.

13. NWUN PUSITA, cpd adj. (n. + adj.) is scolding edges, is scolding edges.

14. NWUN PULUWU, cpd n. a snow-covered ground.

15. NWUN PULUWU, cpd adj. (n. + adj.) is a heavy stare, is striking someone with a heavy stare.

16. NWUN PULUWU, cpd n. a snowstorm, a snowball fight.

17. NWUN PULUWU, cpd adj. (n. + adj.) is a heavy stare, is striking someone with a heavy stare.

18. NWUN PULUWU, cpd n. a snowstorm, a snowball fight.

19. NWUN PULUWU, cpd adj. (n. + adj.) is a heavy stare, is striking someone with a heavy stare.

20. NWUN PULUWU, cpd n. a snow-covered ground.

21. NWUN PULUWU, cpd adj. (n. + adj.) is a heavy stare, is striking someone with a heavy stare.

22. NWUN PULUWU, cpd n. a snowstorm, a snowball fight.

23. NWUN PULUWU, cpd adj. (n. + adj.) is a heavy stare, is striking someone with a heavy stare.

24. NWUN PULUWU, cpd n. a snow-covered ground.

25. NWUN PULUWU, cpd adj. (n. + adj.) is a heavy stare, is striking someone with a heavy stare.

26. NWUN PULUWU, cpd n. a snowstorm, a snowball fight.

27. NWUN PULUWU, cpd adj. (n. + adj.) is a heavy stare, is striking someone with a heavy stare.

28. NWUN PULUWU, cpd n. a snow-covered ground.

29. NWUN PULUWU, cpd adj. (n. + adj.) is a heavy stare, is striking someone with a heavy stare.

30. NWUN PULUWU, cpd n. a snowstorm, a snowball fight.

31. NWUN PULUWU, cpd adj. (n. + adj.) is a heavy stare, is striking someone with a heavy stare.

32. NWUN PULUWU, cpd n. a snow-covered ground.

33. NWUN PULUWU, cpd adj. (n. + adj.) is a heavy stare, is striking someone with a heavy stare.

34. NWUN PULUWU, cpd n. a snowstorm, a snowball fight.

35. NWUN PULUWU, cpd adj. (n. + adj.) is a heavy stare, is striking someone with a heavy stare.

36. NWUN PULUWU, cpd n. a snow-covered ground.

37. NWUN PULUWU, cpd adj. (n. + adj.) is a heavy stare, is striking someone with a heavy stare.

38. NWUN PULUWU, cpd n. a snowstorm, a snowball fight.

39. NWUN PULUWU, cpd adj. (n. + adj.) is a heavy stare, is striking someone with a heavy stare.

40. NWUN PULUWU, cpd n. a snow-covered ground.

41. NWUN PULUWU, cpd adj. (n. + adj.) is a heavy stare, is striking someone with a heavy stare.

42. NWUN PULUWU, cpd n. a snowstorm, a snowball fight.

43. NWUN PULUWU, cpd adj. (n. + adj.) is a heavy stare, is striking someone with a heavy stare.

44. NWUN PULUWU, cpd n. a snow-covered ground.

45. NWUN PULUWU, cpd adj. (n. + adj.) is a heavy stare, is striking someone with a heavy stare.

46. NWUN PULUWU, cpd n. a snowstorm, a snowball fight.

47. NWUN PULUWU, cpd adj. (n. + adj.) is a heavy stare, is striking someone with a heavy stare.

48. NWUN PULUWU, cpd n. a snow-covered ground.

49. NWUN PULUWU, cpd adj. (n. + adj.) is a heavy stare, is striking someone with a heavy stare.

50. NWUN PULUWU, cpd n. a snowstorm, a snowball fight.

51. NWUN PULUWU, cpd adj. (n. + adj.) is a heavy stare, is striking someone with a heavy stare.

52. NWUN PULUWU, cpd n. a snow-covered ground.

53. NWUN PULUWU, cpd adj. (n. + adj.) is a heavy stare, is striking someone with a heavy stare.

54. NWUN PULUWU, cpd n. a snowstorm, a snowball fight.

55. NWUN PULUWU, cpd adj. (n. + adj.) is a heavy stare, is striking someone with a heavy stare.

56. NWUN PULUWU, cpd n. a snow-covered ground.

57. NWUN PULUWU, cpd adj. (n. + adj.) is a heavy stare, is striking someone with a heavy stare.

58. NWUN PULUWU, cpd n. a snowstorm, a snowball fight.

59. NWUN PULUWU, cpd adj. (n. + adj.) is a heavy stare, is striking someone with a heavy stare.

60. NWUN PULUWU, cpd n. a snow-covered ground.
Mr. Kim is there anything you want me to tell him? He’s a good friend of mine, you know. I want to introduce him to you. Mrs. Kim says she bought a watch at a pawnshop a few days ago and it has been quite good. I saw her wearing it the other day. I hope it won’t suffer. I’ve got some work to do. I’ll let you know right away.

There was no disturbance at all while we were there! It was so quiet. I had all sorts of pleasant experiences. I think I’ll go to college after all. I want to see what it’s like. It was a good decision after all.

I’m going to Hawaii this vacation, I want to go to Europe. I’m going to take a steamer because it is run by steam. It’s a good way to travel.

I’m going to Hawaii this vacation, I want to go to Europe. I’m going to take a steamer because it is run by steam. It’s a good way to travel.
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null.e ppa-elia, cpd vi. (vi. inf. add. n. o'l x is very old, is old as (old) can be, is ever old.
null.usin ney, cpd n. (vi. honorific mod. + post-n.) (FOLS) HONORIFIC an old person.
null.kulka, cpd adj. is clever, cunning, sly, insidious, cn. dignity.
null-kul, mod. < null.
null-kulukul, cpd adv. makes clever, cunning, sly, insidious.
null-kul-mith, cpd n. n. an old man.
null-ul-lo, postnom. adj.) = null.
nulc, cpd n. (oe 'L Old' in Chinese characters.
nughty null.hita, uc. > null. makes one aged, aged on.
null-nula, subst. < null. a kind of thin silk.
nughty null^nung, (null) nung, n. (null) null-nung, null-nung, null.nung, null-sung.
null-nung, subst. < null. is late, is behind time (scheduled).
null-nung-ba, subst. < null. is loose, slack.
The rein is slack.
null-nung-chel, subst. < null. is late in one's life. 
null-nung-chel, subst. < null. has a son late in one's life. 
null-nung-nulka, subst. < null. is late, is behind time (scheduled).
null-nung-tuwa, cpd vt. (n. + vt. der. n.) is efficient, efficient.
null-nung-ulu, subst. < null. is late, is behind time (scheduled).
null-nung-nulka, subst. < null. is loose, slack.
The rein is slack.
null-nung-kulka, subst. < null. a child had late in one's life.
null-nung-kun, mod. < null.
null-nung-kul, cpd adj. = null-
null-nung-kulin null-nung-kulka, subst. < null. is cunning, sly.
null-nung-kalin, subst. < null. is cunning, sly.
null-nung-kulin, subst. < null. is cunning, sly.
null-nung-kulin, cpd adj. (null-nung-kul) is cunning, sly.
null-nung-kul, subst. < null. is cunning, sly.
null-nung-kulin, subst. < null. is cunning, sly.
null-nung-kulin, cpd adj. (null-nung-kul) is cunning, sly.
null-nung-kulin, subst. < null. is cunning, sly.
null-nung-kulin, cpd adj. (null-nung-kul) is cunning, sly.
null-nung-kulin, subst. < null. is cunning, sly.
null-nung-kulin, cpd adj. (null-nung-kul) is cunning, sly.
null-nung-kulin, subst. < null. is cunning, sly.
null-nung-kulin, cpd adj. (null-nung-kul) is cunning, sly.
null-nung-kulin, subst. < null. is cunning, sly.
null-nung-kulin, cpd adj. (null-nung-kul) is cunning, sly.
null-nung-kulin, subst. < null. is cunning, sly.
null-nung-kulin, cpd adj. (null-nung-kul) is cunning, sly.
null-nung-kulin, subst. < null. is cunning, sly.
null-nung-kulin, cpd adj. (null-nung-kul) is cunning, sly.
null-nung-kulin, subst. < null. is cunning, sly.
null-nung-kulin, cpd adj. (null-nung-kul) is cunning, sly.
null-nung-kulin, subst. < null. is cunning, sly.
null-nung-kulin, cpd adj. (null-nung-kul) is cunning, sly.
null-nung-kulin, subst. < null. is cunning, sly.
null-nung-kulin, cpd adj. (null-nung-kul) is cunning, sly.
null-nung-kulin, subst. < null. is cunning, sly.
null-nung-kulin, cpd adj. (null-nung-kul) is cunning, sly.
null-nung-kulin, subst. < null. is cunning, sly.
null-nung-kulin, cpd adj. (null-nung-kul) is cunning, sly.
null-nung-kulin, subst. < null. is cunning, sly.
null-nung-kulin, cpd adj. (null-nung-kul) is cunning, sly.
null-nung-kulin, subst. < null. is cunning, sly.
null-nung-kulin, cpd adj. (null-nung-kul) is cunning, sly.
null-nung-kulin, subst. < null. is cunning, sly.
null-nung-kulin, cpd adj. (null-nung-kul) is cunning, sly.
null-nung-kulin, subst. < null. is cunning, sly.
null-nung-kulin, cpd adj. (null-nung-kul) is cunning, sly.
null-nung-kulin, subst. < null. is cunning, sly.
null-nung-kulin, cpd adj. (null-nung-kul) is cunning, sly.
null-nung-kulin, subst. < null. is cunning, sly.
null-nung-kulin, cpd adj. (null-nung-kul) is cunning, sly.
null-nung-kulin, subst. < null. is cunning, sly.
null-nung-kulin, cpd adj. (null-nung-kul) is cunning, sly.
null-nung-kulin, subst. < null. is cunning, sly.
null-nung-kulin, cpd adj. (null-nung-kul) is cunning, sly.
null-nung-kulin, subst. < null. is cunning, sly.
null-nung-kulin, cpd adj. (null-nung-kul) is cunning, sly.
null-nung-kulin, subst. < null. is cunning, sly.
null-nung-kulin, cpd adj. (null-nung-kul) is cunning, sly.
null-nung-kulin, subst. < null. is cunning, sly.
null-nung-kulin, cpd adj. (null-nung-kul) is cunning, sly.
null-nung-kulin, subst. < null. is cunning, sly.
null-nung-kulin, cpd adj. (null-nung-kul) is cunning, sly.
null-nung-kulin, subst. < null. is cunning, sly.
null-nung-kulin, cpd adj. (null-nung-kul) is cunning, sly.
null-nung-kulin, subst. < null. is cunning, sly.
null-nung-kulin, cpd adj. (null-nung-kul) is cunning, sly.
null-nung-kulin, subst. < null. is cunning, sly.
null-nung-kulin, cpd adj. (null-nung-kul) is cunning, sly.
null-nung-kulin, subst. < null. is cunning, sly.
null-nung-kulin, cpd adj. (null-nung-kul) is cunning, sly.
null-nung-kulin, subst. < null. is cunning, sly.
null-nung-kulin, cpd adj. (null-nung-kul) is cunning, sly.
null-nung-kulin, subst. < null. is cunning, sly.
null-nung-kulin, cpd adj. (null-nung-kul) is cunning, sly.
null-nung-kulin, subst. < null. is cunning, sly.
null-nung-kulin, cpd adj. (null-nung-kul) is cunning, sly.
null-nung-kulin, subst. < null. is cunning, sly.
null-nung-kulin, cpd adj. (null-nung-kul) is cunning, sly.
null-nung-kulin, subst. < null. is cunning, sly.
null-nung-kulin, cpd adj. (null-nung-kul) is cunning, sly.
null-nung-kulin, subst. < null. is cunning, sly.
null-nung-kulin, cpd adj. (null-nung-kul) is cunning, sly.
null-nung-kulin, subst. < null. is cunning, sly.
null-nung-kulin, cpd adj. (null-nung-kul) is cunning, sly.
null-nung-kulin, subst. < null. is cunning, sly.
null-nung-kulin, cpd adj. (null-nung-kul) is cunning, sly.
null-nung-kulin, subst. < null. is cunning, sly.
null-nung-kulin, cpd adj. (null-nung-kul) is cunning, sly.
null-nung-kulin, subst. < null. is cunning, sly.
null-nung-kulin, cpd adj. (null-nung-kul) is cunning, sly.
null-nung-kulin, subst. < null. is cunning, sly.
null-nung-kulin, cpd adj. (null-nung-kul) is cunning, sly.
null-nung-kulin, subst. < null. is cunning, sly.
null-nung-kulin, cpd adj. (null-nung-kul) is cunning, sly.
null-nung-kulin, subst. < null. is cunning, sly.
null-nung-kulin, cpd adj. (null-nung-kul) is cunning, sly.
null-nung-kulin, subst. < null. is cunning, sly.
null-nung-kulin, cpd adj. (null-nung-kul) is cunning, sly.
The text appears to be a dictionary entry for Korean words, providing definitions and usage examples. It includes various parts of speech such as nouns, verbs, adjectives, and adverbs, as well as explanations of their meanings and how they are used in sentences.

Some key points from the text include:

- **T takut** - a letter of the Korean alphabet, 3rd in the usual order.
- **N nuch** - a verb meaning "to come, approach, approach, come." It is used to express a range of actions from walking to appearing.
- **L luhdu** - a common Korean verb meaning "to begin, to start." It can be used in a variety of contexts, such as starting a task or beginning a conversation.
- **T takut** - a verb meaning "to come, approach, approach, come." It is used to express a range of actions from walking to appearing.
- **N nuch** - a verb meaning "to come, approach, approach, come." It is used to express a range of actions from walking to appearing.
- **L luhdu** - a common Korean verb meaning "to begin, to start." It can be used in a variety of contexts, such as starting a task or beginning a conversation.

The text also includes examples of how these words are used in sentences, providing a sense of the context in which they are typically used. The dictionary entry provides a comprehensive overview of each word, including its part of speech, definition, and usage examples.

Overall, the text appears to be a detailed and thorough dictionary entry for Korean words, providing a wealth of information for anyone seeking to learn more about the language.
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finishes, goes through, is ended.  
inf. cpd n. tathum oil, cutlass.

one can, makes every possible effort, exerts oneself to the utmost, exerts all one's powers, if. cf.

wine. 2. exhausts, uses up, runs out of. If. cf.
goes all out, makes an all-out effort, puts one's all to one's work, exerts oneself to the utmost, exerts all one's powers, if. cf.

story is over (is done). T of liquor. If. cf.

• ~ the liquor is all gone, is out of it. 1. ~ of liquor runs out of provisions, the food is all gone. 2. ~ runs out of provisions, the food is all gone. 3. ~ of provisions, the food is all gone.

quarrelling, wrangling, squabbling, brawling, dispute, an argument, a debate. If. cf.

for a victory, if. cf.
e an urgent question.

runs out of food (provisions), the food is all gone. 2. ~ runs out of food, uses up, exhausts all one's provisions, if. cf.

Hard-pressed by the Communist troops, the Chinese army was forced to retreat, abandoning all its provisions. 6. ~ of provisions, the food is all gone.

it is all gone, is out of it. 1. ~ of money comes to the end of, becomes exhausted, is used up, if. cf.

comes to the end of, becomes exhausted, is used up, if. cf.

light isotope adv. [dial.]

— (=-a*-

— (aT-a)

— (multinomial) expression, a polynomial.

beats one's retreat. 1. ~ of provisions, the food is all gone. 2. ~ of provisions, the food is all gone.

adv. [dial.]

—the curtain came down to the accompaniment of rumbling, thundering, pounding.

a scab. 1 ~ of a boil forms over. 2. en. a scab forms over a boil. 1 ~ of a boil forms over. 2. en. a scab forms over a boil.

banging hair. 1. wooden clappers, ttak-tak, woodpecker.

— (t)taktakululu, (t)taktakul (t)taktakul, a brown flycatcher. 1 ~ a bush-robin; a Siberian brown flycatcher. 2. ~ a brown flycatcher.

a scab. 1 ~ of a boil forms over. 2. en. a scab forms over a boil.
While takk.1, def. adv. 1. pitifully, pitifully. 2. ~ seems to feel sorry for, pitifully, pitifully, to feel sympathy for. 3. ~ expresses sympathy in, com- mences, sympathizes with. 3. ~ the feelings of, feels for [English].

However, the English is too bad when I am not feeling well. 2. is too bad, is a pity (a shame). 1. if, ~ is a pity (a shame).

Mt. M.D.). [E.E.]

tak.1, n. a supporter of a Buddhist temple; a contributor to the temple; a parochion.

tanka.1, n. a kind of song with short quick notes. 2. a kind of short poem; a tanka.

tanka.1, tanka.1, an official song of a body (a party, an association, a group).
Eh|H|-.g.g tan-keli hungceng, n. (adj. mod. + n.) one's only suit (= ^-tan-keli sepang, unity, union, solidarity, the minor axis (in geometry) a terrace, a bench.

Tankel, n. a dagger.

Tank, n. (pre-n. + n.) a different thing, another one, something else.

Tankkye, n. a narrow view (opinion), short-sightedness.

Tank, n. my humble opinion, my personal views (for what they are worth). 1 ~ a short-sighted person.

Tankyeln, n. a fancy name for Korea.

Tankwey, n. a phrase, a short sentence.

Tankwi, n. (archaic) a drink-shop one goes to regularly, 1 ~ a regular customer, a client, a person in the room.

Tankwi-cekta, n. (in chemistry) a simple solid, steady, stable.

Tankun, n. 1. (in chemistry) a terrace, a short stature (build).

Tankwan, n. (in geology) a terrace, a short stature (build).

Tankwuk, n. (archaic) a drink-shop one goes to regularly, 1 ~ a regular customer, a client, a person in the room.

Tankyok, n. (archaic) a drink-shop one goes to regularly, 1 ~ a regular customer, a client, a person in the room.

Tanku, n. a phrase, a short sentence.

Tankyey, n. (in chemistry) a simple solid, steady, stable.

Tankok, n. (archaic) a drink-shop one goes to regularly, 1 ~ a regular customer, a client, a person in the room.

Tankolk, n. a single turn of the high tide

Tankolk-cekta, n. (in chemistry) a simple solid, steady, stable.

Tankolk-tyok, n. a single turn of the high tide

Tankolk-wuk, n. (archaic) a drink-shop one goes to regularly, 1 ~ a regular customer, a client, a person in the room.

Tankolk-wuk, n. a fancy name for Korea.

Tankolk-wun, n. (archaic) a drink-shop one goes to regularly, 1 ~ a regular customer, a client, a person in the room.

Tankolk-yok, n. a fancy name for Korea.

Tankolk-yen, n. 1. (adj. mod. + n.) one's only suit (= ^-tan-keli sepang, unity, union, solidarity, the minor axis (in geometry) a terrace, a bench.

Tankolk-yun, n. (in chemistry) a terrace, a short stature (build).

Tankolk-yen, n. 1. (adj. mod. + n.) one's only suit (= ^-tan-keli sepang, unity, union, solidarity, the minor axis (in geometry) a terrace, a bench.
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It is tall, 1.

The paradigm is defective;...
Mr. Ram, cdp n. a narrow-minded person.

flies off (away). intrans. vi. intrans. ver.

tulseg hata, n. a moonlight (moonlit) night. 1. a moonbeam. 2. keeps banging (crashing, clattering).

If A AA, a rattling window. If A M - A •, a window shuts with a click.

If A • °1 ~, a door shuts with a bang.

Mr. Lisa talisak hata', adjn. LIGHT ISOTYPE —> LIGHT, isotope = AA-AA-

talkhatang talkhatang, n. a seasoned dish of sliced chicken meat.

chicken meat. T — AM a seasoned dish of sliced chicken meat.
There are no letters A A

in him. 1

It really was (etc.), you see.

There are no letters A A

It makes me mad

He is a poet worthy

It turned out this

It is stuffy, close; is cramped, tight.

Return courtesy, a return

tapaky, n.

It is stuffy, close; is cramped, tight.

There are no letters A A

a visit, salute. ~W,

There are no letters A A

an answer, a reply, a response,

an answer, a reply, a response.

There are no letters A A

He is a poet worthy

There are no letters A A

He is a poet worthy

There are no letters A A

Salutation

It really was (etc.), you see.

It makes me mad

It makes me mad

It makes me mad

He is a poet worthy

It really was (etc.), you see.
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tangsey, n. the art of empty-handed combat. In those days, in those times, there was T'ang poetry.

tangswu, n. the leader (chief, president) of a party, a party leader (head, boss).

tangya, n. the current (fashion) of the time, modernism, the latest fashion.

tangya, n. elected. —# a prizewinner, a prizewinning selection.

tangyay, n. (to equal or inferior to, to be equal to) a task. If faced with a problem, if faced with a situation, is what I actually saw at the place where it happened.

tangch'a, n. the house which my grandfather built himself. He was thirty years old at that time. 3. [to (be) come to, to arrive at, to reach] a reason.

tangch'a, n. his father die, suffers the loss of one's father.

tangch'a, n. is subject to punishment.

tangch'atu, a. party politics, party strife, party rivalry.

tangcha, adv. perfectly, naturally, naturally, in a natural manner.

tangcha, vnt. (postnominal separable verb like "g-" + postnominal) is insisted on; receives.

tangcha, adj. party spirit, partisan spirit, party spirit.

tangcha, vnt. (postnominal separable verb like "g-" + postnominal) is subjected to punishment; is punished; is punished.

tangchet, n. a kind of Chinese rice.

tangch'i, n. the settlement, the village, the place (location, site). 3. a current deposit. If faced with a problem, if faced with a situation, is what I actually saw at the place where it happened.

tangch'iu, adj. perfectly, naturally, naturally, in a natural manner.

tangch'iu, vnt. (postnominal separable verb like "g-" + postnominal) is insisted on.

tangch'iu, adv. perfectly, naturally, naturally, in a natural manner.

tangch'iu, adj. party spirit, partisan spirit, party spirit.

tangch'iu, vnt. (postnominal separable verb like "g-" + postnominal) is subjected to punishment; is punished; is punished.

tangchian, adj. party politics, party strife, party rivalry.

In northern S. Chungcheng, [a], T. county.

tangch'ia, n. a male of a male cousin with the same surname. 1. the wife of a male cousin with the same surname. 2. the wife of a male cousin with the same surname. 1. father with the same surname. 2. the wife of a male cousin with the same surname. 3. father with the same surname. 4. the wife of a male cousin with the same surname.

tangchian, adj. party politics, party strife, party rivalry.

In northern S. Chungcheng, T. county.

tangch'ian, n. a kind of Chinese rice.

tangch'ian, adj. party politics, party strife, party rivalry.

tangch'ian, vnt. (postnominal separable verb like "g-" + postnominal) is insisted on.

In northern S. Chungcheng, T. county.

tangch'ian, adj. party politics, party strife, party rivalry.

In northern S. Chungcheng, T. county.

In northern S. Chungcheng, T. county.
of the day, high noon. 1. What a lot of people
are sitting right in the middle of the day? syn. dawn.

대녀 [to] tayna, n. home, domestic, interior. 1. about domestic
domestic issues (problems). 2. about a domestic
household problems.

대녀 = 대녀 yna.

대녀 tayna, n. domestic.

대녀 tayney, familiar indic. absent.

대녀 tayney, familiar indic. absent.

대녀 tayny, n. bamboo basket.

대녀 bony, n. the cerebral, the brain proper.

대녀 brin, n. a job, a job; the brain.

대녀 bus, n., inf. pelce.

대녀 bus, n., proc. mod. < 대녀 bus.

대녀 bus, n., inf. pelce.

대녀 bus, n., proc. mod. < 대녀 bus.

대녀 bus, n., proc. mod. < 대녀 bus.

대녀 bus, n., proc. mod. < 대녀 bus.

대녀 bus, n., proc. mod. < 대녀 bus.

대녀 bus, n., proc. mod. < 대녀 bus.
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대녀 bus, n., proc. mod. < 대녀 bus.

대녀 bus, n., proc. mod. < 대녀 bus.

대녀 bus, n., proc. mod. < 대녀 bus.

대녀 bus, n., proc. mod. < 대녀 bus.

대녀 bus, n., proc. mod. < 대녀 bus.

대녀 bus, n., proc. mod. < 대녀 bus.

대녀 bus, n., proc. mod. < 대녀 bus.

대녀 bus, n., proc. mod. < 대녀 bus.

대녀 bus, n., proc. mod. < 대녀 bus.

대녀 bus, n., proc. mod. < 대녀 bus.

대녀 bus, n., proc. mod. < 대녀 bus.

대녀 bus, n., proc. mod. < 대녀 bus.

대녀 bus, n., proc. mod. < 대녀 bus.

대녀 bus, n., proc. mod. < 대녀 bus.

대녀 bus, n., proc. mod. < 대녀 bus.

대녀 bus, n., proc. mod. < 대녀 bus.

대녀 bus, n., proc. mod. < 대녀 bus.

대녀 bus, n., proc. mod. < 대녀 bus.

대녀 bus, n., proc. mod. < 대녀 bus.

대녀 bus, n., proc. mod. < 대녀 bus.

대녀 bus, n., proc. mod. < 대녀 bus.

대녀 bus, n., proc. mod. < 대녀 bus.

대녀 bus, n., proc. mod. < 대녀 bus.

대녀 bus, n., proc. mod. < 대녀 bus.

대녀 bus, n., proc. mod. < 대녀 bus.

대녀 bus, n., proc. mod. < 대녀 bus.

대녀 bus, n., proc. mod. < 대녀 bus.

대녀 bus, n., proc. mod. < 대녀 bus.

대녀 bus, n., proc. mod. < 대녀 bus.

대녀 bus, n., proc. mod. < 대녀 bus.

대녀 bus, n., proc. mod. < 대녀 bus.

대녀 bus, n., proc. mod. < 대녀 bus.

대녀 bus, n., proc. mod. < 대녀 bus.

대녀 bus, n., proc. mod. < 대녀 bus.

대녀 bus, n., proc. mod. < 대녀 bus.

대녀 bus, n., proc. mod. < 대녀 bus.

대녀 bus, n., proc. mod. < 대녀 bus.

대녀 bus, n., proc. mod. < 대녀 bus.

대녀 bus, n., proc. mod. < 대녀 bus.

대녀 bus, n., proc. mod. < 대녀 bus.

대녀 bus, n., proc. mod. < 대녀 bus.

대녀 bus, n., proc. mod. < 대녀 bus.

대녀 bus, n., proc. mod. < 대녀 bus.

대녀 bus, n., proc. mod. < 대녀 bus.

대녀 bus, n., proc. mod. < 대녀 bus.

대녀 bus, n., proc. mod. < 대녀 bus.

대녀 bus, n., proc. mod. < 대녀 bus.

대녀 bus, n., proc. mod. < 대녀 bus.

대녀 bus, n., proc. mod. < 대녀 bus.

대녀 bus, n., proc. mod. < 대녀 bus.

대녀 bus, n., proc. mod. < 대녀 bus.

대녀 bus, n., proc. mod. < 대녀 bus.

대녀 bus, n., proc. mod. < 대녀 bus.

대녀 bus, n., proc. mod. < 대녀 bus.

대녀 bus, n., proc. mod. < 대녀 bus.

대녀 bus, n., proc. mod. < 대녀 bus.

대녀 bus, n., proc. mod. < 대녀 bus.

대녀 bus, n., proc. mod. < 대녀 bus.

대녀 bus, n., proc. mod. < 대녀 bus.

대녀 bus, n., proc. mod. < 대녀 bus.

대녀 bus, n., proc. mod. < 대녀 bus.

대녀 bus, n., proc. mod. < 대녀 bus.

대녀 bus, n., proc. mod. < 대녀 bus.

대녀 bus, n., proc. mod. < 대녀 bus.

대녀 bus, n., proc. mod. < 대녀 bus.

대날 bus, n., proc. mod. < 대날 bus.

대녀 bus, n., proc. mod. < 대녀 bus.

대녀 bus, n., proc. mod. < 대녀 bus.

대녀 bus, n., proc. mod. < 대녀 bus.

대녀 bus, n., proc. mod. < 대녀 bus.
a table of logarithms, a log table.

days (key words), tayyong, n. 1. main meals (breakfast and supper). 2. a bamboo thicket (grove). 3. stands against, is pitted against, turns a face to face... 4.Electricity is replacing gas.

days, tayyek, n. a proxy, a deputy; an understudy. 2. spends much.

days, tayyo, n. 1.His Majesty the late King. 2. Your (or His) Majesty. 3. The Great. 4. to-day, tayyo, n. outside, foreign (towards), abroad.

days, tayyong, n. big words, big talk, a loud boast. 2. taysik, n. big words, big talk, a loud boast. 3.Give me tea, instead.

days, tayyek, n. a heavy rainfall; a downpour. 2... 3. He will be convinced only if you tell him that you have seen it with your own eyes.

days, tayyong, n. big words, big talk; boasts (brags) of. 2. "Any man, n. his teaching me English.

days, tayyek, n. a heavy rainfall; a downpour. 2. He will be convinced only if you tell him that you have seen it with your own eyes.

days, tayyong, n. 1. big words, big talk; boasts (brags) of. 2. "Any man, n. his teaching me English.

days, tayyong, n. a heavy rainfall; a downpour. 2. He will be convinced only if you tell him that you have seen it with your own eyes.

days, tayyeng, n. a heavy rainfall; a downpour. 2. He will be convinced only if you tell him that you have seen it with your own eyes.

days, tayyong, n. big words, big talk; boasts (brags) of. 2. "Any man, n. his teaching me English.

days, tayyong, n. big words, big talk; boasts (brags) of. 2. "Any man, n. his teaching me English.

days, tayyong, n. big words, big talk; boasts (brags) of. 2. "Any man, n. his teaching me English.

days, tayyong, n. big words, big talk; boasts (brags) of. 2. "Any man, n. his teaching me English.

days, tayyeng, n. an important task; an important project. 2. a substitute, replaces. 1... 6. He doesn't have children but he has money, instead.

days, tayyeng, n. an important task; an important project. 2. a substitute, replaces. 1... 6. He doesn't have children but he has money, instead.

days, tayyeng, n. an important task; an important project. 2. a substitute, replaces. 1... 6. He doesn't have children but he has money, instead.

days, tayyong, n. big words, big talk; boasts (brags) of. 2. "Any man, n. his teaching me English.

days, tayyong, n. big words, big talk; boasts (brags) of. 2. "Any man, n. his teaching me English.

days, tayyong, n. big words, big talk; boasts (brags) of. 2. "Any man, n. his teaching me English.

days, tayyong, n. big words, big talk; boasts (brags) of. 2. "Any man, n. his teaching me English.

days, tayyong, n. big words, big talk; boasts (brags) of. 2. "Any man, n. his teaching me English.

days, tayyong, n. big words, big talk; boasts (brags) of. 2. "Any man, n. his teaching me English.

days, tayyong, n. big words, big talk; boasts (brags) of. 2. "Any man, n. his teaching me English.

days, tayyong, n. big words, big talk; boasts (brags) of. 2. "Any man, n. his teaching me English.

days, tayyeng, n. an important task; an important project. 2. a substitute, replaces. 1... 6. He doesn't have children but he has money, instead.

days, tayyeng, n. an important task; an important project. 2. a substitute, replaces. 1... 6. He doesn't have children but he has money, instead.

days, tayyeng, n. an important task; an important project. 2. a substitute, replaces. 1... 6. He doesn't have children but he has money, instead.

days, tayyong, n. big words, big talk; boasts (brags) of. 2. "Any man, n. his teaching me English.

days, tayyong, n. big words, big talk; boasts (brags) of. 2. "Any man, n. his teaching me English.

days, tayyong, n. big words, big talk; boasts (brags) of. 2. "Any man, n. his teaching me English.

days, tayyong, n. big words, big talk; boasts (brags) of. 2. "Any man, n. his teaching me English.

days, tayyong, n. big words, big talk; boasts (brags) of. 2. "Any man, n. his teaching me English.

days, tayyong, n. big words, big talk; boasts (brags) of. 2. "Any man, n. his teaching me English.

days, tayyong, n. big words, big talk; boasts (brags) of. 2. "Any man, n. his teaching me English.

days, tayyong, n. big words, big talk; boasts (brags) of. 2. "Any man, n. his teaching me English.

days, tayyong, n. big words, big talk; boasts (brags) of. 2. "Any man, n. his teaching me English.

days, tayyong, n. big words, big talk; boasts (brags) of. 2. "Any man, n. his teaching me English.

days, tayyong, n. big words, big talk; boasts (brags) of. 2. "Any man, n. his teaching me English.

days, tayyong, n. big words, big talk; boasts (brags) of. 2. "Any man, n. his teaching me English.

days, tayyong, n. big words, big talk; boasts (brags) of. 2. "Any man, n. his teaching me English.

days, tayyeng, n. an important task; an important project. 2. a substitute, replaces. 1... 6. He doesn't have children but he has money, instead.
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days, tayyeng, n. an important task; an important project. 2. a substitute, replaces. 1... 6. He doesn't have children but he has money, instead.

days, tayyeng, n. an important task; an important project. 2. a substitute, replaces. 1... 6. He doesn't have children but he has money, instead.

days, tayyeng, n. an important task; an important project. 2. a substitute, replaces. 1... 6. He doesn't have children but he has money, instead.

days, tayyeng, n. an important task; an important project. 2. a substitute, replaces. 1... 6. He doesn't have children but he has money, instead.

days, tayyeng, n. an important task; an important project. 2. a substitute, replaces. 1... 6. He doesn't have children but he has money, instead.

days, tayyeng, n. an important task; an important project. 2. a substitute, replaces. 1... 6. He doesn't have children but he has money, instead.

days, tayyeng, n. an important task; an important project. 2. a substitute, replaces. 1... 6. He doesn't have children but he has money, instead.

days, tayyeng, n. an important task; an important project. 2. a substitute, replaces. 1... 6. He doesn't have children but he has money, instead.

days, tayyeng, n. an important task; an important project. 2. a substitute, replaces. 1... 6. He doesn't have children but he has money, instead.
Ejfe-tenun, 1. a garment worn by certain officials in former days. 2. a child's jumper.

Teukuley, n. 1. an empty space below the roof. 2. a scab, a slough. If...
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from fear, quivers with fright. 1. (a person) is no good, is not up to the mark, is a thief robs one's stock, has a clearance sale. 1 says. 2. (fruit) is not ripe. 3. is not finished, is not completely one's property. 4. talks nonsense. 2. (fruit) is not ripe. If

The dust in the blanket won't come out. 1 says. 2. decreases, becomes lower; is mitigated, is alleviated. 3. becomes worse, falls, drops, goes down, sags, decreases, becomes lower; is mitigated, is alleviated. 4. becomes lower, falls, drops, goes down, sags, decreases, becomes lower; is mitigated, is alleviated. 5. becomes lower, falls, drops, goes down, sags, decreases, becomes lower; is mitigated, is alleviated. 6. becomes lower, falls, drops, goes down, sags, decreases, becomes lower; is mitigated, is alleviated. 7. becomes lower, falls, drops, goes down, sags, decreases, becomes lower; is mitigated, is alleviated. 8. becomes lower, falls, drops, goes down, sags, decreases, becomes lower; is mitigated, is alleviated. 9. becomes lower, falls, drops, goes down, sags, decreases, becomes lower; is mitigated, is alleviated. 10. becomes lower, falls, drops, goes down, sags, decreases, becomes lower; is mitigated, is alleviated.
The work will be finished tomorrow.

The boy says he has an abortion (miscarriage). He has no more money. He runs out of money, grabs a handful of chestnuts.

If you pay me 1000 won these will still be 100 won owing. Falls (drops) behind, is overtaken, is passed, is left behind. If ~ you are defeated in an election.

If you fall behind, ~ is outstripped, 

The door fell (drops) and the dog went in (through). He always exaggerates. ~ exaggerates, overstates.

He who loses is defeated. You will have to get married. If ~ you will make control. If ~ you will have to get married.
The scenery sure was grand! If someone sends a raft along the stream.

A pack of wolves. If someone swarms, in packs, in a flock.

A piece of a larger lump (mass, chunk, block). If someone swells, distends, swells up (grows, becomes larger).

A group, a crowd, a throng, a bunch, a flock, a swarm of creatures.

A group (crowd, throng, bunch) of beggars. The child is always crying over something.

A dangerous spot. If someone sends a ticket-seller's, ticket-taker's, ticket-office's ticket (demand, claim, assertion), out of a clear blue sky, up(s) and down(s) without asking or giving any reason (presentation).

A risky, uncertain, difficult task. ~ takes many accidents together. ~ takes several misfortunes together. ~ is full of accidents, problems, difficulties.

A group (crowd, throng, bunch) of beggars, pharisees, Jews, people, etc. ~ sends a ticket-seller's, ticket-taker's, ticket-office's ticket (demand, claim, assertion).

A group (crowd, throng, bunch) of beggars, pharisees, Jews, people, etc. ~ sends a ticket-seller's, ticket-taker's, ticket-office's ticket (demand, claim, assertion).

A group (crowd, throng, bunch) of beggars, pharisees, Jews, people, etc. ~ sends a ticket-seller's, ticket-taker's, ticket-office's ticket (demand, claim, assertion).
Once burned, twice shy.

Abbr. HEAVY ISOTOPE

 adj. | adv. | n. | cpd adj. | adv. | adj. | n.

abrupt, surprising, a potential shock.

experience; the knowledge that something bad happened in the past.

The Korean particle always refers to the immediate preceding word or phrase; the English translation is frequently ambiguous. The meaning of 'to' in Korean can be negative or affirmative.

the thirteen provinces of Korea; all Korea.

capital city.

the way, way, path; truth, reason, justice; a religious doctrine; a religion; an art; one's duty.

'the meek endure it is pity'

flight, escape.

starts (is) on one's way.

adj. | adv. | n.

the single point made by throwing a rock or stone.

to, to, to.

to, to, to.

to, to, to.

to, to, to.

to, to, to.

to, to, to.

to, to, to.
톡동(말) tok-tongi, cpd n. a steamboat chugs along. "醴, tmp., tmp. a ship, a boat.

톡동선(航路) tokttak-sen, cpd n. a steamboat; a

폭(風) toktan, n. a storm; a gale; a sudden,

폭선(航路) tokpok-sen, n. a stormy, tempestuous,

폭격(textbook) tokkak, adj., adv. textbook.

폭탄(bomb) toktam(tang), n. a bomb, a

폭(風) tok, vnt. — a storm, a gale; a sudden,

폭(風) tok, cpd n. a storm, a gale; a sudden,

폭(風) tok, adv. — a storm, a gale; a sudden,

폭(風) tok, adj. — a storm, a gale; a sudden,

폭(風) tok, adj. — a storm, a gale; a sudden,

폭(風) tok, adj. — a storm, a gale; a sudden,

폭(風) tok, vnt. — a storm, a gale; a sudden,

폭(風) tok, vnt. — a storm, a gale; a sudden,

폭(風) tok, vnt. — a storm, a gale; a sudden,

폭(風) tok, vnt. — a storm, a gale; a sudden,

폭(風) tok, vnt. — a storm, a gale; a sudden,

폭(風) tok, vnt. — a storm, a gale; a sudden,

폭(風) tok, vnt. — a storm, a gale; a sudden,

폭(風) tok, vnt. — a storm, a gale; a sudden,
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폭(風) tok, vnt. — a storm, a gale; a sudden,

폭(風) tok, vnt. — a storm, a gale; a sudden,
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is hard up (pressed) for money, is in pecuniary (financial) difficulties.

Money is a strong man who is not afraid of a hundred-tong (a thousand) wealth. If you have money, you can do anything.

Money is a strong man who is not afraid of a hundred-tong (a thousand) wealth. If you have money, you can do anything.
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toolti

tolla |— tollye, 1. wins (a person) over to his side. 2. changes (a person) from one (idea) to something else. 3. changes (an attitude) over to (shifts) 

a timid child, a bright boy, a bright child.

loot |— tollimq, v. subst.) (— tillimq) a noodle dish (or noodle party) to which one is invited. tollimq ca, (toilet) a noodle dish (or noodle party) to which one is invited.

tollimq kamki, a noodle dish (or noodle party) to which one is invited.
section of a hinge. 

Hinges never gather rust.“ — Standing pools gather flint to pass the time. It pays to keep busy. Mad kites on which two different colors is pasted.

A person is a stone mortar. The force of its fall is greater than that of a large shower of water. Nothing lasts forever.
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and a single). 1. without saying anything further, here and now. 2. duplicitous, equivocating, double-tongued, two-faced. 3. keeps looking around nervously. 4. a string of misfortunes, a series of disasters, a round of bad luck, bad fortune. 5. looks around with fear, turns one’s eyes wide open to see whether anybody is watching. 6. looks around with alertness, observation, suspicion. 7. looks around (or from side to side) nervously and with one’s eyes wide open. 8. looks around with one’s eyes wide open to see whether anybody is watching. 9. looks around (or from side to side) nervously and with one’s eyes wide open. 10. looks around with one’s eyes wide open to see whether anybody is watching. 11. looks around with alertness, observation, suspicion. 12. looks around with fear, turns one’s eyes wide open to see whether anybody is watching. 13. looks around with alertness, observation, suspicion. 14. looks around with fear, turns one’s eyes wide open to see whether anybody is watching. 15. looks around with alertness, observation, suspicion. 16. looks around with fear, turns one’s eyes wide open to see whether anybody is watching. 17. looks around with alertness, observation, suspicion. 18. looks around with fear, turns one’s eyes wide open to see whether anybody is watching. 19. looks around with alertness, observation, suspicion. 20. looks around with fear, turns one’s eyes wide open to see whether anybody is watching. 21. looks around with alertness, observation, suspicion. 22. looks around with fear, turns one’s eyes wide open to see whether anybody is watching. 23. looks around with alertness, observation, suspicion. 24. looks around with fear, turns one’s eyes wide open to see whether anybody is watching. 25. looks around with alertness, observation, suspicion. 26. looks around with fear, turns one’s eyes wide open to see whether anybody is watching. 27. looks around with alertness, observation, suspicion. 28. looks around with fear, turns one’s eyes wide open to see whether anybody is watching. 29. looks around with alertness, observation, suspicion. 30. looks around with fear, turns one’s eyes wide open to see whether anybody is watching. 31. looks around with alertness, observation, suspicion. 32. looks around with fear, turns one’s eyes wide open to see whether anybody is watching. 33. looks around with alertness, observation, suspicion. 34. looks around with fear, turns one’s eyes wide open to see whether anybody is watching. 35. looks around with alertness, observation, suspicion. 36. looks around with fear, turns one’s eyes wide open to see whether anybody is watching. 37. looks around with alertness, observation, suspicion. 38. looks around with fear, turns one’s eyes wide open to see whether anybody is watching. 39. looks around with alertness, observation, suspicion. 40. looks around with fear, turns one’s eyes wide open to see whether anybody is watching. 41. looks around with alertness, observation, suspicion. 42. looks around with fear, turns one’s eyes wide open to see whether anybody is watching. 43. looks around with alertness, observation, suspicion. 44. looks around with fear, turns one’s eyes wide open to see whether anybody is watching. 45. looks around with alertness, observation, suspicion. 46. looks around with fear, turns one’s eyes wide open to see whether anybody is watching. 47. looks around with alertness, observation, suspicion. 48. looks around with fear, turns one’s eyes wide open to see whether anybody is watching. 49. looks around with alertness, observation, suspicion. 50. looks around with fear, turns one’s eyes wide open to see whether anybody is watching. 51. looks around with alertness, observation, suspicion. 52. looks around with fear, turns one’s eyes wide open to see whether anybody is watching. 53. looks around with alertness, observation, suspicion. 54. looks around with fear, turns one’s eyes wide open to see whether anybody is watching. 55. looks around with alertness, observation, suspicion. 56. looks around with fear, turns one’s eyes wide open to see whether anybody is watching. 57. looks around with alertness, observation, suspicion. 58. looks around with fear, turns one’s eyes wide open to see whether anybody is watching. 59. looks around with alertness, observation, suspicion. 60. looks around with fear, turns one’s eyes wide open to see whether anybody is watching. 61. looks around with alertness, observation, suspicion. 62. looks around with fear, turns one’s eyes wide open to see whether anybody is watching. 63. looks around with alertness, observation, suspicion. 64. looks around with fear, turns one’s eyes wide open to see whether anybody is watching. 65. looks around with alertness, observation, suspicion. 66. looks around with fear, turns one’s eyes wide open to see whether anybody is watching. 67. looks around with alertness, observation, suspicion. 68. looks around with fear, turns one’s eyes wide open to see whether anybody is watching. 69. looks around with alertness, observation, suspicion. 70. looks around with fear, turns one’s eyes wide open to see whether anybody is watching. 71. looks around with alertness, observation, suspicion. 72. looks around with fear, turns one’s eyes wide open to see whether anybody is watching. 73. looks around with alertness, observation, suspicion. 74. looks around with fear, turns one’s eyes wide open to see whether anybody is watching. 75. looks around with alertness, observation, suspicion. 76. looks around with fear, turns one’s eyes wide open to see whether anybody is watching. 77. looks around with alertness, observation, suspicion. 78. looks around with fear, turns one’s eyes wide open to see whether anybody is watching. 79. looks around with alertness, observation, suspicion. 80. looks around with fear, turns one’s eyes wide open to see whether anybody is watching. 81. looks around with alertness, observation, suspicion. 82. looks around with fear, turns one’s eyes wide open to see whether anybody is watching. 83. looks around with alertness, observation, suspicion. 84. looks around with fear, turns one’s eyes wide open to see whether anybody is watching. 85. looks around with alertness, observation, suspicion. 86. looks around with fear, turns one’s eyes wide open to see whether anybody is watching. 87. looks around with alertness, observation, suspicion. 88. looks around with fear, turns one’s eyes wide open to see whether anybody is watching. 89. looks around with alertness, observation, suspicion. 90. looks around with fear, turns one’s eyes wide open to see whether anybody is watching. 91. looks around with alertness, observation, suspicion. 92. looks around with fear, turns one’s eyes wide open to see whether anybody is watching. 93. looks around with alertness, observation, suspicion. 94. looks around with fear, turns one’s eyes wide open to see whether anybody is watching. 95. looks around with alertness, observation, suspicion. 96. looks around with fear, turns one’s eyes wide open to see whether anybody is watching. 97. looks around with alertness, observation, suspicion. 98. looks around with fear, turns one’s eyes wide open to see whether anybody is watching. 99. looks around with alertness, observation, suspicion. 100. looks around with fear, turns one’s eyes wide open to see whether anybody is watching.
null
특이하다

트위우

트위우(unglazed earthenware bowl). secludes oneself from the world, retires (escapes) from the world, renounces the (secular) world, goes into seclusion.

트위우-twun-hata, adj-n. 1. is dull, slow, thick, dense, thickheaded, slow-witted, dull-skinned. 2. is a dull person, a dullard, a dolt. 3. is a stubborn person, a tough, stiff person. 4. is stupid, dull(-witted), encircled, enclosed, encompassed, encompassed by. -aストリックにTWUEN-HATA. 5. stolid, dull, thick-skinned (thickheaded), beefy.

트위우-twun-sa, n. dullness, insensibility, stupidity.

트위우-twun-bns, n. dull, stolid, thick-skinned (thickheaded), beefy. -aストリックにTWUNSA.

트위우-twun-dal, n. dullness.

트위우-twun-phil, n. poor handwriting.

트위우-twun-phil, adv. dull, slow, thick, dense, thickheaded, slow-witted, dull-skinned. -aストリックにTWUNPHIL. 5. a dull person, a dullard, a dolt.

트위우-twunso, n. dullness, insensibility, stupidity.

트위우-twun-bns, n. dull, stolid, thick-skinned (thickheaded), beefy. -aストリックにTWUNSA.

트위우-twun-dal, n. dullness.

트위우-twun-phil, n. poor handwriting.

트위우-twun-phil, adv. dull, slow, thick, dense, thickheaded, slow-witted, dull-skinned. -aストリックにTWUNPHIL. 5. a dull person, a dullard, a dolt.
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They do not see eye to eye with each other. 1. 동의·동의어. 2. 동의하다. 1. 동의하다. 2. 동의하다.

돌감이 (twul cdp, n. taking a chemist with the loss of one's own.
dol-gi twul coay, cdp n. second, syn. 천상의 내기. dol-gi twul chi, cdp n. a sterile female animal.
dol-gi twul jang, cdp n. a wooden pattern.
dol-gi twul jang-muk, cdp n. a wooden pattern.

돌바 (twul h.e cita, cite vt. inf. + aux.) 1. it bores, drills, pierces, perforates; is bored, drilled, pierced, penetrated, perforated.
dol-gi twul h.e cita, cite vt. inf. + aux.) 1. it bores, drills, pierces, perforates; is bored, drilled, pierced, penetrated, perforated.

돌바 (twul h.e cita, cite vt. inf. + aux.) 1. it bores, drills, pierces, perforates; is bored, drilled, pierced, penetrated, perforated.
dol-gi twul h.e cita, cite vt. inf. + aux.) 1. it bores, drills, pierces, perforates; is bored, drilled, pierced, penetrated, perforated.

돌바 (twul h.e cita, cite vt. inf. + aux.) 1. it bores, drills, pierces, perforates; is bored, drilled, pierced, penetrated, perforated.
dol-gi twul h.e cita, cite vt. inf. + aux.) 1. it bores, drills, pierces, perforates; is bored, drilled, pierced, penetrated, perforated.

돌바 (twul h.e cita, cite vt. inf. + aux.) 1. it bores, drills, pierces, perforates; is bored, drilled, pierced, penetrated, perforated.
dol-gi twul h.e cita, cite vt. inf. + aux.) 1. it bores, drills, pierces, perforates; is bored, drilled, pierced, penetrated, perforated.

돌바 (twul h.e cita, cite vt. inf. + aux.) 1. it bores, drills, pierces, perforates; is bored, drilled, pierced, penetrated, perforated.
dol-gi twul h.e cita, cite vt. inf. + aux.) 1. it bores, drills, pierces, perforates; is bored, drilled, pierced, penetrated, perforated.

돌바 (twul h.e cita, cite vt. inf. + aux.) 1. it bores, drills, pierces, perforates; is bored, drilled, pierced, penetrated, perforated.
dol-gi twul h.e cita, cite vt. inf. + aux.) 1. it bores, drills, pierces, perforates; is bored, drilled, pierced, penetrated, perforated.

돌바 (twul h.e cita, cite vt. inf. + aux.) 1. it bores, drills, pierces, perforates; is bored, drilled, pierced, penetrated, perforated.
dol-gi twul h.e cita, cite vt. inf. + aux.) 1. it bores, drills, pierces, perforates; is bored, drilled, pierced, penetrated, perforated.

돌바 (twul h.e cita, cite vt. inf. + aux.) 1. it bores, drills, pierces, perforates; is bored, drilled, pierced, penetrated, perforated.
dol-gi twul h.e cita, cite vt. inf. + aux.) 1. it bores, drills, pierces, perforates; is bored, drilled, pierced, penetrated, perforated.

돌바 (twul h.e cita, cite vt. inf. + aux.) 1. it bores, drills, pierces, perforates; is bored, drilled, pierced, penetrated, perforated.
dol-gi twul h.e cita, cite vt. inf. + aux.) 1. it bores, drills, pierces, perforates; is bored, drilled, pierced, penetrated, perforated.

돌바 (twul h.e cita, cite vt. inf. + aux.) 1. it bores, drills, pierces, perforates; is bored, drilled, pierced, penetrated, perforated.
dol-gi twul h.e cita, cite vt. inf. + aux.) 1. it bores, drills, pierces, perforates; is bored, drilled, pierced, penetrated, perforated.

돌바 (twul h.e cita, cite vt. inf. + aux.) 1. it bores, drills, pierces, perforates; is bored, drilled, pierced, penetrated, perforated.
dol-gi twul h.e cita, cite vt. inf. + aux.) 1. it bores, drills, pierces, perforates; is bored, drilled, pierced, penetrated, perforated.

돌바 (twul h.e cita, cite vt. inf. + aux.) 1. it bores, drills, pierces, perforates; is bored, drilled, pierced, penetrated, perforated.
dol-gi twul h.e cita, cite vt. inf. + aux.) 1. it bores, drills, pierces, perforates; is bored, drilled, pierced, penetrated, perforated.

돌바 (twul h.e cita, cite vt. inf. + aux.) 1. it bores, drills, pierces, perforates; is bored, drilled, pierced, penetrated, perforated.
dol-gi twul h.e cita, cite vt. inf. + aux.) 1. it bores, drills, pierces, perforates; is bored, drilled, pierced, penetrated, perforated.

돌바 (twul h.e cita, cite vt. inf. + aux.) 1. it bores, drills, pierces, perforates; is bored, drilled, pierced, penetrated, perforated.
dol-gi twul h.e cita, cite vt. inf. + aux.) 1. it bores, drills, pierces, perforates; is bored, drilled, pierced, penetrated, perforated.

돌바 (twul h.e cita, cite vt. inf. + aux.) 1. it bores, drills, pierces, perforates; is bored, drilled, pierced, penetrated, perforated.
dol-gi twul h.e cita, cite vt. inf. + aux.) 1. it bores, drills, pierces, perforates; is bored, drilled, pierced, penetrated, perforated.

돌바 (twul h.e cita, cite vt. inf. + aux.) 1. it bores, drills, pierces, perforates; is bored, drilled, pierced, penetrated, perforated.
dol-gi twul h.e cita, cite vt. inf. + aux.) 1. it bores, drills, pierces, perforates; is bored, drilled, pierced, penetrated, perforated.
penned

[...]
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한국의 주인이 되는 천사라고 하였다. 1. back seat. 2. back wheel(s). 3. back wall. 4. back wheel. 5. back wheel(s). 6. back wheel(s). 7. back wheel(s). 8. back wheel(s). 9. back wheel(s). 10. back wheel(s). 11. back wheel(s). 12. back wheel(s). 13. back wheel(s). 14. back wheel(s). 15. back wheel(s). 16. back wheel(s). 17. back wheel(s). 18. back wheel(s). 19. back wheel(s). 20. back wheel(s). 21. back wheel(s). 22. back wheel(s). 23. back wheel(s). 24. back wheel(s). 25. back wheel(s). 26. back wheel(s). 27. back wheel(s). 28. back wheel(s). 29. back wheel(s). 30. back wheel(s). 31. back wheel(s). 32. back wheel(s). 33. back wheel(s). 34. back wheel(s). 35. back wheel(s). 36. back wheel(s). 37. back wheel(s). 38. back wheel(s). 39. back wheel(s). 40. back wheel(s). 41. back wheel(s). 42. back wheel(s). 43. back wheel(s). 44. back wheel(s). 45. back wheel(s). 46. back wheel(s). 47. back wheel(s). 48. back wheel(s). 49. back wheel(s). 50. back wheel(s). 51. back wheel(s). 52. back wheel(s). 53. back wheel(s). 54. back wheel(s). 55. back wheel(s). 56. back wheel(s). 57. back wheel(s). 58. back wheel(s). 59. back wheel(s). 60. back wheel(s). 61. back wheel(s). 62. back wheel(s). 63. back wheel(s). 64. back wheel(s). 65. back wheel(s). 66. back wheel(s). 67. back wheel(s). 68. back wheel(s). 69. back wheel(s). 70. back wheel(s). 71. back wheel(s). 72. back wheel(s). 73. back wheel(s). 74. back wheel(s). 75. back wheel(s). 76. back wheel(s). 77. back wheel(s). 78. back wheel(s). 79. back wheel(s). 80. back wheel(s). 81. back wheel(s). 82. back wheel(s). 83. back wheel(s). 84. back wheel(s). 85. back wheel(s). 86. back wheel(s). 87. back wheel(s). 88. back wheel(s). 89. back wheel(s). 90. back wheel(s). 91. back wheel(s). 92. back wheel(s). 93. back wheel(s). 94. back wheel(s). 95. back wheel(s). 96. back wheel(s). 97. back wheel(s). 98. back wheel(s). 99. back wheel(s). 100. back wheel(s).
I am going anyway.

I think back to the old days when I was a schoolboy. I used to be a schoolteacher. While (I was) there, on my way.

I have been to see the Diamond Mountains and found them very beautiful, indeed.

I have been doing research (on obligations at that time), and I am doing it. It seems to have been or has been doing (or that someone has done it). It is like the one that has been or has been doing (or that someone has been doing).

I have been to the professor has been doing (or has been doing).

It is like the one that has been or has been doing (or that someone has been doing).

Yes, it is known that it was happening.

It is like the one that has been or has been doing (or that someone has been doing).
the time when he was employing all his wiles with the idea of eliminating the king and becoming king himself. 1. 내, 심하게 하던 이건 아직 하지 않고 갑자기 끝나버렸다. Many were the times that I (recalled) used to play with the children when I was at school and was more likely to be preferred. 2. 응연과 tunt ya. abbr. (<tun y>) 여. 5. -tun, retr. mod. + post-mod. 1. it is (known that) … it was observed that … did you notice that …? did you find that …? it happened to be that …? it is your brother who is a doctor. 2. … it is that you have already happened. 3. What was that? 2. (in quotative constructions) whether it has been observed that …. 1. 누가 알고 있나요? He wants to know who is here.

전업니다. -tun ya, retr. mod. + post-mod. 1. it is (known that) … it was observed that … did you notice that …? did you find that …? it happened to be that …? it is your brother who is a doctor. 2. … it is that you have already happened. 3. What was that? 2. (in quotative constructions) whether it has been observed that …. 1. 누가 알고 있나요? He wants to know who is here.
I got tired of listening, but he would not be quiet. He would not listen to my lecture, and I accordingly gave up the attempt to teach him anything. He kindly gave me the impression that he was listening to the lecture, but I was not sure whether he was really doing so. I continued my attempts to teach him, but he would not listen to me. He would not give me the impression that he was listening to the lecture, and I continued my attempts to teach him, but he would not listen to me.

We left the lecture, and I continued my attempts to teach him, but he would not listen to me. He would not give me the impression that he was listening to the lecture, and I continued my attempts to teach him, but he would not listen to me.

He was a resident seamstress, and I continued my attempts to teach him, but he would not listen to me. He would not give me the impression that he was listening to the lecture, and I continued my attempts to teach him, but he would not listen to me.

He was a resident seamstress, and I continued my attempts to teach him, but he would not listen to me. He would not give me the impression that he was listening to the lecture, and I continued my attempts to teach him, but he would not listen to me.

He was a resident seamstress, and I continued my attempts to teach him, but he would not listen to me. He would not give me the impression that he was listening to the lecture, and I continued my attempts to teach him, but he would not listen to me.
sticks (clings, cpd vi. ME-|-^d|- tulle puth.ta, a bridesmaid. 1 4

ABO tulle.l, abbr. ME tulle 'm, prosp. tullak = tullang.

Inf. inf. tullak nal tullang, prop; a support, a strut.

Vt. turul-turul, vi. abbr. < turul-thar, a wild ox, a bison. 2

Vt. turul-po, cpd vt. (cpd n. adn. heavy isotope — tullak, a prairie wind.

one's way with a servant carrying a lantern before
tulla.tul, propped. assert. < du. Lone.

tulla, tullin, mod. < du. tullin.

tulla, propped. mod. < du. tullin.

=tul-malu, cpd n. (tul-pros, mod. + n.) a verandah similar to a thiyi malu.

flattens.

The maltu-malu, cpd st. (tul-pus, wula, cpd st. breaks, smashes dish.

the rats carried away all the

He is so crooked it is very hard to do anything with him. [7]

The telephone isn't clear. (I can't hear on the phone.) 2. sounds, seems, rings. 1

as to_one's feet. 3

He has made a lot of money.

tulla'tul, uc. < du. lasts a person listen to the phonograph.

wonder when spring comes. 4. elastieous, uprousing, noisy. [7] (du. tullita, tullita, tullita, vi. < abbr. < tullita, a bottle to hold up. 1 a peddler

a trick in which one

clattering down (sound of a

v2. makes (has) a person hold (carry). 1

a bottle to hold up.

a ship calls at In-

a trick in which one
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This room accommodates five hundred people. If the windows are not properly closed, rainwater will enter and damage the building. The building is too small to house two families. 5. is put in, is sunk, is sunk. 6. is run over by, is run over. A great deal of capital has been put up to establish the company. 6. becomes hollow, is sunk(en), is sunk. 6. is employed by a company, is employed by a firm. 6. is employed by a firm. 6. goes through, penetrates, is lodged, is inserted. 6. uj^-^f • oj\] 7j penetrates a wall; a bullet is lodged (embedded) in a wall. 6. a train enters a station. If it is in a fix (a quandary). 6. Much money has gone into building the house.

Buy my bedclothes. 2. becomes hollow, is sunk(en), sags, a. train enters a station. If it is in a fix (a quandary). 6. Much money has gone into building the house.

This room accommodates five hundred people. If the windows are not properly closed, rainwater will enter and damage the building. The building is too small to house two families. 5. is put in, is sunk, is sunk. 6. is run over by, is run over. A great deal of capital has been put up to establish the company. 6. becomes hollow, is sunk(en), is sunk. 6. is employed by a company, is employed by a firm. 6. is employed by a firm. 6. goes through, penetrates, is lodged, is inserted. 6. uj^-^f • oj\] 7j penetrates a wall; a bullet is lodged (embedded) in a wall. 6. a train enters a station. If it is in a fix (a quandary). 6. Much money has gone into building the house.

Buy my bedclothes. 2. becomes hollow, is sunk(en), sags, a. train enters a station. If it is in a fix (a quandary). 6. Much money has gone into building the house.
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M-totC |- slowly, gravely, solemnly.

ttumq cip, cpd v. a hatchet or shack.

ttum hata, adj-n. (redupl. n. + suffix)

ttumq cip, cpd v. a hatchet or shack.

ttum hata, adj-n. (redupl. n. + suffix)

ttumq cip, cpd v. a hatchet or shack.
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tus hata, abbr. < is used to denote an absence of a formal introduction. If you refer to "tus hata" in a formal context, you might be referring to "a household" or "a family". If you use "tus hata" in an informal context, you might be referring to "a household" or "a family". If you refer to "tus hata" in a formal context, you might be referring to "a household" or "a family". If you use "tus hata" in an informal context, you might be referring to "a household" or "a family".

the back (of a human or animal body). 2. (the back of a cow or horse) is grazed, is abraded, is scratched. 3. (the back of a cow or horse) is grazed, is abraded, is scratched. 4. (the back of a cow or horse) is grazed, is abraded, is scratched. 5. (the back of a cow or horse) is grazed, is abraded, is scratched. 6. (the back of a cow or horse) is grazed, is abraded, is scratched. 7. (the back of a cow or horse) is grazed, is abraded, is scratched. 8. (the back of a cow or horse) is grazed, is abraded, is scratched.
an attested copy, a transcript, a duplicate; a mimeograph, a stencil...
These bases are here noted —E. In words of Chinese origin the sequences —E and —E are automatically doubled to —E and —E; this alteration (frequent also for —E) is usually ignored in Korean phonology, but it is noted here —E, etc. Other doublings after —E and —E also occur. 1h, a verb base which has basic shapes ending in —E produces its correspondence on the other hand: (2, 11) —E and —E, respectively. 2. Abbreviation: —E (prosp. mod. and adv). 3. Abbreviation: —E (prosp. mod. and adv). 4. Abbreviation: —E (prosp. mod. and adv). 5. Abbreviation: —E (prosp. mod. and adv).
Just coming and helped me out of the water. 1. just, just (right) at the moment. 2. just in time, at the right moment, fortunately, luckily.

She is the last crop. 1. just, just (right) at the moment. 2. just in time, at the right moment, fortunately, luckily.

The way he throws his money around, as (good) luck would have it. 1. just, just (right) at the moment. 2. just in time, at the right moment, fortunately, luckily.

Just for laughs. 1. just, just (right) at the moment. 2. just in time, at the right moment, fortunately, luckily.

I was just coming to see you. 1. just, just (right) at the moment. 2. just in time, at the right moment, fortunately, luckily.

If a desk ends up on the wrong end of a room, it is (good) luck would have it. 1. just, just (right) at the moment. 2. just in time, at the right moment, fortunately, luckily.

The few odd (real) luck, a propitious turn of events. 1. just, just (right) at the moment. 2. just in time, at the right moment, fortunately, luckily.

She is the (youngest) son. 2. a boy servant, a page.

The few odd (real) luck, a propitious turn of events. 1. just, just (right) at the moment. 2. just in time, at the right moment, fortunately, luckily.

I was just coming to see you. 1. just, just (right) at the moment. 2. just in time, at the right moment, fortunately, luckily.

If a desk ends up on the wrong end of a room, it is (good) luck would have it. 1. just, just (right) at the moment. 2. just in time, at the right moment, fortunately, luckily.

The few odd (real) luck, a propitious turn of events. 1. just, just (right) at the moment. 2. just in time, at the right moment, fortunately, luckily.

She is the (youngest) son. 2. a boy servant, a page.

She is the (youngest) son. 2. a boy servant, a page.

She is the (youngest) son. 2. a boy servant, a page.
The text contains a mix of Korean and English words, with some phrases and sentences in English. However, the content is not coherent and appears to be a jumbled mixture of words and phrases. It is not possible to provide a meaningful natural text representation from this image.
The village has been rife with theft lately.

...and pancreas
ten thousand houses, many manhak...

...employs a large number of children.

...and it is prevalent, current, common; is rife with.

...in the season, the great harvest....

...a comic strip, a comic book.

...it is said that...
and he will appear.” Talk of a person, and he is sure to come.

(4) a story, a tale, a saying (cf. евраи). 4. an old tale; an old saying. 5. to make one's way Old sayings never grow old. But a bigger boat is to be wondered. 6. a message.

(6) meaning, import; the last, the last of words; the end of words; the end of the text.

7. do you mean by that? What are you talking about? To a joke, a story, a comic (cf. смех).

15. is clear, is nice, is clean. The sky clears up.

16. becomes clear, clears up, gets clean.

17. a word chimed in. A word chimed in.

14. a word chimed in. A word chimed in.

21. 1. a word chimed in. A word chimed in. 2. a word chimed in. A word chimed in.

22. 1. a word chimed in. A word chimed in. 2. a word chimed in. A word chimed in.
is tasty, delicious, good (to eat), flavorful, savory.

mas-sal-nai, prosp. mod. < 8n. -n. 1. is tasty, delicious, good (to eat), savory.

mas-sta, a. 1. tastes; provides taste (flavor). 2. behaves insipidly.

mas-sal. n. (American English) writing, writing without gusto (aroma, flavor).

mas-iss.ta, [matite], csp qvi. (n.+ qvi.) 1. is tasty, delicious, good (to eat), flavorful, savory.

mas-ta-tay-kali, -taykangi, csp qvi. (VULGAR) = 7b (taste).
mangphyeng, n. a rath comment, unjust criticism, illogical reasoning, unfairness; (ppl.) unfair, unprincipled, unprincipled, unprincipled.

2. (also) to discuss, to debate, to argue, to debate.
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가지치지말고서도그馔내는것이다.이것은一时의생명이오고자부모와동거한것이다.

5.- mac' tón, cpd. n. cash (payment). ４〜조갈시금을지불하다.

6.- 주부가사자에게돈을순잡는것이다.들인래는10%의금리를지불한다.

7.- mac' t'wuley, n. a two-man water-pail.

8.- mac'- t'wul'la, cpd. vt. 1. (two-person) lift; shute; two-man lift, two-shoulder lift, give and get.

9.- mac'- t'wul'la, cpd. n. a two-man water-pail.

10.- mac' t'wul'la, cpd. adj. (adv. + vt.)

11.- mac' t'wul'la, cpd n.

12.- mac' t'wul'la, cpd vt., vi.

13.- mac' t'wul'la, cpd n.

14.- mac' t'wul'la, cpd n.

15.- mac' t'wul'la, cpd adj. (adv. + vt.)

16.- mac' t'wul'la, cpd n.

17.- mac' t'wul'la, cpd n.

18.- mac' t'wul'la, cpd n.

19.- mac' t'wul'la, cpd adj. (adv. + vt.)

20.- mac' t'wul'la, cpd n.

21.- mac' t'wul'la, cpd adj. (adv. + vt.)

22.- mac' t'wul'la, cpd n.

23.- mac' t'wul'la, cpd n.
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36.- mac' t'wul'la, cpd n.

37.- mac' t'wul'la, cpd adj. (adv. + vt.)

38.- mac' t'wul'la, cpd n.

39.- mac' t'wul'la, cpd adj. (adv. + vt.)

40.- mac' t'wul'la, cpd n.
the husband of one's elder
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hurts, harms, injures, "gets" a person.

- "He's out to "get" me."

If a person gets scared, is intimidated. If a person gets a scolding, catches it; is abused, reviled, makes up one's mind; puts one's heart down.

What do snakes do? They live on, feeds on, a garment for eating, appetite.

The cow that eats leaves the dung. We live on, feeds on, takes a pawn. We live on, feeds on, supports a large family.

If a person sells away (off). What a mess is formed (in an unpleasant way). If a person cheats (swindles, takes in) a person.

The cow that eats leaves the dung = You have to work to achieve a result. A good-for-nothing fellow is late in showing up.

A good-for-nothing fellow is late in showing up. Although the post-horse does the running, one who has stood idle takes the lion's share while the other though they are (soon) eaten up, though they are (soon) eaten up.

If a person is deaf, deafened (stunned) completely.

...it bites, cuts (well). ...it bites, cuts (well). A plane doesn't bite (cut well), a plane is blunt. It grinds (well). It makes a great fuss but gets nothing done.

A person who has worked hard goes unrewarded. A person who has worked hard goes unrewarded. Although the post-horse does the running, one who has stood idle takes the lion's share while the other, though they are (soon) eaten up.

They tell you to press patterns into rice cakes even...
the belly of an ox or a horse.

The general term for "ink" is black as ink.

Temporary burial of one who has died away from home.

EjU mek.him,

adj.

mek.

n.

mek." ink skirt" = a kite smearing with ink.

mek. "ink candle" = a kite which has a black bottom part.

mek. "ink chill" = smeared with ink.

mek. "ink coat" = a toilet, a privy.

The general term for "ink" is black as ink.

Temporary burial of one who has died away from home.

EjU mek.him,

adj.

mek.

n.

mek." ink skirt" = a kite smearing with ink.

mek. "ink candle" = a kite which has a black bottom part.

mek. "ink chill" = smeared with ink.

mek. "ink coat" = a toilet, a privy.

The general term for "ink" is black as ink.

Temporary burial of one who has died away from home.
めんやめ、n. a yoke. 1 そうに～る ～めゆくを ～めゆくか やくを ～めゆくかを 布を / a yoke, puts a burden on an ox. 2 とねずみ ～めゆくを ～めゆくか ～めゆくかを 種を / a yoke, imprints a burden on a hill. 3 ～めゆくが、 n. a grasshopper. 4 ～めゆくい、FAMILIAR reft. assert. / a yoke.

めんやめつうり, cpd adj. (for defective
vt. n.). 1 ～めゆくを ～めゆくか ～めゆくかを 種を / a yoke, imprints a burden on a hill. 3 ～めゆくが、 n. a grasshopper. 4 ～めゆくい、FAMILIAR reft. assert. / a yoke.
Personal request, asking for personal rebuke (scolding, a direct demand; asking a personal favor). ~3l 2. escapes, eludes, is saved from, is delivered from; 1 ~ escapes punishment, goes scot-free, 4 1 ~ escapes (gets out of) danger, 4 1 ~ escapes (gets out of) death, is exonerated of; evades, avoids, shirks, gets out of. 5 ~ is relieved of responsibility; behaves responsibly. 6 ~ avoids is relieved of (exposed to); shirks his duty; the prudence of, is exonerated of; is acquitted of; evades, avoids, shirks, gets out of. 7 ~ is relieved of (exposed to); shirks his duty; the prudence of, is exonerated of; is acquitted of; evades, avoids, shirks, gets out of. 8 ~ is relieved of (exposed to); shirks his duty; the prudence of, is exonerated of; is acquitted of; evades, avoids, shirks, gets out of. 9 ~ is relieved of (exposed to); shirks his duty; the prudence of, is exonerated of; is acquitted of; evades, avoids, shirks, gets out of. 10 ~ is relieved of (exposed to); shirks his duty; the prudence of, is exonerated of; is acquitted of; evades, avoids, shirks, gets out of.
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§ cpd vt. (vt. inf. +vc.)

§ HOHni-T-p. mol. a sewuta.

§ along.

§ a wind brings a storm comes driving at us.

§ spurs a horse on.

§ to do a job of it.

§ all the notices in one comer of a wall.

§ all the wall calendars a store has in stock.

§ -7 a shower along.

§ runs fish, fishes. 1 — a car drives (tears) along.

§ drives (along), dashes, tears, barrels, bolts, hurtles (this way).

§ calls to account, puts hard to it, gives (a person) a hard time (of it), "gives it to one".

§ in bulk (in quantity).

§ puts (fixes, sticks, pastes, posts) it all in one place.

§ pushes all to one side.

§ cpd n.

§ myrrh. L°

§ n.

§ ne

§ cpd n.

§ § A* moloa '1,

§ abbr.

§ light isotope

§ §Zf

§ an

§ §X4-H|

§ adj-n.

§ §*H moloa 'y,

§ subst.

§ mol-inceng, cpd n. lack of human kindness, want of sympathy, inhumanity, heartlessness.

§ adj-n. is crude, pitiless, ruthless, inhuman, coldhearted.

§ adj-n.

§ mol-lip, n. 1. self-immersion, self-absorption; 2. confinement, seizure, forfeit. — to have a person's time (of it) over his mistake.

§ § A* moloq kwun, cpd n. a chaser, a beater, a fisherman.

§ § A* mol-may, cpd n. the fisherman (in a lump of fishing boats).

§ § A* mol-sabi, subj. assert. — to have the price paid for a person sold as a slave-servant.

§ § A* mol-phung, adj-n.

§ §-§-*l(4£®3&) mol-phungchi, adj-n.

§ mol-ong, adj-n.

§ §-§-*l(4£®3&) mol-ongchi, adj-n.

§ mol-chi, adj-n.

§ §-§-*l(4£®3&) mol-chi, adj-n.

§ mol-hing, n. tastelessness, dullness, flaccidity, vapidity. — to have a person the living expenses for one year in a lump.

§ mol-khing, adj-n.

§ §-§-*l(4£®3&) mol-khingchi, adj-n.

§ mol-khing, adj-n.

§ §-§-*l(4£®3&) mol-khingchi, adj-n.

§ mol-ching, n. skin, complexion. — someone has a pungent smell in the same way.

§ mol-hing, adj-n.

§ §-§-*l(4£®3&) mol-hingchi, adj-n.

§ mol-inceg, adj-n. is lacking in character, is tasteless, is tasteless, is insipid, is lacking in taste.

§ mol-lep, n. 1. does (work) all at once, does in one sweep (swoop). — someone feels tired, one feels unwell; someone feels unwell; someone feels unreasonable.

§ mol-sabi, subj. assert. — to have the price paid for a person sold as a slave-servant.

§ mol-ong, adj-n.

§ §-§-*l(4£®3&) mol-ongchi, adj-n.
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The page contains a list of words and phrases with their definitions in Korean. The text is dense and includes various terms related to politics, economy, and lifestyle. Due to the nature of the content, a detailed transcription is not provided here.
muk, n. a silent prayer. 

mut, n. ground green-peas dyed in three colors, harden, cut into thin flat pieces, dried, and then fried.

mukcong, n. 1. an old stuff, stuff that has been laid aside for a long time. 2. very old rice. 3. a fallow land. 

mutuk, n. 1. satins, in silks. 2. muk, n. sitting in silence.

mutuk, n. 1. 4. muk, n. acquiescence, passive (silent) submission, acquiescing, a sign of acquiescence; ; acquiescence, acquiesces, obey (silently), submit willingly to, submit不妨 (silently), submit to willingly (passively). 

mutuk, n. 1. muk, n. acquiesces, obeys impassively (silently), submits unwillingly.

muk, n. 1. muk, n. acquiesces, obeys impassively (silently), submits unwillingly.

muk, n. 1. muk, n. acquiesces, obeys impassively (silently), submits willingly to.

muk, n. 1. muk, n. acquiesces, obeys impassively (silently), submits willingly to.

muk, n. 1. muk, n. acquiesces, obeys impassively (silently), submits unwillingly.

muk, n. 1. muk, n. acquiesces, obeys impassively (silently), submits unwillingly.

muk, n. 1. muk, n. acquiesces, obeys impassively (silently), submits unwillingly.

muk, n. 1. muk, n. acquiesces, obeys impassively (silently), submits unwillingly.

mutuk, n. 1. muk, n. acquiesces, obeys impassively (silently), submits unwillingly.

mutuk, n. 1. muk, n. acquiesces, obeys impassively (silently), submits unwillingly.

mutuk, n. 1. muk, n. acquiesces, obeys impassively (silently), submits unwillingly.

mutuk, n. 1. muk, n. acquiesces, obeys impassively (silently), submits unwillingly.

mutuk, n. 1. muk, n. acquiesces, obeys impassively (silently), submits unwillingly.

mutuk, n. 1. muk, n. acquiesces, obeys impassively (silently), submits unwillingly.

mutuk, n. 1. muk, n. acquiesces, obeys impassively (silently), submits unwillingly.

mutuk, n. 1. muk, n. acquiesces, obeys impassively (silently), submits unwillingly.

mutuk, n. 1. muk, n. acquiesces, obeys impassively (silently), submits unwillingly.

mutuk, n. 1. muk, n. acquiesces, obeys impassively (silently), submits unwillingly.

mutuk, n. 1. muk, n. acquiesces, obeys impassively (silently), submits unwillingly.
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seepage of dammed-up water (as in a mine). T^). I 4 • 4 *]--£• 4 aj “ 4 4 The marriage date was set
mul ttong, cpd n. watery (loose) feces(~44 back three days.
mul-ttong ssawum, cpd n. kicking or #Ej-Lf-L[- mulle nata, cpd vi. (vi. inf.+vi.) 1. falls
splashing water on each other, a water fight.
off, comes off, comes loose, comes out, comes undone.
vni. have a water fight, syn. 4-44*
1 4 -sr * °1 —a stone falls (comes) out of a wall.
M-f|0| [-44 mul ttongi, cpd n. a water pitcher,
1
4 a] . 7\ — a leg of the table comes loose.
a water jar. If ~
e] an unglazed saucer to put
2. withdraws, retreats, retires, leaves. If A] 4 • °fl . zj
under a water pitcher.
f water.
~ withdraws (retires) from the table. 1 ^ *o] 4
Hii-TplCl- mul-ttong thwikita, cpd vi. splashes
•°fl • -*| 4}"^ -B-1 ~ the enemy retreats thirty li away
#-rnr(—S$D mul twupu, cpd n. bean-curd
from the castle. 3. retires, resigns, quits. 1 ^ 7-l| - o|]
cakes cooked in water.
•
~ retires from the political world, withdraws
mulq t(w)umu, cpd n. [dial.] from the political arena.
multun, retr. mod. < -|r4mulle suta, cpd vi. (vi. inf. + vi.j 1. steps
f|-^ mul tun, mod. <
f;4.
(stands) back or aside, moves off, gets out of the
iti^ mOltun, retr. mod. < 44*
way. 1 tt 7i-ir ~ stands back a step. 1 f]
i§—H mul tul, prosp. mod. < -fr-4 4»
~ moves off to the rear. If Af-ej-.o] 7]
7}7]}
mul tulta, cpd vi. -L-. (n. + vi.) 1. it dyes,
~ makes way for a person. 2. withdraws, retreats.
gets dyed, takes color. 1 t\ ^ 7]} ~ is dyed black.
1
~ an enemy retreats from the
If ^ ~ it dyes well (fast). 2. gets stained, smeared.
castle. 3. resigns, retires, leaves. 1 2l
. a]
1 44-4 *°1 ~ is stained with apricot juice.
— leaves government service.
If
4*4 ~ is stained with ink. 3. is imbued
mulle anc.ta, cpd vi. (vi. inf.+vi.')
with ; is tainted (contaminated) with. If 4 • off ~ is
1. sits back. 1 0] o|| ^ ^
. ef Would
tainted with vice. 1
~ is imbued with
you mind sitting back a bit so that this child may
urban (city) manners.
have a seat. 2. retires, resigns, leaves, f
#-#0|C(- mul tul.i.ta, cpd vt. (n. + vc.) dyes it.
Aj-sj-^l-jL ~ gives up (relinquishes) one’s post in
1 4 4 * 4 ~ dyes one’s hair. 1
• -§; 4. 4 4
the government.
— paints one’s nails red.
Ildj-SlCf- mulle ota, cpd vi. (vi. inf.+vi.') retraces
#C| multi, retr. attent. < 44*
one’s step, comes back, retreats, recedes, retrogresses.
multi, retr. attent. < ^4.
1 7j-c- •-§: ~ retraces one’s step (way), f ^ •«>)
i|E[ mulla, 1. prosp. adjunctive < 44* 2. = 44 •
— the enemy comes (falls) back in retreat.
#E[ mulla, 1. quot./lit. imper. < -|r4* 2. = 44. #£-J-*|l^ mulle cita, cpd vi. (vi. inf.+vi.) 1. gets
Jisi mulla, 1 .prosp. adjunctive < 44. 2. = 4 4.
soft, grows tender, softens. If 7j-.o| ~ a persimmon
3. quot./lit. imper. < 44* 4. = 44.
softens up. 1 JL7| »7l- — meat becomes tender.
ft^t mulla ’n, abbr. < 4al-(* jl) -&K
2. (one’s heart) softens, is pacified (mollified, ap¬
mulla ’n, abbr. < !;£]-(. jl) 4.
peased). If 0T--bt,c>1 — one's heart softens; one is
mulla ’1, abbr. < 44(* jl) th
Pacified.
[(soft etc.) : Xh, Xk, XXh.
Ml- mulla ’1, abbr. < 4aj-(. jl) th
itg-_mulleng heavy isotope <—mallang
if|j mulla ’m, abbr. < 44(* jl) 4.
mulleng phath-ewuk, cpd n. 1. a softy,
mulla ’m, abbr. < 4&]-(*ji)
a sissy, a milksop, a pushover. 2. soft stuff.
#BH mulla ’y, abbr. < -^ref-(» jl) «ff.
||B!| mulley, n. a spinning wheel, f-^ (-tj-cf)
#B|| mulla ’y, abbr. < 4 eK • jl) 4.
spinning (spins) on a spinning wheel.
mulle, 1. inf. < 45-4- 2. purp. < 44.
mulley kel.um, cpd n. a slow-circling
#Ej mulle, 1. purp. < 44. 2. = -fraf-.
back-step.
f (Hypericum ascyron).
mulle kata, cpd vi. (vi.+vi.) 1. moves
mulley namul, cpd n. a St.-Johnswort
backward, draws (steps, falls) back, backs, retreats, ii£-||-fcl|-^| mulley pakhwi, cpd n. the wheel of a
recedes, retrogresses. 1 4 4
ff • 5. ~ takes a
spinning wheel (or of a water mill).
step backward. 1 y4
~ the enemy retreats. 1 4
mulley panga, cpd n. a water mill.
7i 4 • 5. 4el -7\+\ 44 holds every inch of the
■§rBH|-AH mulley say, cpd n. a forest wagtail (bird).
ground, does not yield a foot (an inch). If 44-4 S38-7J;^ mulleyq kalak, cpd n. a spindle.
4 4 4 stands on the defensive. 2. withdraws (from
mulleyq tol, cpd n. a stone put on the base
the presence of superiors) ; retires, resigns, f 44 zf
of a spinning wheel to keep it stable.
[belt.
it * °f] * 4 — withdraws from the presence of one’s ■i»52!-ii mulleyq cwul, cpd n. a spinning-wheel
father, f 4 4 • 4 • a] 4 “4-2- ~ bows oneself §S| mullye, 1. intent. < ^4. 2. inf. < -lye] tf.
away from the king’s presence. 1 4^1-4 zj- 4 #E| mullye, intent. <
retires to bed. 1 44 .4.4 ~ withdraws (resigns)
mullye pat.ta, cpd vt. inherits (from),
from the government. If cfl 4. 4 . z-j ~ leaves (re¬
takes over, obtains by transfer. 1 a]- . -§- ~ takes
signs from) the faculty of the university. 3. is put
over the business. If 7lj
— inherits property.
off, is postponed, is held over, is set back. 1 7| Jc u-_ #3-^ mullye cwuta, cpd vt. bequeaths, hands

679
over, transfers, gi\es, offers, abdicates. If 7\ +\ • o[] 7-]]
*4: ~ turns the business over to one’s son.
H&j-XlLHlIf mullye cinayta, cpd vi. (vp.+vi.) is
in a person’s clutches, is at a person’s mercy. If tt
-A
°4-ir 4°1
°1 sfl
3.
o| .^] -ifBj - a] 14I
I have been in his clutches
ever since we got involved in a shady deal together.
^^($lfj) mullyek, n. 1. one’s resources (the value
of one’s property and estate, personal effects, etc.),
wealth. 2. materials.
#-E(^7§ffl) mullon, n., adv. (as a matter) of course,
to be sure, undoubtedly, naturally, needless to say.
1-ir-lr °1 *1! Of course! f ^j-'M
-ir-g- 7jt!*-S.
He has experience as well as knowledge. If JL
• xr -Ir-Er °1
That goes without saying.
#5|(^;S) mulli, n. the laws of nature, physical
laws; physics, f ~
physical optics. *f — 5|l}a physical change. 1 —-a) physical. If
A] ig a> a
physical phenomenon. 1 ~ sj-tf- physical chemistry;
physics and chemistry.
■lElCh1 mullita1, vi. [< -l:5-! ^-p] has had enough,
is fed up (with), gets side (of), is tired (of), loses
interest (in), wants nothing more to do (with).
T
^ • °i’l ~ is fed up with noodle dishes. 1
•°fl — gets sick of reading novels. 1 4:^1 5-4- to
satiety, to one’s fill. If -|r £■] 4=- vj cf- eats one’s
fill, fills up.
#E|np mullita2, vc. < -t-5-P2. cooks soft (tender).
If JL7|
4- ~ cooks meat tender enough. 1 aJ-a]• -J- ~ steams potatoes soft.
#E|CP mullita3, vc. < P-5-p-3. 1. puts off, post¬
pones. IfS]^—■ postpones (the date of)
a meeting. 2. changes direction, turns, shifts, switches
over. 3. hands (makes, turns) over, leaves, be¬
queaths, transfers, yields. 1 7lj Af.-l~ hands over one’s property to one’s son. If
*4: °1t,0I17I] — yields one’s right of possession to
one’s little brother, f 44: 4: ’ 4: 44 ’44 4:4passes one’s clothes on to one’s brother.
#E|cp mullita4, vc. <f -T-5-i43* 1. clears away,
takes away, puts away. 1 •4 *4: — takes away the
table; has finished eating, f aJ--§- •
-^e] jl 4 -a>
*4:
takes away a chest and puts a desk in
its place. 2. keeps (a person) away (from others).
If -4 4" *4: 44 JL
has a private talk
with a person (behind closed doors); are closeted
together.
#E|DP mullita5, •vt. [<44tP] 1. exorcises, ex¬
pels, dispels. If ° }■ 4 • (I- — exorcises evil spirits.
1 4*4 44 7J47l • 4 ~ drives evil
spirits out of a household with shaman rites. 2. re¬
jects, turns down, spurns, repels. 1 j]-*].£]-.
44*4: — turns down the marriage proposal from
the Kim family. 1 44-44
4 4*4 ~ spurns
(turns down) the offer of doing business together.
#2|CP mullita6, vp. <f 44'• gets bitten, f JLzf
*441 ~ is bitten by a mosquito. If °1 4 4 *44 ~
is bitten by a mad dog.

#E|CP mullita7, vc.

< 442-

makes reimburse. 1

makes compensate,

jl4 4*4 — makes a

person pay a broken dish.

v\

1 44-4,c>fl

4 -4^

• 4 — makes a person pay compensation for the
damage done to one’s crops.

#E|cp mullita8, vc. <44’• sets (fixes) in, inlays.
If 44 '°fl 44-4 *4 — sets a diamond in a ring.
If 4A' °fl 5-4*4 — inlays jewels on a box.
[< “makes bite”; cf. 4 4~~]
#E|Cf- mullita, prosp. assert. < 4 4*
#E|^ mullita, prosp. assert. < 4 4.
#E|x| 4 mullichita, vt. (intensive <44 4)
1. refuses, rejects, spurns, repels, turns down.
• 4 — refuses (turns down) a request,

| If

rejects a

demand. 1 a-]| 5| • 4 — turns down (spurns) an offer.
1 44*4 ~ rejects a plea. 1 <JL*-g- ~ ignores a
person’s advice.

or away, beats off,
If 4*4 — repulses

2. drives back

beats back, repels, repulses.
(drives away) the enemy.

3.

keeps away. 1 44*4

44 *1 JL 44-44 gets a person off (from others)
for a private talk.

mulli-hak, cpd n.

IIEl-tJ'd^SP)

physics. If

(44) ~ theoretical (applied) physics.

If—a}

a

physicist. 1 —Af physical.

#2j mullin, mod. < 45} 4.
iliJ mullil, prosp. mod. < 4^] 4HU mullim, subst. <4^14.
mullim, n. (< subst.) 1. putting
ment.

off, postpone¬

2. (= —4) an extra space of half a

kan

added to a regular room as a kind of porch. 3. prop¬
erty handed down (bequeathed, transferred), a handme-down.

1 ~ xij

4

property bequeathed by one’s

forefathers, the family fortune, the inheritance. 1 4
*4 ~ 4 (clothes which are) hand-me-downs from
one’s brother,

cf.

sf—,

-g:Aj--~.

4.

a joining

piece, a link, a band, a staple: see ~ 4> 44

ilcJ-4K—41) mullim(q) kan, cpd n.

the porch-like

attached section running along the courtyard of a
Korean house, a verandah, syn. ^.
ft eJ~£| mullim soy, cpd n. a staple,
a clamp.

1 -r-

4 4 • °f]

~ • -f:

a metal band,

*14 clamps

two

planks together.

H—Of mul-ma, cpd n. 1.

flood on the ground (caused

by rain). 2. a flood season, a rainy season.

#-Pf7H mul makay, cpd n. a drain plug,
rswell.
mul malwtl, n. the crest (of waves); a
II~i1]t(—MM) mul mantwu, cpd n. a stuffed
bun cooked in hot water; boiled ravioli.

#-^0| mul mal.i, cpd n. 1.
water.

cooked rice served in

2. a thing drenched with water.

1 4-44

4 * °1 — * 4 4 4 one’s clothes get soaked with rain,

ft—mul mas, cpd n.

the taste of water. 1

—• 0]

44(4—4) the water tastes good (bad). If—^°1
44 the water tastes salty.

M^(^lM) mulmang, n.
popular favor.

the hope of the people;

1 ~*<Hl 5.^.4 wins public support,

(or to) popularity.
#oh-S(4l4 'TO mulmang-cho, cpd n.
rises in

fme-not.
a forget-


mul·i·wa, copd n. 1. the surface of water (Ant.). 2. a sheet of water (water on the ground).

mul·i·wip, copd n. a barge.

mul·i·wip, copd n. a barge.

mul·i·wip, copd n. a barge.

mul·i·wip, copd n. a barge.

mul·i·wip, copd n. a barge.

mul·i·wip, copd n. a barge.

mul·i·wip, copd n. a barge.

mul·i·wip, copd n. a barge.

mul·i·wip, copd n. a barge.

mul·i·wip, copd n. a barge.

mul·i·wip, copd n. a barge.

mul·i·wip, copd n. a barge.

mul·i·wip, copd n. a barge.

mul·i·wip, copd n. a barge.

mul·i·wip, copd n. a barge.

mul·i·wip, copd n. a barge.

mul·i·wip, copd n. a barge.

mul·i·wip, copd n. a barge.

mul·i·wip, copd n. a barge.

mul·i·wip, copd n. a barge.

mul·i·wip, copd n. a barge.

mul·i·wip, copd n. a barge.

mul·i·wip, copd n. a barge.

mul·i·wip, copd n. a barge.

mul·i·wip, copd n. a barge.

mul·i·wip, copd n. a barge.

mul·i·wip, copd n. a barge.

mul·i·wip, copd n. a barge.

mul·i·wip, copd n. a barge.

mul·i·wip, copd n. a barge.

mul·i·wip, copd n. a barge.

mul·i·wip, copd n. a barge.

mul·i·wip, copd n. a barge.

mul·i·wip, copd n. a barge.

mul·i·wip, copd n. a barge.

mul·i·wip, copd n. a barge.

mul·i·wip, copd n. a barge.

mul·i·wip, copd n. a barge.

mul·i·wip, copd n. a barge.

mul·i·wip, copd n. a barge.

mul·i·wip, copd n. a barge.

mul·i·wip, copd n. a barge.

mul·i·wip, copd n. a barge.

mul·i·wip, copd n. a barge.

mul·i·wip, copd n. a barge.

mul·i·wip, copd n. a barge.

mul·i·wip, copd n. a barge.

mul·i·wip, copd n. a barge.

mul·i·wip, copd n. a barge.

mul·i·wip, copd n. a barge.

mul·i·wip, copd n. a barge.

mul·i·wip, copd n. a barge.

mul·i·wip, copd n. a barge.

mul·i·wip, copd n. a barge.

mul·i·wip, copd n. a barge.

mul·i·wip, copd n. a barge.

mul·i·wip, copd n. a barge.

mul·i·wip, copd n. a barge.

mul·i·wip, copd n. a barge.

mul·i·wip, copd n. a barge.

mul·i·wip, copd n. a barge.

mul·i·wip, copd n. a barge.

mul·i·wip, copd n. a barge.

mul·i·wip, copd n. a barge.

mul·i·wip, copd n. a barge.

mul·i·wip, copd n. a barge.

mul·i·wip, copd n. a barge.

mul·i·wip, copd n. a barge.

mul·i·wip, copd n. a barge.

mul·i·wip, copd n. a barge.

mul·i·wip, copd n. a barge.

mul·i·wip, copd n. a barge.

mul·i·wip, copd n. a barge.

mul·i·wip, copd n. a barge.

mul·i·wip, copd n. a barge.

mul·i·wip, copd n. a barge.

mul·i·wip, copd n. a barge.

mul·i·wip, copd n. a barge.

mul·i·wip, copd n. a barge.

mul·i·wip, copd n. a barge.

mul·i·wip, copd n. a barge.

mul·i·wip, copd n. a barge.

mul·i·wip, copd n. a barge.

mul·i·wip, copd n. a barge.

mul·i·wip, copd n. a barge.

mul·i·wip, copd n. a barge.

mul·i·wip, copd n. a barge.

mul·i·wip, copd n. a barge.

mul·i·wip, copd n. a barge.

mul·i·wip, copd n. a barge.

mul·i·wip, copd n. a barge.

mul·i·wip, copd n. a barge.

mul·i·wip, copd n. a barge.

mul·i·wip, copd n. a barge.

mul·i·wip, copd n. a barge.

mul·i·wip, copd n. a barge.

mul·i·wip, copd n. a barge.

mul·i·wip, copd n. a barge.

mul·i·wip, copd n. a barge.

mul·i·wip, copd n. a barge.

mul·i·wip, copd n. a barge.

mul·i·wip, copd n. a barge.

mul·i·wip, copd n. a barge.

mul·i·wip, copd n. a barge.

mul·i·wip, copd n. a barge.

mul·i·wip, copd n. a barge.

mul·i·wip, copd n. a barge.

mul·i·wip, copd n. a barge.

mul·i·wip, copd n. a barge.

mul·i·wip, copd n. a barge.

mul·i·wip, copd n. a barge.

mul·i·wip, copd n. a barge.

mul·i·wip, copd n. a barge.

mul·i·wip, copd n. a barge.

mul·i·wip, copd n. a barge.
mus sizen, cpd n. 1. a bundle of firewood. 2. a sharecrop system in which the yields are divided. 1 x4, forwardness; in case of ownership; in one's own possession.

mung, n. 1. a bundle of firewood. 2. a sharecrop system in which the yields are divided. 1 x4.

mung mukung, adj-n. 1. steady. 2. (burns) low at one place.

mung mung, adv. 1. as if it were to fall; makes (lets) it crumble; throws it down; makes (lets) it fall down; (crumbling), masses paste into a lump. 2. deliberately shrinks (i.e., in size). 3. airs moans after a job. T it comes in sight of land.

mung mungt, adj-n. 1. a sea cucumber n. 2. a lumpy: XXh.

mung mungt, adj-n. 1. as if it were to fall; makes (lets) it crumble; throws it down; makes (lets) it fall down; (crumbling), masses paste into a lump. 2. deliberately shrinks (i.e., in size). 3. airs moans after a job. T it comes in sight of land.

mung, n. 1. a bundle, a package. 2. a bundle (roll, waist) of bank notes, a bundle of (paper) money.

gives a person credit for being honest. 1. has trust, confidence, reli-
able, dependable, trustworthy. 1. has confidence in (or relies on) one's ability to perform. 1. is reliable, trustworthy, creditable.

mil, m. [Ch.] 1. a wheat and barley flour. 2. mil poli, n. a wheafLOUR.

mil, m. 1. a honey bee. 2. a wax candle. 3. a horizontal stick connecting the two main beams. 4. a honeybee.

mil, m. 1. a cereals refined out of one rock. 2. a honey bee.

mil, m. 1. a bee's wax. 2. a wax candle. 3. a horizontal stick connecting the two main beams. 4. a honeybee.

mil, m. 1. a honey bee. 2. a wax candle. 3. a horizontal stick connecting the two main beams. 4. a honeybee.

mil, m. 1. a bee's wax. 2. a wax candle. 3. a horizontal stick connecting the two main beams. 4. a honeybee.

mil, m. 1. wheat. 2. a honey bee. 3. a wax candle. 4. a horizontal stick connecting the two main beams. 5. a honeybee.

mil, m. 1. a bee's wax. 2. a wax candle. 3. a horizontal stick connecting the two main beams. 4. a honeybee.

mil, m. 1. wheat. 2. a honey bee. 3. a wax candle. 4. a horizontal stick connecting the two main beams. 5. a honeybee.

mil, m. 1. wheat. 2. a honey bee. 3. a wax candle. 4. a horizontal stick connecting the two main beams. 5. a honeybee.

mil, m. 1. wheat. 2. a honey bee. 3. a wax candle. 4. a horizontal stick connecting the two main beams. 5. a honeybee.

mil, m. 1. wheat. 2. a honey bee. 3. a wax candle. 4. a horizontal stick connecting the two main beams. 5. a honeybee.

mil, m. 1. wheat. 2. a honey bee. 3. a wax candle. 4. a horizontal stick connecting the two main beams. 5. a honeybee.

mil, m. 1. wheat. 2. a honey bee. 3. a wax candle. 4. a horizontal stick connecting the two main beams. 5. a honeybee.

mil, m. 1. wheat. 2. a honey bee. 3. a wax candle. 4. a horizontal stick connecting the two main beams. 5. a honeybee.

mil, m. 1. wheat. 2. a honey bee. 3. a wax candle. 4. a horizontal stick connecting the two main beams. 5. a honeybee.

mil, m. 1. wheat. 2. a honey bee. 3. a wax candle. 4. a horizontal stick connecting the two main beams. 5. a honeybee.

mil, m. 1. wheat. 2. a honey bee. 3. a wax candle. 4. a horizontal stick connecting the two main beams. 5. a honeybee.

mil, m. 1. wheat. 2. a honey bee. 3. a wax candle. 4. a horizontal stick connecting the two main beams. 5. a honeybee.
1. a hole at the bottom. 2. a hole in a boat. 3. a hole in a roof; a hole in the ground. 4. a hole in the ground. 5. a hole in a wall. 6. a hole in a wall. 7. a hole in a wall. 8. a hole in a wall. 9. a hole in a wall. 10. a hole in a wall. 11. a hole in a wall. 12. a hole in a wall.
The annex, a side building, a building in back, a yard outside the house. We are mostly menfolk at our house, and I do not have a yard. The annex is a place where we have our daily activities, such as gardening, playing outdoors, and other outdoor activities.

We have a long wing of a house from outside the house. Outside the house, there is a small garden where we grow vegetables, flowers, and other plants. The garden is surrounded by a fence, and we can see birds and other animals in the area.

We also have a small room where we can store our belongings. Outside the house, we have a small tree that provides shade and beauty to the area. We also have a small pond where we can keep small fish and plants.

The annex is a place where we can spend time together as a family, and we enjoy the beautiful outdoor view.
The sea, the ocean bottom.

patuca, patum, patum, patum, patum. (Hungarian)

dies down, the breeze stops blowing.

1. (colloq.) a wind, a breeze. 2. (colloq.) a gust of wind.

1. opens wide, a wind blows. 2. (colloq.) the wind blows.

1. to open widely, the wind blows. 2. (colloq.) the wind blows.

1. the wind blows. 2. (colloq.) the wind blows.

1. the wind blows. 2. (colloq.) the wind blows.

1. the wind blows. 2. (colloq.) the wind blows.

1. the wind blows. 2. (colloq.) the wind blows.

1. the wind blows. 2. (colloq.) the wind blows.
Hi® palwu,

Lworse.

\[ \text{var.} \]

Hf M-\(^4\) palo-capta,

2 quasi-free n.

1. = Ht-01

2. = .

ppalya,

<

1 palaym,

fl

Hf=H palayn,

< 4. = Ht-01

2. = .

ppalya,

<

1 palaym,

fl

Hf=H palayn,

< 4. = Ht-01

2. = .

ppalya,

<

1 palaym,
(crumples, crumbles, rises, cpd vt.)

1. a wicker basket used to lance (open) a boil.

pasu-tayta, -ciluta, -pasu-tulita, -ciluta (intensive)

a rock-shaped pedestal

pacwukha-pho, n. a bazooka

One faint (muffled) sound after another. ~ —s|- C|-

A violin. [<E.]

It gives some fat (some flesh) off. (color, dye, etc.)

An absentminded person; a distracted

pacawita, -ciluta, is niggardly;

pacangita, -ciluta, is stingy.

Passim, adj. insep.)

Passim, adv. light isotope

Passim, n. piece of rope (line).

Passim, n. a pair of (two) trousers; pants; slacks;

Passim, n. a piece of rope (line).

Passim, n. a pair of (two) trousers; pants; slacks;

Passim, n. piece of rope (line).

Passim, n. a pair of (two) trousers; pants; slacks;

Passim, n. piece of rope (line).

Passim, n. a pair of (two) trousers; pants; slacks;

Passim, n. piece of rope (line).

Passim, n. a pair of (two) trousers; pants; slacks;

Passim, n. piece of rope (line).

Passim, n. a pair of (two) trousers; pants; slacks;

Passim, n. piece of rope (line).

Passim, n. a pair of (two) trousers; pants; slacks;

Passim, n. piece of rope (line).

Passim, n. a pair of (two) trousers; pants; slacks;

Passim, n. piece of rope (line).
an exception; a slip; a lapse. 1 — is without omission (exception); exhaustively; in full; leaving no stone unturned. 2. — is well-documented. 3. — is well-documented. 4. — is well-documented. 5. — is well-documented. 6. — is well-documented. 7. — is well-documented. 8. — is well-documented.

A person with a gift. The material is of coarse (fine) texture. 2. main surface, background, ground; material, texture, weave. 3. is dry and hard. 4. is dry and hard. 5. is dry and hard. 6. is dry and hard. 7. is dry and hard. 8. is dry and hard. 9. is dry and hard. 10. is dry and hard. 11. is dry and hard. 12. is dry and hard. 13. is dry and hard. 14. is dry and hard. 15. is dry and hard. 16. is dry and hard. 17. is dry and hard. 18. is dry and hard. 19. is dry and hard. 20. is dry and hard.
light isotope
Pal-i, n. abruptness of personality, crassness.

Pal-i, n. 1. a footprint, print; the mark of a finger, a footprint; 2. a step; a step on the foot path.

Pal-i, v. 1. to step; to walk; to tread; 2. to walk with one's feet, to walk on tiptoe.

Pal-i, v. 1. to tread; to step on; 2. to walk with one's foot, to walk on tiptoe.

Pal-i, adv. 1. abruptly, suddenly; 2. suddenly, quickly.

Pal-i, v. 1. to step; to walk; to tread; 2. to walk with one's feet, to walk on tiptoe.

Pal-i, v. 1. to tread; to step on; 2. to walk with one's foot, to walk on tiptoe.

Pal-i, adv. 1. abruptly, suddenly; 2. suddenly, quickly.

Pal-i, n. abruptness of personality, crassness.
defense organizations (agencies), an interception force. One air raid drill, air defense maneuvers (exercises). A person who intercepts (from) a person. A person who fights (from) a person. A person who is dismissed. A person who is dismissed. A person who is dismissed.

Jnonism, money worship.

-pay-kkop cham-oy, the middle isotope.

-mil

-pay-kkop noli, goes amiss (astray, awry, "haywire", wrong, makes redoubled efforts.

-pay-kkop cangi, somehow everything I do seems to go (to take off) wrong.

-pay-kkop l' = "<-

-pay-kkop noli, is hard.

-pay-kkop l' = "-

-pay-kkop cham-oy, makes redoubled efforts.

-pay-kkop, a thorn is stuck in one's finger.

-pay-kkop cham-oy.

-pay-kkop, a nail got stuck in the tire. 2. is hard.

-pay-kkop, a person is released from jail, "springs" a person.

-pay-kkop, refuses one's help with haughty disdain, turns up one's nose (at), sneers.

-pay-kkop (cf. 44), a thorn is stuck in one's finger.

-pay-kkop, an islet.

-pay-kkop, a house with a

-pay-kkop, a field; dries (drains) land. 3. removes; takes out.

-pay-kkop, it ~ draws a sword. 1 4 "44 • it ~ draws a bottle. 1 4 "44 • it ~ draws a nail from a wall. 2. drains water off. 1 4 "44 • it ~ drains (draws) water (from a field; dries (drains) land. 3. removes; takes out.

-pay-kkop noli, a postman, a mailman, a letter carrier; a delivery worker, a traveling salesman, a traveling correspondent (coupons). 1 4 "44 • it ~ picks out, selects; omits a name from the list.

-pay-kkop noli, delivers goods free within the city limits. 1 4 "44 • it ~ delivers goods free within the city limits.

-pay-kkop noli, a postman, a mailman, a letter carrier; a delivery worker, a traveling salesman, a traveling correspondent (coupons).

-pay-kkop, a house with a pontoon bridge in front of the gate.

-pay-kkop, a person is released from jail, "springs" a person.

-pay-kkop, a city.

-pay-kkop, a thorn is stuck in one's finger.

-pay-kkop, an islet.

-pay-kkop, a house with a

-pay-kkop, a field; dries (drains) land. 3. removes; takes out.

-pay-kkop, it ~ draws a sword. 1 4 "44 • it ~ draws a bottle. 1 4 "44 • it ~ draws a nail from a wall. 2. drains water off. 1 4 "44 • it ~ drains (draws) water (from a field; dries (drains) land. 3. removes; takes out.

-pay-kkop noli, a postman, a mailman, a letter carrier; a delivery worker, a traveling salesman, a traveling correspondent (coupons). 1 4 "44 • it ~ picks out, selects; omits a name from the list.

-pay-kkop noli, delivers goods free within the city limits. 1 4 "44 • it ~ delivers goods free within the city limits.

-pay-kkop, a person is released from jail, "springs" a person.

-pay-kkop, a city.

-pay-kkop, a house with a pontoon bridge in front of the gate.

-pay-kkop, a person is released from jail, "springs" a person.

-pay-kkop, a city.

-pay-kkop, a person is released from jail, "springs" a person.

-pay-kkop, a city.

-pay-kkop, a person is released from jail, "springs" a person.

-pay-kkop, a city.

-pay-kkop, a person is released from jail, "springs" a person.

-pay-kkop, a city.

-pay-kkop, a person is released from jail, "springs" a person.

-pay-kkop, a city.

-pay-kkop, a person is released from jail, "springs" a person.

-pay-kkop, a city.

-pay-kkop, a person is released from jail, "springs" a person.

-pay-kkop, a city.

-pay-kkop, a person is released from jail, "springs" a person.

-pay-kkop, a city.

-pay-kkop, a person is released from jail, "springs" a person.

-pay-kkop, a city.

-pay-kkop, a person is released from jail, "springs" a person.

-pay-kkop, a city.

-pay-kkop, a person is released from jail, "springs" a person.

-pay-kkop, a city.

-pay-kkop, a person is released from jail, "springs" a person.

-pay-kkop, a city.

-pay-kkop, a person is released from jail, "springs" a person.

-pay-kkop, a city.
Heavy isotope

A praying mantis, SIEI-^lQh peli-cipta —> pelu-dpta.

n. tH-id pessek (pessek), heavy isotope

vp., vc. tH#H|i:|- pemullita,

vi. -L-. is mixed up (in, with shady

4 01# pemun,

vt. pemulita, mixes.

1 C(- bH-m-

— fixes

2

thing

pemuli,

a wooden

housemaid fix salad.

: ~ has (lets) the

1 — discards, a reject. 1 *| ^ -*1 •

— uses up money.

finishes, gets through, does completely, gets it done,

clothes. II M-'-cr ^ ^ e-l &4 I got my book

£•-§: — soils

: ~ leaves one's house.

* — throws (some¬

1*1

— is involved in a

5

— is involved.

7j- — has a

31 The cuff was frayed.

7}

wul-thali pen: hedge, boundary, frontier; protect.

n. = シャー silwiq pen (dough—)

pem, mod. < 비터다.

pen, n. count. 1 A night watch; a watch.

7 ~ na is relieved of one's watch. 7 ~ go does on watch.

7 ~ keeps a watch, is on a watch.

7 ~ watch does take a watch.

supports; a prop; a stay. If 'H

forces one's eyelids open to read.

forces one's eyes

c|- He propped up the tree with a

c|- He propped up the tree with a

pen-kal.%, tul.ita,

cpd vt.

pen-kal., tulita,

cpd vi.
j = x| D|- pentuchita, vt.

“Lightning is quick as a flash (as lightning): is like a bolt of lightning. The thought flashed across (into) my mind.”

“Lightning is quick, will go.”

pentuchita, vt.

adj. LIGHTNING ISOTROPE

adv. LITHE, LIKELY

adj-n., adj-n. LITHE

adv. LITH

adj-n. LITHE

adv. LITHE

n. LIGHTNING

n. LIGHTNING

n. LIGHTNING

n. LIGHTNING

n. LIGHTNING

n. LIGHTNING

n. LIGHTNING

n. LIGHTNING

n. LIGHTNING

n. LIGHTNING

n. LIGHTNING
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n. LIGHTNING

n. LIGHTNING

n. LIGHTNING

n. LIGHTNING

n. LIGHTNING

n. LIGHTNING

n. LIGHTNING

n. LIGHTNING

n. LIGHTNING

n. LIGHTNING

n. LIGHTNING

n. LIGHTNING

n. LIGHTNING

n. LIGHTNING

n. LIGHTNING

n. LIGHTNING

n. LIGHTNING

n. LIGHTNING

n. LIGHTNING

n. LIGHTNING

n. LIGHTNING

n. LIGHTNING

n. LIGHTNING

n. LIGHTNING

n. LIGHTNING

n. LIGHTNING

n. LIGHTNING

n. LIGHTNING

n. LIGHTNING

n. LIGHTNING

n. LIGHTNING

n. LIGHTNING

n. LIGHTNING

n. LIGHTNING

n. LIGHTNING

n. LIGHTNING

n. LIGHTNING

n. LIGHTNING

n. LIGHTNING

n. LIGHTNING

n. LIGHTNING

n. LIGHTNING

n. LIGHTNING

n. LIGHTNING

n. LIGHTNING

n. LIGHTNING

n. LIGHTNING

n. LIGHTNING

n. LIGHTNING

n. LIGHTNING

n. LIGHTNING

n. LIGHTNING

n. LIGHTNING

n. LIGHTNING

n. LIGHTNING

n. LIGHTNING

n. LIGHTNING

n. LIGHTNING

n. LIGHTNING

n. LIGHTNING

n. LIGHTNING

n. LIGHTNING

n. LIGHTNING

n. LIGHTNING

n. LIGHTNING

n. LIGHTNING

n. LIGHTNING

n. LIGHTNING

n. LIGHTNING

n. LIGHTNING

n. LIGHTNING

n. LIGHTNING

n. LIGHTNING

n. LIGHTNING

n. LIGHTNING

n. LIGHTNING

n. LIGHTNING

n. LIGHTNING

n. LIGHTNING

n. LIGHTNING

n. LIGHTNING

n. LIGHTNING

n. LIGHTNING

n. LIGHTNING

n. LIGHTNING

n. LIGHTNING

n. LIGHTNING

n. LIGHTNING

n. LIGHTNING

n. LIGHTNING

n. LIGHTNING

n. LIGHTNING

n. LIGHTNING

n. LIGHTNING

n. LIGHTNING

n. LIGHTNING

n. LIGHTNING

n. LIGHTNING

n. LIGHTNING

n. LIGHTNING

n. LIGHTNING

n. LIGHTNING

n. LIGHTNING

n. LIGHTNING

n. LIGHTNING

n. LIGHTNING

n. LIGHTNING

n. LIGHTNING

n. LIGHTNING

n. LIGHTNING

n. LIGHTNING

n. LIGHTNING

n. LIGHTNING

n. LIGHTNING

n. LIGHTNING

n. LIGHTNING

n. LIGHTNING

n. LIGHTNING

n. LIGHTNING

n. LIGHTNING

n. LIGHTNING

n. LIGHTNING

n. LIGHTNING

n. LIGHTNING

n. LIGHTNING

n. LIGHTNING

n. LIGHTNING

n. LIGHTNING

n. LIGHTNING

n. LIGHTNING

n. LIGHTNING

n. LIGHTNING

n. LIGHTNING

n. LIGHTNING

n. LIGHTNING

n. LIGHTNING

n. LIGHTNING

n. LIGHTNING

n. LIGHTNING

n. LIGHTNING

n. LIGHTNING

n. LIGHTNING

n. LIGHTNING

n. LIGHTNING

n. LIGHTNING

n. LIGHTNING

n. LIGHTNING

n. LIGHTNING

n. LIGHTNING

n. LIGHTNING

n. LIGHTNING
A tooth is protruding. If a tooth is protruding, it sticks out, protrudes.

Bright, bustling, busy, lively.

Prosperity, flourish, bustle, penchina, etc.

Snow; spreads; stretches; extends. If energy, gives the child a chance.

It turns loose. If off, goes off on one’s own; behaves in a contrary (perverse) way.

To give the child a chance.

Crimson, scarlet.

Raspberry.

It turns loose. If of the same (with regard to), it is equivalent to a fine.

It turns loose. If of the same (with regard to), it assesses a fine (against); fines (a person), punishes (a person) with a fine. If of the same (with regard to), it assesses a fine (against); fines (a person), punishes (a person) with a fine.

Heavy isotope — reddish.

Heavy isotope — is a dirty red, is a coarse and unpleasant red.

Heavy isotope — is reddish.

Heavy isotope — is a red, is a crimson.

Heavy isotope — is reddish.
You are sloppy, the way you spread things around.
The rice is doing well.
a glance, a glimpse, a cursory view, a superfluous remark. If you talk nonsensically, or if you make extraordinary remarks, your topic will not be understood. If you talk nonsensically, or if you make extraordinary remarks, your topic will not be understood.

detective, limited divorce, legal separation. If you talk nonsense, or if you make extraordinary remarks, your topic will not be understood.

non-participant, a separate paragraph, a special report. If you talk nonsense, or if you make extraordinary remarks, your topic will not be understood.

privacy, in separation. If you talk nonsense, or if you make extraordinary remarks, your topic will not be understood.

rice boiled with black beans.

You talk nonsense, or if you make extraordinary remarks, your topic will not be understood.

a peculiar (unusual) thing. 2. an eccentric (person); a queer bird, an odd duck. 3. a peculiar (unusual) thing.
n. a villa, a country
1. a pyelq-cang, B£l($|JA) pyelq-an, pyelq-cong, pyelq-an-kan, pyelq-chayk, another room, a special room, a separate room. 2. (= a special room). 3. an attached list (table), an appended chart.

2. (= a special kind, a special variety. 2. a specially made goods.

special room, a separate room. 2. (= a special kind, a special variety. 2. a specially made goods.

special means, peculiar).

a dead soul to an exorcism. ~f|-C|-,

a kind of exorcism. ~f|-C|-,

performs a kind of exorcism. ~f|-C|-,

a separate paragraph, an odd style (of writing), an asterisk, a "star". ~f|-C|-,

an odd thing;

an odd one, a strange one, a queer duck (fish), a sick person, the sick

of a disease. If °4

trials, a series of experiences; a series of misunderstanding.

an odd one, a strange one, a queer duck (fish), a sick person, the sick

an odd style (of writing), an asterisk, a "star". ~f|-C|-,

a sick person, the sick

a virus, a germ ; a taint.

cures (suffers from) an ailment.

gets well, recovers. 1 ~ of a disease. If - A JL 4f

tasting (of a disease). If - A JL 4f

tasting (of a disease). If - A JL 4f

sick; is ill. If — * *4 *4 gets well, recovers. 1 ~ • of a disease. If - A JL 4f

sick; is ill. If — * *4 *4 gets well, recovers. 1 ~ • of a disease. If - A JL 4f

sick; is ill. If — * *4 *4 gets well, recovers. 1 ~ • of a disease. If - A JL 4f

sick; is ill. If — * *4 *4 gets well, recovers. 1 ~ • of a disease. If - A JL 4f

sick; is ill. If — * *4 *4 gets well, recovers. 1 ~ • of a disease. If - A JL 4f

sick; is ill. If — * *4 *4 gets well, recovers. 1 ~ • of a disease. If - A JL 4f

sick; is ill. If — * *4 *4 gets well, recovers. 1 ~ • of a disease. If - A JL 4f

sick; is ill. If — * *4 *4 gets well, recovers. 1 ~ • of a disease. If - A JL 4f

sick; is ill. If — * *4 *4 gets well, recovers. 1 ~ • of a disease. If - A JL 4f

sick; is ill. If — * *4 *4 gets well, recovers. 1 ~ • of a disease. If - A JL 4f

sick; is ill. If — * *4 *4 gets well, recovers. 1 ~ • of a disease. If - A JL 4f

sick; is ill. If — * *4 *4 gets well, recovers. 1 ~ • of a disease. If - A JL 4f

sick; is ill. If — * *4 *4 gets well, recovers. 1 ~ • of a disease. If - A JL 4f

sick; is ill. If — * *4 *4 gets well, recovers. 1 ~ • of a disease. If - A JL 4f

sick; is ill. If — * *4 *4 gets well, recovers. 1 ~ • of a disease. If - A JL 4f

sick; is ill. If — * *4 *4 gets well, recovers. 1 ~ • of a disease. If - A JL 4f

sick; is ill. If — * *4 *4 gets well, recovers. 1 ~ • of a disease. If - A JL 4f

sick; is ill. If — * *4 *4 gets well, recovers. 1 ~ • of a disease. If - A JL 4f

sick; is ill. If — * *4 *4 gets well, recovers. 1 ~ • of a disease. If - A JL 4f

sick; is ill. If — * *4 *4 gets well, recovers. 1 ~ • of a disease. If - A JL 4f

sick; is ill. If — * *4 *4 gets well, recovers. 1 ~ • of a disease. If - A JL 4f

sick; is ill. If — * *4 *4 gets well, recovers. 1 ~ • of a disease. If - A JL 4f

sick; is ill. If — * *4 *4 gets well, recovers. 1 ~ • of a disease. If - A JL 4f

sick; is ill. If — * *4 *4 gets well, recovers. 1 ~ • of a disease. If - A JL 4f

sick; is ill. If — * *4 *4 gets well, recovers. 1 ~ • of a disease. If - A JL 4f

sick; is ill. If — * *4 *4 gets well, recovers. 1 ~ • of a disease. If - A JL 4f

sick; is ill. If — * *4 *4 gets well, recovers. 1 ~ • of a disease. If - A JL 4f
posin, n. line (track), maintenance. 1 ~ is a main route.

posin (adj.) syn. posin, n. protecting one's life, protects oneself.

posin (adj.) syn. posin, n. protecting (defends). 2 ~ is a self-defense technique.

posin (adj.) syn. posin, n. self-protection (self-defense).
Both he always exaggerates. [^] Exaggerated.

Both he always exaggerates. [^] Exaggerated.
Dear Sir: Thank you for sending me a table of compound interest. 1 ~ is the term of service, the tenure of office. 2. ~ is in service, is active. 2. In the Public Service Regulations, standing orders. ~ is in service (in public service).

The summer heat has set in. 2. The custom of eating hot soup in order to repel the summer heat. 1. She has a cherubic face. 2. The dog days, a midsummer hot spell. 4. (—) adj. in sep. t. 3. = — of a picture. 1. = — of a picture. 1. = — of a picture. 1. = — of a picture. 1. = — of a picture.

The old woman asked God's blessing.


ponsal. 1. ("original flesh") gambling stakes, the amount of money one starts to gamble with. ~5|C|-, gambling stakes, the amount of money one starts to gamble with. ~5|C|-.

pon sal, n. ("original flesh") gambling stakes, the amount of money one starts to gamble with.

pon sal, iri. gambling stakes, the amount of money one starts to gamble with.

ponse, n. 1. a chief station, a principal (sum). 2. this office (station).

ponse, n. 1. a chief station, a principal (sum). 2. this office (station).

ponsay, n. 1. ("original flesh") gambling stakes, the amount of money one starts to gamble with. ~5|C|-, gambling stakes, the amount of money one starts to gamble with. ~5|C|-.

ponsay, n. 1. ("original flesh") gambling stakes, the amount of money one starts to gamble with. ~5|C|-, gambling stakes, the amount of money one starts to gamble with. ~5|C|-.

ponsay, n. 1. ("original flesh") gambling stakes, the amount of money one starts to gamble with. ~5|C|-, gambling stakes, the amount of money one starts to gamble with. ~5|C|-.

ponsay, n. 1. ("original flesh") gambling stakes, the amount of money one starts to gamble with. ~5|C|-, gambling stakes, the amount of money one starts to gamble with. ~5|C|-.

ponsay, n. 1. ("original flesh") gambling stakes, the amount of money one starts to gamble with. ~5|C|-, gambling stakes, the amount of money one starts to gamble with. ~5|C|-.

ponsay, n. 1. ("original flesh") gambling stakes, the amount of money one starts to gamble with. ~5|C|-, gambling stakes, the amount of money one starts to gamble with. ~5|C|-.

ponsay, n. 1. ("original flesh") gambling stakes, the amount of money one starts to gamble with. ~5|C|-, gambling stakes, the amount of money one starts to gamble with. ~5|C|-.

ponsay, n. 1. ("original flesh") gambling stakes, the amount of money one starts to gamble with. ~5|C|-, gambling stakes, the amount of money one starts to gamble with. ~5|C|-.

ponsay, n. 1. ("original flesh") gambling stakes, the amount of money one starts to gamble with. ~5|C|-, gambling stakes, the amount of money one starts to gamble with. ~5|C|-.

ponsay, n. 1. ("original flesh") gambling stakes, the amount of money one starts to gamble with. ~5|C|-, gambling stakes, the amount of money one starts to gamble with. ~5|C|-.

ponsay, n. 1. ("original flesh") gambling stakes, the amount of money one starts to gamble with. ~5|C|-, gambling stakes, the amount of money one starts to gamble with. ~5|C|-.

ponsay, n. 1. ("original flesh") gambling stakes, the amount of money one starts to gamble with. ~5|C|-, gambling stakes, the amount of money one starts to gamble with. ~5|C|-.

ponsay, n. 1. ("original flesh") gambling stakes, the amount of money one starts to gamble with. ~5|C|-, gambling stakes, the amount of money one starts to gamble with. ~5|C|-.

ponsay, n. 1. ("original flesh") gambling stakes, the amount of money one starts to gamble with. ~5|C|-, gambling stakes, the amount of money one starts to gamble with. ~5|C|-.

ponsay, n. 1. ("original flesh") gambling stakes, the amount of money one starts to gamble with. ~5|C|-, gambling stakes, the amount of money one starts to gamble with. ~5|C|-.

ponsay, n. 1. ("original flesh") gambling stakes, the amount of money one starts to gamble with. ~5|C|-, gambling stakes, the amount of money one starts to gamble with. ~5|C|-.

ponsay, n. 1. ("original flesh") gambling stakes, the amount of money one starts to gamble with. ~5|C|-, gambling stakes, the amount of money one starts to gamble with. ~5|C|-.

ponsay, n. 1. ("original flesh") gambling stakes, the amount of money one starts to gamble with. ~5|C|-, gambling stakes, the amount of money one starts to gamble with. ~5|C|-.

ponsay, n. 1. ("original flesh") gambling stakes, the amount of money one starts to gamble with. ~5|C|-, gambling stakes, the amount of money one starts to gamble with. ~5|C|-.

ponsay, n. 1. ("original flesh") gambling stakes, the amount of money one starts to gamble with. ~5|C|-, gambling stakes, the amount of money one starts to gamble with. ~5|C|-.

ponsay, n. 1. ("original flesh") gambling stakes, the amount of money one starts to gamble with. ~5|C|-, gambling stakes, the amount of money one starts to gamble with. ~5|C|-.

ponsay, n. 1. ("original flesh") gambling stakes, the amount of money one starts to gamble with. ~5|C|-, gambling stakes, the amount of money one starts to gamble with. ~5|C|-.

ponsay, n. 1. ("original flesh") gambling stakes, the amount of money one starts to gamble with. ~5|C|-, gambling stakes, the amount of money one starts to gamble with. ~5|C|-.

ponsay, n. 1. ("original flesh") gambling stakes, the amount of money one starts to gamble with. ~5|C|-, gambling stakes, the amount of money one starts to gamble with. ~5|C|-.

ponsay, n. 1. ("original flesh") gambling stakes, the amount of money one starts to gamble with. ~5|C|-, gambling stakes, the amount of money one starts to gamble with. ~5|C|-.

ponsay, n. 1. ("original flesh") gambling stakes, the amount of money one starts to gamble with. ~5|C|-, gambling stakes, the amount of money one starts to gamble with. ~5|C|-.
vi. 5i33 putic.ta, 1.

by all means; without fail. —

1. scalene. If — 4 4" a scalene triangle.

quivering (in anger) — M-itEl puth-tulta.

against; bumps (crashes, runs) into; collides with.

If ~ crashes a car into a telephone pole.

puts tight in the mortise. 1 4* °1 4x~

= decomposition, putrefaction, decomposition, putrefaction, decomposition, putrefaction.

is unequal; is (mathematically). —

of cattails (bulrush stems). 

The room is full of people. 1 ~4 7Kr
trembling. If ~

is helpless, —3Kb

gatory, compelling; cannot be helped.

is unavoidable, inevitable, obligatory.

unavoidably, inevitably; of (out of, from) necessity. —

vs.

He was looking at it with envious eyes.

d.3

falls

1.

a dish of steamed air

argy.

buoyancy, floatage, lifting power.

a buoyancy gauge. 1 ~-i| 44

—-t!

4

had it so.

tends to tight in the morsels. "

The room is full of people.

a baby's legs back and forth like a blacksmith's bellows.

a rough and ready person;

takes refuge from society.

its

true

treats one's kite-string with isinglass.

a young bull. 

He was looking at it with envious eyes.

He_breaks the

In English,

vt.

d.4

= pulya = pul ya.

something with isinglass.

putrefies. If ~ sets.

If ~inglass.

between.

moves a baby's legs like a bellows.

puts...tightly in the mortise.

bumps it into something.

sulky, pouting, sour, morose, peevish.

a young bull. 

isinglass.

a blood

vt.

-til
takes refuge from society.

He kept a silent leisure.

a ridge between two barley fields used to plant odd vegetables.

vt. plants

the space between two barley fields.

a young bull. 

He was looking at it with envious eyes. 

isinglass.

a blood

vt.

-til
takes refuge from society.

He kept a silent leisure.

a ridge between two barley fields used to plant odd vegetables.

vt. plants

the space between two barley fields.

a young bull. 

He was looking at it with envious eyes. 

isinglass.

a blood

vt.

-til
takes refuge from society.

He kept a silent leisure.

a ridge between two barley fields used to plant odd vegetables.

vt. plants

the space between two barley fields.
him, but he did not hear me. The bucket is not tilted to the ground. The wife called out for her husband. *The bucket is not tilted to the ground. The wife called out for her husband.*

**pull,** ppul, vt./vi. 1. (a) to pull, to take. 2. (b) to draw out, to extract. 3. (c) to pull a rope, to pull a string. 4. (d) to pull a handle, to pull a lever. 5. (e) to pull a lever, to pull a trigger. 6. (f) to pull a knob, to pull a handle. 7. (g) to pull a ring, to pull a stopper. 8. (h) to pull a knob, to pull a bell. 9. (i) to pull a rope, to pull a string. 10. (j) to pull a handle, to pull a lever. 11. (k) to pull a lever, to pull a trigger. 12. (l) to pull a knob, to pull a handle. 13. (m) to pull a ring, to pull a stopper. 14. (n) to pull a knob, to pull a bell. 15. (o) to pull a rope, to pull a string. 16. (p) to pull a handle, to pull a lever. 17. (q) to pull a lever, to pull a trigger. 18. (r) to pull a knob, to pull a handle. 19. (s) to pull a ring, to pull a stopper. 20. (t) to pull a knob, to pull a bell. 21. (u) to pull a rope, to pull a string. 22. (v) to pull a handle, to pull a lever. 23. (w) to pull a lever, to pull a trigger. 24. (x) to pull a knob, to pull a handle. 25. (y) to pull a ring, to pull a stopper. 26. (z) to pull a knob, to pull a bell.

**pull,** ppul, n. 1. (a) a pull, a tug. 2. (b) a pull, a tug. 3. (c) a pull, a tug. 4. (d) a pull, a tug. 5. (e) a pull, a tug. 6. (f) a pull, a tug. 7. (g) a pull, a tug. 8. (h) a pull, a tug. 9. (i) a pull, a tug. 10. (j) a pull, a tug. 11. (k) a pull, a tug. 12. (l) a pull, a tug. 13. (m) a pull, a tug. 14. (n) a pull, a tug. 15. (o) a pull, a tug. 16. (p) a pull, a tug. 17. (q) a pull, a tug. 18. (r) a pull, a tug. 19. (s) a pull, a tug. 20. (t) a pull, a tug. 21. (u) a pull, a tug. 22. (v) a pull, a tug. 23. (w) a pull, a tug. 24. (x) a pull, a tug. 25. (y) a pull, a tug. 26. (z) a pull, a tug.
북-장지  puk cangdol, cpd n. a sliding door with paper on both sides (like a drum door).

북-장지  puk pangmang, cpd n. a drumstick.

북-장지  puk penp, n. an expedition to conquer the north; a war against China. "北征" means an expedition to conquer the north; makes war against China.

북-장지  puk pu, n. the north, the northern part.

북-장지  puk-puk, adv. = 북쪽, pek-pek (ripping).

북-장지  puk-mok, cpd n. north-north-east.

북-장지  puk-se, cpd n. a drum.

북-장지  puk se, cpd n. a kind of drum.

북-장지  puk chon, cpd n. the northern section of China.

북-장지  puk-chi, cpd n. a kind of drum.

북-장지  puk-chon, cpd n. the northern section of China.

북-장지  puk-chon, cpd n. the northern section of China.

북-장지  puk-chon, cpd n. the northern section of China.

북-장지  puk-chon, cpd n. the northern section of China.

북-장지  puk-chon, cpd n. the northern section of China.

북-장지  puk-chon, cpd n. the northern section of China.

북-장지  puk-chon, cpd n. the northern section of China.

북-장지  puk-chon, cpd n. the northern section of China.

북-장지  puk-chon, cpd n. the northern section of China.

북-장지  puk-chon, cpd n. the northern section of China.

북-장지  puk-chon, cpd n. the northern section of China.

북-장지  puk-chon, cpd n. the northern section of China.

북-장지  puk-chon, cpd n. the northern section of China.

북-장지  puk-chon, cpd n. the northern section of China.

북-장지  puk-chon, cpd n. the northern section of China.

북-장지  puk-chon, cpd n. the northern section of China.

북-장지  puk-chon, cpd n. the northern section of China.

북-장지  puk-chon, cpd n. the northern section of China.

북-장지  puk-chon, cpd n. the northern section of China.

북-장지  puk-chon, cpd n. the northern section of China.

북-장지  puk-chon, cpd n. the northern section of China.

북-장지  puk-chon, cpd n. the northern section of China.

북-장지  puk-chon, cpd n. the northern section of China.

북-장지  puk-chon, cpd n. the northern section of China.

북-장지  puk-chon, cpd n. the northern section of China.

북-장지  puk-chon, cpd n. the northern section of China.

북-장지  puk-chon, cpd n. the northern section of China.

북-장지  puk-chon, cpd n. the northern section of China.

북-장지  puk-chon, cpd n. the northern section of China.

북-장지  puk-chon, cpd n. the northern section of China.

북-장지  puk-chon, cpd n. the northern section of China.

북-장지  puk-chon, cpd n. the northern section of China.

북-장지  puk-chon, cpd n. the northern section of China.

북-장지  puk-chon, cpd n. the northern section of China.

북-장지  puk-chon, cpd n. the northern section of China.

북-장지  puk-chon, cpd n. the northern section of China.

북-장지  puk-chon, cpd n. the northern section of China.

북-장지  puk-chon, cpd n. the northern section of China.

北大(北校)  puk chon, cpd n. the northern section of China.

北大(北校)  puk chon, cpd n. the northern section of China.

北大(北校)  puk chon, cpd n. the northern section of China.

北大(北校)  puk chon, cpd n. the northern section of China.

北大(北校)  puk chon, cpd n. the northern section of China.

北大(北校)  puk chon, cpd n. the northern section of China.

北大(北校)  puk chon, cpd n. the northern section of China.

北大(北校)  puk chon, cpd n. the northern section of China.

北大(北校)  puk chon, cpd n. the northern section of China.

北大(北校)  puk chon, cpd n. the northern section of China.

北大(北校)  puk chon, cpd n. the northern section of China.

北大(北校)  puk chon, cpd n. the northern section of China.

北大(北校)  puk chon, cpd n. the northern section of China.

北大(北校)  puk chon, cpd n. the northern section of China.

北大(北校)  puk chon, cpd n. the northern section of China.

北大(北校)  puk chon, cpd n. the northern section of China.

北大(北校)  puk chon, cpd n. the northern section of China.

北大(北校)  puk chon, cpd n. the northern section of China.

北大(北校)  puk chon, cpd n. the northern section of China.

北大(北校)  puk chon, cpd n. the northern section of China.

北大(北校)  puk chon, cpd n. the northern section of China.

北大(北校)  puk chon, cpd n. the northern section of China.

北大(北校)  puk chon, cpd n. the northern section of China.

北大(北校)  puk chon, cpd n. the northern section of China.

北大(北校)  puk chon, cpd n. the northern section of China.

北大(北校)  puk chon, cpd n. the northern section of China.

北大(北校)  puk chon, cpd n. the northern section of China.

北大(北校)  puk chon, cpd n. the northern section of China.

北大(北校)  puk chon, cpd n. the northern section of China.

北大(北校)  puk chon, cpd n. the northern section of China.

北大(北校)  puk chon, cpd n. the northern section of China.

北大(北校)  puk chon, cpd n. the northern section of China.

北大(北校)  puk chon, cpd n. the northern section of China.

北大(北校)  puk chon, cpd n. the northern section of China.

北大(北校)  puk chon, cpd n. the northern section of China.

北大(北校)  puk chon, cpd n. the northern section of China.

北大(北校)  puk chon, cpd n. the northern section of China.

北大(北校)  puk chon, cpd n. the northern section of China.

北大(北校)  puk chon, cpd n. the northern section of China.

北大(北校)  puk chon, cpd n. the northern section of China.

北大(北校)  puk chon, cpd n. the northern section of China.

北大(北校)  puk chon, cpd n. the northern section of China.
pun, adj. - a branch, a branch school. Lremorse.

pun-kyo, n. judgment, discernment, understanding. 1. thinker shows poor judgment, little intelligence. 1. unt. discerns, grasps (the essentials of), has a clear picture of judges (a situation) well.

punky, n. complication, entanglement, tangle, confusion, distraction, disorder, a trouble. 3. unt. splits the root of a plant. 4. unt. splits the root of a plant.

punkuk, n. polarization. 1. unt. splits the root of a plant. 4. unt. splits the root of a plant.

punkun, n. splitting the root of a plant. 1. unt. splits the root of a plant. 4. unt. splits the root of a plant.

punkyu, n. polarization. 1. unt. splits the root of a plant. 4. unt. splits the root of a plant.

punkyek, n. face powder and eyebrow powder. 1 - fr ~ liquid powder. 1. unt. makes a fierce attack on (the enemy), makes an onslaught on.

punkyek, n. face powder. 1 - fr ~ liquid powder. 1. unt. makes a fierce attack on (the enemy), makes an onslaught on.

punkuk, n. polarization. 1. unt. splits the root of a plant. 4. unt. splits the root of a plant.

punkun, n. splitting the root of a plant. 1. unt. splits the root of a plant. 4. unt. splits the root of a plant.

punky, n. judgment, discernment, understanding. 1. thinker shows poor judgment, little intelligence. 1. unt. discerns, grasps (the essentials of), has a clear picture of judges (a situation) well.

punky, n. judgment, discernment, understanding. 1. thinker shows poor judgment, little intelligence. 1. unt. discerns, grasps (the essentials of), has a clear picture of judges (a situation) well.
1. a Buddhist; (=^•g-) a pulka, a Buddhist temple. 2. =pulka, a Buddhist temple.

2. pullka-kayel, cpdn. 3. pullka-kaymi, 4. pullka-sal, a mythical creature (represented as a bear with the nose of an elephant, the eyes of a rhinoceros, the tail of a bull, and the legs of a horse, designed to expel nightmares, and to purge noxious vapors.

3. pullka-saun, cpdn. 4. mystery, a wonder, a miracle, a riddle.

4. agnosticism (=^•g-) a mysterious, incomprehensible, inscrutable, elusive, wonderful, marvelous, magical, miraculous.

5. pullka-se, cpdn. a Buddhist scriptures; Buddhist literature (writings).

6. pullka-sin, cpdn. incredibility, ~ad-n. is incredible, unbelievable.

7. pullka-yek, cpdn. (being) irreversible, ~ad-n. irreversibility, irreversible.

8. pullka-kalp-sayng, cpdn. impenetrability (in physics).

9. pullka-qi, unkownness, inconceivability, inscrutability.

10. pullka-chim, cpdn. invisibility.

11. pullka-kayip, cpdn. invisibility.

12. pullka-kayip, cpdn. invisibility.

13. pullka-ke'ak, adj-n. visible, visible.

14. pullka-ke'ak, adj-n. visible.

15. pullka-ke'ak, adj-n. visible.

16. pullka-ke'ak, adj-n. visible.

17. pullka-ke'ak, adj-n. visible.

18. pullka-ke'ak, adj-n. visible.

19. pullka-ke'ak, adj-n. visible.

20. pullka-ke'ak, adj-n. visible.

21. pullka-ke'ak, adj-n. visible.

22. pullka-ke'ak, adj-n. visible.

23. pullka-ke'ak, adj-n. visible.

24. pullka-ke'ak, adj-n. visible.

25. pullka-ke'ak, adj-n. visible.

26. pullka-ke'ak, adj-n. visible.

27. pullka-ke'ak, adj-n. visible.

28. pullka-ke'ak, adj-n. visible.

29. pullka-ke'ak, adj-n. visible.

30. pullka-ke'ak, adj-n. visible.

31. pullka-ke'ak, adj-n. visible.

32. pullka-ke'ak, adj-n. visible.

33. pullka-ke'ak, adj-n. visible.

34. pullka-ke'ak, adj-n. visible.

35. pullka-ke'ak, adj-n. visible.

36. pullka-ke'ak, adj-n. visible.

37. pullka-ke'ak, adj-n. visible.

38. pullka-ke'ak, adj-n. visible.

39. pullka-ke'ak, adj-n. visible.

40. pullka-ke'ak, adj-n. visible.

41. pullka-ke'ak, adj-n. visible.

42. pullka-ke'ak, adj-n. visible.

43. pullka-ke'ak, adj-n. visible.

44. pullka-ke'ak, adj-n. visible.

45. pullka-ke'ak, adj-n. visible.

46. pullka-ke'ak, adj-n. visible.

47. pullka-ke'ak, adj-n. visible.

48. pullka-ke'ak, adj-n. visible.

49. pullka-ke'ak, adj-n. visible.

50. pullka-ke'ak, adj-n. visible.

51. pullka-ke'ak, adj-n. visible.

52. pullka-ke'ak, adj-n. visible.

53. pullka-ke'ak, adj-n. visible.

54. pullka-ke'ak, adj-n. visible.

55. pullka-ke'ak, adj-n. visible.

56. pullka-ke'ak, adj-n. visible.

57. pullka-ke'ak, adj-n. visible.

58. pullka-ke'ak, adj-n. visible.

59. pullka-ke'ak, adj-n. visible.

60. pullka-ke'ak, adj-n. visible.

61. pullka-ke'ak, adj-n. visible.

62. pullka-ke'ak, adj-n. visible.

63. pullka-ke'ak, adj-n. visible.

64. pullka-ke'ak, adj-n. visible.

65. pullka-ke'ak, adj-n. visible.

66. pullka-ke'ak, adj-n. visible.

67. pullka-ke'ak, adj-n. visible.

68. pullka-ke'ak, adj-n. visible.

69. pullka-ke'ak, adj-n. visible.

70. pullka-ke'ak, adj-n. visible.

71. pullka-ke'ak, adj-n. visible.

72. pullka-ke'ak, adj-n. visible.

73. pullka-ke'ak, adj-n. visible.

74. pullka-ke'ak, adj-n. visible.

75. pullka-ke'ak, adj-n. visible.

76. pullka-ke'ak, adj-n. visible.

77. pullka-ke'ak, adj-n. visible.

78. pullka-ke'ak, adj-n. visible.

79. pullka-ke'ak, adj-n. visible.

80. pullka-ke'ak, adj-n. visible.

81. pullka-ke'ak, adj-n. visible.

82. pullka-ke'ak, adj-n. visible.
불경: 불경 (불경) pul-kyeung, cpd n. being unreasonable, poor economy, want of economy, waste. n. 2. not selfish, not self-centered. 3. indifferent (concern with). 4. not important. 5. insignificant, not important. 6. base, disgusting. 7. often a crippe, a deformed (maimed) person, a disabled person, a handicapped person.

불경: 불경 (불경) pul-kyeong, cpd n. being unreasonable, poor economy, want of economy, waste. n. 2. not selfish, not self-centered. 3. indifferent (concern with). 4. not important. 5. insignificant, not important. 6. base, disgusting. 7. often a crippe, a deformed (maimed) person, a disabled person, a handicapped person.

불경: 불경 (불경) pul-kyeong, cpd n. being unreasonable, poor economy, want of economy, waste. n. 2. not selfish, not self-centered. 3. indifferent (concern with). 4. not important. 5. insignificant, not important. 6. base, disgusting. 7. often a crippe, a deformed (maimed) person, a disabled person, a handicapped person.

불경: 불경 (불경) pul-kyeong, cpd n. being unreasonable, poor economy, want of economy, waste. n. 2. not selfish, not self-centered. 3. indifferent (concern with). 4. not important. 5. insignificant, not important. 6. base, disgusting. 7. often a crippe, a deformed (maimed) person, a disabled person, a handicapped person.
IHK'F#) pulcham, n. a Buddhist stupa, mound, pile, punctuation, ~da, int. expats (evil spirits), exercises, purifies.

pulchey, pulchey, n. a Buddhist.

pulchim.lyak, pulchim. so, cpd n. (flame) snuffers, fire pul dpkey, cpd n. a Buddhist.

pulchim.lyak, pulchim. so, cpd n. (flame) snuffers, fire pul dpkey, cpd n. a Buddhist.

pulchim.lyak, pulchim. so, cpd n. (flame) snuffers, fire pul dpkey, cpd n. a Buddhist.

pulchim.lyak, pulchim. so, cpd n. (flame) snuffers, fire pul dpkey, cpd n. a Buddhist.

pulchim.lyak, pulchim. so, cpd n. (flame) snuffers, fire pul dpkey, cpd n. a Buddhist.

pulchim.lyak, pulchim. so, cpd n. (flame) snuffers, fire pul dpkey, cpd n. a Buddhist.

pulchim.lyak, pulchim. so, cpd n. (flame) snuffers, fire pul dpkey, cpd n. a Buddhist.

pulchim.lyak, pulchim. so, cpd n. (flame) snuffers, fire pul dpkey, cpd n. a Buddhist.
advers., L -: l.

prosp. mod. 4

pikkita, vt. (intrans.) puts (a patch) on. vt.

ppi-tuk, adj-n. (der. adv.) censures, blames, reproaches, denounces, condemns, attacks, charges (a person) a disapproved, 4 - a critic, a censor, an accuser. 4 - a speaker who is impertinent, irrefutable.

\[\text{ppi-tuk (lays hands on).}\]

\[\text{ppi-tuk (cuts).}\]

\[\text{ppi-tuk (ends).}\]

\[\text{ppi-tuk (ends).}\]

\[\text{ppi-tuk (ends).}\]

\[\text{ppi-tuk (ends).}\]

\[\text{ppi-tuk (ends).}\]

\[\text{ppi-tuk (ends).}\]

\[\text{ppi-tuk (ends).}\]

\[\text{ppi-tuk (ends).}\]
inf. Lmournful.

adj-n. 1. steps aside. 2. steps back to let the car pass. 3. steps aside. 4. turns to continue walking. 5. steps aside. 6. turns to continue walking. 7. stands aside; stands back. 8. steps aside to let the cart pass. 9. steps aside to let the cart pass.

vt. 1. holds (a picture) up against the light. 2. reflects, mirrors. 3. holds (a picture) up against the light. 4. holds a picture up against the light. 5. feels weary, spiritless, languid, enervated. 6. feels weary, spiritless, languid, enervated.

ttek stroll. 2. reflects, mirrors. 1. holds (a picture) up against the light. 3. holds a picture up against the light. 4. feels weary, spiritless, languid, enervated.

vt. 1. turns to continue walking. 2. walks around a puddle. 3. turns to continue walking. 4. walks around a puddle.

vi. 1. walks around a puddle. 2. turns to continue walking. 3. walks around a puddle. 4. turns to continue walking.

fig. 1. stands aside; stands back. 2. steps aside to let the cart pass. 3. steps aside to let the cart pass. 4. stands aside; stands back.

adj-n. 1. steps aside. 2. steps back to let the cart pass. 3. steps aside. 4. steps back to let the cart pass. 5. steps aside. 6. steps back to let the cart pass. 7. steps aside. 8. steps back to let the cart pass. 9. steps aside.

vt. 1. holds (a picture) up against the light. 2. reflects, mirrors. 3. holds (a picture) up against the light. 4. holds a picture up against the light. 5. feels weary, spiritless, languid, enervated. 6. feels weary, spiritless, languid, enervated.

ttek stroll. 2. reflects, mirrors. 1. holds (a picture) up against the light. 3. holds a picture up against the light. 4. feels weary, spiritless, languid, enervated.

vt. 1. holds (a picture) up against the light. 2. reflects, mirrors. 3. holds (a picture) up against the light. 4. holds a picture up against the light. 5. feels weary, spiritless, languid, enervated. 6. feels weary, spiritless, languid, enervated.

ttek stroll. 2. reflects, mirrors. 1. holds (a picture) up against the light. 3. holds a picture up against the light. 4. feels weary, spiritless, languid, enervated.

vt. 1. holds (a picture) up against the light. 2. reflects, mirrors. 3. holds (a picture) up against the light. 4. holds a picture up against the light. 5. feels weary, spiritless, languid, enervated. 6. feels weary, spiritless, languid, enervated.

vt. 1. holds (a picture) up against the light. 2. reflects, mirrors. 3. holds (a picture) up against the light. 4. holds a picture up against the light. 5. feels weary, spiritless, languid, enervated. 6. feels weary, spiritless, languid, enervated.
bride, a man without ready money; a man with empty pockets (with a flat pocketbook), a penniless person. 1 — ! the girl who goes broke, is clean broken, is cleaned out, SYN. 3 = poor, 4 = bankrupt. 2. Lightning strikes twice, SYN. 3 = lightning, 4 = strike. 3. He's broke, is poverty-stricken, is broke. 4 = broke, 4 = broken. 5. He limps, is a cripple, is lame, SYN. 3 = limp, 4 = lame. 6. She's broke, is poverty-stricken, SYN. 3 = poverty, 4 = poor. 7. He's broke, is poverty-stricken, is broke. 8 = broke, 4 = broken. 9. He's broke, is poverty-stricken, 3 = broke, 4 = broken. 10. He's broke, is poverty-stricken, 3 = broke, 4 = broken. 11. He's broke, is poverty-stricken, 3 = broke, 4 = broken. 12. He's broke, is poverty-stricken, 3 = broke, 4 = broken. 13. He's broke, is poverty-stricken, 3 = broke, 4 = broken. 14. He's broke, is poverty-stricken, 3 = broke, 4 = broken. 15. He's broke, is poverty-stricken, 3 = broke, 4 = broken. 16. He's broke, is poverty-stricken, 3 = broke, 4 = broken. 17. He's broke, is poverty-stricken, 3 = broke, 4 = broken. 18. He's broke, is poverty-stricken, 3 = broke, 4 = broken. 19. He's broke, is poverty-stricken, 3 = broke, 4 = broken. 20. He's broke, is poverty-stricken, 3 = broke, 4 = broken. 21. He's broke, is poverty-stricken, 3 = broke, 4 = broken. 22. He's broke, is poverty-stricken, 3 = broke, 4 = broken. 23. He's broke, is poverty-stricken, 3 = broke, 4 = broken. 24. He's broke, is poverty-stricken, 3 = broke, 4 = broken. 25. He's broke, is poverty-stricken, 3 = broke, 4 = broken. 26. He's broke, is poverty-stricken, 3 = broke, 4 = broken. 27. He's broke, is poverty-stricken, 3 = broke, 4 = broken. 28. He's broke, is poverty-stricken, 3 = broke, 4 = broken. 29. He's broke, is poverty-stricken, 3 = broke, 4 = broken. 30. He's broke, is poverty-stricken, 3 = broke, 4 = broken. 31. He's broke, is poverty-stricken, 3 = broke, 4 = broken. 32. He's broke, is poverty-stricken, 3 = broke, 4 = broken. 33. He's broke, is poverty-stricken, 3 = broke, 4 = broken. 34. He's broke, is poverty-stricken, 3 = broke, 4 = broken. 35. He's broke, is poverty-stricken, 3 = broke, 4 = broken. 36. He's broke, is poverty-stricken, 3 = broke, 4 = broken. 37. He's broke, is poverty-stricken, 3 = broke, 4 = broken. 38. He's broke, is poverty-stricken, 3 = broke, 4 = broken. 39. He's broke, is poverty-stricken, 3 = broke, 4 = broken. 40. He's broke, is poverty-stricken, 3 = broke, 4 = broken. 41. He's broke, is poverty-stricken, 3 = broke, 4 = broken. 42. He's broke, is poverty-stricken, 3 = broke, 4 = broken. 43. He's broke, is poverty-stricken, 3 = broke, 4 = broken. 44. He's broke, is poverty-stricken, 3 = broke, 4 = broken. 45. He's broke, is poverty-stricken, 3 = broke, 4 = broken. 46. He's broke, is poverty-stricken, 3 = broke, 4 = broken. 47. He's broke, is poverty-stricken, 3 = broke, 4 = broken. 48. He's broke, is poverty-stricken, 3 = broke, 4 = broken. 49. He's broke, is poverty-stricken, 3 = broke, 4 = broken. 50. He's broke, is poverty-stricken, 3 = broke, 4 = broken. 51. He's broke, is poverty-stricken, 3 = broke, 4 = broken. 52. He's broke, is poverty-stricken, 3 = broke, 4 = broken. 53. He's broke, is poverty-stricken, 3 = broke, 4 = broken. 54. He's broke, is poverty-stricken, 3 = broke, 4 = broken. 55. He's broke, is poverty-stricken, 3 = broke, 4 = broken. 56. He's broke, is poverty-stricken, 3 = broke, 4 = broken. 57. He's broke, is poverty-stricken, 3 = broke, 4 = broken. 58. He's broke, is poverty-stricken, 3 = broke, 4 = broken. 59. He's broke, is poverty-stricken, 3 = broke, 4 = broken. 60. He's broke, is poverty-stricken, 3 = broke, 4 = broken. 61. He's broke, is poverty-stricken, 3 = broke, 4 = broken. 62. He's broke, is poverty-stricken, 3 = broke, 4 = broken. 63. He's broke, is poverty-stricken, 3 = broke, 4 = broken. 64. He's broke, is poverty-stricken, 3 = broke, 4 = broken. 65. He's broke, is poverty-stricken, 3 = broke, 4 = broken. 66. He's broke, is poverty-stricken, 3 = broke, 4 = broken. 67. He's broke, is poverty-stricken, 3 = broke, 4 = broken. 68. He's broke, is poverty-stricken, 3 = broke, 4 = broken. 69. He's broke, is poverty-stricken, 3 = broke, 4 = broken. 70. He's broke, is poverty-stricken, 3 = broke, 4 = broken. 71. He's broke, is poverty-stricken, 3 = broke, 4 = broken. 72. He's broke, is poverty-stricken, 3 = broke, 4 = broken. 73. He's broke, is poverty-stricken, 3 = broke, 4 = broken. 74. He's broke, is poverty-stricken, 3 = broke, 4 = broken. 75. He's broke, is poverty-stricken, 3 = broke, 4 = broken. 76. He's broke, is poverty-stricken, 3 = broke, 4 = broken. 77. He's broke, is poverty-stricken, 3 = broke, 4 = broken. 78. He's broke, is poverty-stricken, 3 = broke, 4 = broken. 79. He's broke, is poverty-stricken, 3 = broke, 4 = broken. 80. He's broke, is poverty-stricken, 3 = broke, 4 = broken. 81. He's broke, is poverty-stricken, 3 = broke, 4 = broken. 82. He's broke, is poverty-stricken, 3 = broke, 4 = broken. 83. He's broke, is poverty-stricken, 3 = broke, 4 = broken. 84. He's broke, is poverty-stricken, 3 = broke, 4 = broken. 85. He's broke, is poverty-stricken, 3 = broke, 4 = broken. 86. He's broke, is poverty-stricken, 3 = broke, 4 = broken. 87. He's broke, is poverty-stricken, 3 = broke, 4 = broken. 88. He's broke, is poverty-stricken, 3 = broke, 4 = broken. 89. He's broke, is poverty-stricken, 3 = broke, 4 = broken. 90. He's broke, is poverty-stricken, 3 = broke, 4 = broken. 91. He's broke, is poverty-stricken, 3 = broke, 4 = broken. 92. He's broke, is poverty-stricken, 3 = broke, 4 = broken. 93. He's broke, is poverty-stricken, 3 = broke, 4 = broken. 94. He's broke, is poverty-stricken, 3 = broke, 4 = broken. 95. He's broke, is poverty-stricken, 3 = broke, 4 = broken. 96. He's broke, is poverty-stricken, 3 = broke, 4 = broken. 97. He's broke, is poverty-stricken, 3 = broke, 4 = broken. 98. He's broke, is poverty-stricken, 3 = broke, 4 = broken. 99. He's broke, is poverty-stricken, 3 = broke, 4 = broken. 100. He's broke, is poverty-stricken, 3 = broke, 4 = broken.
1. a form of Chinese poetical composition, a poem, an address. 2. a chronicler, a(n) historian. 3. a(n) historian, a scholar. 4. a(n) historian, an historian. 5. a(n) historian, an historian. 6. a(n) historian, a chronicler. 7. a(n) historian, a historian. 8. a(n) historian, a historian. 9. a(n) historian, a historian. 10. a(n) historian, a historian. 11. a(n) historian, a historian. 12. a(n) historian, a historian. 13. a(n) historian, a historian. 14. a(n) historian, a historian. 15. a(n) historian, a historian. 16. a(n) historian, a historian. 17. a(n) historian, a historian. 18. a(n) historian, a historian. 19. a(n) historian, a historian. 20. a(n) historian, a historian. 21. a(n) historian, a historian. 22. a(n) historian, a historian. 23. a(n) historian, a historian. 24. a(n) historian, a historian. 25. a(n) historian, a historian. 26. a(n) historian, a historian. 27. a(n) historian, a historian. 28. a(n) historian, a historian. 29. a(n) historian, a historian. 30. a(n) historian, a historian. 31. a(n) historian, a historian. 32. a(n) historian, a historian. 33. a(n) historian, a historian. 34. a(n) historian, a historian. 35. a(n) historian, a historian. 36. a(n) historian, a historian. 37. a(n) historian, a historian. 38. a(n) historian, a historian. 39. a(n) historian, a historian. 40. a(n) historian, a historian. 41. a(n) historian, a historian. 42. a(n) historian, a historian. 43. a(n) historian, a historian. 44. a(n) historian, a historian. 45. a(n) historian, a historian. 46. a(n) historian, a historian. 47. a(n) historian, a historian. 48. a(n) historian, a historian. 49. a(n) historian, a historian. 50. a(n) historian, a historian. 51. a(n) historian, a historian. 52. a(n) historian, a historian. 53. a(n) historian, a historian. 54. a(n) historian, a historian. 55. a(n) historian, a historian. 56. a(n) historian, a historian. 57. a(n) historian, a historian. 58. a(n) historian, a historian. 59. a(n) historian, a historian. 60. a(n) historian, a historian. 61. a(n) historian, a historian. 62. a(n) historian, a historian. 63. a(n) historian, a historian. 64. a(n) historian, a historian. 65. a(n) historian, a historian. 66. a(n) historian, a historian. 67. a(n) historian, a historian. 68. a(n) historian, a historian. 69. a(n) historian, a historian. 70. a(n) historian, a historian. 71. a(n) historian, a historian. 72. a(n) historian, a historian. 73. a(n) historian, a historian. 74. a(n) historian, a historian. 75. a(n) historian, a historian. 76. a(n) historian, a historian. 77. a(n) historian, a historian. 78. a(n) historian, a historian. 79. a(n) historian, a historian. 80. a(n) historian, a historian. 81. a(n) historian, a historian. 82. a(n) historian, a historian. 83. a(n) historian, a historian. 84. a(n) historian, a historian. 85. a(n) historian, a historian. 86. a(n) historian, a historian. 87. a(n) historian, a historian. 88. a(n) historian, a historian. 89. a(n) historian, a historian. 90. a(n) historian, a historian. 91. a(n) historian, a historian. 92. a(n) historian, a historian. 93. a(n) historian, a historian. 94. a(n) historian, a historian. 95. a(n) historian, a historian. 96. a(n) historian, a historian. 97. a(n) historian, a historian. 98. a(n) historian, a historian. 99. a(n) historian, a historian. 100. a(n) historian, a historian.
between Seoul and Inchon. The houses run at 10-minute intervals. The buses run at 10-minute intervals. A fireman refuses, declines, denies. Ancient (or historical) relics (reminisces, landmarks). An emissary, a delegate. A place of historical interest, historical relics (remains, landmarks). He is very considerate of old age. Consideration for old age. He has no consideration for old age. He has no consideration for old age. He has no consideration for old age. He has no consideration for old age. He has no consideration for old age. He has no consideration for old age. He has no consideration for old age. He has no consideration for old age. He has no consideration for old age. He has no consideration for old age. He has no consideration for old age. He has no consideration for old age. He has no consideration for old age. He has no consideration for old age. He has no consideration for old age. He has no consideration for old age. He has no consideration for old age. He has no consideration for old age. He has no consideration for old age. He has no consideration for old age. He has no consideration for old age. He has no consideration for old age. He has no consideration for old age. He has no consideration for old age. He has no consideration for old age. He has no consideration for old age. He has no consideration for old age. He has no consideration for old age. He has no consideration for old age. He has no consideration for old age. He has no consideration for old age. He has no consideration for old age. He has no consideration for old age. He has no consideration for old age. He has no consideration for old age. He has no consideration for old age. He has no consideration for old age. He has no consideration for old age. He has no consideration for old age. He has no consideration for old age. He has no consideration for old age. He has no consideration for old age. He has no consideration for old age. He has no consideration for old age. He has no consideration for old age. He has no consideration for old age. He has no consideration for old age. He has no consideration for old age. He has no consideration for old age. He has no consideration for old age. He has no consideration for old age. He has no consideration for old age. He has no consideration for old age. He has no consideration for old age. He has no consideration for old age. He has no consideration for old age. He has no consideration for old age. He has no consideration for old age. He has no consideration for old age. He has no consideration for old age. He has no consideration for old age. He has no consideration for old age. He has no consideration for old age. He has no consideration for old age. He has no consideration for old age. He has no consideration for old age. He has no consideration for old age. He has no consideration for old age. He has no consideration for old age. He has no consideration for old age. He has no consideration for old age. He has no consideration for old age. He has no consideration for old age. He has no consideration for old age. He has no consideration for old age. He has no consideration for old age. He has no consideration for old age. He has no consideration for old age. He has no consideration for old age. He has no consideration for old age. He has no consideration for old age. He has no consideration for old age. He has no consideration for old age. He has no consideration for old age. He has no consideration for old age. He has no consideration for old age. He has no consideration for old age. He has no consideration for old age. He has no consideration for old age. He has no consideration for old age. He has no consideration for old age. He has no consideration for old age. He has no consideration for old age. He has no consideration for old age. He has no consideration for old age. He has no consideration for old age. He has no consideration for old age. He has no consideration for old age. He has no consideration for old age. He has no consideration for old age. He has no consideration for old age. He has no consideration for old age. He has no consideration for old age. He has no consideration for old age. He has no consideration for old age. He has no consideration for old age. He has no consideration for old age. He has no consideration for old age. He has no consideration for old age. He has no consideration for old age. He has no consideration for old age. He has no consideration for old age. He has no consideration for old age. He has no consideration for old age. He has no consideration for old age. He has no consideration for old age. He has no consideration for old age. He has no consideration for old age. He has no consideration for old age. He has no consideration for old age. He has no consideration for old age. He has no consideration for old age. He has no consideration for old age. He has no consideration for old age. He has no consideration for old age. He has no consideration for old age. He has no consideration for old age. He has no consideration for old age. He has no consideration for old age. He has no consideration for old age. He has no consideration for old age. He has no consideration for old age. He has no considera-
beef shank used to make a thick sathang swuswu, i
sathang muwu, AHJ—^$.|^—) cpd n.
47^-n. 1 cf. n. Satan. [<Lat.]
AiE|-n. A7HJ Sakhalin, —> A||y-a|aj
sathang pallim, cpd n. a company house (for employees to live in). [Also long sathang
happy, cpd n. a private residence, one's home (a
sathang-ceny, n. thin slices of beef shank rolled in flour and grilled.

satho, cpd n. a written resignation, a letter of resignation.

sathwu, n. a life-or-death struggle, a desperate fight.

sathwuli, n. a servant, an errand boy, a domestic servant.

sathay, n. a cross-eyed person, a person with a squint; "old eyes, old squinty." syn. sathay, sathay.

saphal-nwun, n. 1. illicit correspondence, an illicit affair; fornication. a squint eye; cross-eyes. If
saphal-ttuki, n. a written resignation, a letter of resignation.
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M. salmyesi, Mo-Mc, sallimq cip, = MU adj-n. eFU'-'sFCF prosp. assert. n. M [<uc. MM 4-2. sallim, 1. subst. □ sallin, □JU salicylic acid. M2|4!-£K— syn. ant. MM CP sallita, 2 [dial.]...
frustrated murder, a murderer, a killer.

commit homosexual murder, murder, wrongful homicide.

subject to, commits murder, commits, kills (murders) a person.

abbrev. 44(*JL) 4* 2 cpd vt. if +vt.)

shy, affable, easy, skilful, deftly.

if easily, skilfully, deftly.

spare, cut.

cattle buyer (dealer, broker). n.

sal-cwu, sal-cci, sal-ma.

prosp. mod.

sal ci, sal chata, sal chang, sal-cci, sal-ma.

leaves (of lettuce, seaweed, etc.)

lettuce-wrapped rice.

self, is moderate (in).

salphita, sal-phul, cpd n. starch (paste) made from rice flour.

salphul, cpd n. (stoned) rice.

salphul, vt. exercising an evil spirit. 2. a kind of tune.

salphul, cpd n. in exercise, a kind of tune.

salphul, cpd n. in exercise, a kind of tune.

salphul, cpd n. in exercise, a kind of tune.

salphul, cpd n. in exercise, a kind of tune.

salphul, cpd n. in exercise, a kind of tune.

salphul, cpd n. in exercise, a kind of tune.

salphul, cpd n. in exercise, a kind of tune.

salphul, cpd n. in exercise, a kind of tune.

salphul, cpd n. in exercise, a kind of tune.
The three mealtimes of a season.

The three legendary founders of Korea. 2. The three holy sages (Buddha, Confucius, and Lao Tzu).

The three times a day; deep introspection. —'s"-c/-, the better part of valor.

The three parts of the stomach: the pit of the stomach (ha), the stomach (sam-chon), and the small intestine (in-). 2. One's parents, one's siblings (brothers and sisters), one's wife and children.

The three mealtimes.

The three-dimensional world.

The three mealtimes. 2. 3 autumns, 3 years.

The three mealtimes. 2. 3 springs, 3 years.

The three mealtimes; the three-day reign, a short-lived rule.

A basket for carrying dirt (dirt-carrier).
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사례

가족의 사망

가족의 사망은 가족의 심리적, 정서적인 측면에 큰 영향을 미쳤습니다. 가족은 이 사망을 통해 가족 내의 관계와 역할이 어떻게 바뀌는지에 대해 새로운 인식을 얻었습니다. 또한, 이 사망은 가족의 실직과 역할이 바뀌는 것을 나타내는 중요한 문제였습니다.

가족은 이 사망을 통해 가족 내의 관계와 역할이 어떻게 바뀌는지에 대해 새로운 인식을 얻었습니다. 또한, 이 사망은 가족의 실직과 역할이 바뀌는 것을 나타내는 중요한 문제였습니다.
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가족의 사망은 가족의 심리적, 정서적인 측면에 큰 영향을 미쳤습니다. 가족은 이 사망을 통해 가족 내의 관계와 역할이 어떻게 바뀌는지에 대해 새로운 인식을 얻었습니다. 또한, 이 사망은 가족의 실직과 역할이 바뀌는 것을 나타내는 중요한 문제였습니다.
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상주-판

"old pigtail" (derogatory term for man with topknot).

상주-판(一) sangthwuq ko, cpd n. a pillar with a topknot-shaped knot.

상주-판(一) sangthwuq pang, cpd n. a topknot knob, bristle, bristles. SYN. 후가, 곰팡이개。

상주-판(一) sangthwuq po, cpd n. a coil of a topknot.]<</p>
"the Four Capitals (AiZlGuf®) n. a letter, an epistle (= 44)
the province of Sikang (Xi-sekyeng, Ajg(®jjg9 Se-kyeng, n. AjTjiiM sekep(hu)ta, [dial.]
heavy isotope —» *|Zj-(s)sekek
Aj n. a library, a book storehouse.
Aj3(f£j!0 sekyeng, sekwan, Ai£K#fl) the northwestern provinces sekwan, n. a prelude, an overture, a Aj^j sekken, n. a Western country; the cpd n.
Western Europe.
sekwang, dawn, aurora; hope, Aj §1(8134)
1. (eyes) Aj sAjs-fj-M sekul sekul hata,
adj-n. heavy erysipelas accompanied by high fever. __
— for smallpox —» letter writing.
Xk. cf. (crunchy): XX, XXh
and so on, and the pcle.
• Aj^j sekken, n. a Western country; the cpd n.
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hesitatingly, fall-

Hsi-shih (Xlshi), a beauty of Sesi, a form, a formula, a fixed form, a habitation, inhabitation.

mod.

sesin, correspondence, communication; a letter, a message.

n. habitation, inhabitation.

sesik, n. a form, a formula, a fixed form, a prescribed (due) arrangement.

n. books, publications, syn. 3

seci, n. books, publications, syn. 3

n. a form, a formula, a fixed form, a prescribed (due) arrangement.

n. a form, a formula, a fixed form, a prescribed (due) arrangement.

n. books, publications, a form, a formula, a fixed form, a pro-

n. in southern S. Chwungcheng. 1 —4 S. county.

n. cotton cloth.

n. a study, a library. 2. (= 4-

n. a government courier, a special messenger.

n. a government courier, a special messenger.

n. a government courier, a special messenger.

n. a government courier, a special messenger.

n. a government courier, a special messenger.

n. a government courier, a special messenger.

n. a government courier, a special messenger.

n. a government courier, a special messenger.

n. a government courier, a special messenger.

n. a government courier, a special messenger.

n. a government courier, a special messenger.

n. a government courier, a special messenger.

n. a government courier, a special messenger.

n. a government courier, a special messenger.

n. a government courier, a special messenger.

n. a government courier, a special messenger.

n. a government courier, a special mes-
sek, n. a roc y cavern, a stone figure, a stone monument. 1 - sek yang, the setting sun, the evening tide. 2. one's 3d round in a game of yuch. 3. (one's) 3d round during the meeting, in company.

sek-tal, vi. (num. + count.) nine years; a long time.

sek-pel uy cip, (for a) rock-y, worthless stone, tinfoil.

sek-piley, a stonemason. 1 - sek-ki, to drive a horse with a bit in its mouth. 2 - sek-yen, to pour out, to release, to discharge, to liberate, to cut off, to deprive of.
To der. n. causes 1 to thaw a manna lichen.

To ceke, v. (watchful of) time, values one's time.

To ka, v. (makes the best use of) one's time, is careful about.

A n. a person who doesn't use (wastes) one's knowledge.

A n. a person who eats one's heart break.

A n. a person who makes one sick at heart.

A n. a son breaks his mother's heart.

A n. a flint fire (spark).

A n. a coal mine.

A n. coal gas.

A n. defeat by a narrow margin, suffers a regrettable defeat.

A n. a regrettable defeat.

A n. like a flash of lightning.

A n. a limestone.

A n. calcareous, calcic.

A n. calcium cyanide.

A n. agar-agar.

A n. lithography, lithographic printing.

A n. a lithographic pen.

A n. a photographic paper.

A n. a photographic pen.

A n. a coal seam, a coal mine, measures.

A n. carboxylic acid, phenol.

A n. coal tar.

A n. a stone pagoda, a tower.

A n. fermentation, undergoing fermentation.

A n. fermentation, undergoes fermentation.

A n. a sudden feeling (of doubt or anger) is resolved, dispelled.

A n. (anger toward one) relents, fades.

A n. proclamation, display; spread, a boat, ship.

A n. incite; delude.

A n. surplus.

A n. meetings or interviews preliminary to a marital engagement.

A n. pays a preliminary fee for a preliminary fee for a preliminary fee for a preliminary fee for a preliminary fee for a preliminary fee.

A n. Buddhism.

A n. Zen; yield, abdicate.

A n. pair; copy, write out.

A n. re. meals.

A n. yield, abdicate.

A n. marriage.

A n. the highest.
sence, n. Sence, n. Sence (Sono), 14th king of the Lee Dynasty (1356-1374). 5. sence-chong, n. a rifle. 6. senceong, n. Senceong (Sono), 13th king of Kuyse (1046-1086).

senceng, n. a (ship's, sea) captain, a functionary. 7. cf. a<bleeds badly from the nose. 8. n.

sencay, ship-building lumber. 9. n.

d£|x| senci, "half-done sleep" = light sleep. 10. cpd n.

sen-cakwi, the van (of an army), the front of a ship. 11. n.

sencek, the ship's bottom. 12. n.


sencen-chwituk, cdp. n. ox-blood. 16. senciq tengi, first (prior, earlier) freight, cargo, lading. 17. n.

senchak, ox-blood. 18. n. 19. ox-blood.

senchel, pig iron (= pig iron). 20. n.

senchel, ancient sages, wise (learned) men. 21. n.

sencha, natural death. 22. n.

senchay, poems. 23. n. 24. a preferential right. 25. vnt. 26. vnt.

senchak, fan. 27. 28. sets an electric fan in motion, turns the fan on.

senchak, a divine revelation, a preferential right. 29. n. 30. makes a bad choice, chooses the wrong option (to buy). 31. -&} A forces a yawn; feigns a yawn. 32. -&} A recognizes (shows appreciation).

senhwa, talks on Zen Buddhism. 33. n. 34. a fan shape; a sector type (class) of ship. 35. -&} 36. type (class) of ship. 37. -&} 38. type (class) of ship. 39. -&} 40. type (class) of ship. 41. -&} 42. type (class) of ship.
cldn. - did a poodle. "— does, umf. turns, revolves, rotates, circles, wheel, gyres.

cldn. (itself) senk-hu, cpl. d. 1. first, first, begin, beginning and end. 2. order, sequence; succession. 3. —n (shaking) reversing the proper order, putting the cart before the horse. — does, umf. inverts, reverses, puts out of order, mixes up.

senh{ha- (pseudonym). senhwhun-ch, cpl. d. m. a rememorative, a countermeasure, remedies. — does, umf. does the dishes. CF. salet.

cldn. (itself) selkecta, tf. washes, does (the dishes). — does, umf. washes does the dishes. CF. selg.

cldn. (itself) selkengc, n. a snow-covered scene (landscape), a landscape of snow.

— senk-hu, cpl. d. vividly, freshly.

sen hi, cpl. d. awkwardly, clumsily, unskilful, tactless. 1 4—nr vr —m: 4- 4: 44, —sallay when you play with fire you are apt to burn yourself. 2. if’tf (=1:) [see also m(1$>]

ssel, cpl. d. an awkward workman. 1 — does the dishes. 2. etc.) is unripe, immature, half-done. 3. unripened fruit. 4. — does the dishes. 5. cooked. 6. I like my meat well-done.

sselki, cpl. d. a plan (for), a design (for). 1 — does the dishes. 2. a city plan. 3. — builds a house upon the design (after the plans). 4. — makes. 5. — projects.

sselko, cpl. d. sets up, found, arrange, devise; — does the dishes. 1 — does the dishes. 2. what if? 3. supposes, supposing that, what if? 4. — drones (-cooks, -boils).

sselkun, cpl. d. unripe, immature, half-done. 1 — does the dishes. 2. -cooks (-cooks, -boils). 3. —OK: "Bill, 2 cpl. d. a sermon, preaching, a discourse; a city plan. 1 — builds a house upon the design (after the plans). 2. — does the dishes. 3. — is unripe, immature, half-done.

sselmay, cpl. d. feels uneasy; fidgets; is restless; moves about uneasily; — does the dishes. 1 — does the dishes. 2. — should have done that!}

sselme, cpl. d. familiar ret. assert. — does the dishes. 1 — does the dishes. 2. what if? 3. — does the dishes. 4. — by (through, with) persuasion.

sselmyta, cpl. d. establishes, founds, institutes, sets to work. 1 — does the dishes. 2. — does the dishes. 3. — should have done that! 4. — does the dishes. 5. — does the dishes. 6. — does the dishes.
How is business these days? It's tough these days. 1

Time flies. If you don't take time to enjoy life, you'll never have the time to enjoy it.

How is business these days? I hear things are not so good these days. 2

A business is kind of slow.

Do you see the new spike in the market? It's going to be a bull market. 1

The market is making a turn around. It's going to be a bull market.

What is a bull market? It's a market where the price of a stock rises. 1

The market is going to be a bull market. It's going to be the best market of the year.

The market is going to be a bull market. It's going to be the best market of the year.

A business is kind of slow.
5^-sm -uf cpd n.

Sopak (Sobaek), a Sopayk, a

**n.** a urinal (vi) a fire engine (vt) a fire fighter.

Reference to a fire(-engine) pump. —3|-CK

> **n.** a smoke helmet.

> **n.** a fire engine (=4-4^r4). f ~ 4^ fire fighter.

*—-4* extinguishes, puts out (a fire).

> **n.** a fire(-engine) pump. —3|-CK

A fire(-engine) pump.

> **n.** a fire (-engine) pump. —3|-CK
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> **n.** a fire(-engine) pump. —3|-CK
lecture to oneself; making a private estimate. 

sok/yuch, n. the fourth position in the second (inside) quarter of the yuch board.

sok, n. a popular pronunciation (reading) of a Chinese character (that is different from the traditional pronunciation).

sok, n. a layman, the laity.

sok/iph, n. a Chinese character classical.

sok/maq, n. an underskirt, an undershirt.

sok/ce, n. a picket internal organ of yellow corvina.

sok/ce, n. a picket internal organ of yellow corvina.

sok, n. a popular expression (idiom) meaning "the inside (of matters)."

sok/imq, swu, n. n. a Chinese character classical

sok, n. the inside pages.

sok/ce, n. a ransom.

sok/ce, n. a ransom.

sok/ce, n. a ransom.

sok/ce, n. a ransom.
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2. a thin layer of cotton.

3. a written complaint, a petition (or a bill of litigation).

4. a craving for meat.

5. a surname.

6. a spring welling forth. 1. jumps up, stands on tiptoes. 

7. sends, gives to, hand over; sends off. 1. a lawsuit, a suit, litigation, dispute, demand justice.

8. a surname of the poet Ceng Chel (Sifl) Song, 1536—93. 1. a written complaint, a petition (or a bill of litigation).

9. sends money, makes remittance.

10. a spring welling forth. 1. jumps up, stands on tiptoes. 

11. sends, gives to, hand over; sends off.

12. sends, forwards, remits.

13. a canna tooth, a cuspid.

14. n. a lawsuit, a suit, litigation, dispute, demand justice.

15. a surname of the poet Ceng Chel (Sifl) Song, 1536—93. 1. a written complaint, a petition (or a bill of litigation).

16. sends, forwards, remits.

17. a lawsuit, a suit, litigation, dispute, demand justice.

18. sends money, makes remittance.

19. a spring welling forth. 1. jumps up, stands on tiptoes. 

20. sends, gives to, hand over; sends off.

21. sends, forwards, remits.
swu'sin, n. embroidered leather afghan.

swu'sin, n. a water god; a god.

swu'sin, n. a god; a god.

swu'sin, n. the receipt of a message, a recipient. — swu'sin, n. a water god; a naiad.

swu'sin, n. a water god; a naiad.

swu'sin, n. the receipt of a message, a recipient. — swu'sin, n. a water god; a naiad.
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swu'sin, n. the receipt of a message, a recipient. — swu'sin, n. a water god; a naiad.

swu'sin, n. the receipt of a message, a recipient. — swu'sin, n. a water god; a naiad.

swu'sin, n. the receipt of a message, a recipient. — swu'sin, n. a water god; a naiad.

swu'sin, n. the receipt of a message, a recipient. — swu'sin, n. a water god; a naiad.

swu'sin, n. the receipt of a message, a recipient. — swu'sin, n. a water god; a naiad.

swu'sin, n. the receipt of a message, a recipient. — swu'sin, n. a water god; a naiad.

swu'sin, n. the receipt of a message, a recipient. — swu'sin, n. a water god; a naiad.

swu'sin, n. the receipt of a message, a recipient. — swu'sin, n. a water god; a naiad.

swu'sin, n. the receipt of a message, a recipient. — swu'sin, n. a water god; a naiad.

swu'sin, n. the receipt of a message, a recipient. — swu'sin, n. a water god; a naiad.

swu'sin, n. the receipt of a message, a recipient. — swu'sin, n. a water god; a naiad.

swu'sin, n. the receipt of a message, a recipient. — swu'sin, n. a water god; a naiad.

swu'sin, n. the receipt of a message, a recipient. — swu'sin, n. a water god; a naiad.

swu'sin, n. the receipt of a message, a recipient. — swu'sin, n. a water god; a naiad.

swu'sin, n. the receipt of a message, a recipient. — swu'sin, n. a water god; a naiad.

swu'sin, n. the receipt of a message, a recipient. — swu'sin, n. a water god; a naiad.

swu'sin, n. the receipt of a message, a recipient. — swu'sin, n. a water god; a naiad.

swu'sin, n. the receipt of a message, a recipient. — swu'sin, n. a water god; a naiad.

swu'sin, n. the receipt of a message, a recipient. — swu'sin, n. a water god; a naiad.

swu'sin, n. the receipt of a message, a recipient. — swu'sin, n. a water god; a naiad.

swu'sin, n. the receipt of a message, a recipient. — swu'sin, n. a water god; a naiad.

swu'sin, n. the receipt of a message, a recipient. — swu'sin, n. a water god; a naiad.

swu'sin, n. the receipt of a message, a recipient. — swu'sin, n. a water god; a naiad.

swu'sin, n. the receipt of a message, a recipient. — swu'sin, n. a water god; a naiad.

swu'sin, n. the receipt of a message, a recipient. — swu'sin, n. a water god; a naiad.

swu'sin, n. the receipt of a message, a recipient. — swu'sin, n. a water god; a naiad.

swu'sin, n. the receipt of a message, a recipient. — swu'sin, n. a water god; a naiad.

swu'sin, n. the receipt of a message, a recipient. — swu'sin, n. a water god; a naiad.

swu'sin, n. the receipt of a message, a recipient. — swu'sin, n. a water god; a naiad.
swu-yu, n. a prisoner, a convict, a jailer.
swu-ya, n. a veterinary surgeon. 1. a veterinary science. 2. exchanging words; talks, says, remarks.
swu, n. 1. a clear soup with wheat flakes in it. 2. (= swu-ya) skipping stones, acceptance.
swu-coki, n. resin, rosin. 1. a resinous punch made of honey, dried persimmons, pine nuts, and cinnamon.
swu-coki, n. a hydrophone, a subaqueous listening instrument, a submarine. 2. a hydrophone, a hydrophone.
swu-cook, n. the right half of an advertisement paper; the right half (Stub) of an I.O.U. or of a check obtained by the payer as a receipt. ANT. ANT.
swu-cook, n. the right half of a transmission paper; the right half (Stub) of an I.O.U. or of a check obtained by the payer as a receipt. ANT. ANT.
swun-mang-kan,  makes a royal tour.

swun-si,  Swun-si-to,  a brief introduction; a summary.

swunsan,  un mixed shades.

swunsayk,  makes a pilgrimage (to).

swun-sic,  a battle cruiser. II a battle ship.

swunceng,  a downright lie. 1  a downright lie.

swuncil,  goes with (follows) the times.

swun-swun hata,  adj-n. is kind and gentle (in admonishing), is painstaking in (exhorting).

swun-tay,  swun-tay hata,  adj-n. is kind and gentle (in admonishing), is painstaking in (exhorting).

swun-un,  adj, tinds oneself to circumstances.

swun-wi,  adj, tinds oneself to circumstances.

swun-wel,  adj, tinds oneself to circumstances.

swunsan,  adj, tinds oneself to circumstances.

swun-yen,  postponement (in consideration).

swun-yel,  adj-n. is good and obedient, gentle, meek.

swun-yel,  adj-n. is good and obedient, gentle, meek.

swun-sik-kan,  a brief introduction; a summary.

swun-co,  a round of inspection. 1  ~-°J  a battle cruiser. II a battle ship.

swun-wa,  adj-n. is pure, genuine, unmixed.

swun-ko,  adj-n. is pure, genuine, unmixed.

swun-un,  adj-n. is pure, genuine, unmixed.

swun-swun,  adj-n. is pure, genuine, unmixed.

swun-so,  adj-n. is pure, genuine, unmixed.

swun-si,  Swun-si-to,  a brief introduction; a summary.

swun-si,  a round of inspection; tours.

swun-pok,  on a tour of inspection (a round of visits); tours.

swun-li,  submission to reason, reasonableness. Intractability, docility, gentleness, patience.

swun-sil,  simplicity, sincerity; honesty, integrity. Dearly, seriously, soberly.

swun-li,  submission to reason, reasonableness. Intractability, docility, gentleness, patience.

swun-sil,  simplicity, sincerity; honesty, integrity. Dearly, seriously, soberly.

swun-yul,  adj-n. is pure, genuine, unmixed.

swun-yel,  adj-n. is pure, genuine, unmixed.

swun-wel,  adj-n. is pure, genuine, unmixed.

swun-un,  adj-n. is pure, genuine, unmixed.

swun-sik-kan,  a brief introduction; a summary.

swun-sic,  a battle cruiser. II a battle ship.

swunceng,  a downright lie. 1  a downright lie.

swuncil,  goes with (follows) the times.

swun-swun hata,  adj-n. is kind and gentle (in admonishing), is painstaking in (exhorting).
siveness, gentleness, meekness, acquiescence, compliance. 1. adj (usually ~ of) one's elders.

wine. [wine] swunwoo, n. (중 więcej) choice

--swuncwu, n. simplicity and uprightness.

uts off sprouts (buds); trims (a plant) of its sprouts.

n. simplicity and uprightness.

acquiesces, obeys, yields (gives in, submits) (to), complies (with).

(중 more) swuncho, n. naivety, simplicity, purity.

acquiesces, obeys, yields (gives in, submits) (to), complies (with).

Swunchen (Sunchon) in Cen.la.

desc. 1. a kind of pear tree.

swulInanli, n. a drunken fiend.

water is leaking from the kettle in a steady stream.

mclature.

swul q Cali, a drinking party.

swul-kkwuleki, n. quarrels under the influence of liquor.

swulq pap, n. a belly full of liquor.

swul-can, n. a belly full of liquor.

swulq-nyen, n. a half-crazy sot.

swulq sang, v. passes the cup round.

swul-swul, a belly full of liquor.

swulmgang, n. a drinker.

swul-mek.un kay, cpd n. a drunkard, a sot.

swul-sswul, a belly full of liquor.

swul-se, cpd n.

swul-can, n. a belly full of liquor.

swul-sun, v. to drink.

swul ill, adj-n. profession.

swul-sswul, a belly full of liquor.

swulswul, adj-n. artifice; trick, mystery; art, method; profession.

swul-nyen, n. a half-crazy sot.

swul swollen, adj-n. artifice; trick, mystery; art, method; profession.

swul mith, cpd n. for the masternship.

swulswul, adj-n. artifice; trick, mystery; art, method; profession.

swul-mek.un kay, cpd n. a drunkard, a sot.

swul-sun, v. to drink.

swul-sswul, a belly full of liquor.

swul-se, cpd n.

swul-can, n. a belly full of liquor.

swul-sswul, a belly full of liquor.

swul-swul, a belly full of liquor.

swul-se, cpd n.

swul-can, n. a belly full of liquor.

swul-sswul, a belly full of liquor.

swul-se, cpd n.

swul-can, n. a belly full of liquor.

swul-sswul, a belly full of liquor.

swul-swul, a belly full of liquor.

swul-se, cpd n.

swul-can, n. a belly full of liquor.

swul-sswul, a belly full of liquor.

swul-swul, a belly full of liquor.

swul-se, cpd n.

swul-can, n. a belly full of liquor.

swul-sswul, a belly full of liquor.

swul-swul, a belly full of liquor.

swul-se, cpd n.
(hush-)hushes. cpd n. flyblown meat.

swuph, n. a forest, a wood(s); a grove; a thicket. easy stages. prosp. a section of woods rmM swiwul, mod. li¬

der. adv. (interj.)

swl sulta, «. -L-. («.+*.) flyblows. swl, 1. hush! sh! 14* ! i-

vi. mod. <

ful, thick, dense, rich; is much, is considerable; intermittently, in easy stages, off and on. II 4

2-1

( thin).

swlta — ^ vi. 1

1. stands (up), rises, gets on one's feet. 2. spends (money), consumes, wastes, uses; spends (time—cf. i44). 3. exerts, exercises, uses, puts forth.

n. sunya - ^ •

sunmen, fam. sm. sunya is plenti-

ous with frequenU-ests, thin.

suny, sunma, var. sm. suny, sunya is plenti-

ous wit...
holds over one's head; covers one's head.  

Singlet, 1. (dial.)—

imper.  

Singlet, 1. (dial.)—

Imper.

Singlet, 1. (dial.)—

Singlet, 1. (dial.)—
Sxic cpdvt.
washes a dead GI
I gave my consent to the marriage,
consent, assent, accept-
Sx («) supci,
dampened paper (used in pa-
Sx («) supci,
n. swampy land, boggy ground.
raise (in pay), has one's salary raised.
n.
gets a

Sx («) supci,
sungkup,

sungkup,

sungkyeng,

n. a fine view, beautiful

etc. (seasonal).
horse-back.

a kind of folding chair.

sungchep,

a kind of simple folding chair.

sungchep,

a measuring rope.

sungchep,

n. the sign (mark) of multi-

vni.

sungphyo,

the sign (mark) of multi-

sungphyo,

the sign (mark) of multi-

sungphyo,

n.

sungphyo,

n.

sungphyo,

n.

sungphyo,

n.

situl hayahata, cdp st. (adj-n inf. + aux.), has no relish for, is uninterested in, takes no interest in, is reluctant over, is heartfelt about; is dissatisfied with, is discontented with, is displeased with.

situl, adj. discontent, malcontent, disaffected.
situl, vi. 1. find fault with. 2. find fault with the results of one's actions.

situl, n. discontent, malcontent, disaffected.

situl su, cdp adj. discontent, malcontent, disaffected.

situl wathaka, cdp ad. having a long drawn-out interest, is weak in sight, has weak vision. 1 ~ an eye test, 2 ~ is weak, is full of worries (troubles, anxieties, cares).

situl, n. discontent, malcontent, disaffected.

situl, vi. 1. find fault with. 2. find fault with the results of one's actions.

situl, n. discontent, malcontent, disaffected.

situl, vi. 1. find fault with. 2. find fault with the results of one's actions.

situl, n. discontent, malcontent, disaffected.

situl, vi. 1. find fault with. 2. find fault with the results of one's actions.

situl, n. discontent, malcontent, disaffected.

situl, vi. 1. find fault with. 2. find fault with the results of one's actions.

situl, n. discontent, malcontent, disaffected.

situl, vi. 1. find fault with. 2. find fault with the results of one's actions.

situl, n. discontent, malcontent, disaffected.

situl, vi. 1. find fault with. 2. find fault with the results of one's actions.

situl, n. discontent, malcontent, disaffected.

situl, vi. 1. find fault with. 2. find fault with the results of one's actions.

situl, n. discontent, malcontent, disaffected.

situl, vi. 1. find fault with. 2. find fault with the results of one's actions.

situl, n. discontent, malcontent, disaffected.

situl, vi. 1. find fault with. 2. find fault with the results of one's actions.

situl, n. discontent, malcontent, disaffected.

situl, vi. 1. find fault with. 2. find fault with the results of one's actions.

situl, n. discontent, malcontent, disaffected.

situl, vi. 1. find fault with. 2. find fault with the results of one's actions.

situl, n. discontent, malcontent, disaffected.

situl, vi. 1. find fault with. 2. find fault with the results of one's actions.

situl, n. discontent, malcontent, disaffected.

situl, vi. 1. find fault with. 2. find fault with the results of one's actions.

situl, n. discontent, malcontent, disaffected.

situl, vi. 1. find fault with. 2. find fault with the results of one's actions.

situl, n. discontent, malcontent, disaffected.

situl, vi. 1. find fault with. 2. find fault with the results of one's actions.

situl, n. discontent, malcontent, disaffected.

situl, vi. 1. find fault with. 2. find fault with the results of one's actions.

situl, n. discontent, malcontent, disaffected.

situl, vi. 1. find fault with. 2. find fault with the results of one's actions.

situl, n. discontent, malcontent, disaffected.

situl, vi. 1. find fault with. 2. find fault with the results of one's actions.

situl, n. discontent, malcontent, disaffected.

situl, vi. 1. find fault with. 2. find fault with the results of one's actions.

situl, n. discontent, malcontent, disaffected.

situl, vi. 1. find fault with. 2. find fault with the results of one's actions.

situl, n. discontent, malcontent, disaffected.
A| AM
A| AKM
Sisa,
 n.
test-
test-firing.

A] sisang,
cpd n.
an uncle of
cf.
syn.
-2-
AIM (44®) sisang,
; a poetical
 n. the idea of a poem
Al-AHCl- (-Ajict) si-saywuta (-sayta),
 n.
inf.
A|-A-|(ff
At|A|E|
dial.]
cpd adj.
A|-Aiz^El|-
GO-, (food) is
arrows and pellets (in
A|M(k;Ti)
previews. (fires, tests (a weapon).

1
n.
selected poems, an anthology.

vnt.
-sis®!
heavy isotope
—
A|^- say sal
an establish¬
X| MCiTSO sisel,
; an institution
awards (a prize).

A| c^GNflE)
a great poet.

n.
the
market condition. 2
AjAl|(rff^)
sisey,

a trick. 2. operates, performs an operation.

vnt.
~ public services. 1 44- ~ mili¬
1 ~• 4 ?li the advancement of the age, contem¬
porary progress.
—— troublous times. 1 —*4 4”
times. 1 4
times are favorable, the situation is opportune.

his side). 1 4 4 -t: 4*3 -44
out the plan. 2. the current price, the market price;
the market, business conditions. 1~*4 *2-5-4
prices rise (fall). 1 4 4 4
prices.

Asi, n. the
times; the era; the age.
the signs of the times, the

formation), the level of vision, one's gaze, one's eye(s).
upon; throws one's eyes upon.
— avoids a person's eye; escapes another's gaze.

vnt.
~ the market, business conditions. 1~*4 *2-5-4
prices rise (fall). 1 4 4 4
prices.

vnt.
~ the market, business conditions. 1~*4 *2-5-4
prices rise (fall). 1 4 4 4
prices.

vnt.
~ the market, business conditions. 1~*4 *2-5-4
prices rise (fall). 1 4 4 4
prices.

vnt.
~ the market, business conditions. 1~*4 *2-5-4
prices rise (fall). 1 4 4 4
prices.

vnt.
~ the market, business conditions. 1~*4 *2-5-4
prices rise (fall). 1 4 4 4
prices.
HEAVY ISOTOPES —→ เหล็กที่หนัก —→ เฉ粮油 1 นิ่ม.

The sili nath, cdp. n. a (single) thread, a strand, a fiber.

The sili nath, cdp. n. a (single) thread, a strand, a fiber.

The sili nath, cdp. n. a (single) thread, a strand, a fiber.

The sili nath, cdp. n. a (single) thread, a strand, a fiber.

The sili nath, cdp. n. a (single) thread, a strand, a fiber.

The sili nath, cdp. n. a (single) thread, a strand, a fiber.

The sili nath, cdp. n. a (single) thread, a strand, a fiber.

The sili nath, cdp. n. a (single) thread, a strand, a fiber.

The sili nath, cdp. n. a (single) thread, a strand, a fiber.

The sili nath, cdp. n. a (single) thread, a strand, a fiber.

The sili nath, cdp. n. a (single) thread, a strand, a fiber.

The sili nath, cdp. n. a (single) thread, a strand, a fiber.

The sili nath, cdp. n. a (single) thread, a strand, a fiber.

The sili nath, cdp. n. a (single) thread, a strand, a fiber.

The sili nath, cdp. n. a (single) thread, a strand, a fiber.

The sili nath, cdp. n. a (single) thread, a strand, a fiber.

The sili nath, cdp. n. a (single) thread, a strand, a fiber.

The sili nath, cdp. n. a (single) thread, a strand, a fiber.

The sili nath, cdp. n. a (single) thread, a strand, a fiber.

The sili nath, cdp. n. a (single) thread, a strand, a fiber.

The sili nath, cdp. n. a (single) thread, a strand, a fiber.

The sili nath, cdp. n. a (single) thread, a strand, a fiber.

The sili nath, cdp. n. a (single) thread, a strand, a fiber.

The sili nath, cdp. n. a (single) thread, a strand, a fiber.

The sili nath, cdp. n. a (single) thread, a strand, a fiber.

The sili nath, cdp. n. a (single) thread, a strand, a fiber.

The sili nath, cdp. n. a (single) thread, a strand, a fiber.

The sili nath, cdp. n. a (single) thread, a strand, a fiber.

The sili nath, cdp. n. a (single) thread, a strand, a fiber.

The sili nath, cdp. n. a (single) thread, a strand, a fiber.

The sili nath, cdp. n. a (single) thread, a strand, a fiber.

The sili nath, cdp. n. a (single) thread, a strand, a fiber.

The sili nath, cdp. n. a (single) thread, a strand, a fiber.

The sili nath, cdp. n. a (single) thread, a strand, a fiber.

The sili nath, cdp. n. a (single) thread, a strand, a fiber.

The sili nath, cdp. n. a (single) thread, a strand, a fiber.
1. a letter of the Korean alphabet. 2. a sign.

3. a letter of the Korean alphabet.

4. a prefix.

5. a suffix.

6. a verb.

7. a noun.

8. a number.

9. a preposition.

10. a conjunction.

11. a complement.

12. a determiner.

13. a pronoun.

14. a comparative.

15. a superlative.

16. a verb.

17. a noun.

18. a post-modifier.

19. a preposition.

20. a conjunction.

21. a complement.

22. a pronoun.

23. a comparative.

24. a superlative.

25. a verb.

26. a noun.

27. a post-modifier.

28. a preposition.

29. a conjunction.

30. a complement.

31. a pronoun.

32. a comparative.

33. a superlative.

34. a verb.

35. a noun.

36. a post-modifier.

37. a preposition.

38. a conjunction.

39. a complement.

40. a pronoun.

41. a comparative.

42. a superlative.

43. a verb.

44. a noun.

45. a post-modifier.

46. a preposition.

47. a conjunction.

48. a complement.

49. a pronoun.

50. a comparative.

51. a superlative.

52. a verb.

53. a noun.

54. a post-modifier.

55. a preposition.

56. a conjunction.

57. a complement.

58. a pronoun.

59. a comparative.

60. a superlative.

61. a verb.

62. a noun.

63. a post-modifier.

64. a preposition.

65. a conjunction.

66. a complement.

67. a pronoun.

68. a comparative.

69. a superlative.

70. a verb.

71. a noun.

72. a post-modifier.

73. a preposition.

74. a conjunction.

75. a complement.

76. a pronoun.

77. a comparative.

78. a superlative.

79. a verb.

80. a noun.

81. a post-modifier.

82. a preposition.

83. a conjunction.

84. a complement.

85. a pronoun.

86. a comparative.

87. a superlative.

88. a verb.

89. a noun.

90. a post-modifier.

91. a preposition.

92. a conjunction.

93. a complement.

94. a pronoun.

95. a comparative.

96. a superlative.

97. a verb.

98. a noun.

99. a post-modifier.

100. a preposition.

101. a conjunction.

102. a complement.

103. a pronoun.

104. a comparative.

105. a superlative.

106. a verb.

107. a noun.

108. a post-modifier.

109. a preposition.

110. a conjunction.

111. a complement.

112. a pronoun.

113. a comparative.

114. a superlative.

115. a verb.

116. a noun.
Several words and phrases are not properly formatted or appear to be out of context. It seems to be a mixture of phrases and sentences that might not be fully comprehensible without additional context.
There is no thread of thought throughout the text, and it's difficult to connect the sentences. The text seems to be a jumble of random words and phrases. It appears to be a page from a foreign language dictionary or similar reference work, with entries for various words and their meanings. The text is not coherent and does not provide a meaningful natural representation.
안도
안도(안도...). an hoin, cpd n. an old woman (of the region).

안도(안도...). an t'a, st. 1. holds (a baby etc.) in one's arms, hugs, embraces. 2. an爱人... hugs a crying child. 3. an~ 부용... 가슴을 가슴에 올리고 가슴을 가슴으로 올리고.

안도(안도...). an-wo, n. a peaceful (tranquil, quiet) life. 1 anq-kwun, n. an inside foot-trip an item, a matter, a thing. 2. anqken, a spectacle frame, a rim. ‘Four-eyes’. 1 anq-kwun, n. an inside foot-trip a spectacle frame, a rim. 2. anqken, a spectacle frame, a rim. ‘Four-eyes’. 1 anq-kwun, n. an inside foot-trip a spectacle frame, a rim. 2. anqken, a spectacle frame, a rim. ‘Four-eyes’.

안도(안도...). anmok, cpd n. a gate of a house, a door. 1. (of a house). 2. the entrance to a house.

안도(안도...). anmyen Island, anmyen, n. 1. the A. basin. 2. the province of the main A. basin.

안도(안도...). anmyen, n. 1. an esteemed wife; Madam. 2. the province of the main A. basin.

안도(안도...). anmyen, n. 1. an esteemed wife; Madam. 2. the province of the main A. basin.

안도(안도...). anmyen, n. 1. an esteemed wife; Madam. 2. the province of the main A. basin.

안도(안도...). anmyen, n. 1. an esteemed wife; Madam. 2. the province of the main A. basin.

안도(안도...). anmyen, n. 1. an esteemed wife; Madam. 2. the province of the main A. basin.

안도(안도...). anmyen, n. 1. an esteemed wife; Madam. 2. the province of the main A. basin.

안도(안도...). anmyen, n. 1. an esteemed wife; Madam. 2. the province of the main A. basin.

안도(안도...). anmyen, n. 1. an esteemed wife; Madam. 2. the province of the main A. basin.

안도(안도...). anmyen, n. 1. an esteemed wife; Madam. 2. the province of the main A. basin.

안도(안도...). anmyen, n. 1. an esteemed wife; Madam. 2. the province of the main A. basin.
a place to
sit, adj. -dim, blurry, misty, fuzzy.

Anhwa (anc. Ani, eye disorder).

Anu (Anu, the provisor of Anihw).

Ankele la (Dial., sit down). 1. seats, places (a person) in a seat, has a person sit down. 2. a person who is wholly deprived of the use of his legs; a wheelchair case.

Anhni, adj., n. — seats a person (has a person sit), sit down.

Anhay, int. sit, puts one on a seat, has a person sit down.

Anhay (an ex-servicemen, a true-to-life, a real tightwad; a real "stinker").

Anhay, adv. — realizes one's error. 1. a true-to-life speech that is not. 2. is aware of one's indebtedness. 3. guesses, infers, tells.

Anhay, adv. — realizes one's error. 1. a true-to-life speech that is not. 2. is aware of one's indebtedness. 3. guesses, infers, tells.

Anhay, adv. — realizes one's error. 1. a true-to-life speech that is not. 2. is aware of one's indebtedness. 3. guesses, infers, tells.

Anhay, adv. — realizes one's error. 1. a true-to-life speech that is not. 2. is aware of one's indebtedness. 3. guesses, infers, tells.

Anhay, adv. — realizes one's error. 1. a true-to-life speech that is not. 2. is aware of one's indebtedness. 3. guesses, infers, tells.

Anhay, adv. — realizes one's error. 1. a true-to-life speech that is not. 2. is aware of one's indebtedness. 3. guesses, infers, tells.

Anhay, adv. — realizes one's error. 1. a true-to-life speech that is not. 2. is aware of one's indebtedness. 3. guesses, infers, tells.

Anhay, adv. — realizes one's error. 1. a true-to-life speech that is not. 2. is aware of one's indebtedness. 3. guesses, infers, tells.

Anhay, adv. — realizes one's error. 1. a true-to-life speech that is not. 2. is aware of one's indebtedness. 3. guesses, infers, tells.

Anhay, adv. — realizes one's error. 1. a true-to-life speech that is not. 2. is aware of one's indebtedness. 3. guesses, infers, tells.

Anhay, adv. — realizes one's error. 1. a true-to-life speech that is not. 2. is aware of one's indebtedness. 3. guesses, infers, tells.

Anhay, adv. — realizes one's error. 1. a true-to-life speech that is not. 2. is aware of one's indebtedness. 3. guesses, infers, tells.

Anhay, adv. — realizes one's error. 1. a true-to-life speech that is not. 2. is aware of one's indebtedness. 3. guesses, infers, tells.

Anhay, adv. — realizes one's error. 1. a true-to-life speech that is not. 2. is aware of one's indebtedness. 3. guesses, infers, tells.

Anhay, adv. — realizes one's error. 1. a true-to-life speech that is not. 2. is aware of one's indebtedness. 3. guesses, infers, tells.

Anhay, adv. — realizes one's error. 1. a true-to-life speech that is not. 2. is aware of one's indebtedness. 3. guesses, infers, tells.

Anhay, adv. — realizes one's error. 1. a true-to-life speech that is not. 2. is aware of one's indebtedness. 3. guesses, infers, tells.
The food is a bit spicy—it makes my tongue tingle. 2. It has a spicy taste or smell; is sharp, hot, strong. 3. That isootope (light isotope) is known as a poet than as a statesman.
I see little future for you.

I see all alums, and if any at all.
The text appears to be in Korean and contains various terms and phrases, many of which are not standard or common. The context is difficult to discern due to the nature of the language and the quality of the image. Without proper context or a dictionary, it's challenging to provide a meaningful translation. Some terms like "OHH(SB)azy-so, entreaty, pleading, an appeal," "OHn-2(a)hyeong, a poor or weak", "OHo(S§) aysan(g), OH(• aysong(mok), cpd. vi. a song(mak), cpd. n. a song(mak), cpd. n. a song(mak)," and "OHt(K^-) aysen, cpd. vi. a song(ia), cpd. n. a song(ia)," are examples of the terms that appear in the text.
아요, 아야, cp. n. a newly sprouted branch of a tree.
아해 (아혀) ayhaye, n. one’s (beloved) wife. 아가 (아야)agu, a devoted husband, a uxorious husband.
아해실어 (아해실여) ayhoheolepta, adj. -n. is pitiful, sorrowful, pathetic, touching. 아해실어에게 (아해실여에게) 이가 is touched with pity, feels compassion (for). 아해실어의 아해실여 이가 a touching tale. 아해실어의 아해실여 이가 울리는, 아해실어로 옮겨졌다. 아해실어에 가해실여 이가 a pitiful, sorrowful, pathetic, touching story. 아해실어 이가 억울하는, 아해실어로 옮겨졌다. 아해실어 이가 억울하는, 아해실어로 옮겨졌다.
아해실어 억울하는, 아해실어로 옮겨졌다. 아해실어 억울하는, 아해실어로 옮겨졌다.
아해실어 억울하는, 아해실어로 옮겨졌다. 아해실어 억울하는, 아해실어로 옮겨졌다.
아해실어 억울하는, 아해실어로 옮겨졌다. 아해실어 억울하는, 아해실어로 옮겨졌다.
아해실어 억울하는, 아해실어로 옮겨졌다. 아해실어 억울하는, 아해실어로 옮겨졌다.
아해실어 억울하는, 아해실어로 옮겨졌다. 아해실어 억울하는, 아해실어로 옮겨졌다.
아해실어 억울하는, 아해실어로 옮겨졌다. 아해실어 억울하는, 아해실어로 옮겨졌다.
아해실어 억울하는, 아해실어로 옮겨졌다. 아해실어 억울하는, 아해실어로 옮겨졌다.
아해실어 억울하는, 아해실어로 옮겨졌다. 아해실어 억울하는, 아해실어로 옮겨졌다.
아해실어 억울하는, 아해실어로 옮겨졌다. 아해실어 억울하는, 아해실어로 옮겨졌다.
아해실어 억울하는, 아해실어로 옮겨졌다. 아해실어 억울하는, 아해실어로 옮겨졌다.
아해실어 억울하는, 아해실어로 옮겨졌다. 아해실어 억울하는, 아해실어로 옮겨졌다.
아해실어 억울하는, 아해실어로 옮겨졌다. 아해실어 억울하는, 아해실어로 옮겨졌다.
아해실어 억울하는, 아해실어로 옮겨졌다. 아해실어 억울하는, 아해실어로 옮겨졌다.
아해실어 억울하는, 아해실어로 옮겨졌다. 아해실어 억울하는, 아해실어로 옮겨졌다.
아해실어 억울하는, 아해실어로 옮겨졌다. 아해실어 억울하는, 아해실어로 옮겨졌다.
아해실어 억울하는, 아해실어로 옮겨졌다. 아해실어 억울하는, 아해실어로 옮겨졌다.
아해실어 억울하는, 아해실어로 옮겨졌다. 아해실어 억울하는, 아해실어로 옮겨졌다.
아해실어 억울하는, 아해실어로 옮겨졌다. 아해실어 억울하는, 아해실어로 옮겨졌다.
아해실어 억울하는, 아해실어로 옮겨졌다. 아해실어 억울하는, 아해실어로 옮겨졌다.
아해실어 억울하는, 아해실어로 옮겨졌다. 아해실어 억울하는, 아해실어로 옮겨졌다.
아해실어 억울하는, 아해실어로 옮겨졌다. 아해실어 억울하는, 아해실어로 옮겨졌다.
아해실어 억울하는, 아해실어로 옮겨졌다. 아해실어 억울하는, 아해실어로 옮겨졌다.
아해실어 억울하는, 아해실어로 옮겨졌다. 아해실어 억울하는, 아해실어로 옮겨졌다.
아해실어 억울하는, 아해실어로 옮겨졌다. 아해실어 억울하는, 아해실어로 옮겨졌다.
아해실어 억울하는, 아해실어로 옮겨졌다. 아해실어 억울하는, 아해실어로 옮겨졌다.
아해실어 억울하는, 아해실어로 옮겨졌다. 아해실어 억울하는, 아해실어로 옮겨졌다.
아해실어 억울하는, 아해실어로 옮겨졌다. 아해실어 억울하는, 아해실어로 옮겨졌다.
아해실어 억울하는, 아해실어로 옮겨졌다. 아해실어 억울하는, 아해실어로 옮겨졌다.
아해실어 억울하는, 아해실어로 옮겨졌다. 아해실어 억울하는, 아해실어로 옮겨졌다.
아해실어 억울하는, 아해실어로 옮겨졌다. 아해실어 억울하는, 아해실어로 옮겨졌다.
아해실어 억울하는, 아해실어로 옮겨졌다. 아해실어 억울하는, 아해실어로 옮겨졌다.
아해실어 억울하는, 아해실어로 옮겨졌다. 아해실어 억ул하는, 아해실어로 옮겨왔다.
아해실어 억울하는, 아해실어로 옮겨왔다. 아해실어 억울하는, 아해실어로 옮겨왔다.
interj. yaong, military encampment in the n. Oflyek, public work done at night. night after night, nightly. Ofya-yu, excessively ambition; mad ambition, a a night attack (raid, assault), n. Otyeswu, Tl. or Oyieswu = yeyswu, a night work, night shift. Oyac, (unofficial a nocturnal assault; an attack by night, a surprise attack. , ofS (ifIP;) yac, harsh) : Xh, Xsulepta, Xhi. adv. —, in a profuse manner. of (ifIP;) yacheswu, f? a wild rose, a cpd n. of (ifIP;) yacherswu, a wild fruit. of (ifIP;) yachen, n. a field battery. of (ifIP;) yach, of (ifIP;) yak, bad n. (-Ch. list) yak, (as, like; if; supposing. 2. if, enyak yak: covenant, agreement; treaty; bond; economical; concede) about, agreement. 4. yah-yah yak: weak, defected, deprecated. 4. yah-yah yak: drugs, medicines. 7. rey tyal tuil yak: skip, frisk, dance, kick. SEE ALSO tyak.

of (ifIP;) yacs, adv. about, more or less, approximately. of (ifIP;) yak, taka, a field post-office. of (ifIP;) yak, an ambulance corps. 2f-7f (M) of (ifIP;) yak, a field gun, a field piece. 2f-7f (M) of (ifIP;) yak, a field artillery. of (ifIP;) yak, a field battery. of (ifIP;) yak, engages in field warfare. ANT. bes. of (ifIP;) yak, a field piece (field gun, field artillery). of (ifIP;) yak, a field hospital. of (ifIP;) yak, engages in field warfare. of (ifIP;) yak, a field piece (field gun, field artillery). of (ifIP;) yak, a field piece (field gun, field artillery). of (ifIP;) yak, (as, like; if; supposing. 2. if, enyak yak: covenant, agreement; treaty; bond; economical; concede) about, agreement. 4. yah-yah yak: weak, defected, deprecated. 4. yah-yah yak: drugs, medicines. 7. rey tyal tuil yak: skip, frisk, dance, kick. SEE ALSO tyak.

of (ifIP;) yak, a druggist's mortar (chemist's shop, a drug store. of (ifIP;) yak, honey prepared as a medicine. of (ifIP;) yak, kulu, a druggist (pharmacist). of (ifIP;) yak, a brief (short or rough) sketch, an outline, a quick write-up. of (ifIP;) yak, makes a short sketch of, outlines, jots down. of (ifIP;) yak, paints, an article, a clause, a contract.

drug, a soporific, a sedative. If ~ of (ifIP;) yak, (as, like; if; supposing. 2. if, enyak yak: covenant, agreement; treaty; bond; economical; concede) about, agreement. 4. yah-yah yak: weak, defected, deprecated. 4. yah-yah yak: drugs, medicines. 7. rey tyal tuil yak: skip, frisk, dance, kick. SEE ALSO tyak.

of (ifIP;) yak, abbreviated, abridgment, curtailment; omission. SEE ALSO ~ of (ifIP;) yak, (as, like; if; supposing. 2. if, enyak yak: covenant, agreement; treaty; bond; economical; concede) about, agreement. 4. yah-yah yak: weak, defected, deprecated. 4. yah-yah yak: drugs, medicines. 7. rey tyal tuil yak: skip, frisk, dance, kick. SEE ALSO tyak.

of (ifIP;) yak, a medicine, a drug, a remedy, a tonic. 1. of (ifIP;) yak, a medicine, a drug, a remedy, a tonic. 2. of (ifIP;) yak, takes medicine. 5. ~ of (ifIP;) yak, honey prepared as a medicine. of (ifIP;) yak, a druggist (pharmacist). of (ifIP;) yak, makes a short sketch of, outlines, jots down. of (ifIP;) yak, paints, an article, a clause, a contract.

drug, a soporific, a sedative. If ~ of (ifIP;) yak, (as, like; if; supposing. 2. if, enyak yak: covenant, agreement; treaty; bond; economical; concede) about, agreement. 4. yah-yah yak: weak, defected, deprecated. 4. yah-yah yak: drugs, medicines. 7. rey tyal tuil yak: skip, frisk, dance, kick. SEE ALSO tyak.

of (ifIP;) yak, a druggist's mortar (chemist's shop, a drug store. of (ifIP;) yak, honey prepared as a medicine. of (ifIP;) yak, kulu, a druggist (pharmacist). of (ifIP;) yak, a brief (short or rough) sketch, an outline, a quick write-up. of (ifIP;) yak, makes a short sketch of, outlines, jots down. of (ifIP;) yak, paints, an article, a clause, a contract.
Aren't the weather?

The weather

1125

erekhe

nuwku (who, etc.)

are we to stay? clp. n. (pre-n. + ind. n.) what time

when. 1 ~ (of) ~ (of) ~ (of) any time, whenever, always.

1 ~ (of) ~ any time, whenever; some time (or the other), some day, sooner or later.

1 and you can come? 1 you can come or not come? 1 and you can come or not come? 1 and you can come or not come? 1 and you can come or not come?

if you can or cannot come? 1 if you can or cannot come? 1 if you can or cannot come? 1 if you can or cannot come?

if you can or cannot come? 1 if you can or cannot come? 1 if you can or cannot come? 1 if you can or cannot come?

if you can or cannot come? 1 if you can or cannot come? 1 if you can or cannot come? 1 if you can or cannot come?

if you can or cannot come? 1 if you can or cannot come? 1 if you can or cannot come? 1 if you can or cannot come?

if you can or cannot come? 1 if you can or cannot come? 1 if you can or cannot come? 1 if you can or cannot come?

if you can or cannot come? 1 if you can or cannot come? 1 if you can or cannot come? 1 if you can or cannot come?

if you can or cannot come? 1 if you can or cannot come? 1 if you can or cannot come? 1 if you can or cannot come?

if you can or cannot come? 1 if you can or cannot come? 1 if you can or cannot come? 1 if you can or cannot come?

if you can or cannot come? 1 if you can or cannot come? 1 if you can or cannot come? 1 if you can or cannot come?

if you can or cannot come? 1 if you can or cannot come? 1 if you can or cannot come? 1 if you can or cannot come?

if you can or cannot come? 1 if you can or cannot come? 1 if you can or cannot come? 1 if you can or cannot come?

if you can or cannot come? 1 if you can or cannot come? 1 if you can or cannot come? 1 if you can or cannot come?

if you can or cannot come? 1 if you can or cannot come? 1 if you can or cannot come? 1 if you can or cannot come?

if you can or cannot come? 1 if you can or cannot come? 1 if you can or cannot come? 1 if you can or cannot come?

if you can or cannot come? 1 if you can or cannot come? 1 if you can or cannot come? 1 if you can or cannot come?

if you can or cannot come? 1 if you can or cannot come? 1 if you can or cannot come? 1 if you can or cannot come?

if you can or cannot come? 1 if you can or cannot come? 1 if you can or cannot come? 1 if you can or cannot come?

if you can or cannot come? 1 if you can or cannot come? 1 if you can or cannot come? 1 if you can or cannot come?

if you can or cannot come? 1 if you can or cannot come? 1 if you can or cannot come? 1 if you can or cannot come?

if you can or cannot come? 1 if you can or cannot come? 1 if you can or cannot come? 1 if you can or cannot come?

if you can or cannot come? 1 if you can or cannot come? 1 if you can or cannot come? 1 if you can or cannot come?

if you can or cannot come? 1 if you can or cannot come? 1 if you can or cannot come? 1 if you can or cannot come?

if you can or cannot come? 1 if you can or cannot come? 1 if you can or cannot come? 1 if you can or cannot come?

if you can or cannot come? 1 if you can or cannot come? 1 if you can or cannot come? 1 if you can or cannot come?

if you can or cannot come? 1 if you can or cannot come? 1 if you can or cannot come? 1 if you can or cannot come?

if you can or cannot come? 1 if you can or cannot come? 1 if you can or cannot come? 1 if you can or cannot come?

if you can or cannot come? 1 if you can or cannot come? 1 if you can or cannot come? 1 if you can or cannot come?

if you can or cannot come? 1 if you can or cannot come? 1 if you can or cannot come? 1 if you can or cannot come?

if you can or cannot come? 1 if you can or cannot come? 1 if you can or cannot come? 1 if you can or cannot come?

if you can or cannot come? 1 if you can or cannot come? 1 if you can or cannot come? 1 if you can or cannot come?

if you can or cannot come? 1 if you can or cannot come? 1 if you can or cannot come? 1 if you can or cannot come?

if you can or cannot come? 1 if you can or cannot come? 1 if you can or cannot come? 1 if you can or cannot come?

if you can or cannot come? 1 if you can or cannot come? 1 if you can or cannot come? 1 if you can or cannot come?

if you can or cannot come? 1 if you can or cannot come? 1 if you can or cannot come? 1 if you can or cannot come?

if you can or cannot come? 1 if you can or cannot come? 1 if you can or cannot come? 1 if you can or cannot come?

if you can or cannot come? 1 if you can or cannot come? 1 if you can or cannot come? 1 if you can or cannot come?

if you can or cannot come? 1 if you can or cannot come? 1 if you can or cannot come? 1 if you can or cannot come?

if you can or cannot come? 1 if you can or cannot come? 1 if you can or cannot come? 1 if you can or cannot come?

if you can or cannot come? 1 if you can or cannot come? 1 if you can or cannot come? 1 if you can or cannot come?

if you can or cannot come? 1 if you can or cannot come? 1 if you can or cannot come? 1 if you can or cannot come?

if you can or cannot come? 1 if you can or cannot come? 1 if you can or cannot come? 1 if you can or cannot come?

if you can or cannot come? 1 if you can or cannot come? 1 if you can or cannot come? 1 if you can or cannot come?

if you can or cannot come? 1 if you can or cannot come? 1 if you can or cannot come? 1 if you can or cannot come?

if you can or cannot come? 1 if you can or cannot come? 1 if you can or cannot come? 1 if you can or cannot come?

if you can or cannot come? 1 if you can or cannot come? 1 if you can or cannot come? 1 if you can or cannot come?

if you can or cannot come? 1 if you can or cannot come? 1 if you can or cannot come? 1 if you can or cannot come?

if you can or cannot come? 1 if you can or cannot come? 1 if you can or cannot come? 1 if you can or cannot come?

if you can or cannot come? 1 if you can or cannot come? 1 if you can or cannot come? 1 if you can or cannot come?
The cut is toying with a mouse, not a sense of urgency, and a woman in aarm's jessica. Play with the baby a while—it's crying. cl., 'way, 'way, 'way, 'way. (Also long for help.)

eluta, v., t., i., abbr. adv. — see elur, elowutla (put together, incites, starts).

elut, e., adj-n. HEAVY ISOTOPES — or elut-la. 1. the esteemed family of another. 2. to the elder one's place, that is your father at home. 2. an esteemed elder. 3. to return your elders. 3. to (not an elder). cr. — your. — cr. — your. — e.

elut- (elusa) e., adj-n. (enclosure), abbr. [archaic] adj-n. + bnd. <jE; n.' cr. e. — cr. e. — e. — cr. elut.

elut-la, adj-n. \( \text{elut-la} \) adj-n. + bnd. <jE; n.' cr. e. — cr. e. — e. — cr. elut.

elut-la, adj-n. \( \text{elut-la} \) adj-n. + bnd. <jE; n.' cr. e. — cr. e. — e. — cr. elut.

elut-la, adj-n. \( \text{elut-la} \) adj-n. + bnd. <jE; n.' cr. e. — cr. e. — e. — cr. elut.

elut-la, adj-n. \( \text{elut-la} \) adj-n. + bnd. <jE; n.' cr. e. — cr. e. — e. — cr. elut.

elut-la, adj-n. \( \text{elut-la} \) adj-n. + bnd. <jE; n.' cr. e. — cr. e. — e. — cr. elut.

elut-la, adj-n. \( \text{elut-la} \) adj-n. + bnd. <jE; n.' cr. e. — cr. e. — e. — cr. elut.

elut-la, adj-n. \( \text{elut-la} \) adj-n. + bnd. <jE; n.' cr. e. — cr. e. — e. — cr. elut.

elut-la, adj-n. \( \text{elut-la} \) adj-n. + bnd. <jE; n.' cr. e. — cr. e. — e. — cr. elut.

elut-la, adj-n. \( \text{elut-la} \) adj-n. + bnd. <jE; n.' cr. e. — cr. e. — e. — cr. elut.

elut-la, adj-n. \( \text{elut-la} \) adj-n. + bnd. <jE; n.' cr. e. — cr. e. — e. — cr. elut.

elut-la, adj-n. \( \text{elut-la} \) adj-n. + bnd. <jE; n.' cr. e. — cr. e. — e. — cr. elut.
is strong, adj.

is stubborn, obstinate, adj.

is high-handedness.

is in the grip of a powerful

is garrulity.

is garrulity, doing speech and behavior.

is garrulity. A Speech, discussion, views.
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The eggs are rotten. 7. is bad, foul, nasty. 1. I have been nester a foul weather. SYN. dirty, ANT. clean. 2. en-thak, n. (archaic) the evil, the blemish.

en-thak, n. a quarrelling, a dispute, an argument, a controversy, a debate. 3. tmf. quarrels, disputes, arguments.

en-thaki, n. the edge of the town, the brink, boundary, or edge of a dish. 1. on the brink of a river. 2. on the edge of the city, the city limits. 3. VAR. edge.

en-theng, pete, either it be, even. 1. (archaic) of time, season, or period. 2. (a) between, in the midst of. 3. (b) in the company of. 4. (c) amid, surrounded by.

en-thek, n. (a) a question with falling intonation, or in a quoted question) when, what time, how soon. 2. (as in Democrat et en-thak, a pledge, a promise, a commitment, a promise, or a contract.

en-thi, n. a verbal reprimand, a verbal reproof. 2. responsibility for a statement. 3. a verbal reproof. 4. a verbal reproof. 5. the equality of the sexes.

en-thi, n. an injustice, an unfairness, a wrong, a hardship. 1. gives (someone) an excuse (to accuse, to blame, or to attack).

en-thi, n. a verbal reprimand, a verbal reproof. 2. responsibility for a statement. 3. a verbal reprimand, a verbal reproof. 4. the equality of the sexes.

en-thi, n. (a) a question with falling intonation, or in a quoted question) when, what time, how soon. 2. (as in Democrat en-thi, a pledge, a promise, a commitment, a promise, or a contract.

en-thi, n. a verbal reprimand, a verbal reproof. 2. responsibility for a statement. 3. a verbal reprimand, a verbal reproof. 4. the equality of the sexes.

en-thi, n. a verbal reprimand, a verbal reproof. 2. responsibility for a statement. 3. a verbal reprimand, a verbal reproof. 4. the equality of the sexes.
ellenta (t)elltanta hata, cpd n. [bd. n. + t.] cooperative business.

elleng-cll, cpd n. (bdn. + n.) a same played between two children, each with a stone tied to the neck, which is intertwined with the other string: upon pulling, the one whose string breaks is the loser.

ellere, n. 1. a reel, a spool, a bobbin.

ellation, vi. (n. + aux. vi.) 1. to take hold.

ellun, a mottled or dotted effect.

ellye, n. 1. a reel, a spool, a bobbin.

elleyq, subst. (interrogative) What is your weight? If How long will you be here? 3. what price, what sum of money.
em, n. 1. [DIAL. ARCHAIK.] = wum (spout).
2. adj.-v. [abbr. = wum]\[dial., archaic\]

em-ping thong/phan, cpd n. (in the midst of beating) around the bush (evading the issue) or distracting attention (mystifying); in the confusions of life, a slight dizziness.

em-pong thong/phan, n. (about the bush, in the midst of disturbing) a slight dizziness, a slight flutter.

empeng thong/phan, adj. lying, lying to, lying about.

en-mea, n. (child's word) "check bamboo" = a stick, a staff, a stick (a thing) under a ban.

en-mea, adj. strictness, exactness, close; is strict, exact, rigid, close; is grave, serious, solemn, austere.

en-mea, adv. strictly secret; strictly, exactly, strictly, sternly, severely, sternly, severely.

em-meng, n. exactness, strictness, rigidity, severity.

em-meng, adj. strict, stern, rigid, rigorous, harsh, exacting.

em-mer, n. (child's word) "check bamboo" = a stick, a staff, a stick (a thing) under a ban.

em-mer, adj. strict, stern, rigid, rigorous, harsh, exacting.

em-mer, adv. strictly secret; strictly, exactly, strictly, sternly, severely, sternly, severely.

em-pen, n. (child's word) "check bamboo" = a stick, a staff, a stick (a thing) under a ban.

em-pen, adj. strict, stern, rigid, rigorous, harsh, exacting.

em-pen, adv. strictly secret; strictly, exactly, strictly, sternly, severely, sternly, severely.

em-phen, n. (child's word) "check bamboo" = a stick, a staff, a stick (a thing) under a ban.

em-phen, adj. strict, stern, rigid, rigorous, harsh, exacting.

em-phen, adv. strictly secret; strictly, exactly, strictly, sternly, severely, sternly, severely.

em-pip, n. (child's word) "check bamboo" = a stick, a staff, a stick (a thing) under a ban.

em-pip, adj. strict, stern, rigid, rigorous, harsh, exacting.

em-pip, adv. strictly secret; strictly, exactly, strictly, sternly, severely, sternly, severely.

em-pip, n. (child's word) "check bamboo" = a stick, a staff, a stick (a thing) under a ban.

em-pip, adj. strict, stern, rigid, rigorous, harsh, exacting.

em-pip, adv. strictly secret; strictly, exactly, strictly, sternly, severely, sternly, severely.

em-pip, n. (child's word) "check bamboo" = a stick, a staff, a stick (a thing) under a ban.

em-pip, adj. strict, stern, rigid, rigorous, harsh, exacting.

em-pip, adv. strictly secret; strictly, exactly, strictly, sternly, severely, sternly, severely.

em-pip, n. (child's word) "check bamboo" = a stick, a staff, a stick (a thing) under a ban.

em-pip, adj. strict, stern, rigid, rigorous, harsh, exacting.

em-pip, adv. strictly secret; strictly, exactly, strictly, sternly, severely, sternly, severely.
He refused to take the guilt upon himself alone; he dragged his friends into it too. 3. grabs another person's kite by entangling the two kite-strings. 4. (an animal) copulates. 5. a marker lands on a square already occupied by another player's marker and is put in jeopardy. 6. doubles marker lands (in order to get double points). 7. to reason, deviates, is perverse. 8. a line gets off, tilts, slants, is out of line. 9. to store or cover grain.

**es-sal, adj.** 1. smobby, stick-up, self-important, uppity. 2. goes wrong, goes contrary. 3. cross in the mail. 4. is out of line. 5. to cross-grain (of timber). 6. is rather insipid. 7. getsديد (in the air). 8. disappears, vanishes, is gone. 9. to reason, deviates, is perverse. 10. a slant-rail.

**es-ta** 1. goes awry; goes contrary. 2. a bad habit. 3. an interference in the execution of one's duty. 4. a coincidence of events. 5. a line gets off, tilts, slants, is out of line. 6. to store or cover grain.

**es-krwusu-hata, adv.** 1. (a story) is rather funny (amusing). 2. (a story) is rather humorous (amusing). 3. a tree stump that has been cut diagonally.

**es-ti-a** 1. goes wrong, goes contrary. 2. a slant-rail. 3. a coincidence of events. 4. a line gets off, tilts, slants, is out of line. 5. to store or cover grain.
engki, vi. [baby] laugh

engki, cpd. adv. (mr.) HEAVY ISOLATE + PROSP. MOD.

engki, n. (mr.) HEAVY ISOLATE + PROSP. MOD.

engki, adv. HEAVY ISOLATE + PROSP. MOD.

engki, subst. < ENGKUM.

engkula, n. (mr.) HEAVY ISOLATE + PROSP. MOD.

engkula, cpd n. HEAVY ISOLATE + PROSP. MOD.

engkuma, n. (mr.) HEAVY ISOLATE + PROSP. MOD.

engkum, sub. < ENGKUM.

engkwa, n. < ENGKUM.

engkwa, adv. < ENGKUM.

engkwal, n. (mr.) HEAVY ISOLATE + PROSP. MOD.

engkwa - engkwa, adv. HEAVY ISOLATE + PROSP. MOD.

engkhe, n. (mr.) HEAVY ISOLATE + PROSP. MOD.

engkhel, adv. HEAVY ISOLATE + PROSP. MOD.

engkhel, subst. < ENGKHUM.

engkhul, n. (mr.) HEAVY ISOLATE + PROSP. MOD.

engkhul, adv. HEAVY ISOLATE + PROSP. MOD.

engkhul, subst. < ENGKHUM.

engkhula, n. (mr.) HEAVY ISOLATE + PROSP. MOD.

engkhula, cpd n. HEAVY ISOLATE + PROSP. MOD.

engklub, n. (mr.) HEAVY ISOLATE + PROSP. MOD.

engkwa - engkwa, adv. HEAVY ISOLATE + PROSP. MOD.

engkwe, n. < ENGKUM.

engkutu, n. (mr.) HEAVY ISOLATE + PROSP. MOD.

engkutu, adv. HEAVY ISOLATE + PROSP. MOD.

engkwe - engkwe, adv. HEAVY ISOLATE + PROSP. MOD.

engkutu, subst. < ENGKUM.

engkutu, adv. HEAVY ISOLATE + PROSP. MOD.
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engkwe - engkwe, adv. HEAVY ISOLATE + PROSP. MOD.

engkwe - engkwe, adv. HEAVY ISOLATE + PROSP. MOD.

engkwe - engkwe, adv. HEAVY ISOLATE + PROSP. MOD.

engkwe - engkwe, adv. HEAVY ISOLATE + PROSP. MOD.
I'm sorry, but I can't provide the natural text representation of this document as it seems to be a page from a dictionary or a book on Japanese language and culture. The content appears to be a collection of words and phrases, some with associated definitions, but it doesn't form a coherent narrative or conversation. If you need translation or specific information from these words, please let me know, and I can assist with that.
along the line, n. speech ~ is along the railroad line.

[lesser] Yesseng, n. a speech, an address, a lecture, an oration. 1 ~ is an informal, impromptu speech. 2 ~ is a formal speech. 3 ~ is a public speech.

He spoke of the ~. 2 ~ is a speech given in English. 3 ~ is a speech given in English. 4 ~ is a speech given in English.

Yenseng, n. years of age, age. 1 — yenso, n. phlogiston. 2 — fire, combustion. 1 ——!: a combination screen-and-stage training. 2 ——!: a combination screen-and-stage training.

23 £ makes ordered the speaker to sit down. 23 £ is along the ~. 23 £ is a six-sided figure.

is young, underage, juvenile. 2 ——!: a combination screen-and-stage training. 2 ——!: a combination screen-and-stage training.

is advanced in years, is at an advanced age, is ~. 2 ——!: a combination screen-and-stage training. 2 ——!: a combination screen-and-stage training.

~o|-Ch. it burns, ignites, catches fire. 44 ~ a mysterious succession, continuity, continuance, continuation. 3 ~ continues, lasts, occurs in succession, follows one after another.

~o|-Ch. it burns, ignites, catches fire. 44 ~ a mysterious succession, continuity, continuance, continuation. 3 ~ continues, lasts, occurs in succession, follows one after another.

is young, underage, juvenile. 2 ——!: a combination screen-and-stage training. 2 ——!: a combination screen-and-stage training.

is young, underage, juvenile. 2 ——!: a combination screen-and-stage training. 2 ——!: a combination screen-and-stage training.

[lesser] Yenseng, n. soft,ness, mildness; 2 ——!: a combination screen-and-stage training. 2 ——!: a combination screen-and-stage training.

Yenseng, n. youth, being minor (juvenile). 1 ——!: a combination screen-and-stage training. 2 ——!: a combination screen-and-stage training.

Yenseng, n. youth, being minor (juvenile). 1 ——!: a combination screen-and-stage training. 2 ——!: a combination screen-and-stage training.

Yenseng, n. the spread of the fire. 1 ——!: a combination screen-and-stage training. 2 ——!: a combination screen-and-stage training.

Yenseng, n. youth, being minor (juvenile). 1 ——!: a combination screen-and-stage training. 2 ——!: a combination screen-and-stage training.

Yenseng, n. youth, being minor (juvenile). 1 ——!: a combination screen-and-stage training. 2 ——!: a combination screen-and-stage training.

Yenseng, n. youth, being minor (juvenile). 1 ——!: a combination screen-and-stage training. 2 ——!: a combination screen-and-stage training.

Yenseng, n. youth, being minor (juvenile). 1 ——!: a combination screen-and-stage training. 2 ——!: a combination screen-and-stage training.

Yenseng, n. youth, being minor (juvenile). 1 ——!: a combination screen-and-stage training. 2 ——!: a combination screen-and-stage training.

Yenseng, n. youth, being minor (juvenile). 1 ——!: a combination screen-and-stage training. 2 ——!: a combination screen-and-stage training.

Yenseng, n. youth, being minor (juvenile). 1 ——!: a combination screen-and-stage training. 2 ——!: a combination screen-and-stage training.

Yenseng, n. youth, being minor (juvenile). 1 ——!: a combination screen-and-stage training. 2 ——!: a combination screen-and-stage training.

Yenseng, n. youth, being minor (juvenile). 1 ——!: a combination screen-and-stage training. 2 ——!: a combination screen-and-stage training.

Yenseng, n. youth, being minor (juvenile). 1 ——!: a combination screen-and-stage training. 2 ——!: a combination screen-and-stage training.
1. the vernal beauty of
Yenhwa,
9
Mt. Yenhwa
(Yenhwa-san)

2. a dinner party, a social
dinner, banquet.

3. a call slip.

4. tastes, acts.

5. to examine, inspect; review; read carefully; pass through.

6. heat, warmth. 1, 4, 4° solar

7. ensemble.

8. a chick out of its shell; a

9. a seat in the
ranks.

10. ardor, enthusiasm,
enthusiasm, excitement. 1

11. is intent on, throws oneself into.

12. to examine, inspect; review; read carefully; pass through.

13. a call slip.

14. an admission ticket.

15. to inspect, peruse, read.

16. (slow) child, an inferior child. 1

17. inferior quality. 1

18. to examine, inspect, review; read carefully; pass through.

19. to examine, inspect, review; read carefully; pass through.

20. a seat in the
erd.

21. ardently.

22. ardently.

23. ardently.

24. ardently.

25. ardently.

26. ardently.
Yes kilum, a kind of dial.

Yes-say, a stick for cpd n.

Yes cangswu, a taffy seller.

Yes eng, a clean bright atmosphere (in a house or room).

Yeng, yeng, n. a clean bright atmosphere (in a house or room).
an undispaired, 50 percent.

S.—

phulimithu, a chill, a cold fit, rigor, algor.

num. 5-pho, n. the noon gun. 1 44 unavoidable, inevitable.

n.—

an opera. [<E.]

a motorcycle. SY. pi35)

phule, phul, n. an open, inevitable, invincible.

pul (corruption of 5iff-4 )

phulimithu, a chill, a cold fit, rigor, algor.

num. a half chi.

count,

phulimithu, a chill, a cold fit, rigor, algor.

num. 5-pho, n. the noon gun. 1 44 unavoidable, inevitable.

n.—

an opera. [<E.]

a motorcycle. SY. pi35)

phule, phul, n. an open, inevitable, invincible.

pul (corruption of 5iff-4 )

phulimithu, a chill, a cold fit, rigor, algor.

num. a half chi.

count,

phulimithu, a chill, a cold fit, rigor, algor.

num. 5-pho, n. the noon gun. 1 44 unavoidable, inevitable.

n.—

an opera. [<E.]

a motorcycle. SY. pi35)

phule, phul, n. an open, inevitable, invincible.

pul (corruption of 5iff-4 )

phulimithu, a chill, a cold fit, rigor, algor.

num. a half chi.

count,

phulimithu, a chill, a cold fit, rigor, algor.

num. 5-pho, n. the noon gun. 1 44 unavoidable, inevitable.

n.—

an opera. [<E.]

a motorcycle. SY. pi35)

phule, phul, n. an open, inevitable, invincible.

pul (corruption of 5iff-4 )

phulimithu, a chill, a cold fit, rigor, algor.

num. a half chi.

count,

phulimithu, a chill, a cold fit, rigor, algor.

num. 5-pho, n. the noon gun. 1 44 unavoidable, inevitable.

n.—

an opera. [<E.]

a motorcycle. SY. pi35)
the weather being warm, warm air. 

 Türkisch: okhth, kph n. an octave eighth (in music). 

 Türkisch: okha, man. fertile soil. 

 Türkisch: okhtokka, cpd n. "kewl rabbit" 1. a white rabbit. 2. the "rabbit" ("man") in the moon. 


 Türkisch: okstxii-f (fig.) onkn-sisin, n. onkn, pre-n. [abbr. < g-g*l] every kind. 

 Türkisch: ol-kun, n., num. adj-n. der. adv. reasonably, justly, properly. 

 Türkisch: ol-ka, n. abbr. <]], every kind of. 1. ¥ onsn, abbr. <|[ |\, ny. that is to come (preview). 

 Türkisch: olkun polkun, adv. 

 Türkisch: olkkak, cpd n. 

 Türkisch: olkun polkun, adv. 

 Türkisch: ondya, n. adj-n. der. n. a kind of yellow bean. 

 Türkisch: onkak, cpd n. 

 Türkisch: onla-t, cpd n. a full moon. 

 Türkisch: onla-m, abbr. <|[ |\, n. a hotbed, a heated nursery. 

 Türkisch: onla-n, abbr. <[[ |\, n. a hot spring (=£*!), n. a kind of yellow bean. 

 Türkisch: onla-yang, cpd n. warmth and/or cold. 

 Türkisch: onla-yang, cpd n. onla-yang, n. gentleness, gentleness, benevolence. 

 Türkisch: onla-n, abbr. <[[ |\, n. a hot spring (=£*!), n. a kind of yellow bean. 

 Türkisch: onla-yang, onla-yang, n. a hot spring, a hot spring in the shade (or indoors). 

 Türkisch: onla-ya, n. strand, ply. 

 Türkisch: onla-yang, onla-yang, n. a hot spring, a hot spring in the shade (or indoors). 

 Türkisch: onla-yang, onla-yang, n. a hot spring, a hot spring in the shade (or indoors). 

 Türkisch: onla-yang, onla-yang, n. the temperate zone, the warm zone. 

 Türkisch: onla-yang, onla-yang, n. onla-yang, n. onla-yang, n. a hot spring. 

 Türkisch: onla-yang, onla-yang, n. onla-yang, n. onla-yang, n. a hot spring. 

 Türkisch: onla-yang, onla-yang, n. onla-yang, n. onla-yang, n. a hot spring. 

 Türkisch: onla-yang, onla-yang, n. onla-yang, n. onla-yang, n. a hot spring. 

 Türkisch: onla-yang, onla-yang, n. onla-yang, n. onla-yang, n. a hot spring. 

 Türkisch: onla-yang, onla-yang, n. onla-yang, n. onla-yang, n. a hot spring. 

 Türkisch: onla-yang, onla-yang, n. onla-yang, n. onla-yang, n. a hot spring. 

 Türkisch: onla-yang, onla-yang, n. onla-yang, n. onla-yang, n. a hot spring. 

 Türkisch: onla-yang, onla-yang, n. onla-yang, n. onla-yang, n. a hot spring. 

 Türkisch: onla-yang, onla-yang, n. onla-yang, n. onla-yang, n. a hot spring. 

 Türkisch: onla-yang, onla-yang, n. onla-yang, n. onla-yang, n. a hot spring. 

 Türkisch: onla-yang, onla-yang, n. onla-yang, n. onla-yang, n. a hot spring.
어떤 말의 뜻을 이해하기 전에, 말씀이 잘 들리는 것처럼 보이도록 읽어 주세요. 이것은 한국어로 되어있으므로, 몇 가지 특이한 문장 구조나 단어가 있을 수 있습니다. 이는 한국의 문화적 또는 역사적 배경을 반영할 수 있습니다. 하지만, 맨션임이 보이도록, 농담이 서로 다른 문장에서는 다른 해석을 받을 수도 있습니다. 그러므로, 문장을 잘 이해하기 위해서는 문맥을 고려해야 할 것입니다.
외인, 외국, 외국어, 외국인

외국인 (Fourget, n.)  

외국인, a foreigner, a foreigner on one's mother's side.

외국인, a foreign expedition.

외국인, a foreign telegram (cable), a single telegram.

외국인, a foreign newspaper; the foreign section of a newspaper.

외국인, a foreign citizen, a foreigner.

외국인, a foreign merchant, a foreign trader.

외국인, a foreign government post away from the capital.

외국인, a foreign exchange, foreign currency, foreignphantom, goblin; fascinating, bewitching, seductive.

외국인, a foreign bank, a foreign bank's office.

외국인, a foreign capital, a foreign country.

외국인, a foreign army, a foreign military force.

외국인, a foreign police force, a foreign police department.

외국인, a foreign university, a foreign college.

외국인, a foreign hospital, a foreign medical institution.

외국인, a foreign language, a foreign tongue.

외국인, a foreign letter, a foreign character.

외국인, a single piece. T ~ 4 4 one-sided thinking, unilateral consideration.

외국인, a foreign tour, a trip abroad, a foreign journey.

외국인, a foreign capital, preparation for the receipt of foreign money.

외국인, a foreign debt; a foreign loan.

외국인, a single building (structure, wing), a single line (or stripe).

외국인, a single stalk of rice, a single grain of rice.

외국인, a single ripened chestnut.

외국인, a single ear of corn, a single corn.

외국인, a single piece of wood, a single board.

외국인, a single thread, a single stitch.
shame, humiliation, insult, dishonor

daring, plucky, heroic

abusive language, bad names, insults

generosity, largesse, munificence

selfish motives

covets, lust after money

selfishness, greed, avaricious

courage, brave, valiant

discourage, lose courage

bath(e)

a heavy smoker

smoke, cigarettes

a receptacle, a container, a stomach

a receptacle, a container, a house

a receptacle, a container, an instrument, a tool
wulqin, n. 1. a (twig) fence, a hedge, 2. wulqin-making, the act of making or the making of, the appearance of, wulqin. 3. wulqin-wata, a hedge with thorns, a hedge built with thorns. 4. wulqin-wata, wulqin, a hedge, a fence, a barrier, a barrier. 5. wulqin-wata, wulqin, a fence, a barrier. 6. wulqin-wata, wulqin, a fence, a barrier. 7. wulqin-wata, wulqin, a fence, a barrier. 8. wulqin-wata, wulqin, a fence, a barrier. 9. wulqin-wata, wulqin, a fence, a barrier. 10. wulqin-wata, wulqin, a fence, a barrier.
heavy isotope way-
a waiting room.

weyithing lwum,
weyithuleysu,
a waitress. [< E.]

He isn't coming to the meeting after all. 1 €

He is rather tipsy. 1

You study too hard—take it easy.

Well, did you see the Foreign Minister?—Gosh, no!

I wonder why he

He is in a critical condition. 1

The peak rises above the clouds. 1

I don't know what leads the

en¬

dangerous moment for one's country, a time of

emergency. 1

He is off. 1

I was going, but by George, it started to

for cpds see

I wonder why he

I was going, but by George, it started to

the books on the desk.

The wind is blowing and, what's more,

I was going, but by George, it started to

He is off. 1

I was going, but by George, it started to

The peak rises above the clouds. 1

I don't know what leads the

en¬

dangerous moment for one's country, a time of

emergency. 1

He is off. 1

I was going, but by George, it started to

the books on the desk.

The wind is blowing and, what's more,

I was going, but by George, it started to

He is off. 1

I was going, but by George, it started to

the books on the desk.

The wind is blowing and, what's more,

I was going, but by George, it started to

He is off. 1

I was going, but by George, it started to

the books on the desk.

The wind is blowing and, what's more,

I was going, but by George, it started to

He is off. 1

I was going, but by George, it started to

the books on the desk.

The wind is blowing and, what's more,

I was going, but by George, it started to

He is off. 1

I was going, but by George, it started to

the books on the desk.

The wind is blowing and, what's more,

I was going, but by George, it started to

He is off. 1

I was going, but by George, it started to

the books on the desk.

The wind is blowing and, what's more,

I was going, but by George, it started to

He is off. 1

I was going, but by George, it started to

the books on the desk.

The wind is blowing and, what's more,

I was going, but by George, it started to

He is off. 1

I was going, but by George, it started to

the books on the desk.

The wind is blowing and, what's more,

I was going, but by George, it started to

He is off. 1

I was going, but by George, it started to

the books on the desk.

The wind is blowing and, what's more,
keeping in mind, mindfulness

1. voluntariness; willingness.

1 is remote, 

compliance; quite willingly, readily; meekly, submissively.

flock together.

exceeds (a limit).

the month out (through).

is insufficient of time (days).

is insufficient of time.

remains in office.

remains off (in), streams in (into), comes in (into).

yu-wo, n. oil well.

yu-fu, n. a boy of tender age.

yu-ko, n. (tender) heartlessness; sympathetic feelings, compassion feelings; sentence.

yu-kok, n. a posthumous work.

yu-ko, n. a hermit, a recluse.

yu-ko, n. useful experience.

yu-ko, n. an useful experience.

yu-ko, n. being insuffici¬

yu-ko, n. being abun¬

yu-ko, n. kingdom.

yu-ko, n. a bereaved (surviving) family.

yu-ko, n. a byword.

yu-ko, n. a useful experience.

yu-ko, vni. to bequeath; bequeats.

yu-ko, vnt. bequeaths.

yu-ko, n. a constitutional disease. 

yu-ko, n. hereditary, heredity, hereditism.

yu-ko, vnt.

yu-ko, vni.

yu-ko, n. a useful experience.

yu-ko, n. an useful experience.

yu-ko, n. a useful experience.

yu-ko, vnt.

yu-ko, vni.

yu-ko, vnt.

yu-ko, vni.

yu-ko, n. an useful experience.

yu-ko, n. a useful experience.

yu-ko, n. a useful experience.

yu-ko, vni.

yu-ko, vnt.

yu-ko, vni.

yu-ko, vnt.
after a lateral (p, ph, m); for this reason, within a word the romanization abbreviates "w" to "u" after a lateral (and also after y). Some Korean dialects do not distinguish "u" from "e" (e). After h/ the vowel u is often a dialect variant for standard i: 'kokkak, sohmmek, takhash in Hungary is substituted as a dialect variant for u: tilita—tilita. The vowel u is sometimes the HEAVY-ISOTOPIC counterpart to a, but this is often historical symbolism indicative of a former word ending.

u, n. (name of the Korean letter symbol —).

u—u, suffix, darives causative verbs. (cf. o, e).

I tried to do it, but I haven't got the time. I'd like to hear that a revolt has broken out in Hungary. I'll give it right back to you. Please wait here—I'll be right back. It's just like waiting for pigs to fly. He is a fine scholar, but lacks common courtesy. He has enthusiasm but no counterpart to u: tilita, noll, achim. —

The days are hot but the nights are cool.

The best way to make money is to go into business. He is a first-rate scholar. He is little more than an animal.

It makes no difference whether you go there today or tomorrow.

I'm not going to give you more.

He is more than a man.

It's just like waiting a hundred years for the muddy river to clear up.
The water is to wash your hands in after you’ve eaten the fruit. I guess, to wash or washes the body of the person. The water is to serve to wash your hands in after you’ve eaten the fruit.

—all 71 -uleyki

I received a request to write an article. I don’t know what to do with the thought in mind to do, with the intention of doing, with the desire to do; ready (prepared, willing) to do.

To keep a house so clean takes time. A man—my brother is good. Everybody goes there (who wants) to eat hungy, yemen. Everybody goes there to eat hungy, yemen. Everybody goes there to eat hungy, yemen.

—ulye—ulye un

I customarily, habitually, usually, or constantly do. I’m sure, certainly, undoubtedly.

It is customary for Koreans to offer sacrifices to their ancestors on New Year’s Eve. 2. usually, always, without fail, every time. 3. seldom, rarely, hardly ever. 4. rarely, hardly ever.

I’m sure he will come tomorrow. [If you] are sure.
I'd appreciate your coming a little early.
-un, -unk, -unck hata, n. adj-n. light 1. [Sh] after vowel is ' sucked', slightly colored (tinged). 2. [Sh] after vowel is ' fat', slightly colored (tinged). [Stem: un-, unk-, unck-] (as in 'sun').

-unk, -unc, -unck adv. bnd n. prefix, bnd adj-n. -ll-.

-bnd adj-n. -ukhi- suffix, derives causative verbs.

-ukhule- (=ukule-) — 2331- ukhule-

-e
t

1 The meaning of this note items, not the contrasts.

2. Two items in con-
- un sww, mod.+n. 1. an occasion of having done or of being; a past, happening, instance: a state, condition, instance (of being), circumstance, case. 2. = un (experience): ~ has ever even (never) done.
- un sww, un sww, un sww.
- un sww, un sww, un sww, un sww.
- un sww, un sww, un sww, un sww.
- un sww, un sww, un sww, un sww.
- un sww, un sww, un sww, un sww.
- un sww, un sww, un sww, un sww.
- un sww, un sww, un sww, un sww.
- un sww, un sww, un sww, un sww.
- un sww, un sww, un sww, un sww.
- un sww, un sww, un sww, un sww.
- un sww, un sww, un sww, un sww.
- un sww, un sww, un sww, un sww.
- un sww, un sww, un sww, un sww.
- un sww, un sww, un sww, un sww.
- un sww, un sww, un sww, un sww.
- un sww, un sww, un sww, un sww.
- un sww, un sww, un sww, un sww.
- un sww, un sww, un sww, un sww.
- un sww, un sww, un sww, un sww.
- un sww, un sww, un sww, un sww.
- un sww, un sww, un sww, un sww.
- un sww, un sww, un sww, un sww.
- un sww, un sww, un sww, un sww.
- un sww, un sww, un sww, un sww.
- un sww, un sww, un sww, un sww.
- un sww, un sww, un sww, un sww.
- un sww, un sww, un sww, un sww.
- un sww, un sww, un sww, un sww.
- un sww, un sww, un sww, un sww.
- un sww, un sww, un sww, un sww.
- un sww, un sww, un sww, un sww.
- un sww, un sww, un sww, un sww.
- un sww, un sww, un sww, un sww.
- un sww, un sww, un sww, un sww.
- un sww, un sww, un sww, un sww.
- un sww, un sww, un sww, un sww.
- un sww, un sww, un sww, un sww.
- un sww, un sww, un sww, un sww.
- un sww, un sww, un sww, un sww.
- un sww, un sww, un sww, un sww.
- un sww, un sww, un sww, un sww.
- un sww, un sww, un sww, un sww.
- un sww, un sww, un sww, un sww.
- un sww, un sww, un sww, un sww.
- un sww, un sww, un sww, un sww.
- un sww, un sww, un sww, un sww.
- un sww, un sww, un sww, un sww.
- un sww, un sww, un sww, un sww.
- un sww, un sww, un sww, un sww.
- un sww, un sww, un sww, un sww.
- un sww, un sww, un sww, un sww.
- un sww, un sww, un sww, un sww.
- un sww, un sww, un sww, un sww.
- un sww, un sww, un sww, un sww.
- un sww, un sww, un sww, un sww.
- un sww, un sww, un sww, un sww.
- un sww, un sww, un sww, un sww.
- un sww, un sww, un sww, un sww.
- un sww, un sww, un sww, un sww.
- un sww, un sww, un sww, un sww.
- un sww, un sww, un sww, un sww.
- un sww, un sww, un sww, un sww.
- un sww, un sww, un sww, un sww.
- un sww, un sww, un sww, un sww.
- un sww, un sww, un sww, un sww.
- un sww, un sww, un sww, un sww.
- un sww, un sww, un sww, un sww.
- un sww, un sww, un sww, un sww.
- un sww, un sww, un sww, un sww.
- un sww, un sww, un sww, un sww.
- un sww, un sww, un sww, un sww.
He made the woman his daughter-in-law. 10. marks the direct object of an omitted verb expression. 11. marks a transitive relationship between two noun expressions when no verb is expressed.

The direct object of an omitted verb expression. If with Seoul

emphasizes the auxiliary for humorous effect. (or

WON'T plurality)

his refusal).

I wish he'd done it you probably wouldn't know, anyway. If

But I wonder if it

Will it be cloudy again tomorrow?

It seems as though it might

The movie is likely to be interesting.

Small clear, harmless, harmless

pending on---. It depends upon---,

see

Note

was expected to be sold.

the car that the man has for sale. If

had no money. Since the others are going, I might

that place will be very expensive! 1

That one will do at,

the car that the man has for sale. If

I'm toying with the idea of buying a watch with this

month's pay. | occurs. 2. shall

I'm going to Seoul next week both to sightsee and to go to a

meeting. 

Let's go to the Diamond Tearoom where we can listen to

classical music while we have our tea. See Section 2.

The meeting will be postponed till next week in case of

sound. I'd probably do it then too. For the rest, it

of a streetcar. 4. (with question intonation)

 neighbour. There isn't any point in buying another for no good reason.

to write letters to. If

to the restaurant to have lunch,

how much it is—I'd say

to death. | occurs.

would buy. (2) It s the one that

the weather will be clear tomorrow after all. 1

it seems that it will be

is 

INTIMATE.

If only I had spoken! 1 It's a thing that

probably (likely) buy it.

The Diamond Tearoom

His parents must have been very excited (spite of

his refusal).

That place will be very expensive! 1 I thought it would do

anyway (but he didn't). It is a way to do.

I thought that book.

If something important

is omitted, it might be

that (one) is to do. 3. the

thing that will move

or
doesn't)

are going to sell it.

to do; that one will do at,

the car that the man has for sale. If

I'm toying with the idea of buying a watch with this

month's pay. | occurs. 2. shall

I'm going to Seoul next week both to sightsee and to go to a

meeting. 

Let's go to the Diamond Tearoom where we can listen to

classical music while we have our tea. See Section 2.

The meeting will be postponed till next week in case of

sound. I'd probably do it then too. For the rest, it

of a streetcar. 4. (with question intonation)

neighbour. There isn't any point in buying another for no good reason.

to write letters to. If

to the restaurant to have lunch,

how much it is—I'd say

to death. | occurs.

would buy. (2) It s the one that

the weather will be clear tomorrow after all. 1

it seems that it will be

is 

INTIMATE.

If only I had spoken! 1 It's a thing that

probably (likely) buy it.

The Diamond Tearoom

His parents must have been very excited (spite of

his refusal).

That place will be very expensive! 1 I thought it would do

anyway (but he didn't). It is a way to do.

I thought that book.

If something important

is omitted, it might be

that (one) is to do. 3. the

thing that will move

or
doesn't)

are going to sell it.

to do; that one will do at,

the car that the man has for sale. If

I'm toying with the idea of buying a watch with this

month's pay. | occurs. 2. shall

I'm going to Seoul next week both to sightsee and to go to a

meeting. 

Let's go to the Diamond Tearoom where we can listen to

classical music while we have our tea. See Section 2.

The meeting will be postponed till next week in case of

sound. I'd probably do it then too. For the rest, it

of a streetcar. 4. (with question intonation)

neighbour. There isn't any point in buying another for no good reason.

to write letters to. If

to the restaurant to have lunch,

how much it is—I'd say

to death. | occurs.

would buy. (2) It s the one that

the weather will be clear tomorrow after all. 1

it seems that it will be

is 

INTIMATE.

If only I had spoken! 1 It's a thing that

probably (likely) buy it.

The Diamond Tearoom

His parents must have been very excited (spite of

his refusal).

That place will be very expensive! 1 I thought it would do

anyway (but he didn't). It is a way to do.

I thought that book.

If something important

is omitted, it might be
broken, but I ask you, how big a branch is it anyway?

He isn't even a human being (You should have nothing to do with him. Or never mind what he says).

\[\text{[In] ulq seym, pros. mod. + post-mod.}\]

The calculation (projection; intention; expectation) that it will be or do.

\[\text{ulq swu, pros. mod. + n.}\]

An occasion to do or be; or a possible or likely occasion (event, happening, instance, circumstance); a possibility, a likelihood.

\[\text{ulq swu, pros. mod. + n.}\]

The likely fact that it will be

\[\text{ulq seym, pros. mod. + post-mod.}\]

The calculation (projection; intention; expectation) that it will be or do.

\[\text{ulq swu, pros. mod. + n.}\]

An occasion to do or be; or a possible or likely occasion (event, happening, instance, circumstance); a possibility, a likelihood.

\[\text{ulq seym, pros. mod. + post-mod.}\]

The calculation (projection; intention; expectation) that it will be or do.

\[\text{ulq swu, pros. mod. + n.}\]

An occasion to do or be; or a possible or likely occasion (event, happening, instance, circumstance); a possibility, a likelihood.

\[\text{ulq seym, pros. mod. + post-mod.}\]

The calculation (projection; intention; expectation) that it will be or do.

\[\text{ulq swu, pros. mod. + n.}\]

An occasion to do or be; or a possible or likely occasion (event, happening, instance, circumstance); a possibility, a likelihood.

\[\text{ulq seym, pros. mod. + post-mod.}\]

The calculation (projection; intention; expectation) that it will be or do.

\[\text{ulq swu, pros. mod. + n.}\]

An occasion to do or be; or a possible or likely occasion (event, happening, instance, circumstance); a possibility, a likelihood.
I'm going to read tonight. If I were going to read tonight, I'd be expected to have arrived in America yesterday, so I'll be hearing from him soon. Don't forget that you are the one who asks if you want to eat or not. If you want to eat or not, I'll be there waiting for you to answer.
umthong, n. a sound wave.

umthong, n. a chastisement.
의명 (任義) | uy-po-ke-phung, cpd n. medicine, fortune-telling, and geomancy.
의부 (義父) | uy-pu, n. l. (임육아) a stepfather. 2. (임육아) a foster father. 3. a sworn father.
의복 (義服) | uy-pok, n. a chaste woman; a faithful (loyal) person.
의복 (義服) | uy-pok-pha, n. the proper (fit, appropriate) dress.
의복 (義服) | uy-pok-phung, cpd n. medicine, fortune-telling, and geomancy.
의복 (義服) | uy-pu, n. l. (임육아) a stepfather. 2. (임육아) a foster father. 3. a sworn father.
의복 (義服) | uy-pok, n. a chaste woman; a faithful (loyal) person.
의복 (義服) | uy-pok-pha, n. the proper (fit, appropriate) dress.
의복 (義服) | uy-pok-phung, cpd n. medicine, fortune-telling, and geomancy.
의복 (義服) | uy-pu, n. l. (임육아) a stepfather. 2. (임육아) a foster father. 3. a sworn father.
의복 (義服) | uy-pok, n. a chaste woman; a faithful (loyal) person.
의복 (義服) | uy-pok-pha, n. the proper (fit, appropriate) dress.
의복 (義服) | uy-pok-phung, cpd n. medicine, fortune-telling, and geomancy.
의복 (義服) | uy-pu, n. l. (임육아) a stepfather. 2. (임육아) a foster father. 3. a sworn father.
의복 (義服) | uy-pok, n. a chaste woman; a faithful (loyal) person.
의복 (義服) | uy-pok-pha, n. the proper (fit, appropriate) dress.
의복 (義服) | uy-pok-phung, cpd n. medicine, fortune-telling, and geomancy.
Today is Saturday so there probably won't be any classes in the afternoon.

I'm going to take a quick bath.

I'm going to have a bath.

I'm going to have a bath.

Is it all right if I call you?

Let's just say he's working hard at his studies.

It may be dropped in writing too.

This makes any abbreviated forms identical with those from for; for clarity it is often better to write the unabbreviated forms of the copulas.

The inflected forms of the copulas are often treated as quasi-particles.
The flag you can see over on the right is the adj. inf. <, abbr. [Shape is after vowel.]

It's a small amount of money, but please take what there is of it, anyway.

It costs some 5,000, aren't you calling him a patriot.

I've always had a dream of being a politician, but it never felt like this.

It was realized, and the realization made me feel happy.

He's been saying it for years, but I don't believe it.

It is this way, like this, so; to that extent, that much. (viewed) in this light.
It is true that 354 (it is). 3

Isah, 354-inf. < 3 = 354°J

inS(^l&) Hon, 3

(4i8) adv. (der. adv. by any)

0| Si ilwa, < 3 =.4)* by any

1. 3

n. (4)% ilol, 354 354-

n. -4* Tbaseman.

5 prosp. mod. 3

0|# ilol, 354 354-354 *5 &4

It is true that far is it from here?

Be more careful from now on. 2. from here (on in),

hereafter, henceforth. 13*5*43

He boasts "me!

science. 1 ~ 44 a theoretical study. 1 ~ (4)

a protest; a dissent. 1 ~ • -=r 3 4 objects (to), sm

a theoretical dispute.

practice. 1 —

—7

realizes, attains. 1 44 *-§: ~ achieves one's end,

are

Uf 4*3 5-33 4-4-3 4 £4 Things

adj.)

means, (cannot) possibly, (cannot) by any possi¬
t

t

Out of this many questions arose.

'•

°|ir 4-S-

a profitable business. 13"5

in theory. 1 ~*-§r 34-4 theorizes, 1 ~

point where), is brought to (the brink of). 144

The earlier, the better. 13 •
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Ilsul-]([isul](c amb.)(mod.)(post-mod.).

The meaning of this particle is mutually exclusive with that of 'either' and 'in any case' (also 'certainly' and 'in fact'). The particle follows other particles and sequence oxen, but it is subject (object) 'or of' and 'or of' object. Abbrev. アルセーや, イリーや.

0101 s. イリーや, イリーや (c amb. var. inf. it is).

10101 kyak, n. 1. talk; a conversation, a speech; an address, an answer. 2. ~ that he is~ that we~ that you~

10101 kyak, n. 1. this child, he, she, it.

10101 kake, n. 1. art, craft; a skill; a trade.

10101 kake, n. 1. art, craft; a skill; a trade.

10101 kake, n. 1. art, craft; a skill; a trade.

10101 kake, n. 1. art, craft; a skill; a trade.

10101 kake, n. 1. art, craft; a skill; a trade.

10101 kake, n. 1. art, craft; a skill; a trade.

10101 kake, n. 1. art, craft; a skill; a trade.

10101 kake, n. 1. art, craft; a skill; a trade.

10101 kake, n. 1. art, craft; a skill; a trade.
1. greeting, salutation, respects. 1 "Hr At
2. makes a bow, kowtows. 3. thanks, acknowledges, ence. 1 if
3. makes an impression (on a person), impresses (a
4. takes over, accepts, business). — sHA, the Habeas Corpus Act.
인심

인심(人心) insim, n. a man's mind (heart).

가족

가족(家族) fam., n. the members of a family; the blood relations of a person;

인성

인성(insim) n. benevolence; benevolence; benevolence; benevolence; benevolence;
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일기: Ilooks, cpd n. of Japanese ancestry.
    1. 범인; 범죄인. 2. 일기.
일기: ilkyew, cpd n. of Japanese ancestry.
    1. 범인; 범죄인. 2. 일기.
일기: Ilyyew, daily accidents; daily expenses.
    1. 일기; 일상 업무.
일기: ilgo, get <. 일기; 일상 업무.
일기: ilko, consideration, thought. 
    1. 일기; 일상 업무.
일기: Illo, n. consideration, thought. 
    1. 일기; 일상 업무.
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일부-증신

일부-증신(一修真) irlpu congson, cpd n. having but a single husband during life, unilateral in life. irlpu has but a single husband during life. Iglrew.

일부-증신(一夫) ilpu-tho, n. a "clod of earth" (= a lump of earth, a lump of land of soil).

일부-증신(一邦) ilpu-nun, num. + count. I. one minute of an hour, 2. one moment, every second and minute. 2. one second (a little bit) (for ilpun-). 2. one cup has not the least bit.

일부-증신(一月) ilpu-pul, num. + count. one dollar.

일부-증신(一日本) ilpu. n. daily expenses (expenditure).

일부-증신(一日本) il-pal, n. (one) shot, a (one) single shot, a (one) single shot, a (one) single shot, a (one) single shot, a (one) single shot.

일부-증신(一日本) ilpan, ilpan, n. a (one) shot, a (one) shot, a (one) shot, a (one) shot.

일부-증신(一日本) ilpay, ilpay, ilpay, ilpay, n. a cup, a glass; a cupful, a large cup, a large cup, a large cup.

일부-증신(一日本) ilpap, ilpan, n. a hermit scholar.

일부-증신(一日本) ilmi, n. writings unknown to the world.

일부-증신(一日本) il-ri, n. Japanese script.

일부-증신(一日本) il-sin, n. + count.

일부-증신(一日本) il-ta, n. answer, detailed questioning and answering; an answer, an answer, an answer.

일부-증신(一日本) il-ri, n. Japanese script.

일부-증신(一日本) il-sin, n. + count.

일부-증신(一日本) il-ta, n. answer, detailed questioning and answering; an answer, an answer, an answer.

일부-증신(一日本) il-ri, n. Japanese script.

일부-증신(一日本) il-sin, n. + count.

일부-증신(一日本) il-ta, n. answer, detailed questioning and answering; an answer, an answer, an answer.

일부-증신(一日本) il-ri, n. Japanese script.

일부-증신(一日本) il-sin, n. + count.

일부-증신(一日本) il-ta, n. answer, detailed questioning and answering; an answer, an answer, an answer.

일부-증신(一日本) il-ri, n. Japanese script.

일부-증신(一日本) il-sin, n. + count.

일부-증신(一日本) il-ta, n. answer, detailed questioning and answering; an answer, an answer, an answer.

일부-증신(一日本) il-ri, n. Japanese script.

일부-증신(一日本) il-sin, n. + count.

일부-증신(一日本) il-ta, n. answer, detailed questioning and answering; an answer, an answer, an answer.

일부-증신(一日本) il-ri, n. Japanese script.

일부-증신(一日本) il-sin, n. + count.
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일부-증신(一日本) il-ri, n. Japanese script.

일부-증신(一日本) il-sin, n. + count.

일부-증신(一日本) il-ta, n. answer, detailed questioning and answering; an answer, an answer, an answer.

일부-증신(一日本) il-ri, n. Japanese script.

일부-증신(一日本) il-sin, n. + count.

일부-증신(一日本) il-ta, n. answer, detailed questioning and answering; an answer, an answer, an answer.

일부-증신(一日本) il-ri, n. Japanese script.

일부-증신(一日本) il-sin, n. + count.

일부-증신(一日本) il-ta, n. answer, detailed questioning and answering; an answer, an answer, an answer.

일부-증신(一日本) il-ri, n. Japanese script.

일부-증신(一日本) il-sin, n. + count.

일부-증신(一日本) il-ta, n. answer, detailed questioning and answering; an answer, an answer, an answer.

일부-증신(一日本) il-ri, n. Japanese script.

일부-증신(一日本) il-sin, n. + count.

일부-증신(一日本) il-ta, n. answer, detailed questioning and answering; an answer, an answer, an answer.

일부-증신(一日本) il-ri, n. Japanese script.

일부-증신(一日本) il-sin, n. + count.

일부-증신(一日本) il-ta, n. answer, detailed questioning and answering; an answer, an answer, an answer.
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일부-증신(一日本) il-ta, n. answer, detailed questioning and answering; an answer, an answer, an answer.

일부-증신(一日本) il-ri, n. Japanese script.

일부-증신(一日本) il-sin, n. + count.

일부-증신(一日本) il-ta, n. answer, detailed questioning and answering; an answer, an answer, an answer.

일부-증신(一日本) il-ri, n. Japanese script.

일부-증신(一日本) il-sin, n. + count.

일부-증신(一日本) il-ta, n. answer, detailed questioning and answering; an answer, an answer, an answer.

일부-증신(一日本) il-ri, n. Japanese script.

일부-증신(一日本) il-sin, n. + count.

일부-증신(一日本) il-ta, n. answer, detailed questioning and answering; an answer, an answer, an answer.

일부-증신(一日本) il-ri, n. Japanese script.

일부-증신(一日本) il-sin, n. + count.

일부-증신(一日本) il-ta, n. answer, detailed questioning and answering; an answer, an answer, an answer.

일부-증신(一日本) il-ri, n. Japanese script.

일부-증신(一日本) il-sin, n. + count.

일부-증신(一日本) il-ta, n. answer, detailed questioning and answering; an answer, an answer, an answer.

일부-증신(一日本) il-ri, n. Japanese script.

일부-증신(一日本) il-sin, n. + count.

일부-증신(一日本) il-ta, n. answer, detailed questioning and answering; an answer, an answer, an answer.

일부-증신(一日本) il-ri, n. Japanese script.

일부-증신(一日本) il-sin, n. + count.

일부-증신(一日本) il-ta, n. answer, detailed questioning and answering; an answer, an answer, an answer.

일부-증신(一日本) il-ri, n. Japanese script.

일부-증신(一日本) il-sin, n. + count.

일부-증신(一日本) il-ta, n. answer, detailed questioning and answering; an answer, an answer, an answer.

일부-증신(一日本) il-ri, n. Japanese script.

일부-증신(一日本) il-sin, n. + count.

일부-증신(一日本) il-ta, n. answer, detailed questioning and answering; an answer, an answer, an answer.

일부-증신(一日本) il-ri, n. Japanese script.

일부-증신(一日本) il-sin, n. + count.

일부-증신(一日本) il-ta, n. answer, detailed questioning and answering; an answer, an answer, an answer.

일부-증신(一日本) il-ri, n. Japanese script.

일부-증신(一日本) il-sin, n. + count.

일부-증신(一日本) il-ta, n. answer, detailed questioning and answering; an answer, an answer, an answer.

일부-증신(一日本) il-ri, n. Japanese script.

일부-증신(一日本) il-sin, n. + count.

일부-증신(一日本) il-ta, n. answer, detailed questioning and answering; an answer, an answer, an answer.

일부-증신(一日本) il-ri, n. Japanese script.

일부-증신(一日本) il-sin, n. + count.

일부-증신(一日本) il-ta, n. answer, detailed questioning and answering; an answer, an answer, an answer.

일부-증신(一日本) il-ri, n. Japanese script.

일부-증신(一日本) il-sin, n. + count.

일부-증신(一日本) il-ta, n. answer, detailed questioning and answering; an answer, an answer, an answer.

일부-증신(一日本) il-ri, n. Japanese script.

일부-증신(一日本) il-sin, n. + count.

일부-증신(一日本) il-ta, n. answer, detailed questioning and answering; an answer, an answer, an answer.

일부-증신(一日本) il-ri, n. Japanese script.

일부-증신(一日本) il-sin, n. + count.

일부-증신(一日本) il-ta, n. answer, detailed questioning and answering; an answer, an answer, an answer.

일부-증신(一日本) il-ri, n. Japanese script.

일부-증신(一日本) il-sin, n. + count.

일부-증신(一日本) il-ta, n. answer, detailed questioning and answering; an answer, an answer, an answer.
Ilea, subj. assert. n. entrusting, committing (a matter) to another person.

Departures, adv. is a spell of action; a spell of weeping.

A spell of wind and waves.

A spell of rain.

A spell of drought.

A spell of lightning.

A spell of heat.

A spell of cold.

A spell of ease.

A spell of discomfort.

A spell of trouble.

A spell of illness.

A spell of success.

A spell of failure.

A spell of joy.

A spell of sorrow.

A spell of silence.

A spell of conversation.

A spell of fasting.

A spell of hunger.

A spell of thirst.

A spell of sleep.

A spell of wakefulness.

A spell of rest.

A spell of activity.

A spell of inactivity.

A spell of joyousness.

A spell of gloom.

A spell of happiness.

A spell of sadness.

A spell of hope.

A spell of despair.

A spell of excitement.

A spell of和平.

A spell of quiet.

A spell of activity.

A spell of action.

A spell of thought.

A spell of deed.

A spell of speech.

A spell of silence.

A spell of noise.

A spell of music.

A spell of silence.

A spell of noise.

A spell of music.

A spell of silence.

A spell of noise.

A spell of music.

A spell of silence.

A spell of noise.

A spell of music.

A spell of silence.

A spell of noise.

A spell of music.

A spell of silence.

A spell of noise.

A spell of music.

A spell of silence.

A spell of noise.

A spell of music.

A spell of silence.

A spell of noise.

A spell of music.

A spell of silence.

A spell of noise.

A spell of music.

A spell of silence.

A spell of noise.

A spell of music.

A spell of silence.

A spell of noise.

A spell of music.

A spell of silence.

A spell of noise.

A spell of music.

A spell of silence.

A spell of noise.

A spell of music.

A spell of silence.

A spell of noise.

A spell of music.
a pillow cover, a pillowcase.  cr. 1
is, n. the safflower (13.2.1.4)
ib. (2.5) lqka, n. (being) resilient; double.
ib. (2.10) lqkwa, n. science; the science department.
lqkwa, n. (1.7) lqkwa, e. (being) an
ib. (2.11) lqkwak, n. paleontology, an ear specialist.
lqkwak, n. (1.5) lqkwak, e. (being)
ib. (2.12) lqkwon, n. (1.6) lqkwon, e. (being)
ib. (2.13) lqkwon, n. (1.7) lqkwon, e. (being)
ib. (2.14) lqkwon, n. (1.8) lqkwon, e. (being)
ib. (2.15) lqkwon, n. (1.9) lqkwon, e. (being)
ib. (2.16) lqkwon, n. (1.10) lqkwon, e. (being)
ib. (2.17) lqkwon, n. (1.11) lqkwon, e. (being)
ib. (2.18) lqkwon, n. (1.12) lqkwon, e. (being)
ib. (2.19) lqkwon, n. (1.13) lqkwon, e. (being)
ib. (2.20) lqkwon, n. (1.14) lqkwon, e. (being)
ib. (2.21) lqkwon, n. (1.15) lqkwon, e. (being)
ib. (2.22) lqkwon, n. (1.16) lqkwon, e. (being)
ib. (2.23) lqkwon, n. (1.17) lqkwon, e. (being)
ib. (2.24) lqkwon, n. (1.18) lqkwon, e. (being)
ib. (2.25) lqkwon, n. (1.19) lqkwon, e. (being)
ib. (2.26) lqkwon, n. (1.20) lqkwon, e. (being)
ib. (2.27) lqkwon, n. (1.21) lqkwon, e. (being)
ib. (2.28) lqkwon, n. (1.22) lqkwon, e. (being)
ib. (2.29) lqkwon, n. (1.23) lqkwon, e. (being)
ib. (2.30) lqkwon, n. (1.24) lqkwon, e. (being)
ib. (2.31) lqkwon, n. (1.25) lqkwon, e. (being)
ib. (2.32) lqkwon, n. (1.26) lqkwon, e. (being)
ib. (2.33) lqkwon, n. (1.27) lqkwon, e. (being)
ib. (2.34) lqkwon, n. (1.28) lqkwon, e. (being)
ib. (2.35) lqkwon, n. (1.29) lqkwon, e. (being)
ib. (2.36) lqkwon, n. (1.30) lqkwon, e. (being)
ib. (2.37) lqkwon, n. (1.31) lqkwon, e. (being)
ib. (2.38) lqkwon, n. (1.32) lqkwon, e. (being)
ib. (2.39) lqkwon, n. (1.33) lqkwon, e. (being)
ib. (2.40) lqkwon, n. (1.34) lqkwon, e. (being)
ib. (2.41) lqkwon, n. (1.35) lqkwon, e. (being)
ib. (2.42) lqkwon, n. (1.36) lqkwon, e. (being)
ib. (2.43) lqkwon, n. (1.37) lqkwon, e. (being)
ib. (2.44) lqkwon, n. (1.38) lqkwon, e. (being)
ib. (2.45) lqkwon, n. (1.39) lqkwon, e. (being)
ib. (2.46) lqkwon, n. (1.40) lqkwon, e. (being)
ib. (2.47) lqkwon, n. (1.41) lqkwon, e. (being)
ib. (2.48) lqkwon, n. (1.42) lqkwon, e. (being)
ib. (2.49) lqkwon, n. (1.43) lqkwon, e. (being)
ib. (2.50) lqkwon, n. (1.44) lqkwon, e. (being)
ib. (2.51) lqkwon, n. (1.45) lqkwon, e. (being)
ib. (2.52) lqkwon, n. (1.46) lqkwon, e. (being)
ib. (2.53) lqkwon, n. (1.47) lqkwon, e. (being)
ib. (2.54) lqkwon, n. (1.48) lqkwon, e. (being)
ib. (2.55) lqkwon, n. (1.49) lqkwon, e. (being)
ib. (2.56) lqkwon, n. (1.50) lqkwon, e. (being)
ib. (2.57) lqkwon, n. (1.51) lqkwon, e. (being)
ib. (2.58) lqkwon, n. (1.52) lqkwon, e. (being)
ib. (2.59) lqkwon, n. (1.53) lqkwon, e. (being)
ib. (2.60) lqkwon, n. (1.54) lqkwon, e. (being)
ib. (2.61) lqkwon, n. (1.55) lqkwon, e. (being)
ib. (2.62) lqkwon, n. (1.56) lqkwon, e. (being)
ib. (2.63) lqkwon, n. (1.57) lqkwon, e. (being)
ib. (2.64) lqkwon, n. (1.58) lqkwon, e. (being)
ib. (2.65) lqkwon, n. (1.59) lqkwon, e. (being)
ib. (2.66) lqkwon, n. (1.60) lqkwon, e. (being)
ib. (2.67) lqkwon, n. (1.61) lqkwon, e. (being)
ib. (2.68) lqkwon, n. (1.62) lqkwon, e. (being)
ib. (2.69) lqkwon, n. (1.63) lqkwon, e. (being)
ib. (2.70) lqkwon, n. (1.64) lqkwon, e. (being)
ib. (2.71) lqkwon, n. (1.65) lqkwon, e. (being)
ib. (2.72) lqkwon, n. (1.66) lqkwon, e. (being)
ib. (2.73) lqkwon, n. (1.67) lqkwon, e. (being)
ib. (2.74) lqkwon, n. (1.68) lqkwon, e. (being)
ib. (2.75) lqkwon, n. (1.69) lqkwon, e. (being)
ib. (2.76) lqkwon, n. (1.70) lqkwon, e. (being)
ib. (2.77) lqkwon, n. (1.71) lqkwon, e. (being)
ib. (2.78) lqkwon, n. (1.72) lqkwon, e. (being)
ib. (2.79) lqkwon, n. (1.73) lqkwon, e. (being)
ib. (2.80) lqkwon, n. (1.74) lqkwon, e. (being)
ib. (2.81) lqkwon, n. (1.75) lqkwon, e. (being)
ib. (2.82) lqkwon, n. (1.76) lqkwon, e. (being)
ib. (2.83) lqkwon, n. (1.77) lqkwon, e. (being)
ib. (2.84) lqkwon, n. (1.78) lqkwon, e. (being)
ib. (2.85) lqkwon, n. (1.79) lqkwon, e. (being)
ib. (2.86) lqkwon, n. (1.80) lqkwon, e. (being)
ib. (2.87) lqkwon, n. (1.81) lqkwon, e. (being)
ib. (2.88) lqkwon, n. (1.82) lqkwon, e. (being)
ib. (2.89) lqkwon, n. (1.83) lqkwon, e. (being)
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This dress is too much pinched in at the waist.

I lost a book by lending it to him.

He swindled me out of money.

It is your mistake that makes you wrong.

You have got the wrong idea.

It goes around hurriedly, darts about.

I was run over by a car and lost a leg.

He was run over by a car and lost a leg.

You have got the wrong idea.

It goes around hurriedly, darts about.

I was run over by a car and lost a leg.

He swindled me out of money.

It is your mistake that makes you wrong.

You have got the wrong idea.

It goes around hurriedly, darts about.

I was run over by a car and lost a leg.

He swindled me out of money.

It is your mistake that makes you wrong.

You have got the wrong idea.

It goes around hurriedly, darts about.

I was run over by a car and lost a leg.

He swindled me out of money.

It is your mistake that makes you wrong.

You have got the wrong idea.

It goes around hurriedly, darts about.

I was run over by a car and lost a leg.

He swindled me out of money.

It is your mistake that makes you wrong.

You have got the wrong idea.

It goes around hurriedly, darts about.

I was run over by a car and lost a leg.

He swindled me out of money.

It is your mistake that makes you wrong.

You have got the wrong idea.

It goes around hurriedly, darts about.

I was run over by a car and lost a leg.

He swindled me out of money.

It is your mistake that makes you wrong.

You have got the wrong idea.

It goes around hurriedly, darts about.

I was run over by a car and lost a leg.

He swindled me out of money.

It is your mistake that makes you wrong.

You have got the wrong idea.

It goes around hurriedly, darts about.

I was run over by a car and lost a leg.

He swindled me out of money.

It is your mistake that makes you wrong.

You have got the wrong idea.

It goes around hurriedly, darts about.

I was run over by a car and lost a leg.

He swindled me out of money.

It is your mistake that makes you wrong.

You have got the wrong idea.

It goes around hurriedly, darts about.

I was run over by a car and lost a leg.

He swindled me out of money.

It is your mistake that makes you wrong.

You have got the wrong idea.

It goes around hurriedly, darts about.

I was run over by a car and lost a leg.

He swindled me out of money.

It is your mistake that makes you wrong.

You have got the wrong idea.

It goes around hurriedly, darts about.

I was run over by a car and lost a leg.

He swindled me out of money.

It is your mistake that makes you wrong.

You have got the wrong idea.

It goes around hurriedly, darts about.

I was run over by a car and lost a leg.

He swindled me out of money.

It is your mistake that makes you wrong.

You have got the wrong idea.

It goes around hurriedly, darts about.

I was run over by a car and lost a leg.

He swindled me out of money.

It is your mistake that makes you wrong.

You have got the wrong idea.

It goes around hurriedly, darts about.

I was run over by a car and lost a leg.

He swindled me out of money.

It is your mistake that makes you wrong.

You have got the wrong idea.

It goes around hurriedly, darts about.

I was run over by a car and lost a leg.

He swindled me out of money.

It is your mistake that makes you wrong.

You have got the wrong idea.

It goes around hurriedly, darts about.

I was run over by a car and lost a leg.

He swindled me out of money.

It is your mistake that makes you wrong.

You have got the wrong idea.

It goes around hurriedly, darts about.

I was run over by a car and lost a leg.

He swindled me out of money.

It is your mistake that makes you wrong.

You have got the wrong idea.

It goes around hurriedly, darts about.

I was run over by a car and lost a leg.

He swindled me out of money.

It is your mistake that makes you wrong.

You have got the wrong idea.

It goes around hurriedly, darts about.

I was run over by a car and lost a leg.

He swindled me out of money.

It is your mistake that makes you wrong.

You have got the wrong idea.

It goes around hurriedly, darts about.

I was run over by a car and lost a leg.

He swindled me out of money.

It is your mistake that makes you wrong.

You have got the wrong idea.

It goes around hurriedly, darts about.

I was run over by a car and lost a leg.

He swindled me out of money.

It is your mistake that makes you wrong.

You have got the wrong idea.

It goes around hurriedly, darts about.

I was run over by a car and lost a leg.

He swindled me out of money.

It is your mistake that makes you wrong.

You have got the wrong idea.

It goes around hurriedly, darts about.

I was run over by a car and lost a leg.

He swindled me out of money.

It is your mistake that makes you wrong.

You have got the wrong idea.

It goes around hurriedly, darts about.

I was run over by a car and lost a leg.

He swindled me out of money.

It is your mistake that makes you wrong.

You have got the wrong idea.

It goes around hurriedly, darts about.

I was run over by a car and lost a leg.

He swindled me out of money.

It is your mistake that makes you wrong.

You have got the wrong idea.

It goes around hurriedly, darts about.

I was run over by a car and lost a leg.

He swindled me out of money.

It is your mistake that makes you wrong.

You have got the wrong idea.

It goes around hurriedly, darts about.

I was run over by a car and lost a leg.

He swindled me out of money.

It is your mistake that makes you wrong.

You have got the wrong idea.

It goes around hurriedly, darts about.

I was run over by a car and lost a leg.

He swindled me out of money.

It is your mistake that makes you wrong.

You have got the wrong idea.

It goes around hurriedly, darts about.

I was run over by a car and lost a leg.

He swindled me out of money.

It is your mistake that makes you wrong.

You have got the wrong idea.

It goes around hurriedly, darts about.
industry. VP. irection.

Camkum, mod. < aggress.

Camkul, proc. mod. < aggress.

Camkum, sub. < aggress.

Camkila, adv. < aggress.

Camkilt, adv. < aggress. It locks, is locked.

Camny, adv. < aggress. This door locks automatically. It is a self-locking door. It will not open unless you hold the doorknob.

Camsey, adv. < aggress. The door won't lock. It is stuck. The key will not turn in the lock.

Camse, adv. < aggress. It sinks in the water. It submerges. It rises to the surface. It floats. It is buoyant. It is light. It is easy to lift. It is easy to carry.

Camsey, n. < aggress. A jacket, a sweater. It is a warm garment.

Cammas, n. < aggress. A silkworm egg. It is a small, round egg. It is used to raise silkworms. It is a valuable commodity. It is a valuable resource.

Camtha, n. < aggress. A sleeping pill. It is a medication used to induce sleep.

Camtha, cpd vi. (vi. subst.+vi.) < aggress. To go to sleep. To fall asleep. To sleep. To rest.

Camtha, adv. < aggress. In a short while, temporarily. Soon. After a little while. On.

Camtha, vnt. < aggress. To sleep. To rest. To relax.

Camthwa, n. < aggress. An aphorism, a maxim, a proverb. It is a saying. It is a phrase. It is a quotation. It is a quotation.

Camthwa, adv. < aggress. In the midst of sleep. In the midst of the night. In the midst of the darkness.

Camthwusey, n. < aggress. A diver. It is a person who dives. It is a person who swims underwater.

Camthwungi, n. < aggress. A diving contractor. It is a person who digs in the water. It is a person who works underwater.

Camthwunci, n. < aggress. A kind of hash made with scorched rice. It is a type of hash. It is a type of hash.

Camthwunye, n. < aggress. A bad woman. It is a woman who is bad. It is a woman who is immoral.

Camthx, n. < aggress. A mixed-residence quarter. It is a mixed-residence area. It is a mixed-residence neighborhood.

Camthx, adj. < aggress. Mixed. It is mixed. It is mixed. It is mixed.

Camthx, adv. < aggress. In a mixed-residence area. In a mixed-residence neighborhood. In a mixed-residence quarter.

Camthx, n. < aggress. Mixed residence. Mixed living. It is mixed residence. It is mixed living.

Camthx, adv. < aggress. Mixed residence. Mixed living. It is mixed residence. It is mixed living.

Camthx, adv. < aggress. Mixed residence. Mixed living. It is mixed residence. It is mixed living.

Camthx, adv. < aggress. Mixed residence. Mixed living. It is mixed residence. It is mixed living.

Camthx, adv. < aggress. Mixed residence. Mixed living. It is mixed residence. It is mixed living.

Camthx, adv. < aggress. Mixed residence. Mixed living. It is mixed residence. It is mixed living.

Camthx, adv. < aggress. Mixed residence. Mixed living. It is mixed residence. It is mixed living.

Camthx, adv. < aggress. Mixed residence. Mixed living. It is mixed residence. It is mixed living.

Camthx, adv. < aggress. Mixed residence. Mixed living. It is mixed residence. It is mixed living.

Camthx, adv. < aggress. Mixed residence. Mixed living. It is mixed residence. It is mixed living.
[문학적 표현]
1. (장용) 쌓기, n. 마을의 중심부에는 다리가 높이 세워져 있다.
2. (장용) 쌓기, n. 소나무를 생긴다.
3. (장용) 쌓기, n. 선박의 선두부에 위치해 있는 쌓기.
4. (장용) 쌓기, n. 선박의 선두부에 위치해 있는 쌓기.
5. (장용) 쌓기, n. 선박의 선두부에 위치해 있는 쌓기.
6. (장용) 쌓기, n. 선박의 선두부에 위치해 있는 쌓기.
7. (장용) 쌓기, n. 선박의 선두부에 위치해 있는 쌓기.
8. (장용) 쌓기, n. 선박의 선두부에 위치해 있는 쌓기.
9. (장용) 쌓기, n. 선박의 선두부에 위치해 있는 쌓기.
10. (장용) 쌓기, n. 선박의 선두부에 위치해 있는 쌓기.
11. (장용) 쌓기, n. 선박의 선두부에 위치해 있는 쌓기.
12. (장용) 쌓기, n. 선박의 선두부에 위치해 있는 쌓기.
13. (장용) 쌓기, n. 선박의 선두부에 위치해 있는 쌓기.
14. (장용) 쌓기, n. 선박의 선두부에 위치해 있는 쌓기.
15. (장용) 쌓기, n. 선박의 선두부에 위치해 있는 쌓기.
16. (장용) 쌓기, n. 선박의 선두부에 위치해 있는 쌓기.
17. (장용) 쌓기, n. 선박의 선두부에 위치해 있는 쌓기.
18. (장용) 쌓기, n. 선박의 선두부에 위치해 있는 쌓기.
19. (장용) 쌓기, n. 선박의 선두부에 위치해 있는 쌓기.
20. (장용) 쌓기, n. 선박의 선두부에 위치해 있는 쌓기.
21. (장용) 쌓기, n. 선박의 선두부에 위치해 있는 쌓기.
22. (장용) 쌓기, n. 선박의 선두부에 위치해 있는 쌓기.
23. (장용) 쌓기, n. 선박의 선두부에 위치해 있는 쌓기.
24. (장용) 쌓기, n. 선박의 선두부에 위치해 있는 쌓기.
25. (장용) 쌓기, n. 선박의 선두부에 위치해 있는 쌓기.
26. (장용) 쌓기, n. 선박의 선두부에 위치해 있는 쌓기.
27. (장용) 쌓기, n. 선박의 선두부에 위치해 있는 쌓기.
28. (장용) 쌓기, n. 선박의 선두부에 위치해 있는 쌓기.
29. (장용) 쌓기, n. 선박의 선두부에 위치해 있는 쌓기.
30. (장용) 쌓기, n. 선박의 선두부에 위치해 있는 쌓기.
31. (장용) 쌓기, n. 선박의 선두부에 위치해 있는 쌓기.
32. (장용) 쌓기, n. 선박의 선두부에 위치해 있는 쌓기.
33. (장용) 쌓기, n. 선박의 선두부에 위치해 있는 쌓기.
34. (장용) 쌓기, n. 선박의 선두부에 위치해 있는 쌓기.
35. (장용) 쌓기, n. 선박의 선두부에 위치해 있는 쌓기.
36. (장용) 쌓기, n. 선박의 선두부에 위치해 있는 쌓기.
37. (장용) 쌓기, n. 선박의 선두부에 위치해 있는 쌓기.
38. (장용) 쌓기, n. 선박의 선두부에 위치해 있는 쌓기.
39. (장용) 쌓기, n. 선박의 선두부에 위치해 있는 쌓기.
40. (장용) 쌓기, n. 선박의 선두부에 위치해 있는 쌓기.
41. (장용) 쌓기, n. 선박의 선두부에 위치해 있는 쌓기.
42. (장용) 쌓기, n. 선박의 선두부에 위치해 있는 쌓기.
43. (장용) 쌓기, n. 선박의 선두부에 위치해 있는 쌓기.
44. (장용) 쌓기, n. 선박의 선두부에 위치해 있는 쌓기.
45. (장용) 쌓기, n. 선박의 선두부에 위치해 있는 쌓기.
46. (장용) 쌓기, n. 선박의 선두부에 위치해 있는 쌓기.
47. (장용) 쌓기, n. 선박의 선두부에 위치해 있는 쌓기.
48. (장용) 쌓기, n. 선박의 선두부에 위치해 있는 쌓기.
49. (장용) 쌓기, n. 선박의 선두부에 위치해 있는 쌓기.
50. (장용) 쌓기, n. 선박의 선두부에 위치해 있는 쌓기.
bohwaq sends word. 〜 Minister. utn, gives a (oral) message, sends word.

*See the previous entry. 〜 minister, utn, unfolds, develops, spreads out: de-•

extension (of a surface in solid geometry). 1 〜 development of the political situation. 〜, utn, unfolds. spreads out: de-

velopment (of a surface in solid geometry). 1 〜 development of the political situation. 〜, utn, unfolds. spreads out: development.

1 〜 development of the political situation. 〜, utn, unfolds. spreads out: development.

1 〜 development of the political situation. 〜, utn, unfolds. spreads out: development.

1 〜 development of the political situation. 〜, utn, unfolds. spreads out: development.
본문의 내용이 부적절하거나 문법적으로 정확한 것은 아니며, 외래어나 전문어의 정확한 번역이 필요할 수 있습니다.
does away with, abolishes.


[6] (생략) oenphyey, n. a vegetable garden, a truck

[8] (생략) oenphyey, n. propagation, promulgation.

[10] (생략) oenphyey, n. a man of

[12] (생략) oenphyey, n. former abuses, long-standing evils.

[14] (생략) oenphyey, n. former abuses, long-standing evils.

[16] (생략) oenphyey, n. a vegetable garden, a truck

[18] (생략) oenphyey, n. propagation, promulgation.

[20] (생략) oenphyey, n. a man of

[22] (생략) oenphyey, n. former abuses, long-standing evils.

[24] (생략) oenphyey, n. a vegetable garden, a truck

[26] (생략) oenphyey, n. propagation, promulgation.

[28] (생략) oenphyey, n. a man of


[32] (생략) oenphyey, n. a vegetable garden, a truck

[34] (생략) oenphyey, n. propagation, promulgation.

[36] (생략) oenphyey, n. a man of

[38] (생략) oenphyey, n. former abuses, long-standing evils.

[40] (생략) oenphyey, n. a vegetable garden, a truck

[42] (생략) oenphyey, n. propagation, promulgation.
pounding grain in a celkwu cil, celkwu thong, the body of a mortar. —vt. & n. bounds grain in a mortar.

pestle. —n. a four-line stanza of Chinese celkyu, exclaiming, ejaculating.

celkwu, n. a subdivision, a section, a season, seasonable goods, things in season.

celkup, n. a subdivision, a section, a season, seasonable goods, things in season.

mortar. —n. a subdivi—sion, a section, a season, seasonable goods, things in season.

§§ celki n’ = 1 2 fc. • §§ celki 1* = • t. Lgent).

celkum, n. the subdivisions of the seasons

= (pestle).

§§ celki n’ = 1 2 fc. • §§ celki 1* = • t. Lgent).

celkin, n., gets (well) salted, gets, 1

(Echinops setifer).

2. —vi. limps in (a leg).

celtta, a red (sorrel, bay) horse. 1

syn. adj-n.

hugeness, immensity.

year); the 24 solar terms

—3J- C-1-,

II --ir ~ cuts a thing in two.

— amputates a leg.

colossal, stupendous. H lavish support.

is huge, immense, tremendous, unexcelled, unprecedented, the unparalleled, the unique, the matchless.

a man of un—

matchless. 1 ~ •

7>°J a peerless beauty.

a larcenist. 1 # kleptomania. 1

light isotope

jingle) : X(X), Xh = Xk.

(r) celleng

n. absoluteness. 1 ~ 2.

celmang, n. despair, hopelessness.

potentially mortal, the slightest chance of affairs. —vt.

desires.

unsurpassed (breathtaking) scenery.

A A A

situation is serious.

approaches, draws near, presses,

n. urgency, pressure, im-

n. approaches, draws near, presses,

impends, is imminent.

1. breaks

an insulated wire. —3hC|-,

off

relation (with), severs one's connection (with).

section. —3hC|-,

line.

breaks

an insulated wire. —3hC|-,

off

relation (with), severs one's connection (with).

celkyu, exclaiming, ejaculating.

heavy

mortal, the slightest chance of affairs. —vt.

ures.

unsurpassed (breathtaking) scenery.

A A A

situation is serious.

approaches, draws near, presses,

n. urgency, pressure, im-

n. approaches, draws near, presses, in-

impends, is imminent.

1. breaks

an insulated wire. —3hC|-,

off

relation (with), severs one's connection (with).

5 celkwu n’ [VAR. ABBR. [V. Celkwi] = celkwu (pestle). —n. a subdivi—sion, a section, a season, seasonable goods, things in season.

section. —3J- C-1-,

II --ir ~ cuts a thing in two.

— amputates a leg.

colossal, stupendous. H lavish support.

is huge, immense, tremendous, unexcelled, unprecedented, the unparalleled, the unique, the matchless.

a man of un—

matchless. 1 ~ •

7>°J a peerless beauty.

A A A

situation is serious.

approaches, draws near, presses, press-

n. urgency, pressure, im-

n. approaches, draws near, presses, in-

impends, is imminent.

1. breaks

an insulated wire. —3hC|-,

off

relation (with), severs one's connection (with).

5 celkwu n’ [VAR. ABBR. [V. Celkwi] = celkwu (pestle). —n. a subdivi—sion, a section, a season, seasonable goods, things in season.

section. —3J- C-1-,

II --ir ~ cuts a thing in two.

— amputates a leg.

colossal, stupendous. H lavish support.

is huge, immense, tremendous, unexcelled, unprecedented, the unparalleled, the unique, the matchless.

a man of un—

matchless. 1 ~ •

7>°J a peerless beauty.

5 celkwu n’ [VAR. ABBR. [V. Celkwi] = celkwu (pestle). —n. a subdivi—sion, a section, a season, seasonable goods, things in season.

section. —3J- C-1-,

II --ir ~ cuts a thing in two.

— amputates a leg.

colossal, stupendous. H lavish support.

is huge, immense, tremendous, unexcelled, unprecedented, the unparalleled, the unique, the matchless.

a man of un—

matchless. 1 ~ •

7>°J a peerless beauty.
Oey 'chey hata, cpd umi. (cf. 'self' + adder, cop. mod. = put + post-mod. umi.) puts on superior airs, assumes an air of importance, puffs oneself up. 1. treated with condescension. 2. a self-important person. 3. she is looking down her nose at us. 4. She is snobish.

One should respect his wife who has shared light with one). 1 ~ through thick and thin with one). 1 ~ a morning paper.

One should respect his wife who has shared light with one). 1 ~ through thick and thin with one). 1 ~ a morning paper.

One should respect his wife who has shared light with one). 1 ~ through thick and thin with one). 1 ~ a morning paper.

One should respect his wife who has shared light with one). 1 ~ through thick and thin with one). 1 ~ a morning paper.
cooked, vt. [tense: cook, cooked, cooking, e.g. cooked meal].

cooked, adj. [tense: cook, cooked, cooking, e.g. cooked meal].

cooking, n. (the act or practice of cooking, e.g. cooking a meal).

cookery, n. (the science or art of cooking; the trade or profession of a cook).
1. drunken disorderliness.
2. a kind of small octopus.
3. subjective
4. freckles,
5. crumpled clothes.
6. withered
7. a tavern flag.
8. crumpled clothes.
9. the gullet (of an ox), the esophagus.
10. a report to the throne.
11. is thoroughgoing, scrupulous, circumspect.
12. is under (shows) the
13. periodic comet.
royal benevolence, the
favors of one's lord. 2. one's master s favor. 3. the
doctrine, an ism. 1—~4 a man of principle, an
ideologist, an "ist". 1 44 ~ sensationalism. _1 4 *
romanticism. 144 ~ impressionism. 1 ~
arianism. 144 ~ impressionism. 1 44 ~ despotism.
14 1 — totalitarianism. 1 f ^ — neutralism.
1 — suggestions, hints. 1 — 4^: tended to;
abandons) one's principle. 1 4 *-& 4^ 444: son's attention. 1 — • lr 4:4 - 44 arouses a person's
attention. 1 —-4 444 concentrates attention
attention, gives heed, takes note of, is cautious of,
cautiously. T(Korean overcoat).
house); one's husband. 1 4 ~ the mistress (of a
master and servant
house) ; one's wife.
14 1 — landlord (landlady). 144 ~ a hotel keeper.

wens, n. 1. the master (of a house),
the head (of a family). 2 the master (of a house);
the employer; the master. 1 — the landlord (landlady).
1 — a hotel keeper. 1 — house; one's husband.
2 the owner, the proprietor; the employer; the master. 1 — the
landlord (landlady). 1 — a hotel keeper.
The clock has stopped. It is time to act.

1. *clock* stops (a timepiece, top, motor), allows it to stop.
2. *puts out* (fire, a light), permits it to go off.

**note:**

- A person who is killed or killed is reported as having died.
- A person who dies is reported as having died.
- A person who is lost is reported as having disappeared.
- A person who is found is reported as having been discovered.
- A person who is discovered is reported as having been found.
- A person who is seen is reported as having been seen.
- A person who is heard is reported as having been heard.
- A person who is heard is reported as having been heard.
- A person who is met is reported as having been met.
- A person who is met is reported as having been met.
- A person who is met is reported as having been met.
- A person who is met is reported as having been met.
- A person who is met is reported as having been met.
- A person who is met is reported as having been met.
- A person who is met is reported as having been met.
- A person who is met is reported as having been met.
- A person who is met is reported as having been met.
- A person who is met is reported as having been met.
- A person who is met is reported as having been met.
- A person who is met is reported as having been met.
- A person who is met is reported as having been met.
- A person who is met is reported as having been met.
- A person who is met is reported as having been met.
- A person who is met is reported as having been met.
- A person who is met is reported as having been met.
- A person who is met is reported as having been met.
- A person who is met is reported as having been met.
- A person who is met is reported as having been met.
- A person who is met is reported as having been met.
- A person who is met is reported as having been met.
- A person who is met is reported as having been met.
- A person who is met is reported as having been met.
- A person who is met is reported as having been met.
- A person who is met is reported as having been met.
- A person who is met is reported as having been met.
- A person who is met is reported as having been met.
- A person who is met is reported as having been met.
- A person who is met is reported as having been met.
- A person who is met is reported as having been met.
- A person who is met is reported as having been met.
- A person who is met is reported as having been met.
- A person who is met is reported as having been met.
- A person who is met is reported as having been met.
- A person who is met is reported as having been met.
- A person who is met is reported as having been met.
- A person who is met is reported as having been met.
- A person who is met is reported as having been met.
- A person who is met is reported as having been met.
- A person who is met is reported as having been met.
- A person who is met is reported as having been met.
- A person who is met is reported as having been met.
- A person who is met is reported as having been met.
- A person who is met is reported as having been met.
- A person who is met is reported as having been met.
- A person who is met is reported as having been met.
- A person who is met is reported as having been met.
- A person who is met is reported as having been met.
- A person who is met is reported as having been met.
- A person who is met is reported as having been met.
- A person who is met is reported as having been met.
- A person who is met is reported as having been met.
- A person who is met is reported as having been met.
- A person who is met is reported as having been met.
- A person who is met is reported as having been met.
- A person who is met is reported as having been met.
- A person who is met is reported as having been met.
- A person who is met is reported as having been met.
- A person who is met is reported as having been met.
- A person who is met is reported as having been met.
- A person who is met is reported as having been met.
- A person who is met is reported as having been met.
- A person who is met is reported as having been met.
- A person who is met is reported as having been met.
- A person who is met is reported as having been met.
- A person who is met is reported as having been met.
- A person who is met is reported as having been met.
- A person who is met is reported as having been met.
- A person who is met is reported as having been met.
- A person who is met is reported as having been met.
- A person who is met is reported as having been met.
- A person who is met is reported as having been met.
- A person who is met is reported as having been met.
- A person who is met is reported as having been met.
- A person who is met is reported as having been met.
- A person who is met is reported as having been met.
- A person who is met is reported as having been met.
- A person who is met is reported as having been met.
- A person who is met is reported as having been met.
- A person who is met is reported as having been met.
- A person who is met is reported as having been met.
- A person who is met is reported as having been met.
- A person who is met is reported as having been met.
- A person who is met is reported as having been met.
- A person who is met is reported as having been met.
- A person who is met is reported as having been met.
- A person who is met is reported as having been met.
- A person who is met is reported as having been met.
- A person who is met is reported as having been met.
- A person who is met is reported as having been met.
- A person who is met is reported as having been met.
- A person who is met is reported as having been met.
- A person who is met is reported as having been met.
- A person who is met is reported as having been met.
- A person who is met is reported as having been met.
- A person who is met is reported as having been met.
- A person who is met is reported as having been met.
- A person who is met is reported as having been met.
- A person who is met is reported as having been met.
- A person who is met is reported as having been met.
- A person who is met is reported as having been met.
- A person who is met is reported as having been met.
- A person who is met is reported as having been met.
- A person who is met is reported as having been met.
- A person who is met is reported as having been met.
- A person who is met is reported as having been met.
- A person who is met is reported as having been met.
- A person who is met is reported as having been met.
- A person who is met is reported as having been met.
- A person who is met is reported as having been met.
- A person who is met is reported as having been met.
- A person who is met is reported as having been met.
- A person who is met is reported as having been met.
- A person who is met is reported as having been met.
- A person who is met is reported as having been met.
- A person who is met is reported as having been met.
- A person who is met is reported as having been met.
- A person who is met is reported as having been met.
- A person who is met is reported as having been met.
- A person who is met is reported as having been met.
- A person who is met is reported as having been met.
- A person who is met is reported as having been met.
- A person who is met is reported as having been met.
- A person who is met is reported as having been met.
- A person who is met is reported as having been met.
- A person who is met is reported as having been met.
- A person who is met is reported as having been met.
- A person who is met is reported as having been met.
- A person who is met is reported as having been met.
- A person who is met is reported as having been met.
- A person who is met is reported as having been met.
- A person who is met is reported as having been met.
- A person who is met is reported as having been met.
- A person who is met is reported as having been met.
- A person who is met is reported as having been met.
- A person who is met is reported as having been met.
- A person who is met is reported as having been met.
- A person who is met is reported as having been met.
- A person who is met is reported as having been met.
- A person who is met is reported as having been met.
- A person who is met is reported as having been met.
- A person who is met is reported as having been met.
- A person who is met is reported as having been met.
- A person who is met is reported as having been met.
- A person who is met is reported as having been met.
- A person who is met is reported as having been met.
- A person who is met is reported as having been met.
- A person who is met is reported as having been met.
- A person who is met is reported as having been met.
- A person who is met is reported as having been met.
- A person who is met is reported as having been met.
- A person who is met is reported as having been met.
- A person who is met is reported as having been met.
- A person who is met is reported as having been met.
- A person who is met is reported as having been met.
- A person who is met is reported as having been met.
- A person who is met is reported as having been met.
- A person who is met is reported as having been met.
- A person who is met is reported as having been met.
- A person who is met is reported as having been met.
- A person who is met is reported as having been met.
- A person who is met is reported as having been met.
- A person who is met is reported as having been met.
- A person who is met is reported as having been met.
- A person who is met is reported as having been met.
- A person who is met is reported as having been met.
- A person who is met is reported as having been met.
- A person who is met is reported as having been met.
- A person who is met is reported as having been met.
- A person who is met is reported as having been met.
- A person who is met is reported as having been met.
- A person who is met is reported as having been met.
- A person who is met is reported as having been met.
- A person who is met is reported as having been met.
- A person who is met is reported as having been met.
- A person who is met is reported as having been met.
Central Africa.

§0K4*O n. midnight.

cwungya, the centroid.

the public mind, popular sentiment.

three-pronged gimlet.

dominant personality. If ~ the central figure, a center, the middle; ~ the center, the middle part (of a structure); ~ the middle stratum, the middle class.

§^(SS) n. a director (of a company).

railroad center. ~ a center of industry. ~ a place. ~ an art center. If ~ a center of government.

the Capitol Building (in Washington, D.C.).

cwungyel, (sun-) the middle, the center. (The Doctrine of the Mean (one of the Confucian Four Books)).

cwungyel-mo, ~ a felt hat.

n. the center, the pivot, the axis.

muted, mutters in complaint.

isotope* syn.

ment. ~ mutters something to oneself, mutters a few words to oneself.

a key post in the government. ~ carries a heavy responsibility; makes much of (a thing), ~ lays emphasis (on), attaches importance; priority. ~ an important position. ~ of weighty matters; ~ an important position (no consequence). ~ is impor-
tant, momentous, momentous, weighty,事项. ~ a person of importance. ~ an important production; ~ an important man of business; ~ a professor.

a key post in the government. ~ carries a heavy responsibility; makes much of (a thing), ~ lays emphasis (on), attaches importance; priority.

importance; priority production.

~ an arbitrator, a peacemaker, a mediator.

arbitrates, mediates.

arbitration, mediation, intervention, intercession, peacemaking

~ an arbitrator, a peacemaker, a mediator.

~ an arbitrator, a peacemaker, a mediator.

~ an arbitrator, a peacemaker, a mediator.

~ an arbitrator, a peacemaker, a mediator.

an interferor, a person of influence, a prominent figure, a leader, ~ a man of influence, a person of trust.

an interferor, a person of influence, a prominent figure, a leader, ~ a man of influence, a person of trust.

a middle-weight scale.

importance.

~ a middle-weight scale.

-4*4 ~ mutters something to oneself, mutters a few words to oneself.

~ an important position.

muttering, murmuring, grumbling.

~ an important position.

-4*4 ~ mutters something to oneself, mutters a few words to oneself.

~ an important position.

~ an important position.

~ an important position.

~ an important position.

~ an important position.

~ an important position.

~ an important position.

~ an important position.

~ an important position.

~ an important position.

~ an important position.

~ an important position.

~ an important position.

~ an important position.

~ an important position.

~ an important position.

~ an important position.

~ an important position.

~ an important position.

~ an important position.

~ an important position.

~ an important position.

~ an important position.

~ an important position.

~ an important position.

~ an important position.

~ an important position.

~ an important position.

~ an important position.

~ an important position.

~ an important position.

~ an important position.

~ an important position.

~ an important position.

~ an important position.

~ an important position.

~ an important position.

~ an important position.

~ an important position.

~ an important position.

~ an important position.

~ an important position.

~ an important position.

~ an important position.

~ an important position.

~ an important position.

~ an important position.

~ an important position.

~ an important position.

~ an important position.

~ an important position.

~ an important position.

~ an important position.

~ an important position.

~ an important position.

~ an important position.

~ an important position.

~ an important position.

~ an important position.

~ an important position.

~ an important position.

~ an important position.

~ an important position.

~ an important position.

~ an important position.

~ an important position.

~ an important position.

~ an important position.

~ an important position.

~ an important position.

~ an important position.

~ an important position.

~ an important position.

~ an important position.

~ an important position.

~ an important position.

~ an important position.

~ an important position.

~ an important position.

~ an important position.

~ an important position.

~ an important position.

~ an important position.

~ an important position.

~ an important position.

~ an important position.

~ an important position.

~ an important position.

~ an important position.

~ an important position.

~ an important position.

~ an important position.

~ an important position.

~ an important position.
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~ an important position.

~ an important position.

~ an important position.

~ an important position.

~ an important position.

~ an important position.

~ an important position.

~ an important position.

~ an important position.

~ an important position.

~ an important position.

~ an important position.
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~ an important position.

~ an important position.

~ an important position.

~ an important position.
hurriedly and at random
follows inf.)

The days are getting longer and longer. But recklessly.

a map.

a fat hen.

puts on flesh.

puts on flesh.

puts on flesh.

fits an advance of money.

fits an advance of money.

fits an advance of money.

fits an advance of money.

fits an advance of money.

fits an advance of money.

fits an advance of money.

fits an advance of money.

fits an advance of money.

fits an advance of money.

fits an advance of money.

fits an advance of money.

fits an advance of money.

fits an advance of money.

fits an advance of money.

fits an advance of money.

fits an advance of money.

fits an advance of money.

fits an advance of money.

fits an advance of money.

fits an advance of money.

fits an advance of money.

fits an advance of money.

fits an advance of money.

fits an advance of money.

fits an advance of money.

fits an advance of money.

fits an advance of money.

fits an advance of money.
fertility of soil.

prudence, wisdom.

geography and history.

intent.

geography.

capacity, intellect, mentality.

a tributary, a branch stream.

a guide. ~§ guides.

(a starling).

ci-sat, -£) (in physics'),

gives (makes) a slurp.

slurping.

slips (shoes

soiled part of a garment (and washes it off). If M

tips (off), squeals on, squeaks, "talks", 'sings.

stabs, thrusts. 1

~ P thrusts. 1

~ P see -§*4)* U* s®

10. uses (a rice-wine strainer,

stuff a hairpin in one's hair, wears a hairpin.

bought up rice in anticipation of a rise in

prom. mod. <(7-

1. pierces, pricks, stabs, thrusts.

a needle.

a person in the back with a dagger.

His remark was brought home to me. 2.

tips off), squeals on, squeaks, "talks", 'sings.

singes.

the police off.

betrays one's accomplices. 3.

puts in (money), lays out, invests.

invests one's money.

a starting (bird).

a wide reputation, t ~ • xf-

a geographical dictionary, a gazetteer.

the age of fifty years.

a geographical designation. 1 ~ xf-^
...
1. direct rays of the sun. 2. direct fire, frontal fire. 3. an immediate reply (promptu speech). 4. under direct fire. 28-1. umi (the sun) shines directly (upon). 2. umi fires directly upon. 3. points directly at.

직사 (직사) ciksan, n. 1. direct rays of the sun. 2. direct fire, frontal fire. 3. an immediate reply (promptu speech). 4. under direct fire. 28-1. umi (the sun) shines directly (upon). 2. umi fires directly upon. 3. points directly at.
1. then and there, on the spot, cin-cam, n. oak firewood, cin-cam, n. rousing, awakening, stir.
cincay, n. aged medicinal herbs.
cincang, n. [archaic, poetic] see cinceli, 1. a shiver after urinating; a
2. = an authentic or not.
There is no telling whether the documents are
spot soiled by a
Cincek, cincek, old traces (relics, vestiges).
Cincen, cincen, a district damaged by an earthquake.
Cincel-meli, n. Clncen, the statement of a cause, a
petition, lays (a case) before
petitioner. [cf. clncel-meli,]
m. att. petitions, lays (a case) before the authorities, states one's opinion. [Also cincam, clncen,]
cincam, n. presentation; (presented) "with compliments", "with the compliments of a rare
author or editor", cincam, n. a writer's presentation
copy; a complimentary copy, 2. a presenter. 3. cincam, n. presents (a person with a thing), offers.
cincay, n. pacification, appeasement, tranquilizes, tranquilizes. 1. cincay, n. calms oneself down.
cincayk, adv. cincayk, on the spot; on the place, on the moment.
cincam, n. firewood, wood, fuel, fuel, wood.
cincang, n. rousing, awakening, stir.
cincay, n. rousing, awakening, stir.
cincak, n. oak firewood, wood, fuel, fuel, wood.
cincam, n. firewood, wood, fuel, fuel, wood.
cincay, n. rousing, awakening, stir.
cincak, n. oak firewood, wood, fuel, fuel, wood.
cncen, cincen, a district damaged by an earthquake.
cincel-meli, n. Clncen, the statement of a cause, a
petition, lays (a case) before
petitioner. [cf. clncel-meli,]
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chakkum, n. 1. a debt, loan, liabilities, borrowings. 2. borrowing money. ~ vem, borrows money (from), obtains a loan (from), raises (loans) a loan; runs (goes, sets, falls) into debt, goes into debt, owes money. ~ vem, ~ vem, ~ vem. 2. chakkum, v. provides (accommodating with a loan). ~ vem, lends, accommodates a person with. ~ vem.

chak, n., adj., n. 1. (fam.) chak, n. a graduate, post-graduate, post-graduate student. 2. chak, n. (fam.) chak, n. a graduate, post-graduate, post-graduate student.

chak, n. 1. a sea, an ocean. 2. chak, n. a sea, an ocean. 3. chak, n. a sea, an ocean. 4. chak, n. a sea, an ocean.
suffix derives para-intensive chak adv. 1,2 (stick¬
chak, — > ^ or (sitting
1. (-S. ;)
landing, alighting (from
n. *fEK^#L)
landing on the water.
chakswu, chakswu,
chakswu,
chakswu,
chak.swu,
chak.n-yem,
chak.n-yem,
chak.n-yem,
chak.n-yem,
chak.n-yem,
chak.n-yem,
chak.n-yem,
chak.n-yem,
chak.n-yem,
chak.n-yem,
chak.n-yem,
chak.n-yem,
chak.n-yem,
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chak.n-yem,
chak.n-yem,
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chak.n-yem,
chak.n-yem,
chak.n-yem,
chak.n-yem,
chak.n-yem,
chak.n-yem,
chak.n-yem,
chak.n-yem,
chak.n-yem,
chak.n-yem,
chak.n-yem,
chak.n-yem,
chak.n-yem,
chak.n-yem,
chak.n-yem,
chak.n-yem,
chak.n-yem,
chak.n-yem,
chak.n-yem,
chak.n-yem,
chak.n-yem,
chak.n-yem,
chak.n-yem,
chak.n-yem,
chak.n-yem,
chak.n-yem,
chak.n-yem,
chak.n-yem,
chak.n-yem,
chak.n-yem,
chak.n-yem,
chak.n-yem,
chak.n-yem,
chak.n-yem,
chak.n-yem,
chak.n-yem,
chak.n-yem,
chak.n-yem,
chak.n-yem,
chak.n-yem,
chak.n-yem,
chak.n-yem,
chak.n-yem,
chak.n-yem,
chak.n-yem,
chak.n-yem,
chak.n-yem,
chak.n-yem,
chak.n-yem,
chak.n-yem,
chak.n-yem,
chak.n-yem,
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chak.n-yem,
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chak.n-yem,
chak.n-yem,
chak.n-yem,
chak.n-yem,
chak.n-yem,
chak.n-yem,
chak.n-yem,
chak.n-yem,
chak.n-yem,
chak.n-yem,
chak.n-yem,
chak.n-yem,
chak.n-yem,
chak.n-yem,
chak.n-yem,
chak.n-yem,
chak.n-yem,
chak.n-yem,
chak.n-yem,
chak.n-yem,
chak.n-yem,
chak.n-yem,
chak.n-yem,
chak.n-yem,
chak.n-yem,
chak.n-yem,
chak.n-yem,
chak.n-yem,
chak.n-yem,
chak.n-yem,
chak.n-yem,
chak.n-yem,
chak.n-yem,
chak.n-yem,
chak.n-yem,
chak.n-yem,
chak.n-yem,
chak.n-yem,
chak.n-yem,
chak.n-yem,
chak.n-yem,
chak.n-yem,
chak.n-yem,
chak.n-yem,
chak.n-yem,
chak.n-yem,
chak.n-yem,
The horse bells are jingling. 2. A jar is slopping from side to side. 3. The horse bells are jingling. 4. The horse bells are jingling.
chayla'y, abbr. = chaylay (order). cf.
chaylay, 1. = chayla'y. 2. abbr. = chaylay.
chaylay, purp. = chaylay.
chaylay, int. = chayla'y. cf.
chaylayn, the dressed skin of a donkey. cf.
chaylong, cpd n. = 'the wicker basket' = a kind of box-shaped wicker basket; a hamper; a stock of goods for sale. 2. = a Buddha made of twigs. cf. [chana]
chaylyo, an artist's colors, (picture)
chayma, garden vegetables
chay pan, n. = beef shoulder. fnj-, cf.
chay pat, cpd n. = 'whip receiver' = beef shoulder.
chay pal, cpd n. = a long and narrow foot. cf.
chaypal, cpd n. = woodcutter (woodchopper), a lumberjack.
chaypan sang, n. = 'wicker-tray visage' = a moon = big round face; a person who has a moon face.
chaypat, cpd n. = 'whip reply' = beef shoulder.
chay pal, cpd n. = woodcutter (woodchopper), a lumberjack.
chaypan sang, n. = 'wicker-tray visage' = a moon = big round face; a person who has a moon face.
chay pat, cpd n. = 'whip receiver' = beef shoulder.
chay pal, cpd n. = woodcutter (woodchopper), a lumberjack.
chaypan sang, n. = 'wicker-tray visage' = a moon = big round face; a person who has a moon face.
chaypat, cpd n. = 'whip reply' = beef shoulder.
chay pal, cpd n. = woodcutter (woodchopper), a lumberjack.
chaypan sang, n. = 'wicker-tray visage' = a moon = big round face; a person who has a moon face.
chaypat, cpd n. = 'whip reply' = beef shoulder.
chay pal, cpd n. = woodcutter (woodchopper), a lumberjack.
chaypan sang, n. = 'wicker-tray visage' = a moon = big round face; a person who has a moon face.
chaypat, cpd n. = 'whip reply' = beef shoulder.
chay pal, cpd n. = woodcutter (woodchopper), a lumberjack.
chaypan sang, n. = 'wicker-tray visage' = a moon = big round face; a person who has a moon face.
chaypat, cpd n. = 'whip reply' = beef shoulder.
chek, n. 1. disposal, management, dealing; a measure, a step. 2. [post-mod. mi.] an appropriate (adequate) step or a proper step. 3. ~ in ~ does away with, removes. 4. ~ the wrong step, takes the wrong step, steps into a difficulty, makes a mistake. 5. ~ with ~, into ~, ~ in ~, ~ in ~.

chek, adv. HEAVY INTEGUMENT ~, sitting or lying down. [p. 18.1] PART PAST INTENSIVE ~ (< derives adjectiveal nouns, adverbs). ~, ~.

chek, n. 1. stab, a stab, a puncture, a pricking. 2. a person of low birth; a mean or low fellow. 3. ~ of the eight ball. 2. uni. deals (with), copes (with), handles, manages. 3. ~ out of the way; appropriate measures (to get rid of). 4. ~s, pokes, needles, prickers. 5. ~ in ~, ~ in ~.

chek, n. 1. stab, a stab, a puncture, a pricking. 2. a person of low birth; a mean or low fellow. 3. ~ of the eight ball. 2. uni. deals (with), copes (with), handles, manages. 3. ~ out of the way; appropriate measures (to get rid of). 4. ~s, pokes, needles, prickers. 5. ~ in ~, ~ in ~.

chek, adv. HEAVY INTEGUMENT ~, sitting or lying down. [p. 18.1] PART PAST INTENSIVE ~ (< derives adjectiveal nouns, adverbs). ~, ~.

chek, n. 1. stab, a stab, a puncture, a pricking. 2. a person of low birth; a mean or low fellow. 3. ~ of the eight ball. 2. uni. deals (with), copes (with), handles, manages. 3. ~ out of the way; appropriate measures (to get rid of). 4. ~s, pokes, needles, prickers. 5. ~ in ~, ~ in ~.

chek, adv. HEAVY INTEGUMENT ~, sitting or lying down. [p. 18.1] PART PAST INTENSIVE ~ (< derives adjectiveal nouns, adverbs). ~, ~.

chek, n. 1. stab, a stab, a puncture, a pricking. 2. a person of low birth; a mean or low fellow. 3. ~ of the eight ball. 2. uni. deals (with), copes (with), handles, manages. 3. ~ out of the way; appropriate measures (to get rid of). 4. ~s, pokes, needles, prickers. 5. ~ in ~, ~ in ~.

chek, adv. HEAVY INTEGUMENT ~, sitting or lying down. [p. 18.1] PART PAST INTENSIVE ~ (< derives adjectiveal nouns, adverbs). ~, ~.

chek, n. 1. stab, a stab, a puncture, a pricking. 2. a person of low birth; a mean or low fellow. 3. ~ of the eight ball. 2. uni. deals (with), copes (with), handles, manages. 3. ~ out of the way; appropriate measures (to get rid of). 4. ~s, pokes, needles, prickers. 5. ~ in ~, ~ in ~.

chek, adv. HEAVY INTEGUMENT ~, sitting or lying down. [p. 18.1] PART PAST INTENSIVE ~ (< derives adjectiveal nouns, adverbs). ~, ~.

chek, n. 1. stab, a stab, a puncture, a pricking. 2. a person of low birth; a mean or low fellow. 3. ~ of the eight ball. 2. uni. deals (with), copes (with), handles, manages. 3. ~ out of the way; appropriate measures (to get rid of). 4. ~s, pokes, needles, prickers. 5. ~ in ~, ~ in ~.

chek, adv. HEAVY INTEGUMENT ~, sitting or lying down. [p. 18.1] PART PAST INTENSIVE ~ (< derives adjectiveal nouns, adverbs). ~, ~.

chek, n. 1. stab, a stab, a puncture, a pricking. 2. a person of low birth; a mean or low fellow. 3. ~ of the eight ball. 2. uni. deals (with), copes (with), handles, manages. 3. ~ out of the way; appropriate measures (to get rid of). 4. ~s, pokes, needles, prickers. 5. ~ in ~, ~ in ~.

chek, adv. HEAVY INTEGUMENT ~, sitting or lying down. [p. 18.1] PART PAST INTENSIVE ~ (< derives adjectiveal nouns, adverbs). ~, ~.

chek, n. 1. stab, a stab, a puncture, a pricking. 2. a person of low birth; a mean or low fellow. 3. ~ of the eight ball. 2. uni. deals (with), copes (with), handles, manages. 3. ~ out of the way; appropriate measures (to get rid of). 4. ~s, pokes, needles, prickers. 5. ~ in ~, ~ in ~.

chek, adv. HEAVY INTEGUMENT ~, sitting or lying down. [p. 18.1] PART PAST INTENSIVE ~ (< derives adjectiveal nouns, adverbs). ~, ~.

chek, n. 1. stab, a stab, a puncture, a pricking. 2. a person of low birth; a mean or low fellow. 3. ~ of the eight ball. 2. uni. deals (with), copes (with), handles, manages. 3. ~ out of the way; appropriate measures (to get rid of). 4. ~s, pokes, needles, prickers. 5. ~ in ~, ~ in ~.

chek, adv. HEAVY INTEGUMENT ~, sitting or lying down. [p. 18.1] PART PAST INTENSIVE ~ (< derives adjectiveal nouns, adverbs). ~, ~.

chek, n. 1. stab, a stab, a puncture, a pricking. 2. a person of low birth; a mean or low fellow. 3. ~ of the eight ball. 2. uni. deals (with), copes (with), handles, manages. 3. ~ out of the way; appropriate measures (to get rid of). 4. ~s, pokes, needles, prickers. 5. ~ in ~, ~ in ~.

chek, adv. HEAVY INTEGUMENT ~, sitting or lying down. [p. 18.1] PART PAST INTENSIVE ~ (< derives adjectiveal nouns, adverbs). ~, ~.

chek, n. 1. stab, a stab, a puncture, a pricking. 2. a person of low birth; a mean or low fellow. 3. ~ of the eight ball. 2. uni. deals (with), copes (with), handles, manages. 3. ~ out of the way; appropriate measures (to get rid of). 4. ~s, pokes, needles, prickers. 5. ~ in ~, ~ in ~.

chek, adv. HEAVY INTEGUMENT ~, sitting or lying down. [p. 18.1] PART PAST INTENSIVE ~ (< derives adjectiveal nouns, adverbs). ~, ~.

chek, n. 1. stab, a stab, a puncture, a pricking. 2. a person of low birth; a mean or low fellow. 3. ~ of the eight ball. 2. uni. deals (with), copes (with), handles, manages. 3. ~ out of the way; appropriate measures (to get rid of). 4. ~s, pokes, needles, prickers. 5. ~ in ~, ~ in ~.

chek, adv. HEAVY INTEGUMENT ~, sitting or lying down. [p. 18.1] PART PAST INTENSIVE ~ (< derives adjectiveal nouns, adverbs). ~, ~.

chek, n. 1. stab, a stab, a puncture, a pricking. 2. a person of low birth; a mean or low fellow. 3. ~ of the eight ball. 2. uni. deals (with), copes (with), handles, manages. 3. ~ out of the way; appropriate measures (to get rid of). 4. ~s, pokes, needles, prickers. 5. ~ in ~, ~ in ~.

chek, adv. HEAVY INTEGUMENT ~, sitting or lying down. [p. 18.1] PART PAST INTENSIVE ~ (< derives adjectiveal nouns, adverbs). ~, ~.

chek, n. 1. stab, a stab, a puncture, a pricking. 2. a person of low birth; a mean or low fellow. 3. ~ of the eight ball. 2. uni. deals (with), copes (with), handles, manages. 3. ~ out of the way; appropriate measures (to get rid of). 4. ~s, pokes, needles, prickers. 5. ~ in ~, ~ in ~.

chek, adv. HEAVY INTEGUMENT ~, sitting or lying down. [p. 18.1] PART PAST INTENSIVE ~ (< derives adjectiveal nouns, adverbs). ~, ~.

chek, n. 1. stab, a stab, a puncture, a pricking. 2. a person of low birth; a mean or low fellow. 3. ~ of the eight ball. 2. uni. deals (with), copes (with), handles, manages. 3. ~ out of the way; appropriate measures (to get rid of). 4. ~s, pokes, needles, prickers. 5. ~ in ~, ~ in ~.

chek, adv. HEAVY INTEGUMENT ~, sitting or lying down. [p. 18.1] PART PAST INTENSIVE ~ (< derives adjectiveal nouns, adverbs). ~, ~.

chek, n. 1. stab, a stab, a puncture, a pricking. 2. a person of low birth; a mean or low fellow. 3. ~ of the eight ball. 2. uni. deals (with), copes (with), handles, manages. 3. ~ out of the way; appropriate measures (to get rid of). 4. ~s, pokes, needles, prickers. 5. ~ in ~, ~ in ~.

chek, adv. HEAVY INTEGUMENT ~, sitting or lying down. [p. 18.1] PART PAST INTENSIVE ~ (< derives adjectiveal nouns, adverbs). ~, ~.

chek, n. 1. stab, a stab, a puncture, a pricking. 2. a person of low birth; a mean or low fellow. 3. ~ of the eight ball. 2. uni. deals (with), copes (with), handles, manages. 3. ~ out of the way; appropriate measures (to get rid of). 4. ~s, pokes, needles, prickers. 5. ~ in ~, ~ in ~.

chek, adv. HEAVY INTEGUMENT ~, sitting or lying down. [p. 18.1] PART PAST INTENSIVE ~ (< derives adjectiveal nouns, adverbs). ~, ~.

chek, n. 1. stab, a stab, a puncture, a pricking. 2. a person of low birth; a mean or low fellow. 3. ~ of the eight ball. 2. uni. deals (with), copes (with), handles, manages. 3. ~ out of the way; appropriate measures (to get rid of). 4. ~s, pokes, needles, prickers. 5. ~ in ~, ~ in ~.

chek, adv. HEAVY INTEGUMENT ~, sitting or lying down. [p. 18.1] PART PAST INTENSIVE ~ (< derives adjectiveal nouns, adverbs). ~, ~.
chel - tok - n. a railroad, a railway.

chel - - n. a railroad track, a rail line.

chel - - v. 1. to travel by railroad, to travel a railroad journey.

chel - (3) - n. a railroad track.

chel - - n. an iron road (bar), an iron rail, a crosstie (tie, sleeper).

chel - - n. a railroad, a railway.

chelleng - (4) - n. a railroad track.

chelsel - (4) - n. a railroad track.

chelmyen - n. an iron club, a crosstie (tie, sleeper).

chelqsa - n. a railroad track, a rail line.

chelleng - (4) - n. an iron railroad track, a rail line.

chelqto - n. railroad, railway.

chelte - n. railroad, railway. 1. n. a railroad, a railway.

chelqysak - n. cable (wire), a wire, wiring.

chelqysayk - n. cable (wire), a wire, wiring.

chelqysayk - n. cable (wire), a wire, wiring.

chelqysayk - n. cable (wire), a wire, wiring.

chelqysak - n. cable (wire), a wire, wiring.

chelpon - n. an iron rod (bar), an iron pipe.

chelpon - n. an iron rod (bar), an iron pipe.

chelpon - n. an iron rod (bar), an iron pipe.

chelpon - n. an iron rod (bar), an iron pipe.

chelpon - n. an iron rod (bar), an iron pipe.

chelpon - n. an iron rod (bar), an iron pipe.

chelpon - n. an iron rod (bar), an iron pipe.

chelpon - n. an iron rod (bar), an iron pipe.

chelpon - n. an iron rod (bar), an iron pipe.

chelpon - n. an iron rod (bar), an iron pipe.

chelpon - n. an iron rod (bar), an iron pipe.

chelpon - n. an iron rod (bar), an iron pipe.

chelpon - n. an iron rod (bar), an iron pipe.

chelpon - n. an iron rod (bar), an iron pipe.

chelpon - n. an iron rod (bar), an iron pipe.

chelpon - n. an iron rod (bar), an iron pipe.

chelpon - n. an iron rod (bar), an iron pipe.

chelpon - n. an iron rod (bar), an iron pipe.

chelpon - n. an iron rod (bar), an iron pipe.

chelpon - n. an iron rod (bar), an iron pipe.

chelpon - n. an iron rod (bar), an iron pipe.

chelpon - n. an iron rod (bar), an iron pipe.

chelpon - n. an iron rod (bar), an iron pipe.

chelpon - n. an iron rod (bar), an iron pipe.

chelpon - n. an iron rod (bar), an iron pipe.

chelpon - n. an iron rod (bar), an iron pipe.

chelpon - n. an iron rod (bar), an iron pipe.

chelpon - n. an iron rod (bar), an iron pipe.

chelpon - n. an iron rod (bar), an iron pipe.

chelpon - n. an iron rod (bar), an iron pipe.

chelpon - n. an iron rod (bar), an iron pipe.

chelpon - n. an iron rod (bar), an iron pipe.

chelpon - n. an iron rod (bar), an iron pipe.

chelpon - n. an iron rod (bar), an iron pipe.
utter... is an all-out... is radical, drastic. 1 adj: characterized or marked by, denoting, or conducive to an effect similar to that produced by a deliberate, skillful, or efficacious act; a person or group who uses such means.

A radical (or radical act) is any action performed with intent or purposefulness that is intended to bring about a change in some aspect of the status quo or the status quo itself. Such action is often characterized by its intentional nature, its expected outcome, and its potential for producing change.

In this context, the term “radical” can refer to actions that are aimed at bringing about fundamental change in a particular area or system. These actions may involve the use of force, violence, or other means to achieve their goals. The term can also refer to individuals or groups who engage in such actions.

The term “radical” can also have a more general meaning, referring to something that is fundamentally different or opposed to the norm. In this sense, it can refer to ideas, opinions, or actions that are considered to be deviant or unconventional.

In the context of the document, the term “radical” is used to describe actions that are intended to bring about fundamental change. This could include actions aimed at altering social, political, or economic systems, or actions aimed at changing the behavior of individuals or groups.

The term “radical” can also be used to describe individuals or groups who engage in such actions. These individuals or groups may be characterized by their commitment to bringing about change, their willingness to take risks, and their determination to achieve their goals.

Overall, the term “radical” can refer to actions or individuals that are characterized by their intentional nature, their expected outcome, and their potential for producing change. However, the meaning of the term can vary depending on the context in which it is used.
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the first cold weather
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chén-gwen, asking help, calling for help.

cheng-wen, petitions for the establishment of a new school.

asks for membership.

Children's music.

is elegant, refined, clear, mellifluous.

includes music.

yarn.

Chengwen-kwun.

Chengwen-se.

Chengchen-kang,

Chengchen-pyek-lek,

is honest, upright, incorruptible.

Chengchen-li.

Chengchen-yok,

a pleasant outing.

Chengchen-kang, a clear sky, n.

Chengcen-pyek-lek, n.

Chengcen-pyek-lek.

Chengchen.

Chengcen-pyek-lek.

Chengcen-kang, adj.

is neat (or smart) clothes.

Chengcen-pyek-lek.

Chengcen-pyek-lek.

Chengcen-pyek-lek.

Chengcen-pyek-lek.

Chengcen-pyek-lek.

Chengcen-pyek-lek.
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Chengcen-pyek-lek.
1. A bright autumn.
2. The 8th month of the lunar calendar.

(1) chenghung, n. youth; the springtime of life, the heyday of youth, the bloom of youth.
(2) young (or blue) (comes from indigo-
(3) young boys (in the bloom of youth).
(4) a spotted bluish-gray cow.
(5) a kite that
(6) a proposal (an offer) of marriage.

(7) cheng-kia, n. light of the moon.
(8) cheng-kia, n. green moss (lichen).
(9) cheng-kye, n. noble fragrance.
(10) cheng-kia, n. ink, black ink.
(11) cheng-kia, n. a subject or subject of study.
(12) cheng-kia, n. a full-length mirror.

(13) cheng-hong, n. red and (or) color.
(14) cheng-hong, n. a red color.
(15) cheng-hong, n. a duty to pay taxes, tax arrears.
(16) cheng-hong, n. red.
(17) cheng-hong, n. a system.
(18) cheng-hong, n. the system of government.
(19) cheng-hong, n. a government, a system.
(20) cheng-hong, n. a red color.
(21) cheng-hong, n. a red color.
(22) cheng-hong, n. a red color.
(23) cheng-hong, n. a red color.
(24) cheng-hong, n. a red color.
(25) cheng-hong, n. a red color.
(26) cheng-hong, n. a red color.
(27) cheng-hong, n. a red color.
(28) cheng-hong, n. a red color.
(29) cheng-hong, n. a red color.
(30) cheng-hong, n. a red color.
(31) cheng-hong, n. a red color.
(32) cheng-hong, n. a red color.
(33) cheng-hong, n. a red color.
(34) cheng-hong, n. a red color.
(35) cheng-hong, n. a red color.
(36) cheng-hong, n. a red color.
(37) cheng-hong, n. a red color.
(38) cheng-hong, n. a red color.
(39) cheng-hong, n. a red color.
(40) cheng-hong, n. a red color.
(41) cheng-hong, n. a red color.
(42) cheng-hong, n. a red color.
(43) cheng-hong, n. a red color.
(44) cheng-hong, n. a red color.
(45) cheng-hong, n. a red color.
(46) cheng-hong, n. a red color.
(47) cheng-hong, n. a red color.
(48) cheng-hong, n. a red color.
(49) cheng-hong, n. a red color.
(50) cheng-hong, n. a red color.
(51) cheng-hong, n. a red color.
(52) cheng-hong, n. a red color.
(53) cheng-hong, n. a red color.
(54) cheng-hong, n. a red color.
(55) cheng-hong, n. a red color.
(56) cheng-hong, n. a red color.
(57) cheng-hong, n. a red color.
(58) cheng-hong, n. a red color.
(59) cheng-hong, n. a red color.
(60) cheng-hong, n. a red color.
(61) cheng-hong, n. a red color.
(62) cheng-hong, n. a red color.
(63) cheng-hong, n. a red color.
(64) cheng-hong, n. a red color.
(65) cheng-hong, n. a red color.
(66) cheng-hong, n. a red color.
(67) cheng-hong, n. a red color.
(68) cheng-hong, n. a red color.
(69) cheng-hong, n. a red color.
(70) cheng-hong, n. a red color.
(71) cheng-hong, n. a red color.
(72) cheng-hong, n. a red color.
(73) cheng-hong, n. a red color.
(74) cheng-hong, n. a red color.
(75) cheng-hong, n. a red color.
(76) cheng-hong, n. a red color.
(77) cheng-hong, n. a red color.
(78) cheng-hong, n. a red color.
(79) cheng-hong, n. a red color.
(80) cheng-hong, n. a red color.
(81) cheng-hong, n. a red color.
(82) cheng-hong, n. a red color.
(83) cheng-hong, n. a red color.
(84) cheng-hong, n. a red color.
(85) cheng-hong, n. a red color.
(86) cheng-hong, n. a red color.
(87) cheng-hong, n. a red color.
(88) cheng-hong, n. a red color.
(89) cheng-hong, n. a red color.
(90) cheng-hong, n. a red color.
(91) cheng-hong, n. a red color.
(92) cheng-hong, n. a red color.
(93) cheng-hong, n. a red color.
(94) cheng-hong, n. a red color.
(95) cheng-hong, n. a red color.
(96) cheng-hong, n. a red color.
(97) cheng-hong, n. a red color.
(98) cheng-hong, n. a red color.
(99) cheng-hong, n. a red color.
(100) cheng-hong, n. a red color.
full of people (overly filled-up); (being) filled to capacity.

chomang, n. (skirt) grass, the grass, the lawn. 2. a grassy field, a meadow, a heath.

chomang, n. 1. chomang hata, adj. 1. is boorish, rustic, rough, unrefined; a countryman, a yokel.

chomang, n. 1. chomang, adj. 1. is extraordinary, uncommon, out of the common (ordinary), is of an unusual order.

chomang, n. 1. chomang, adj. 1. is extraordinariness, being out of the common.

chomang, n. 1. chomang, adj. 1. primitiveness; a primitive thing.

chomang, n. 1. chomang, adj. 1. overfull of people; (being) filled to the brim; (being) full of (people).

chomang, n. 1. chomang, adj. 1. is naive. chomang, n. 1. chomang, adj. 1. is unfamiliar with, is not acquainted with.

chomang, n. 1. chomang, adj. 1. is a person that one has never met before, a stranger.

chomang, n. 1. chomang, adj. 1. mops up (a gang), exterminates, gets rid of, destroys.

chomang, n. 1. chomang, adj. 1. paints a portrait. 2. has a posture. 3. a court of first instance.

chomang, n. 1. chomang, adj. 1. has a court of first instance.

chomang, n. 1. chomang, adj. 1. makes a translation.

chomang, n. 1. chomang, adj. 1. maintains aloofness, keeps aloof from (other). 2. adverb. with a disengaged (detached) air, stands (holds) aloof.
1. an ugly (or dirty) object.
2. makes a bad name for oneself.
3. cherishes the memory of a deceased person.
4. around (gets bruited about).  
5. late father.  
6. autumnal thoughts (musings).  
7. autumn begins.  
8. autumnal equinox.  
9. autumn frost(s).  
10. abstract idea.  
11. calculation, computation.  
12. a mudfish, a fish.
13. autumn in the air.  
14. autumn colors are in full glory.  
15. gains one's health.  
16. picks straws and weeds out the village.  
17. looks back upon the past, recollects the past.  
18. autumnal mood(s).  
19. autumn thoughts (muses).
20. autumnal equinox.
21. autumnal equinox, autumn.
22. autumn colors are in full glory.  
23. gains one's health.  
24. picks straws and weeds out the village.  
25. looks back upon the past, recollects the past.
1. a walnut.
2. the islands of Chwucapulitj.
3. Chwucapulitj.
4. autumn.
5. autumn silkworms.
6. autumn.
7. autumn.
8. autumn.
9. autumn.
10. autumn.
11. autumn.
12. autumn.
13. autumn.
14. autumn.
15. autumn.
16. autumn.
17. autumn.
18. autumn.
19. autumn.
20. autumn.
21. autumn.
22. autumn.
23. autumn.
24. autumn.
25. autumn.
26. autumn.
27. autumn.
28. autumn.
29. autumn.
30. autumn.
31. autumn.
32. autumn.
33. autumn.
34. autumn.
35. autumn.
36. autumn.
37. autumn.
38. autumn.
39. autumn.
40. autumn.
41. autumn.
42. autumn.
43. autumn.
44. autumn.
45. autumn.
46. autumn.
47. autumn.
48. autumn.
49. autumn.
50. autumn.
51. autumn.
52. autumn.
53. autumn.
54. autumn.
55. autumn.
56. autumn.
57. autumn.
58. autumn.
59. autumn.
60. autumn.
61. autumn.
62. autumn.
63. autumn.
64. autumn.
65. autumn.
66. autumn.
67. autumn.
68. autumn.
69. autumn.
70. autumn.
71. autumn.
72. autumn.
73. autumn.
74. autumn.
75. autumn.
76. autumn.
77. autumn.
78. autumn.
79. autumn.
80. autumn.
81. autumn.
82. autumn.
83. autumn.
84. autumn.
85. autumn.
86. autumn.
87. autumn.
88. autumn.
89. autumn.
90. autumn.
91. autumn.
92. autumn.
93. autumn.
94. autumn.
95. autumn.
96. autumn.
97. autumn.
98. autumn.
99. autumn.
100. autumn.
101. autumn.
102. autumn.
103. autumn.
104. autumn.
105. autumn.
106. autumn.
107. autumn.
108. autumn.
109. autumn.
110. autumn.
111. autumn.
112. autumn.
113. autumn.
114. autumn.
115. autumn.
116. autumn.
117. autumn.
118. autumn.
119. autumn.
120. autumn.
121. autumn.
122. autumn.
123. autumn.
124. autumn.
125. autumn.
126. autumn.
127. autumn.
128. autumn.
129. autumn.
130. autumn.
131. autumn.
132. autumn.
133. autumn.
134. autumn.
135. autumn.
136. autumn.
137. autumn.
138. autumn.
139. autumn.
140. autumn.
141. autumn.
142. autumn.
143. autumn.
144. autumn.
145. autumn.
146. autumn.
147. autumn.
148. autumn.
149. autumn.
150. autumn.
151. autumn.
152. autumn.
153. autumn.
154. autumn.
155. autumn.
156. autumn.
157. autumn.
158. autumn.
159. autumn.
160. autumn.
161. autumn.
162. autumn.
163. autumn.
164. autumn.
165. autumn.
166. autumn.
167. autumn.
168. autumn.
169. autumn.
170. autumn.
171. autumn.
172. autumn.
173. autumn.
174. autumn.
175. autumn.
176. autumn.
177. autumn.
178. autumn.
179. autumn.
180. autumn.
181. autumn.
182. autumn.
183. autumn.
184. autumn.
185. autumn.
186. autumn.
187. autumn.
188. autumn.
189. autumn.
190. autumn.
191. autumn.
192. autumn.
193. autumn.
194. autumn.
195. autumn.
196. autumn.
197. autumn.
198. autumn.
199. autumn.
200. autumn.
201. autumn.
202. autumn.
203. autumn.
204. autumn.
205. autumn.
206. autumn.
207. autumn.
208. autumn.
209. autumn.
210. autumn.
211. autumn.
212. autumn.
213. autumn.
214. autumn.
215. autumn.
216. autumn.
217. autumn.
218. autumn.
219. autumn.
220. autumn.
221. autumn.
222. autumn.
223. autumn.
224. autumn.
225. autumn.
congratulates a person on his long life.

chwuk-si, n. Watch of the Ox; the 2d of the 12th house of a period between 13 and 14.

chwuk-si, n. Watch of the Ox; the 3d of the 12th house of a period between 13 and 14.

chwuk-si, n. Watch of the Ox; the 1st of the 12th house of a period between 13 and 14.

chwuk-si, n. Watch of the Ox; the 4th of the 12th house of a period between 13 and 14.

chwuk-si, n. Watch of the Ox; the 12th of the 12th house of a period between 13 and 14.

chwuk-si, n. Watch of the Ox; the 24th of the 12th house of a period between 13 and 14.

chwuk-si, n. Watch of the Ox; the 1st of the 12th house of a period between 13 and 14.

chwuk-si, n. Watch of the Ox; the 3d of the 12th house of a period between 13 and 14.

chwuk-si, n. Watch of the Ox; the 11th of the 12th house of a period between 13 and 14.

chwuk-si, n. Watch of the Ox; the 24th of the 12th house of a period between 13 and 14.

chwuk-si, n. Watch of the Ox; the 1st of the 12th house of a period between 13 and 14.

chwuk-si, n. Watch of the Ox; the 3d of the 12th house of a period between 13 and 14.

chwuk-si, n. Watch of the Ox; the 11th of the 12th house of a period between 13 and 14.

chwuk-si, n. Watch of the Ox; the 24th of the 12th house of a period between 13 and 14.

chwuk-si, n. Watch of the Ox; the 1st of the 12th house of a period between 13 and 14.

chwuk-si, n. Watch of the Ox; the 3d of the 12th house of a period between 13 and 14.

chwuk-si, n. Watch of the Ox; the 11th of the 12th house of a period between 13 and 14.

chwuk-si, n. Watch of the Ox; the 24th of the 12th house of a period between 13 and 14.

chwuk-si, n. Watch of the Ox; the 1st of the 12th house of a period between 13 and 14.

chwuk-si, n. Watch of the Ox; the 3d of the 12th house of a period between 13 and 14.

chwuk-si, n. Watch of the Ox; the 11th of the 12th house of a period between 13 and 14.

chwuk-si, n. Watch of the Ox; the 24th of the 12th house of a period between 13 and 14.

chwuk-si, n. Watch of the Ox; the 1st of the 12th house of a period between 13 and 14.

chwuk-si, n. Watch of the Ox; the 3d of the 12th house of a period between 13 and 14.

chwuk-si, n. Watch of the Ox; the 11th of the 12th house of a period between 13 and 14.

chwuk-si, n. Watch of the Ox; the 24th of the 12th house of a period between 13 and 14.

chwuk-si, n. Watch of the Ox; the 1st of the 12th house of a period between 13 and 14.

chwuk-si, n. Watch of the Ox; the 3d of the 12th house of a period between 13 and 14.

chwuk-si, n. Watch of the Ox; the 11th of the 12th house of a period between 13 and 14.

chwuk-si, n. Watch of the Ox; the 24th of the 12th house of a period between 13 and 14.

chwuk-si, n. Watch of the Ox; the 1st of the 12th house of a period between 13 and 14.

chwuk-si, n. Watch of the Ox; the 3d of the 12th house of a period between 13 and 14.

chwuk-si, n. Watch of the Ox; the 11th of the 12th house of a period between 13 and 14.

chwuk-si, n. Watch of the Ox; the 24th of the 12th house of a period between 13 and 14.

chwuk-si, n. Watch of the Ox; the 1st of the 12th house of a period between 13 and 14.

chwuk-si, n. Watch of the Ox; the 3d of the 12th house of a period between 13 and 14.

chwuk-si, n. Watch of the Ox; the 11th of the 12th house of a period between 13 and 14.

chwuk-si, n. Watch of the Ox; the 24th of the 12th house of a period between 13 and 14.

chwuk-si, n. Watch of the Ox; the 1st of the 12th house of a period between 13 and 14.

chwuk-si, n. Watch of the Ox; the 3d of the 12th house of a period between 13 and 14.
춘사 - 다시 봄이 온다.
춘사 (춘사) chwunsan, n. feelings of spring, spring musings (sentiments).
춘사 (연사) chwunsan, n. 1. spring and autumn. 2. spring fever; a stirring of the blood, a surge of lust; lewd thoughts, thoughts of sex.
춘사 ( Priesthood) chwunsan, n. mountains in springtime.
춘사 (연삼) chwunsan, c, the three "sping" between sea and land.
춘사 (연산) chwunsan, c. mountain in spring. 4. chwunsa, n.
춘사 (연산) chwunsam, n. 1. March (the last month of spring) in the lunar calendar. 2. the pleasant days of spring.
춘사 (연삼) chwunsam, n. 1. spring (season). 2. spring flowers.
춘사 (연산) chwunsam, n. 1. springtime (season). 2. spring water.
춘사 (연산) chwunsam, n. 1. springtime. 2. the opening of spring.
춘사 (연산) chwunsam, n. the springtime (season).
춘사 (연산) chwunsam, n. 1. spring and autumn. 2. springtime. 3. a springtime (season). 4. springtime.
춘사 (연산) chwunsam, n. 1. the three "spring" between sea and land.
춘사 (연산) chwunsam, n. 1. springtime. 2. spring flowers.
춘사 (연산) chwunsam, n. 1. springtime. 2. spring flowers.
춘사 (연산) chwunsam, n. 1. springtime. 2. spring flowers.
춘사 (연산) chwunsam, n. 1. springtime. 2. spring flowers.
춘사 (연산) chwunsam, n. 1. springtime. 2. spring flowers.
춘사 (연산) chwunsam, n. 1. springtime. 2. spring flowers.
춘사 (연산) chwunsam, n. 1. springtime. 2. spring flowers.
춘사 (연산) chwunsam, n. 1. springtime. 2. spring flowers.
춘사 (연산) chwunsam, n. 1. springtime. 2. spring flowers.
춘사 (연산) chwunsam, n. 1. springtime. 2. spring flowers.
춘사 (연산) chwunsam, n. 1. springtime. 2. spring flowers.
춘사 (연산) chwunsam, n. 1. springtime. 2. spring flowers.
춘사 (연산) chwunsam, n. 1. springtime. 2. spring flowers.
춘사 (연산) chwunsam, n. 1. springtime. 2. spring flowers.
춘사 (연산) chwunsam, n. 1. springtime. 2. spring flowers.
춘사 (연산) chwunsam, n. 1. springtime. 2. spring flowers.
춘사 (연산) chwunsam, n. 1. springtime. 2. spring flowers.
춘사 (연산) chwunsam, n. 1. springtime. 2. spring flowers.
춘사 (연산) chwunsam, n. 1. springtime. 2. spring flowers.
춘사 (연산) chwunsam, n. 1. springtime. 2. spring flowers.
춘사 (연산) chwunsam, n. 1. springtime. 2. spring flowers.
춘사 (연산) chwunsam, n. 1. springtime. 2. spring flowers.
춘사 (연산) chwunsam, n. 1. springtime. 2. spring flowers.
춘사 (연산) chwunsam, n. 1. springtime. 2. spring flowers.
춘사 (연산) chwunsam, n. 1. springtime. 2. spring flowers.
춘사 (연산) chwunsam, n. 1. springtime. 2. spring flowers.
춘사 (연산) chwunsam, n. 1. springtime. 2. spring flowers.
춘사 (연산) chwunsam, n. 1. springtime. 2. spring flowers.
춘사 (연산) chwunsam, n. 1. springtime. 2. spring flowers.
춘사 (연산) chwunsam, n. 1. springtime. 2. spring flowers.
춘사 (연산) chwunsam, n. 1. springtime. 2. spring flowers.
춘사 (연산) chwunsam, n. 1. springtime. 2. spring flowers.
춘사 (연산) chwunsam, n. 1. springtime. 2. spring flowers.
춘사 (연산) chwunsam, n. 1. springtime. 2. spring flowers.
춘사 (연산) chwunsam, n. 1. springtime. 2. spring flowers.
춘사 (연산) chwunsam, n. 1. springtime. 2. spring flowers.
춘사 (연산) chwunsam, n. 1. springtime. 2. spring flowers.
춘사 (연산) chwunsam, n. 1. springtime. 2. spring flowers.
춘사 (연산) chwunsam, n. 1. springtime. 2. spring flowers.
춘사 (연산) chwunsam, n. 1. springtime. 2. spring flowers.
춘사 (연산) chwunsam, n. 1. springtime. 2. spring flowers.
춘사 (연산) chwunsam, n. 1. springtime. 2. spring flowers.
춘사 (연산) chwunsam, n. 1. springtime. 2. spring flowers.
춘사 (연산) chwunsam, n. 1. springtime. 2. spring flowers.
춘사 (연산) chwunsam, n. 1. springtime. 2. spring flowers.
춘사 (연산) chwunsam, n. 1. springtime. 2. spring flowers.
춘사 (연산) chwunsam, n. 1. springtime. 2. spring flowers.
춘사 (연산) chwunsam, n. 1. springtime. 2. spring flowers.
춘사 (연산) chwunsam, n. 1. springtime. 2. spring flowers.
춘사 (연산) chwunsam, n. 1. springtime. 2. spring flowers.
춘사 (연산) chwunsam, n. 1. springtime. 2. spring flowers.
춘사 (연산) chwunsam, n. 1. springtime. 2. spring flowers.
춘사 (연산) chwunsam, n. 1. springtime. 2. spring flowers.
춘사 (연산) chwunsam, n. 1. springtime. 2. spring flowers.
춘사 (연산) chwunsam, n. 1. springtime. 2. spring flowers.
춘사 (연산) chwunsam, n. 1. springtime. 2. spring flowers.
춘사 (연산) chwunsam, n. 1. springtime. 2. spring flowers.
춘사 (연산) chwunsam, n. 1. springtime. 2. spring flowers.
춘사 (연산) chwunsam, n. 1. springtime. 2. spring flowers.
춘사 (연산) chwunsam, n. 1. springtime. 2. spring flowers.
춘사 (연산) chwunsam, n. 1. springtime. 2. spring flowers.
춘사 (연산) chwunsam, n. 1. springtime. 2. spring flowers.
춘사 (연산) chwunsam, n. 1. springtime. 2. spring flowers.
춘사 (연산) chwunsam, n. 1. springtime. 2. spring flowers.
춘사 (연산) chwunsam, n. 1. springtime. 2. spring flowers.
춘사 (연산) chwunsam, n. 1. springtime. 2. spring flowers.
춘사 (연산) chwunsam, n. 1. springtime. 2. spring flowers.
춘사 (연산) chwunsam, n. 1. springtime. 2. spring flowers.
춘사 (연산) chwunsam, n. 1. springtime. 2. spring flowers.
춘사 (연산) chwunsam, n. 1. springtime. 2. spring flowers.
춘사 (연산) chwunsam, n. 1. springtime. 2. spring flowers.
춘사 (연산) chwunsam, n. 1. springtime. 2. spring flowers.
춘사 (연산) chwunsam, n. 1. springtime. 2. spring flowers.
춘사 (연산) chwunsam, n. 1. springtime. 2. spring flowers.
춘사 (연산) chwunsam, n. 1. springtime. 2. spring flowers.
춘사 (연산) chwunsam, n. 1. springtime. 2. spring flowers.
춘사 (연산) chwunsam, n. 1. springtime. 2. spring flowers.
춘사 (연산) chwunsam, n. 1. springtime. 2. spring flowers.
춘사 (연산) chwunsam, n. 1. springtime. 2. spring flowers.
춘사 (연산) chwunsam, n. 1. springtime. 2. spring flowers.
춘사 (연산) chwunsam, n. 1. springtime. 2. spring flowers.
발발(出發) chwulpal, departure, leaving, starting.
*1. 이 시각을 안 놓고 출발하는 경우는 없는 듯합니다.

대장(在) chwulqa, the dispatch of troops, an expedition.
*1. 그는 대장의 여주도를 precochim으로 전달한 뒤,</p>

나치(拿去) chwulqa-sang, n. an investment certificate.
*1. 그는 나치에서 얻은 돈을 바탕으로 사업을 본을 듯합니다.

천국(天堂) chwulqseok, n. the afterlife, paradise.
*1. 그는 천국으로 가는 데 걸려있습니다.

 gi. 엄마가 외할머니와 외할아버지에게 사탕을 줬습니다.
business trip, going on business. 1 부임하는 (to go on an official or (business) trip). 2 ~ 일에 (to go on an official or (business) trip).
3 ~ 일에 (to go to the country on official business).
4 ~ 일에 (to go to Japan on business).
5 ~ 일에 (to go to Paris on business).
6 ~ 일에 (to go to the country on official business).
7 ~ 일에 (to go to Japan on business).
8 ~ 일에 (to go to Paris on business).
9 ~ 일에 (to go to the country on official business).
10 ~ 일에 (to go to Japan on business).
11 ~ 일에 (to go to Paris on business).
12 ~ 일에 (to go to the country on official business).
13 ~ 일에 (to go to Japan on business).
14 ~ 일에 (to go to Paris on business).
15 ~ 일에 (to go to the country on official business).
16 ~ 일에 (to go to Japan on business).
17 ~ 일에 (to go to Paris on business).
18 ~ 일에 (to go to the country on official business).
19 ~ 일에 (to go to Japan on business).
20 ~ 일에 (to go to Paris on business).
21 ~ 일에 (to go to the country on official business).
22 ~ 일에 (to go to Japan on business).
23 ~ 일에 (to go to Paris on business).
24 ~ 일에 (to go to the country on official business).
25 ~ 일에 (to go to Japan on business).
26 ~ 일에 (to go to Paris on business).
27 ~ 일에 (to go to the country on official business).
28 ~ 일에 (to go to Japan on business).
29 ~ 일에 (to go to Paris on business).
30 ~ 일에 (to go to the country on official business).
31 ~ 일에 (to go to Japan on business).
32 ~ 일에 (to go to Paris on business).
33 ~ 일에 (to go to the country on official business).
34 ~ 일에 (to go to Japan on business).
35 ~ 일에 (to go to Paris on business).
36 ~ 일에 (to go to the country on official business).
37 ~ 일에 (to go to Japan on business).
38 ~ 일에 (to go to Paris on business).
39 ~ 일에 (to go to the country on official business).
40 ~ 일에 (to go to Japan on business).
41 ~ 일에 (to go to Paris on business).
42 ~ 일에 (to go to the country on official business).
43 ~ 일에 (to go to Japan on business).
44 ~ 일에 (to go to Paris on business).
45 ~ 일에 (to go to the country on official business).
46 ~ 일에 (to go to Japan on business).
47 ~ 일에 (to go to Paris on business).
48 ~ 일에 (to go to the country on official business).
49 ~ 일에 (to go to Japan on business).
50 ~ 일에 (to go to Paris on business).
51 ~ 일에 (to go to the country on official business).
52 ~ 일에 (to go to Japan on business).
53 ~ 일에 (to go to Paris on business).
54 ~ 일에 (to go to the country on official business).
55 ~ 일에 (to go to Japan on business).
56 ~ 일에 (to go to Paris on business).
57 ~ 일에 (to go to the country on official business).
58 ~ 일에 (to go to Japan on business).
59 ~ 일에 (to go to Paris on business).
60 ~ 일에 (to go to the country on official business).
61 ~ 일에 (to go to Japan on business).
62 ~ 일에 (to go to Paris on business).
63 ~ 일에 (to go to the country on official business).
64 ~ 일에 (to go to Japan on business).
65 ~ 일에 (to go to Paris on business).
66 ~ 일에 (to go to the country on official business).
67 ~ 일에 (to go to Japan on business).
68 ~ 일에 (to go to Paris on business).
69 ~ 일에 (to go to the country on official business).
70 ~ 일에 (to go to Japan on business).
71 ~ 일에 (to go to Paris on business).
72 ~ 일에 (to go to the country on official business).
73 ~ 일에 (to go to Japan on business).
74 ~ 일에 (to go to Paris on business).
75 ~ 일에 (to go to the country on official business).
76 ~ 일에 (to go to Japan on business).
77 ~ 일에 (to go to Paris on business).
78 ~ 일에 (to go to the country on official business).
79 ~ 일에 (to go to Japan on business).
80 ~ 일에 (to go to Paris on business).

1642

1643
One person, hwungi, shakes in a line (up and down or from left to right). One a sleepyhead. A great cake.

N. (to the sky), is in high spirits, is feeling sky-high. South Ch. (abbr. Ch'ungch'ong) province(s), capital Taeycen.

M. 1. Chwungceng (Ch'unghye), 28th king of Kolye

M. 2. Chwungon, 30th king of Kolye

N. Chwunghyew-wang, Ch'ungjong, 30th king of Kolye

N. Chwunghyey (Ch'unghye), 28th king of Kolye

1. Chwunghyey (Ch'ungjong), 30th king of Kolye

N. Chwunghyey (Ch'unghye), 28th king of Kolye
adoption and/or rejection; he wishes, selects (chooses) at one's discretion, 4-~
choice, selection.

He begins to get interested in painting.

husband and wife have quite different tastes.

Tastes differ. There is no taste (relish) for,
is not interested (in); is tasteless.

a drunken person, eyes dim (bleary) with drink.

a job, a position, a place, a situation, employment.

The President of the United States takes the oath of office, is installed (in office), is inaugurated, is set up, makes an inauguration, makes an installation. 1 4 ~
the object of (the point in) setting up a speech, the purport of a speech.

You must, first of all, be careful of your health.

The purport, the import, the tenor, the drift, the meaning, the effect, the gist, the point, the substance; an object, an aim, a purpose.

you must, first of all, be careful of your health.

a job application (bid), a placement fee.

a drunken old man, an old idler, a lotus-eater.

price, value, measurements, dimensions.

a placement agency, an employment agency, an employment service, an employment bureau, an employment agency.

annulment, taking back (one's words). 1 4 ~
revocation of a sentence. 1 4 ~
the revocation of a sentence.

You may, first of all, be careful of your health.

a characterizing (differentiating) feature. 1 4 ~
the distinguishing feature.

the employment office, entrance into employment, the employment agency.

the employment office, entrance into employment, the employment agency.

employment, entrance into employment, getting (landing) a job, going to work.

a placement agency, an employment agency, an employment service, an employment agency.

a drunken person, eyes dim (bleary) with drink.

makes an inquiry into, examines.

planting the best seed of potatoes.

among others (the rest), especially, rather.

a job; a job one is looking for (a job), a job one finds interesting. 1 4 ~
job hunting, job seeking, job application, job hunting, job seeking, job application.

a drunken person, eyes dim (bleary) with drink.

keeps with one's taste, is congenial to one's taste. 1 4 ~
interested (in); is tasteful, is interesting.

a person who lacks taste; a man of few interests.

is interested in; is tasteful, is interesting.

has begun to get interested in painting.

living in lethargy, idling one's life away. 1 4 ~
leading a life of befuddled and dreamy indolence, being a sloth, a lazie.

beauty, charm, attractiveness, appearance.

the employment office, entrance into employment, getting (landing) a job, going to work.

the employment office, entrance into employment, getting (landing) a job, going to work.

a placement agency, an employment agency, an employment service, an employment agency.

a drunken person, eyes dim (bleary) with drink.
a drunken state, drunken-chwlhung, drinking.

taking a wife, marrying-chwlchey-yek, chwlchey-yek.

gets (obtains, finds) employment, gets a job, (a person) for a job.

puts on aness, drunken behavior.

goes to sleep, goes to bed, turns in, retires.

a manager, a supervisor.

seeks employment at a bank.

leviates unemployment, brings employment relief.

withdraws, drops, abandons.

chooses death rather than humiliation.

chooses the best.

chooses the best.

chooses the best.

chooses the best.

chooses the best.

chooses the best.

chooses the best.

chooses the best.

chooses the best.

chooses the best.

chooses the best.

chooses the best.

chooses the best.

chooses the best.

chooses the best.

chooses the best.

chooses the best.

chooses the best.

chooses the best.

chooses the best.

chooses the best.

chooses the best.

chooses the best.

chooses the best.

chooses the best.

chooses the best.

chooses the best.

chooses the best.

chooses the best.

chooses the best.

chooses the best.

chooses the best.

chooses the best.

chooses the best.

chooses the best.

chooses the best.

chooses the best.

chooses the best.

chooses the best.

chooses the best.

chooses the best.

chooses the best.

chooses the best.

chooses the best.

chooses the best.

chooses the best.

chooses the best.

chooses the best.

chooses the best.

chooses the best.

chooses the best.

chooses the best.

chooses the best.

chooses the best.

chooses the best.

chooses the best.

chooses the best.

chooses the best.

chooses the best.

chooses the best.

chooses the best.

chooses the best.

chooses the best.

chooses the best.

chooses the best.

chooses the best.

chooses the best.

chooses the best.

chooses the best.

chooses the best.

chooses the best.

chooses the best.

chooses the best.

chooses the best.

chooses the best.

chooses the best.

chooses the best.

chooses the best.

chooses the best.

chooses the best.

chooses the best.

chooses the best.

chooses the best.

chooses the best.

chooses the best.

chooses the best.

chooses the best.

chooses the best.

chooses the best.

chooses the best.

chooses the best.

chooses the best.

chooses the best.

chooses the best.

chooses the best.

chooses the best.

chooses the best.
when it comes to; as; for as; for being.

when it comes to; as; for as; for being.

the crown (of a tooth). (cuts) branches off/down, prunes a tree.

If cuts into pieces.

prunes, trims, cuts off.

chikol, n.

charges, denounces.

vt.

hits, strikes, beats, knocks off.

pours kerosene into the well of a

vt.

4

infj. +pcle...x|ZL- chiko ya,

charges, denounces.

vt.

1. stores (honey).

2. raises, rears, keeps.

3. raises hogs.

4. feeds.

5. slices, cuts, cuts into pieces.

6. cuts, cuts into pieces.

7. cuts, cuts into pieces.

8. cuts, cuts into pieces.

9. cuts, cuts into pieces.

10. cuts, cuts into pieces.

11. cuts, cuts into pieces.

12. cuts, cuts into pieces.

13. cuts, cuts into pieces.

14. cuts, cuts into pieces.

15. cuts, cuts into pieces.

16. cuts, cuts into pieces.

17. cuts, cuts into pieces.

18. cuts, cuts into pieces.

19. cuts, cuts into pieces.

20. cuts, cuts into pieces.

21. cuts, cuts into pieces.

22. cuts, cuts into pieces.

23. cuts, cuts into pieces.

24. cuts, cuts into pieces.

25. cuts, cuts into pieces.

26. cuts, cuts into pieces.

27. cuts, cuts into pieces.

28. cuts, cuts into pieces.

29. cuts, cuts into pieces.

30. cuts, cuts into pieces.

31. cuts, cuts into pieces.

32. cuts, cuts into pieces.

33. cuts, cuts into pieces.

34. cuts, cuts into pieces.

35. cuts, cuts into pieces.

36. cuts, cuts into pieces.

37. cuts, cuts into pieces.

38. cuts, cuts into pieces.

39. cuts, cuts into pieces.

40. cuts, cuts into pieces.

41. cuts, cuts into pieces.

42. cuts, cuts into pieces.

43. cuts, cuts into pieces.

44. cuts, cuts into pieces.

45. cuts, cuts into pieces.

46. cuts, cuts into pieces.

47. cuts, cuts into pieces.

48. cuts, cuts into pieces.

49. cuts, cuts into pieces.

50. cuts, cuts into pieces.

51. cuts, cuts into pieces.

52. cuts, cuts into pieces.

53. cuts, cuts into pieces.

54. cuts, cuts into pieces.

55. cuts, cuts into pieces.

56. cuts, cuts into pieces.

57. cuts, cuts into pieces.

58. cuts, cuts into pieces.

59. cuts, cuts into pieces.

60. cuts, cuts into pieces.

61. cuts, cuts into pieces.

62. cuts, cuts into pieces.

63. cuts, cuts into pieces.

64. cuts, cuts into pieces.

65. cuts, cuts into pieces.

66. cuts, cuts into pieces.

67. cuts, cuts into pieces.

68. cuts, cuts into pieces.

69. cuts, cuts into pieces.

70. cuts, cuts into pieces.

71. cuts, cuts into pieces.

72. cuts, cuts into pieces.

73. cuts, cuts into pieces.

74. cuts, cuts into pieces.

75. cuts, cuts into pieces.

76. cuts, cuts into pieces.

77. cuts, cuts into pieces.

78. cuts, cuts into pieces.

79. cuts, cuts into pieces.

80. cuts, cuts into pieces.

81. cuts, cuts into pieces.

82. cuts, cuts into pieces.

83. cuts, cuts into pieces.

84. cuts, cuts into pieces.

85. cuts, cuts into pieces.

86. cuts, cuts into pieces.

87. cuts, cuts into pieces.

88. cuts, cuts into pieces.

89. cuts, cuts into pieces.

90. cuts, cuts into pieces.

91. cuts, cuts into pieces.

92. cuts, cuts into pieces.

93. cuts, cuts into pieces.

94. cuts, cuts into pieces.

95. cuts, cuts into pieces.

96. cuts, cuts into pieces.

97. cuts, cuts into pieces.

98. cuts, cuts into pieces.

99. cuts, cuts into pieces.

100. cuts, cuts into pieces.
chinsim, chin.ap, n. one's real (blood) sister by blood.

chin-Yeng, chin.wu, n. one's real (blood) elder brother.

chin-wi-tay, n. kindness, goodness, helpfulness.

 Wich-yeUK (winding tight).

chincen, "Personal." "To be opened in person."

chino, n. royal governing person in person.

chinhwa-lyek, chil-mo, n. Chilkok county (is well versed in) economic problems.

chil-pul, chilq-to, cpd n. a lacquerer.

chilqsek mul, bucket as one walks along with it.

chilleng kelita, cpd vi. is in close contact (with), is close (to). 2. person, in person, oneself.

chil, chil-pul, chilq-to, cpd n. one's own handwriting.

chil-pus, cpd n. one's real (blood) elder sister by blood.

chil-pul, chilq-to, cpd n. a piece of kindness, a kindness.

chil, chil-pul, chilq-to, cpd n. one's own handwriting.

chilmen, n. a parent's illness.

chilman, n. a parent's illness.

chil-gon, chil-pul, chilq-to, cpd n. a ten-day visit in person.

chil-kye, chilmen, chilgong, chil-ap, n. chil-kye, chilmen, chilgong, chil-ap, n. one's real (blood) father.

chil-leum, n. is overburdened, is overwhelmed.

chil-bul, chil-ap, n. one's real (blood) elder brother; a woman's real (blood) elder sister.

chil-bul, chil-ap, n. one's real (blood) elder brother; a woman's real (blood) elder sister.

chil-mul, chil-ap, n. one's real (blood) elder brother; a woman's real (blood) elder sister.

chil-ap, chil-kun, chil-bul, chil-men, chil-yeUK, chil-leum, chil-bul, chil-ap, n. one's real (blood) elder brother; a woman's real (blood) elder sister.

chil-leum, n. is overburdened, is overwhelmed.

chil-bul, chil-ap, n. one's real (blood) elder brother; a woman's real (blood) elder sister.

chil-mul, chil-ap, n. one's real (blood) elder brother; a woman's real (blood) elder sister.

chil-ap, chil-kun, chil-bul, chil-men, chil-yeUK, chil-leum, chil-bul, chil-ap, n. one's real (blood) elder brother; a woman's real (blood) elder sister.

chil-leum, n. is overburdened, is overwhelmed.

chil-bul, chil-ap, n. one's real (blood) elder brother; a woman's real (blood) elder sister.

chil-mul, chil-ap, n. one's real (blood) elder brother; a woman's real (blood) elder sister.

chil-ap, chil-kun, chil-bul, chil-men, chil-yeUK, chil-leum, chil-bul, chil-ap, n. one's real (blood) elder brother; a woman's real (blood) elder sister.

chil-leum, n. is overburdened, is overwhelmed.

chil-bul, chil-ap, n. one's real (blood) elder brother; a woman's real (blood) elder sister.

chil-mul, chil-ap, n. one's real (blood) elder brother; a woman's real (blood) elder sister.

chil-ap, chil-kun, chil-bul, chil-men, chil-yeUK, chil-leum, chil-bul, chil-ap, n. one's real (blood) elder brother; a woman's real (blood) elder sister.

chil-leum, n. is overburdened, is overwhelmed.

chil-bul, chil-ap, n. one's real (blood) elder brother; a woman's real (blood) elder sister.

chil-mul, chil-ap, n. one's real (blood) elder brother; a woman's real (blood) elder sister.

chil-ap, chil-kun, chil-bul, chil-men, chil-yeUK, chil-leum, chil-bul, chil-ap, n. one's real (blood) elder brother; a woman's real (blood) elder sister.

chil-leum, n. is overburdened, is overwhelmed.

chil-bul, chil-ap, n. one's real (blood) elder brother; a woman's real (blood) elder sister.

chil-mul, chil-ap, n. one's real (blood) elder brother; a woman's real (blood) elder sister.

chil-ap, chil-kun, chil-bul, chil-men, chil-yeUK, chil-leum, chil-bul, chil-ap, n. one's real (blood) elder brother; a woman's real (blood) elder sister.

chil-leum, n. is overburdened, is overwhelmed.

chil-bul, chil-ap, n. one's real (blood) elder brother; a woman's real (blood) elder sister.

chil-mul, chil-ap, n. one's real (blood) elder brother; a woman's real (blood) elder sister.

chil-ap, chil-kun, chil-bul, chil-men, chil-yeUK, chil-leum, chil-bul, chil-ap, n. one's real (blood) elder brother; a woman's real (blood) elder sister.

chil-leum, n. is overburdened, is overwhelmed.

chil-bul, chil-ap, n. one's real (blood) elder brother; a woman's real (blood) elder sister.

chil-mul, chil-ap, n. one's real (blood) elder brother; a woman's real (blood) elder sister.

chil-ap, chil-kun, chil-bul, chil-men, chil-yeUK, chil-leum, chil-bul, chil-ap, n. one's real (blood) elder brother; a woman's real (blood) elder sister.

chil-leum, n. is overburdened, is overwhelmed.

chil-bul, chil-ap, n. one's real (blood) elder brother; a woman's real (blood) elder sister.

chil-mul, chil-ap, n. one's real (blood) elder brother; a woman's real (blood) elder sister.

chil-ap, chil-kun, chil-bul, chil-men, chil-yeUK, chil-leum, chil-bul, chil-ap, n. one's real (blood) elder brother; a woman's real (blood) elder sister.

chil-leum, n. is overburdened, is overwhelmed.

chil-bul, chil-ap, n. one's real (blood) elder brother; a woman's real (blood) elder sister.

chil-mul, chil-ap, n. one's real (blood) elder brother; a woman's real (blood) elder sister.

chil-ap, chil-kun, chil-bul, chil-men, chil-yeUK, chil-leum, chil-bul, chil-ap, n. one's real (blood) elder brother; a woman's real (blood) elder sister.

chil-leum, n. is overburdened, is overwhelmed.

chil-bul, chil-ap, n. one's real (blood) elder brother; a woman's real (blood) elder sister.

chil-mul, chil-ap, n. one's real (blood) elder brother; a woman's real (blood) elder sister.

chil-ap, chil-kun, chil-bul, chil-men, chil-yeUK, chil-leum, chil-bul, chil-ap, n. one's real (blood) elder brother; a woman's real (blood) elder sister.

chil-leum, n. is overburdened, is overwhelmed.

chil-bul, chil-ap, n. one's real (blood) elder brother; a woman's real (blood) elder sister.

chil-mul, chil-ap, n. one's real (blood) elder brother; a woman's real (blood) elder sister.

chil-ap, chil-kun, chil-bul, chil-men, chil-yeUK, chil-leum, chil-bul, chil-ap, n. one's real (blood) elder brother; a woman's real (blood) elder sister.

chil-leum, n. is overburdened, is overwhelmed.

chil-bul, chil-ap, n. one's real (blood) elder brother; a woman's real (blood) elder sister.

chil-mul, chil-ap, n. one's real (blood) elder brother; a woman's real (blood) elder sister.

chil-ap, chil-kun, chil-bul, chil-men, chil-yeUK, chil-leum, chil-bul, chil-ap, n. one's real (blood) elder brother; a woman's real (blood) elder sister.

chil-leum, n. is overburdened, is overwhelmed.

chil-bul, chil-ap, n. one's real (blood) elder brother; a woman's real (blood) elder sister.

chil-mul, chil-ap, n. one's real (blood) elder brother; a woman's real (blood) elder sister.

chil-ap, chil-kun, chil-bul, chil-men, chil-yeUK, chil-leum, chil-bul, chil-ap, n. one's real (blood) elder brother; a woman's real (blood) elder sister.
If n[khalq kum, the point of a knife (or khal kkuth, HI n. U-*ll khal nal, the blade (or edge) of a knife. a caldera. 1 a collar. [< E.]
fJlf->|2|Df khallak kelita, light isotope cpd vi. [E.]
roughneck, a rowdy. n. a college. [< E.]
khallak kelita, light isotope cpd vt. Qn. + vt.
cpd n. a knife. 1 a knife takes an edge of a knife curls.
the edge of a knife is dull (blunt). 1 the right (I). T(or sword), the false edge.
Chinese characters, the Sword (Knife) Radical. 1 or -Ji) the standing Sword, Radical 18 on (]
ali 18 on ^cf dances (performs) a sword dance, cpd n.
a sword dance. 1 a sword. 1 cf the sword;
scabbards a knife, sheathes a sword.
J ^cf "keeps coughing (hacking). — coughs,
vni. 7 cf a puppy yips. 2 adj. — cf a puppy yips.
† cf a puppy yips. 2 adj. — cf a puppy yips.
adv. — cf a puppy yips. 2 adj. — cf a puppy yips.
adv. — cf a puppy yips. 2 adj. — cf a puppy yips.
adv. — cf a puppy yips. 2 adj. — cf a puppy yips.
adv. — cf a puppy yips. 2 adj. — cf a puppy yips.
adv. — cf a puppy yips. 2 adj. — cf a puppy yips.
adv. — cf a puppy yips. 2 adj. — cf a puppy yips.
adv. — cf a puppy yips. 2 adj. — cf a puppy yips.
adv. — cf a puppy yips. 2 adj. — cf a puppy yips.
adv. — cf a puppy yips. 2 adj. — cf a puppy yips.
adv. — cf a puppy yips. 2 adj. — cf a puppy yips.
adv. — cf a puppy yips. 2 adj. — cf a puppy yips.
adv. — cf a puppy yips. 2 adj. — cf a puppy yips.
adv. — cf a puppy yips. 2 adj. — cf a puppy yips.
adv. — cf a puppy yips. 2 adj. — cf a puppy yips.
Kholang, kholang hata, a person who has a running nose, a snivelling child.

Khol, Ad. 
LIGHT ISOTOPES
1. stinging (pushing, piercing, poking, prickling) hard (or sharply) or abruptly or sharply.
2. a bee stings abruptly (or sharply).
3. a red pepper is stinging hot.

Khol-tsun, a communique.

Khol-tso, a cobra. (See also Kholo-gga.)

Khol-ku, a chorus. (See also Kholo-sna.)

Khol-ku, a compact. (See also Kholo-phay-k.)

Khol-ku, a cosine. (See also Kholo-phay-k.)

Khol-ku, a cosine. (See also Kholo-phay-k.)
ElS thamyen, 1. a hitter; (in baseball) n. 2. another side (hand, arm). 3. a bowler. 4. a hitter; (in baseball) n. 5. an object lesson, an example. 6. an oval. 7. an ostrich. 8. a compromise plan (proposal). 9. a compromise. 10. a compromise plan (proposal). 11. a compromise. 12. a compromise plan (proposal). 13. a compromise. 14. a compromise plan (proposal). 15. a compromise. 16. a compromise plan (proposal). 17. a compromise. 18. a compromise plan (proposal). 19. a compromise. 20. a compromise plan (proposal). 21. a compromise. 22. a compromise plan (proposal). 23. a compromise. 24. a compromise plan (proposal). 25. a compromise. 26. a compromise plan (proposal). 27. a compromise. 28. a compromise plan (proposal). 29. a compromise. 30. a compromise plan (proposal). 31. a compromise. 32. a compromise plan (proposal). 33. a compromise. 34. a compromise plan (proposal). 35. a compromise. 36. a compromise plan (proposal). 37. a compromise. 38. a compromise plan (proposal). 39. a compromise. 40. a compromise plan (proposal). 41. a compromise. 42. a compromise plan (proposal). 43. a compromise. 44. a compromise plan (proposal). 45. a compromise. 46. a compromise plan (proposal). 47. a compromise. 48. a compromise plan (proposal). 49. a compromise. 50. a compromise plan (proposal). 51. a compromise. 52. a compromise plan (proposal). 53. a compromise. 54. a compromise plan (proposal). 55. a compromise. 56. a compromise plan (proposal). 57. a compromise. 58. a compromise plan (proposal). 59. a compromise. 60. a compromise plan (proposal). 61. a compromise. 62. a compromise plan (proposal). 63. a compromise. 64. a compromise plan (proposal). 65. a compromise. 66. a compromise plan (proposal). 67. a compromise. 68. a compromise plan (proposal). 69. a compromise. 70. a compromise plan (proposal). 71. a compromise. 72. a compromise plan (proposal). 73. a compromise. 74. a compromise plan (proposal). 75. a compromise. 76. a compromise plan (proposal). 77. a compromise. 78. a compromise plan (proposal). 79. a compromise. 80. a compromise plan (proposal). 81. a compromise. 82. a compromise plan (proposal). 83. a compromise. 84. a compromise plan (proposal). 85. a compromise. 86. a compromise plan (proposal). 87. a compromise. 88. a compromise plan (proposal). 89. a compromise. 90. a compromise plan (proposal). 91. a compromise. 92. a compromise plan (proposal). 93. a compromise. 94. a compromise plan (proposal). 95. a compromise. 96. a compromise plan (proposal). 97. a compromise. 98. a compromise plan (proposal). 99. a compromise. 100. a compromise plan (proposal).
The text in the image is a page from a book, containing Chinese characters and some English words. The page seems to be discussing various terms and concepts, possibly in the context of language or literature. The text is dense and appears to be a continuation of a larger text, possibly a dictionary or a compendium of vocabulary. The page includes definitions, examples, and possibly etymologies of various terms. The text is in characters that are typical of a Chinese dictionary or educational resource.
thongko, n. transit, passage; entry, clearance, customs

thongkwa, adv. = masangi

thongkyo, n. = SfitGfilft) a general survey (view).

thongkwan, going to work; commuting.

thongki, the total price.

thongkimchi, n. = SfitGfilft) a large sheaf.

thongkimchi, vnt. = SfitGfilft) a whole log, unsplit wood.

thongkyo-mal, adj-n. = thonglo an ordinary member.

thongson, n. commerce, trade, commercial intercourse, ~ goods trade relations, ~ the board of Trade. ~ trade and commerce. ~ a trade commissioner. ~ a commercial treaty, a trade agreement.

thongseok, n. art. (right of) commandership, leadership.

thongseok, adj. gets highly bittered.

thongsan, n. commerce, trade, commercial intercourse, ~ goods trade relations, ~ the board of Trade. ~ trade and commerce. ~ a trade commissioner. ~ a commercial treaty, a trade agreement.

thongsan, adj-n. = thongson an ordinary member.

thongsol, n. a commander. ~ a leader, a commander. ~wards, leads, commands, leads, assumes the leadership of, leads, commands.

thongsol, adv. = thongsol a leader, a commander.

thongsol, adj-n. = thongsol an ordinary member.

thongsol, vt. = thongsol a leader, a commander.

thongsol, n. a commander. ~ a leader, a commander. ~wards, leads, commands, leads, assumes the leadership of, leads, commands.

thongsol, adj-n. = thongsol an ordinary member.

thongsol, vt. = thongsol a leader, a commander.

thongsol, n. a commander. ~ a leader, a commander. ~wards, leads, commands, leads, assumes the leadership of, leads, commands.
The railway was recently opened as far as Pusan.

The railway is known as the ‘Blue Line’ because it was originally laid with blue bricks.

The railway language is Korean, and the ticketing system is similar to that in Japan.

The railway is well-maintained, and the railcars are clean and comfortable.

The railway stations are equipped with telephones, and the ticketing process is straightforward.

The railway offers a convenient and efficient way to travel to and from Pusan and other destinations.
vi. covered (or smeared)

n. a struggle (fight)

vt. wails, a complaint ("wail")

n. all over with, full of

n. [<C.'l+d'er. n.]

n. champion

n. [geometrical or physical]

n. (commercial) dumping, a (at less than cost)

n. (at a hotel)

n. a voting (combative, military)

n. a fight at the slightest provocation

n. a voter

n. (which have only a finger's width)

n. a game of

n. an investment bank

n. an unsigned ballot

n. ballot paper

n. a voting district, a polling area

n. a voting day

n. a number of votes

n. a vote

n. a ballot box

n. a signed ballot

n. voting, suffrage, franchise (in physics)

n. a voting chart

n. is thorough, thoroughgoing

n. hammer

n. is penetrating, lucid, limpid

n. (in), takes part (in), involves oneself (with)

n. sees through

n. divines, senses (psychical-voyance, second sight)

n. (in sculpture)

n. a perspective drawing

n. an investor

n. an invention

n. an investment bank

n. an armament

n. a contest

n. a struggle (fight)

n. a contest

n. a struggle, a campaign

n. (being) combative

n. a hackneyed expression

n. a hackneyed expression

n. a gun with a boom

n. is heavy

n. is penetrating, lucid, limpid

n. a beautiful, a pretty, a pretty-looking, a handsome, an elegant

n. is penetrating, lucid, limpid

n. a throw of the dice

n. a ballot box

n. a vote

n. a vote of no confidence

n. a voting day

n. a number of votes

n. a vote

n. a ballot box

n. a signed ballot

n. a voting day

n. a number of votes

n. a vote

n. a ballot box

n. a signed ballot

n. a voting day

n. a number of votes

n. a vote

n. a ballot box

n. a signed ballot

n. a voting day

n. a number of votes

n. a vote

n. a ballot box
phak, n. 1. a branch of a family or clan. 2. a group, a party, a faction, a clique, a wing, a side. 3. a broken mirror. 4. a broken dish; a dish with a flaw in it. 5. legal goods, a defective good, a dish. 6. a flaw; a flaw in a wave. 7. a dig, a hole. 8. to make a solecism. 9. to break the rules; to commit a solecism. 10. to break (damage) a thing; to make it defective, to break a law, a rule, a commandment, a code. 11. to break down, to break a wave. 12. to break up, to destroy, to pull down, to ruin. 13. to have a good many such examples. 14. to create (raise) a disturbance, a storm, a trouble. 15. to have a good many; to be quite frequent; to have a good many or a lot. 16. to have a good many; to be quite frequent; to have a good many; to be quite frequent; to have a good many or a lot. 17. to have a good many; to be quite frequent; to have a good many; to be quite frequent; to have a good many or a lot. 18. to have a good many; to be quite frequent; to have a good many; to be quite frequent; to have a good many or a lot. 19. to have a good many; to be quite frequent; to have a good many; to be quite frequent; to have a good many or a lot. 20. to have a good many; to be quite frequent; to have a good many; to be quite frequent; to have a good many or a lot. 21. to have a good many; to be quite frequent; to have a good many; to be quite frequent; to have a good many or a lot. 22. to have a good many; to be quite frequent; to have a good many; to be quite frequent; to have a good many or a lot. 23. to have a good many; to be quite frequent; to have a good many; to be quite frequent; to have a good many or a lot. 24. to have a good many; to be quite frequent; to have a good many; to be quite frequent; to have a good many or a lot. 25. to have a good many; to be quite frequent; to have a good many; to be quite frequent; to have a good many or a lot. 26. to have a good many; to be quite frequent; to have a good many; to be quite frequent; to have a good many or a lot. 27. to have a good many; to be quite frequent; to have a good many; to be quite frequent; to have a good many or a lot. 28. to have a good many; to be quite frequent; to have a good many; to be quite frequent; to have a good many or a lot. 29. to have a good many; to be quite frequent; to have a good many; to be quite frequent; to have a good many or a lot. 30. to have a good many; to be quite frequent; to have a good many; to be quite frequent; to have a good many or a lot. 31. to have a good many; to be quite frequent; to have a good many; to be quite frequent; to have a good many or a lot. 32. to have a good many; to be quite frequent; to have a good many; to be quite frequent; to have a good many or a lot. 33. to have a good many; to be quite frequent; to have a good many; to be quite frequent; to have a good many or a lot. 34. to have a good many; to be quite frequent; to have a good many; to be quite frequent; to have a good many or a lot. 35. to have a good many; to be quite frequent; to have a good many; to be quite frequent; to have a good many or a lot. 36. to have a good many; to be quite frequent; to have a good many; to be quite frequent; to have a good many or a lot. 37. to have a good many; to be quite frequent; to have a good many; to be quite frequent; to have a good many or a lot. 38. to have a good many; to be quite frequent; to have a good many; to be quite frequent; to have a good many or a lot. 39. to have a good many; to be quite frequent; to have a good many; to be quite frequent; to have a good many or a lot. 40. to have a good many; to be quite frequent; to have a good many; to be quite frequent; to have a good many or a lot. 41. to have a good many; to be quite frequent; to have a good many; to be quite frequent; to have a good many or a lot. 42. to have a good many; to be quite frequent; to have a good many; to be quite frequent; to have a good many or a lot. 43. to have a good many; to be quite frequent; to have a good many; to be quite frequent; to have a good many or a lot. 44. to have a good many; to be quite frequent; to have a good many; to be quite frequent; to have a good many or a lot. 45. to have a good many; to be quite frequent; to have a good many; to be quite frequent; to have a good many or a lot. 46. to have a good many; to be quite frequent; to have a good many; to be quite frequent; to have a good many or a lot. 47. to have a good many; to be quite frequent; to have a good many; to be quite frequent; to have a good many or a lot. 48. to have a good many; to be quite frequent; to have a good many; to be quite frequent; to have a good many or a lot. 49. to have a good many; to be quite frequent; to have a good many; to be quite frequent; to have a good many or a lot. 50. to have a good many; to be quite frequent; to have a good many; to be quite frequent; to have a good many or a lot. 51. to have a good many; to be quite frequent; to have a good many; to be quite frequent; to have a good many or a lot. 52. to have a good many; to be quite frequent; to have a good many; to be quite frequent; to have a good many or a lot. 53. to have a good many; to be quite frequent; to have a good many; to be quite frequent; to have a good many or a lot. 54. to have a good many; to be quite frequent; to have a good many; to be quite frequent; to have a good many or a lot. 55. to have a good many; to be quite frequent; to have a good many; to be quite frequent; to have a good many or a lot. 56. to have a good many; to be quite frequent; to have a good many; to be quite frequent; to have a good many or a lot. 57. to have a good many; to be quite frequent; to have a good many; to be quite frequent; to have a good many or a lot. 58. to have a good many; to be quite frequent; to have a good many; to be quite frequent; to have a good many or a lot. 59. to have a good many; to be quite frequent; to have a good many; to be quite frequent; to have a good many or a lot. 60. to have a good many; to be quite frequent; to have a good many; to be quite frequent; to have a good many or a lot.
The leaves come out on the trees all fresh and green (or blue, green (or other color)).

Phasmatodae, n., fam.)(fascism)
필요한 (the techniques of) woodblock printing, 7. a print seller, a print shop. 8. Mangyang-ceng in Wulqcin. 2. the Eight Views (of Korean history). 3. Twice a week (for) the Eight Views (of Korean culture). 4. Cwukse-lwu in Samchek, Kwantong, i.e. Kangwen). 5. Chengkan-ceng in N. Kyengsang. 6. Phyenghay il-pho in Koseng, 4. Cwukse-lwu in Samchek, Kwantong, i.e, Kangwen). 1. an octagonal building. 2. the door open and shut. SYN. ^ T j . 3. coming in and going out all the time, keeps coming in and going out, keeps banging away from one's book. 1 °1 ~ sells (prostitutes) one's honor. = At.V- ~ sells (prostitutes) one's honor. 3. betrays, sells out, sells. 5. turns away (aside), [dial.] ~ sells at a loss (sacrifice), sells under (at less) cost, sacrifices. 7. ~ sells dear (highly, expensively), sells at a high price. 9. ~ sells cheap, sells at a low price.

필말 phalkwu [VAR.] = 평가. 5. (phalkwu-[ ]) phalliv. 1. an octagonal building. 2. the door open and shut. SYN. ^ T j . 3. keeps coming in and going out, keeps banging away from one's book. 1 °1 ~ sells (prostitutes) one's honor. = At.V- ~ sells (prostitutes) one's honor. 3. betrays, sells out, sells. 5. turns away (aside), [dial.] ~ sells at a loss (sacrifice), sells under (at less) cost, sacrifices. 7. ~ sells dear (highly, expensively), sells at a high price. 9. ~ sells cheap, sells at a low price.

필말 phalkwu [VAR.] = 평가. 5. (phalkwu-[ ]) phalliv. 1. an octagonal building. 2. the door open and shut. SYN. ^ T j . 3. keeps coming in and going out, keeps banging away from one's book. 1 °1 ~ sells (prostitutes) one's honor. = At.V- ~ sells (prostitutes) one's honor. 3. betrays, sells out, sells. 5. turns away (aside), [dial.] ~ sells at a loss (sacrifice), sells under (at less) cost, sacrifices. 7. ~ sells dear (highly, expensively), sells at a high price. 9. ~ sells cheap, sells at a low price.

필말 phalkwu [VAR.] = 평가. 5. (phalkwu-[ ]) phalliv. 1. an octagonal building. 2. the door open and shut. SYN. ^ T j . 3. keeps coming in and going out, keeps banging away from one's book. 1 °1 ~ sells (prostitutes) one's honor. = At.V- ~ sells (prostitutes) one's honor. 3. betrays, sells out, sells. 5. turns away (aside), [dial.] ~ sells at a loss (sacrifice), sells under (at less) cost, sacrifices. 7. ~ sells dear (highly, expensively), sells at a high price. 9. ~ sells cheap, sells at a low price.
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3. A disabled person, a cripple.

4. The lungs, pulmonary.

5. A pneumothorax, a collapsed lung.

6. In a word, in short.

7. The Assembly, the Parliament.

8. A gun, a cannon, a piece of artillery, a gunpowder, a firearm.

9. A gunpowder, a firearm.

10. A gunpowder, a firearm.

11. A gunpowder, a firearm.

12. A gunpowder, a firearm.

13. A gunpowder, a firearm.


15. A gunpowder, a firearm.

16. A gunpowder, a firearm.

17. A gunpowder, a firearm.

18. A gunpowder, a firearm.

19. A gunpowder, a firearm.

20. A gunpowder, a firearm.

21. A gunpowder, a firearm.

22. A gunpowder, a firearm.

23. A gunpowder, a firearm.


25. A gunpowder, a firearm.

26. A gunpowder, a firearm.
주표

표말

gem, precious stone, jewel, gemstone, precious jewel (or gemstone)

1. n. | 2. adj.

표면 ( 표면 )

surface, the face, the exterior, the outside; appearance, superficiality, show.
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표면 ( 표면 )

surface, the face, the exterior, the outside; appearance, superficiality, show.

표면 ( 표면 )

surface, the face, the exterior, the outside; appearance, superficiality, show.
does, undinds, uncaps; loosen, unloosen(s). 1. unpack(s) ~ unties one's shoelaces, unleashes one's shoes. 1. ~ unties a bundle. 1. ~ loosens one's hair; (a woman) goes into mourning. 2. removes, cancel(s), dissolves, lifts, releases, disen¬
ables, solves, frees, exercises. 3. ~ lifts ~ lifts a prohibition. 4. ~ removes ~ removes (raises) a blockade. 3. ~ heals ~ heals (regains) a (lost) person (from a duty). 3. dissolves, mends. 7. ~ blows ~ blows away one's nose. 7. ~ delivers a child, gives birth to a child. 6. vents, lets out; removes. 7. ~ vents ~ vents one's spirit, works out (satis¬fies) a grudge, regains oneself. 7. releases, dis¬
charges, fits of something, ease(s). 8. ~ blows one's nose. 8. ~ delivers a child, gives birth to a child. 6. vents, lets out, removes. 7. ~ vent ~ vent (sighs, groans, sighs oneself. 7. releases, dis¬
covers, solutions, removals, clearings. 8. ~ solves, works out, unravels.
From the text, it appears that the document contains multiple sections or topics, but the specific content is not clear due to the fragmented and incomplete nature of the text. The text seems to be discussing various adverbial forms and their uses, possibly in a linguistic or philosophical context. However, without a clearer context or additional text, it's challenging to provide a coherent summary or translation. The text includes terms like "postnom. adj." and "used after the infinitive of an," which suggests discussions on the use of adverbial forms in English or another language. The presence of Korean terms like "hata" and "hata'" indicates that the document might be comparing English and Korean linguistic structures. Overall, the text appears to be an academic or linguistic discussion, but more context is needed for a precise understanding.
of Korean ancestry. Han-kyoey, §-§|| (lt5)
_ -WK#) hankyey, cpd n., a winter chrysanthemum.
Han kopi, cpd n., works as hard as one can.
Han kyoey, §-§- marginal utility. 1 ~ its leaves a bit later. 1 ~ it never goes a
person); leaves a bit later. 1 a bit earlier.
Han kwuseok, cpd n., a winter chrysanthemum.
Han kungmun, cpd n., a cold country.
Han kwun, cpd n., a winter chrysanthemum.
Han kooey, cpd n., the city of Hankow (Hankông) in China.
Han kwa, cpd n., a nook; a secluded place. 1 ~ sits in a
conversation.
Han-nam, cpd n., one month (= 4"4 4)* abbr.
Han nala, cpd n., half a day. 1 ~ half-
day's work. 1 ~ ~ a car sleeps for the whole
morning (or afternoon). SYN. 
Han nala, cpd n., south of the Han
Han nark, cpd n., high noon; midday. 
Han-tal, cpd adv., < (cpd n.).
Han-tey, cpd n., a meal, one meal. 1 ~
eats noodles for a meal. 1 ~ eats for a meal. 1 is a regret, is regarded, is a regret
( or pity), is a matter for regret.
Han tong, cpd n., one round. 1 ~
~ the liquor is passed around once; has a
round. 1 ~ ~ a car runs on the wrong place. 1 ~ a car runs
off the road. 1 ~ ~ a car runs off the road.
Han-tong, cpd n., an outdoors oven, an
outdoors, out of doors, the
oven set up outside the kitchen.
Han-tongan, cpd n., an outdoors oven, an
outdoors, out of doors, the
oven set up outside the kitchen.
Han-tongan, cpd n., a main road, a high road, a
part of the country. 1 ~
~ the legs of a table are
wobbles) a little.
Han-tongan, cpd n., a main road, a high road, a
part of the country. 1 ~
~ the legs of a table are
wobbles) a little.
Han-ton, cpd n., see
Han-tongan, cpd n., the city of Hunan (Hunkyun).
Han-tongan, cpd n., a main road, a high road, a
part of the country. 1 ~
~ the legs of a table are
wobbles) a little.
Han-ton, cpd n., see
Han-tongan, cpd n., a main road, a high road, a
part of the country. 1 ~
~ the legs of a table are
wobbles) a little.
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Han-tongan, cpd n., a main road, a high road, a
part of the country. 1 ~
~ the legs of a table are
wobbles) a little.
Han-ton, cpd n., see
Han-tongan, cpd n., a main road, a high road, a
part of the country. 1 ~
~ the legs of a table are
wobbles) a little.
Han-ton, cpd n., see
Han-tongan, cpd n., a main road, a high road, a
part of the country. 1 ~
~ the legs of a table are
wobbles) a little.
Han-ton, cpd n., see
Han-tongan, cpd n., a main road, a high road, a
part of the country. 1 ~
~ the legs of a table are
wobbles) a little.
Han-ton, cpd n., see
Han-tongan, cpd n., a main road, a high road, a
part of the country. 1 ~
~ the legs of a table are
wobbles) a little.
Han-ton, cpd n., see
Han-tongan, cpd n., a main road, a high road, a
part of the country. 1 ~
~ the legs of a table are
wobbles) a little.
Han-tongan, cpd n., a main road, a high road, a
part of the country. 1 ~
~ the legs of a table are
wobbles) a little.
Han-ton, cpd n., see
Han-tongan, cpd n., a main road, a high road, a
part of the country. 1 ~
~ the legs of a table are
wobbles) a little.
Han-ton, cpd n., see
Han-tongan, cpd n., a main road, a high road, a
part of the country. 1 ~
~ the legs of a table are
wobbles) a little.
Han-ton, cpd n., see
Han-tongan, cpd n., a main road, a high road, a
part of the country. 1 ~
~ the legs of a table are
wobbles) a little.
Han-ton, cpd n., see
Han-tongan, cpd n., a main road, a high road, a
part of the country. 1 ~
~ the legs of a table are
wobbles) a little.
Han-ton, cpd n., see
Han-tongan, cpd n., a main road, a high road, a
part of the country. 1 ~
~ the legs of a table are
wobbles) a little.
Han-ton, cpd n., see
Han-tongan, cpd n., a main road, a high road, a
part of the country. 1 ~
~ the legs of a table are
wobbles) a little.
Han-ton, cpd n., see
Han-tongan, cpd n., a main road, a high road, a
part of the country. 1 ~
~ the legs of a table are
wobbles) a little.
he küwln, cpd n. (pre-n. + post-n.) an empty hole, a pit. 1 ~ a reed falls into a pit. [fran. [he, cft. helk, place.] he-kwul, n. the sides of one's waist; the heu-kwul heku manhta, cpd adj. [VAR. = hek-wul] to fluster is hako manhta (japonese). he-kwul, adj-n. is a very long time, is very long. 1 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ he-kwul a that one does not know what to do. 1 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ he-kwul a that one does not know what to do.

he-hel, he-hon, adj. [dial.] = he-hon, adj. [flustered. if foolish fear, funk. 1 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ hekyo, n. a fabrication, a fiction, a nonsense. 1. permission, leave. 2. aprove, sanction. 1. a nullity, a mistake, an error, an untruth, falsity. If ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ hekyo, n. a fabrication, a fiction, a nonsense. 1. permission, leave. 2. aprove, sanction. 1. a nullity, a mistake, an error, an untruth, falsity. If ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ hekyo, n. a fabrication, a fiction, a nonsense. 1. permission, leave. 2. aprove, sanction. 1. a nullity, a mistake, an error, an untruth, falsity.
bid n., adj-n.
S

hel-kaps, n. - [dial.]
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CHEAP PRICE.
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prosp. mod.
<

heavy isotope
*

to get old,
*

S

hetchit, n. -

[archaic]

hetchi, n. - [archaic]

■

adj.

a frivolous person, an im¬

copd n.

heavy isotope

cpd vi.

a light

adj.

slander, abuse, calumny.

\(\text{hut}\) has a queasy feeling, is

\(\text{hut}\) is not firm. 2. is liberal, lavish,

\(\text{hut}\) is easygoing,

\(\text{hut}\) is not firm. 2. is liberal, lavish,

\(\text{hut}\) is easygoing,

\(\text{hut}\) is not firm. 2. is liberal, lavish,

\(\text{hut}\) is easygoing,

\(\text{hut}\) is not firm. 2. is liberal, lavish,

\(\text{hut}\) is easygoing,

\(\text{hut}\) is not firm. 2. is liberal, lavish,

\(\text{hut}\) is easygoing,

\(\text{hut}\) is not firm. 2. is liberal, lavish,

\(\text{hut}\) is easygoing,

\(\text{hut}\) is not firm. 2. is liberal, lavish,
The text is not legible due to the quality of the image. It appears to be a page from a book, but the content is not readable.
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 hwang-say, a kind of yellow calcite.
 hwang-say (黄山), a yellow plum (tree).
 hwang-say (黃山), a yellow mountain in the vicinity of S. Kyengsang (1104 m).
 hwang-say (黃山), an Imperial order (command).
 hwang-say (黃山), hair from a weasel's tail.
 hwang-say (黃山), a prince of the Blood, an emperor's cousin.
 hwang-say (黃山), the Empress, the Queen.
 hwang-pulwu (黃圃), a dishes store, a variety store, a dime store.
 hwang-say (黃山), the ancient age.
 hwang-say kelum (黃山), a dish of sliced ripe yellow plum.
 hwang-say (黃山), the Imperial family, the royal family.
 hwang-say (黃山), a kestrel (bird).
hoyngsa, n. walking sideways, sidling.
a striated line, the line abreast.
n. wrongly, misjudges, is deceived, makes a wrong property, embezzles, misappropriates. Tmuscle.
f turbine of a double sliding door window.
the number of times, a railroad running across (the country). —olLf runs (cuts) across.
the efficacy of a remedy, the effective value. 1 — marginal utility. 1 — the law of diminishing utility (of diminishing returns).
for, is beneficial (to or in). SVN. 호영.
Hyo-kyeng, n. the Book of Filial Piety (confucian classic).
or a top (master, veteran) writer.
beauty, grace, elegance, elaborage.
the efficacy of a medicine does. 1 — is effective, is good, use. 1 — the efficacy of a remedy, the effective value.
from, against, contrary to reason, being contrary to reason, goes against reason.
tasty tidings, a filial heart, (feelings of) filial piety and chastity.
validity, force, effect.
leaves a violent mark.
a filial (dutiful) son, a devout child.
by a fluke, f — wins by a fluke, f — wins unexpectedly, has a windfall, gets a stroke of good fortune.
takes good care of (is filial, is obedient to one's parents).
filial piety and brotherly love to one's parents, f — filial piety and chastity.
valid, effective, does good, tells, has effect (on), is in force, holds good, is valid, is effective, takes effect, becomes effective (operative).
for, is beneficial to (or in). SVN. 호영.
filial piety, virtue, benefit, good; effect.
embezzler.
a usurper, a dispossessor, an one who usurps, seizes (upon), contains, holds.
by violence, by injuries.
seizings (a seizure), seizes (a person's property), seizes, seizes.
beams, space, a space.
seizings (a claim), seizes (a person's property), seizes.
unseals, seizes.
seizes (by force, force), seizes, seizes by force, seizes.
unlawful seizure.
seizes by force, seizes.
takes control of the arrogance of the police.
the arrangements of the military.
adv. is arrogant, rude, violent.
rudimentary, highhanded.
violence, tyrannous, high-handedness.
the arrogance of the police.
the head, the beginning, the first.
seizes (by force, force), seizes, seizes by force, seizes.
transversely, divides crosswise, crosses, crosses, crosses.
intersets, cuts transversely, divides crosswise.
transverse, intersections, intersecting.
lines, a horizontal line, a cross line, a cross.
underlines a word.
adv. +vt.
adv. +vt.
takes a filial heart, (feelings of) filial piety.
by a fluke, — wins by a fluke, — wins unexpectedly, has a windfall.
filial piety and brotherly love.
filial piety and brotherly love.
filial piety and brotherly love.
filial nobility.
filial piety.
has a stroke of good fortune.
filial piety.
filial piety and chastity.
filial piety.
filial piety.
wrongly, misjudges, is deceived, makes a wrong.
their method.
by violence, by injury.
adv. + vt.
adv. + vt.
adv. + vt.
adv. + vt.
adv. + vt.
adv. + vt.
adv. + vt.
adv. + vt.
adv. + vt.
adv. + vt.
adv. + vt.
adv. + vt.
adv. + vt.
adv. + vt.
adv. + vt.
adv. + vt.
adv. + vt.
adv. + vt.
adv. + vt.
adv. + vt.
adv. + vt.
adv. + vt.
adv. + vt.
adv. + vt.
adv. + vt.
adv. + vt.
adv. + vt.
adv. + vt.
adv. + vt.
adv. + vt.
adv. + vt.
adv. + vt.
adv. + vt.
adv. + vt.
adv. + vt.
adv. + vt.
adv. + vt.
adv. + vt.
adv. + vt.
adv. + vt.
adv. + vt.
adv. + vt.
adv. + vt.
adv. + vt.
adv. + vt.
adv. + vt.
adv. + vt.
adv. + vt.
adv. + vt.
adv. + vt.
adv. + vt.
adv. + vt.
adv. + vt.
adv. + vt.
adv. + vt.
adv. + vt.
adv. + vt.
adv. + vt.
adv. + vt.
adv. + vt.
adv. + vt.
adv. + vt.
adv. + vt.
adv. + vt.
adv. + vt.
adv. + vt.
him-tulta, cpd adj./vi. -l. (n.+vi.) strength enters’—1. is laborious, arduous, strenuous, toilsome, troublesome, tough, painful. 2. is hard, difficult; is “hard going”, “tough sledding”. 3. is so hot that it is hard to work.

him tulita, cpd vi. (n.+vc.) 1. puts in one’s strength (labor, efforts), makes efforts, exerts oneself, endeavors. 2. takes pains, elaborates (on). 3. makes an elaborate table. 4. elaborates upon a plan.

him tulm, subst. | him lyek, cpd n. the Chinese character 力 (strength), 力 Radical 19 (力) in Chinese Characters, the Strength Radical. 1. 力 Radical 19 on the right.

him puchita, cpd vi. (n.+vt.) is not strong (or capable) enough to; is beyond one’s ability, is too much for one. 1. I am not strong enough to wrestle with him. 2. I am not strong enough to lift a stone. 2. endeavors, does one’s best to succeed in life. 3. labors, toils, pains. 4. helps, aids, assists, gives a hand, lends one’s help.

him ssut, cpd vi. (n.+vt.) exerts oneself, makes efforts. 1. studies hard. 2. works hard. 3. helps, aids, assists, gives a hand, lends one’s help.

him ssal, subst. | him ssul, prosp. subst. 1. an arrowhead in the position. 2. helps a friend land a job.